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2ABSTRACT
This	thesis	analyses	the	discourse	of	researchers	associated	with	the	ﬁeld	of	parapsychology	-	a	
ﬁeld	of	contested	knowledge	and	controversial	academic	standing.	The	thesis	is	posiJoned	as	an	
update	and	extension	of	the	discourse	analysis	methodology	and	analyJcal	framework	
implemented	by	Gilbert	and	Mulkay	(1984).	Ties	to	the	Sociology	of	ScienJﬁc	Knowledge	are	also	
delineated	within	the	literature	background.	Core	aims	of	the	thesis	include;	analysing	the	
discourse	of	researchers	connected	to	a	ﬁeld	of	controversial	posiJoning	and	revealing	the	social	
acJon(s)	behind	this	discourse	as	points	of	construcJon.	Uncovering	interpretaJve	repertoires	
was	the	primary	focus	of	analysis.	The	thesis	also	expands	upon	previous	discourse	studies	by	
acJvely	exploring	the	connecJons	between	the	potenJal	repertoires	-	presenJng	an	overarching	
theoreJcal	binding	that	is	noJceably	absent	from	prior	analysis	within	the	literature.
Researchers	with	current	or	previous	career	Jes	to	parapsychology	and	UK	academic	insJtuJons	
were	interviewed	in	semi-structured	phone	interviews	-	discussing	their	careers,	connecJons,	and	
perspecJves	of	parapsychology.	From	this	interview	data,	three	interpretaJve	repertoires	were	
idenJﬁed.	The	‘categorisaJon	and	stake’	repertoire	revealed	how	the	researchers	managed	
presentaJons	of	idenJty	and	stake	towards	category	construcJons.	The	‘outsider	repertoire’	
demonstrated	how	the	researchers’	discourse	constructs	idenJty	borders	that	diﬀerenJate	
between	concepts	of	‘insiders’	/	‘outsiders’	and	how	this	is	a	key	tool	for	ideological	posiJoning.	
Finally,	the	‘reﬂecJon	of	conJngency’	repertoire	illustrated	discursive	reﬂecJve	informal	
formulaJons	of	personal	biographies	that	were	used	to	construct	presentaJons	of	conJngency	for	
scienJﬁc	and	academic	pracJce.	Whilst	each	repertoire	is	disJncJve	the	social	acJons	between	
them	are	connected,	including;	ﬁeld	boundary	work,	group	border	idenJty	construcJon	and	
personal	idenJty	construcJon.	The	thesis	presents	an	overarching	theoreJcal	concept	that	binds	
these	acJons	together:	the	‘PosiJoning	ConstrucJon	Device’.	It	is	proposed	that	this	discursive	
device	incorporates	the	three	idenJﬁed	repertoires	as	mulJple	layers	of	a	single	device	where	the	
main	funcJon	is	posiJoning	within	the	communicaJve	context.
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CHAPTER	1:		INTRODUCTION
1.1	Thesis	Overview
The	main	objecJve	of	the	current	thesis	is	to	analyse	the	discourse	of	researchers	who	are	
associated	with	a	contested	knowledge	claim.	Researchers	purportedly	Jed	with	the	ﬁeld	of	
parapsychology	-	a	purported	fringe	science	-	were	interviewed	about	generalised	issues	relaJng	
to	the	subject	and	their	experiences	in	or	around	the	ﬁeld.	This	content	was	then	analysed	in	an	
apempt	to	gain	insight	into	the	possible	discursive	strategies	that	may	exist	within	their	responses.	
The	current	thesis	is	posiJoned	as	both	an	update	and	extension	of	core	sociological	literature	-	
primarily	a	contemporary	use	of	the	discourse	analysis	methodology	and	analyJcal	framework	
implemented	by	Gilbert	and	Mulkay	(1984).	The	construcJonist	approach	to	the	sociological	work	
done	through	language,	such	as	idenJty	presentaJon,	also	has	Jes	with	the	Sociology	of	ScienJﬁc	
Knowledge	(SSK)	literature.	How	researchers	in	ﬁelds	that	are	perceived	as	outside	of	the	
mainstream	posiJon	themselves	and	draw	boundaries	around	and	in-between	these	subject(s)	
also	relates	to	this	thesis.
UlJmately,	the	core	aim	of	the	thesis	is	to	analyse	the	discourse	of	researchers	connected	to	the	
ﬁeld	of	parapsychology	and	look	at	how	they	use	their	discourse	for	social	acJon,	to	construct	
their	social	world	in	the	communicaJve	context.	Broadly,	parapsychology	can	be	deﬁned	as	an	
academic	ﬁeld	that	focuses	research	towards	the	invesJgaJon	of	phenomena	that	is	interpreted	
as	being	beyond	convenJonal	scienJﬁc	interest	-	for	example	paranormal	phenomena	such	as	
clairvoyance	(please	refer	to	secJon	1.4.1	for	further	elaboraJon).
The	focus	on	researchers	apached	to	a	ﬁeld	of	contested	knowledge	is	intended	to	reveal	more	of	
an	insight	into	these	discursive	pracJces	as	this	area	has	not	been	cemented,	is	sJll	in	ﬂux	and	
therefore	more	likely	to	reveal	the	underlying	interpretaJve	repertoires	used	by	the	researchers	to	
navigate	this	social	space.	Such	an	approach	has	been	uJlised	throughout	SSK	research,	for	as	
11
MarJn	and	Richards	(1995)	state:
“Accounts	are	not	directly	given	by	nature	but	may	be	approached	as	the	products	of	social	processes	and	
negoJaJons	that	mediate	scienJsts’	accounts	of	the	natural	world.	The	study	of…controversies	have	the	
further	advantage	that	these	social	processes	which	ordinarily	are	not	visible	to	outsiders,	are	confronted	
and	made	overt	by	the	contending	disputants.”
(MarJn	and	Richards,	1995:	512)
Discourse	analysis	is	the	core	analyJcal	focus	of	the	thesis.	Research	adopJng	this	focus	from	
Gilbert	and	Mulkay’s	(1984)	original	study	through	to	recent	studies	(for	example,	Whiple	and	
Mueller;	2016)	has	demonstrated	the	theoreJcal	usefulness	of	adopJng	such	an	approach.	
Analysing	the	discursive	pracJces	of	individuals	can	reveal	the	mechanisms	they	use	to	construct	
their	social	world,	representaJons	and	idenJty	within	the	communicaJve	context.	Fundamentally,	
this	is	important	to	understand	how	people	acJvely	use	their	discourse	to	shape	their	world	and	
how	language	is	used	as	a	medium	for	social	interacJon.	The	current	thesis	aims	to	develop	this	
analyJcal	focus	by	apempJng	to	expand	the	theoreJcal	approach.
The	current	chapter	will	serve	as	a	generalised	introducJon	-	with	the	above	providing	a	
comprehensive	overview	of	the	content	of	the	thesis.	The	next	secJons	will	provide	the	
background	and	context	for	the	focus	towards	parapsychologists	and	the	ﬁeld	of	parapsychology	-	
along	with	an	outline	of	its	progression	within	the	UK.	This	will	then	be	followed	by	a	brief	
historical	overview	of	parapsychology’s	progression	as	an	academic	discipline	and	focus	on	how	
the	ﬁeld	has	been	a	topic	of	sociological	analysis.	Finally,	the	chapter	will	posiJon	the	thesis	in	
accordance	with	the	wider	academic	literature	summarising	the	key	aims,	its	purpose	and	the	
overall	structure	of	the	thesis.
1.2	Background:	Parapsychology	As	a	Subject	of	Controversy
This	secJon	will	look	at	how	parapsychology	is	a	subject	of	controversy	by	providing	examples	of	
tensions	that	have	occurred	between	parapsychologists	and	their	criJcs.
A	recent	deﬁniJon	of	parapsychology	presents	the	subject	as	the	following:
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“Parapsychology	is	the	scienJﬁc	study	of	ostensible	parapsychological	phenomena	such	as	telepathy	and	
psychokinesis...phenomena	in	which	informaJon	or	energy	seems	to	have	been	apprehended	or	
transferred	without	the	operaJon	of	the	known	senses	or	logical	inference...usually	referred	to	as	psi	
phenomena.	Parapsychology	is	the	study	of	these	phenomena,	and	it	includes	consideraJon	of	both	
common	psychological	explanaJons	as	well	as	explanaJons	in	which	mind	may	be	a	basic,	irreducible	
aspect	of	reality	that	may	transcend	the	perceived	limitaJons	of	the	body.”
(Cardena	et	al.,	2015:	1-2)
In	2008	an	arJcle	was	published	in	the	Society	of	Psychical	Research	(SPR)	based	Paranormal	
Review	which	outlined	the	academic	growth	of	parapsychology	in	the	UK.	Carr	(2008)	depicted	
the	ﬁeld	as	exhibiJng	signs	of	substanJal	growth	within	the	academic	sector,	maintaining	a	
signiﬁcant	presence	within	a	number	of	established	universiJes,	including	Northampton	and	the	
University	of	York.	This	presentaJon	of	parapsychology	suggested	that	the	subject	was	gaining	
notable	acceptance	and	interest	within	mainstream	academia.	However,	despite	this	portrayal	it	
is	apparent	that	parapsychology	sJll	struggles	to	be	fully	recognised	by	the	scienJﬁc	mainstream.	
An	observaJon	which	is	perhaps	best	illustrated	by	Professor	Robert	Winston’s	public	
condemnaJon	of	the	subject	in	2006.	The	Telegraph	(2006)	reported	Professor	Winston’s	reacJon	
to	the	BriJsh	AssociaJon	inviJng	parapsychologists	to	present	at	the	2006	BriJsh	AssociaJon	
FesJval	of	Science	(the	largest	science	fesJval	in	Europe).	It	was	detailed	that	Professor	Winston	
took	excepJon	to	the	inclusion	of	such	subject	maper,	depicJng	parapsychological	research	in	the	
following	manner:
“I	know	of	no	serious	properly	done	studies	which	make	me	feel	that	this	is	anything	other	than	nonsense.”	
(Professor	Winston,	The	Telegraph,	2006)
This	view	was	supported	by	Prof	Peter	Atkins	(of	Oxford	University)	who	went	on	record	as	saying:
“Work	in	this	ﬁeld	is	a	complete	waste	of	Jme.	Although	it	is	poliJcally	incorrect	to	dismiss	ideas	out	of	
hand,	in	this	case	there	is	absolutely	no	reason	to	suppose	that	[ESP]	is	anything	more	than	a	charlatan’s	
fantasy.”
(Professor	Peter	Atkins,	The	Telegraph,	2006)
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Theses	examples	of	direct	criJcism	towards	parapsychology	create	a	paradox.	From	an	objecJve	
point	of	view	parapsychology	has	developed	and	seen	substanJal	growth	within	the	UK	academic	
infrastructure	(Carr,	2008).	Arguably	the	subject	is	experiencing	the	greatest	expansion	within	its	
history	in	the	UK.	Furthermore,	the	very	fact	that	parapsychologists	were	even	invited	to	take	part	
in	such	a	presJgious	event	suggests	progression.	Yet,	conversely	it	sJll	appears	to	incite	hosJle	
denunciaJon	from	mainstream	science.	For	two	leading	scienJsts	to	dismiss	an	area,	that	over	its	
150	year	history	has	amassed	substanJal	research,	as	“nonsense”	and	a	“charlatan’s	fantasy”	is	
surprising	and	indicaJve	of	real	intellectual	disparity	and	juxtaposing	academic	perspecJves	-	
especially	from	someone	such	as	Professor	Winston	who	is	proliﬁc	in	the	media	and	public	eye.	
This	creates	an	interesJng	sociological	posiJon:	with	parapsychology	exisJng	as	both	a	fringe	
discipline	that	is	disregarded	but	also	one	that	has	integraJons	with	established	scienJﬁc	and	
academic	communiJes.
The	controversy	surrounding	Edinburgh	University’s	Koestler	Chair	also	demonstrates	the	
dissonant	autudes	generated	by	parapsychology	and	its	inconclusive	posiJoning.	Bob	Morris	was	
the	ﬁrst	incumbent	of	the	Koestler	Chair	(from	1985	unJl	his	death	in	2004),	a	posiJon	which	
became	the	focal	point	of	UK	parapsychology	-		producing	signiﬁcant	numbers	of	undergraduates	
and	research	iniJaJves.	Following	his	death	there	were	high	levels	of	uncertainty	surrounding	the	
posiJon.	Edinburgh	adverJsed	the	post,	creaJng	the	impression	that	the	university	was	sJll	
supporJve	of	the	parapsychological	regime	installed	by	Morris.	However,	their	subsequent	
acJons	created	consternaJon	in	the	parapsychological	community	as,	of	the	four	candidates	
short-listed,	three	were	individuals	who	were	highly	scepJcal	of	the	ﬁeld	and	the	fourth	was	a	
sociologist	with	no	formal	parapsychological	training	(Personal	CommunicaJon).	Inevitably	this	
was	judged	as	anJtheJc	towards	the	legacy	of	Bob	Morris	and	the	progression	of	parapsychology	
in	the	UK	(Personal	CommunicaJon).	Furthermore,	it	was	revealed	that	the	Koestler	Chair	had	
been	renamed	the	‘Robert	Morris	Chair’,	without	the	consent	of	trustee	John	Beloﬀ	who	had	
orchestrated	the	establishment	of	the	original	posiJon	(Playfair,	2007).	Eventually	it	was	
announced	that	all	four	of	the	short-listed	candidates	had	been	rejected,	whereby	the	post	has	
remained	unoccupied.	It	is	purported	that	of	the	CVs	submiped	for	the	posiJon	non	of	the	
parapsychologists	were	suitable	due	to	their	lack	of	expected	impact	in	the	forthcoming	Research	
Assessment	Exercise	(RAE),	stemming	from	their	reduced	presence	in	mainstream	academic	
publicaJons.	A	factor	which	was	not	at	issue	with	the	four	short-listed	“outsider”	candidates	
(Personal	CommunicaJon).	Eventually,	it	is	rumoured	that	the	non-appointment	was	a	conscious	
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strategy	by	the	university	to	alleviate	pressure	surrounding	the	post,	amidst	rumours	of	legal	
challenges	and	pressures	from	the	parapsychological	community	(Personal	CommunicaJon).		
Also,	there	remained	confusion	regarding	the	exact	nature	of	the	Koestler/	Morris	chair	with	
suggesJons	that	it	has	not	been	renamed	and	remained	two	separate	(unﬁlled)	posiJons	
(Playfair,	2007).	UlJmately,	following	the	death	of	Morris	there	has	been	no	senior	ﬁgurehead	of	
parapsychology	in	the	UK.	A	factor	which	suggests	a	diluJon	of	support	for	the	ﬁeld	from	the	
university	and	further	tension	between	its	boundaries	and	that	of	the	mainstream.	
More	recently,	the	controversy	surrounding	Rupert	Sheldrake	exempliﬁes	the	diﬀerent	opinions	
directed	towards	the	ﬁeld	and	the	posiJoning	of	parapsychology.	Sheldrake	is	a	renowned	
parapsychologist	who	originally	worked	as	a	biochemist	and	cell	biologist	at	Cambridge	
University.	Core	to	his	parapsychology	work	is	the	concept	of	‘morphic	resonance’	(Sheldrake	
1981,	see	also	2011)	-	which	proposes	that	all	natural	systems	and	enJJes	inherit	a	collecJve	
memory	from	all	previous	iteraJons	of	their	kind/	type.	Stemming	from	this	theory	are	proposals	
of	forms	of	telepathy	between	organisms.	Sheldrake’s	research	has	garnered	signiﬁcant	criJcism	
from	the	scienJﬁc	community	(Gardner	1988;	Samuel,	2011;	Sharma	2012).	For	example,	Adam	
Rutherford	(deputy	editor	of	the	journal	Nature)	in	2009	wrote	an	arJcle	for	the	Guardian	about	
Sheldrake’s	‘A	New	Science	of	Life’,	enJtled	“A	Book	for	Ignoring”.	The	arJcle	is	highly	criJcal	of	
Sheldrake	staJng	that	“Sheldrake	persists	in	his	claims,	despite	the	fact	that	there’s	no	evidence	
for	them.	This	is	bad	science”.	The	review	ends	with	the	following:
“A	book	exists	to	be	read,	so	a	far,	far	worse	punishment	for	Sheldrake's	crimes	against	reason	would	be	to	
simply	ignore	it.	Incidentally,	I	recognise	the	irony	in	wriJng	an	arJcle	suggesJng	we	should	deny	him	the	
oxygen	of	publicity.	Nevertheless,	here's	my	ﬁnal	word:	don't	read	this	book,	it	will	make	you	stupider.”
(Rutherford,	2009)
In	2013	there	was	further	controversy	around	Sheldrake	as	he	claimed	his	Wikipedia	page	was	
being	targeted	and	edited	by	those	who	he	described	as	‘Guerrilla	SkepJcs’:
“There	is	a	conﬂict	at	the	heart	of	science	between	the	spirit	of	free	enquiry	and	the	materialist	worldview.	
I	gave	a	talk	on	this	subject	at	a	TEDx	event	in	London	earlier	this	year,	in	which	I	discussed	the	ten	dogmas	
of	modern	science.	I	showed	that	by	turning	the	dogmas	into	quesJons	they	can	be	examined	criJcally	in	
the	light	of	the	ﬁndings	of	science	itself...My	talk	was	removed	from	the	TEDx	web	site	awer	furious	
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protests	from	militant	skepJcs,	who	accused	me	of	propagaJng	pseudoscience.	This	sparked	oﬀ	a	
controversy	that	went	viral	on	the	internet,	documented	here.	Most	parJcipants	in	online	discussions	were	
very	disappointed	that	TED	had	been	frightened	into	submission,	and	TED	themselves	retracted	the	
accusaJons	against	me.	This	summer,	soon	awer	the	TED	controversy,	a	commando	squad	of	skepJcs	
captured	the	Wikipedia	page	about	me.	They	have	occupied	and	controlled	it	ever	since,	rewriJng	my	
biography	with	as	much	negaJve	bias	as	possible,	to	the	point	of	defamaJon.	At	the	beginning	of	the	“Talk”	
page,	on	which	editorial	changes	are	discussed,	they	have	posted	a	warning	to	editors	who	do	not	share	
their	biases:	“A	common	objecJon	made	by	new	arrivals	is	that	the	arJcle	presents	Sheldrake’s	work	in	an	
unsympatheJc	light	and	that	criJcism	of	it	is	too	extensive	or	violates	Wikipedia’s	Neutral	Point	of	View	
policy.”...The	Guerrilla	SkepJcs	are	well	trained,	highly	moJvated,	have	an	ideological	agenda,	and	operate	
in	teams,	contrary	to	Wikipedia	rules.“
(Sheldrake,	2013)
Sheldrake’s	accusaJons	have	been	disputed	within	the	mainstream	media.	An	example	is	an	
online	arJcle	posted	on	‘New	Republic’	enJtled	“PseudoscienJst	Rupert	Sheldrake	is	not	being	
persecuted,	and	is	not	like	Galileo”:
“Rupert	Sheldrake	is	a	pseudoscienJst	who	has	made	his	name	promoJng	various	kinds	of	woo,	including	
telepathy	(including	in	dogs!),	immaterial	minds,	and	his	crazy	idea	of	“morphic	resonance,”	a	Jung-ian	
theory	in	which	all	of	nature	parJcipates	in	some	giant	collecJve	memory.	(He	was	once	a	real	scienJst,	
trained	in	biochemistry	and	cell	biology	at	Cambridge,	but	somewhere	went	oﬀ	the	rails.)...Sheldrake	and	
his	supporters	always	defend	themselves	as	beleaguered	scienJsts	whose	correct	theories	are	unfairly	
apacked	or	neglected	because	they	buck	the	current	“materialisJc	paradigm.”	That	is,	he	thinks	himself	an	
unrecognized	genius,	persecuted	like	Galileo.”
(Coyne,	2013)
Such	an	exchange	between	a	scienJst	conducJng	parapsychological	based	research	and	the	
criJcism	directed	towards	him	highlights	the	controversy	and	tensions	that	sJll	remain	towards	
the	ﬁeld.
The	events	outlined	above	create	a	juxtaposiJon.	Parapsychology	can	be	interpreted	as	having	
successfully	enhanced	its	reputaJon	and	credibility	within	mainstream	academia,	evidenced	by	its	
greater	presence	in	higher	educaJon	(which	will	be	outlined	in	the	next	secJon	of	the	chapter).	
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Contrary	to	this,	it	can	be	seen	that	tensions	and	scepJcism	are	sJll	largely	directed	towards	the	
ﬁeld,	encouraging	a	percepJon	of	parapsychology	as	a	pseudo-science.	Such	a	contradicJon	is	
encapsulated	in	Collins	and	Pinch’s	(1979a;	1979b)	early	sociological	studies	into	
parapsychological’s	standing	and	percepJon	within	the	scienJﬁc	community.	They	revealed	how	
parapsychologists	main	strategy	for	merging	into	mainstream	science	cultures	was	one	of	
‘metamorphosis’	-	of	mimicking	central	aspects	of	that	culture,	such	as	creaJng	university	posts,	
PhD	studentships,	research	and	publicaJons	in	orthodox	journals	and	academic	literature	forums	
(1979b:	253).	Despite	this,	the	ﬁeld	was	sJll	subjected	to	signiﬁcant	and	potenJally	unfair	
criJcism;	“[some]	seem	visibly	inﬂuenced	more	by	the	desire	to	reject	psi	in	parJcular,	than	by	
consideraJons	of	universal	standards.	Thus	many	criJcisms	would	have	a	devastaJng	eﬀect	if	
turned	against	parts	of	orthodox	science”	(Collins	and	Pinch,	1979b:	239).	A	noJon	that	is	
supported	by	Stokes	(2008)	who	argues	that	in	modern	physics	there	are	examples	(such	as	string	
theory)	that	have	no	testable	implicaJons	and	can	therefore	be	considered	as	pseudosciences.
What	this	situaJon	represents	is	an	opportunity	to	invesJgate	a	unique	sociological	scenario	that	
explores	how	boundaries	within	academia	are	formed,	the	integraJon	of	fringe	concepts,	and	
how	researchers	frame	(and	manage)	their	careers	and	idenJJes	within	contested	ﬁelds.	The	
integraJon	(or	non-integraJon)	of	parapsychology	within	mainstream	forms	of	educaJon	and	
research	sectors	allows	us	to	observe	the	process	of	two	boundaries	potenJally	merging	-	
enabling	us	to	witness	the	interacJons	and	sociological	processes	that	surround	such	an	event	-	
on	both	an	individual	(micro)	and	cultural	(macro)	level.	The	research	within	this	thesis	will	focus	
on	the	principle	actors	associated	with	this	contested	area	-	researchers	who	are	currently	(or	
who	have	been	previously)	associated	with	parapsychological	based	research.
The	primary	subject	maper	will	be	an	analysis	on	the	researchers’	discourse	-	the	linguisJc	
interpretaJve	repertoires	they	use	to	represent,	construct	and	deﬁne	their	social	world	in	relaJon	
to	the	ﬁeld	of	parapsychology.	By	talking	to	these	researchers	about	the	posiJon	of	
parapsychology	in	academic	insJtuJons	it	is	hoped	that	this	reveals	their	underlying	discourse	
strategies	that	surround	this	area	of	contested	knowledge	-	demonstraJng	how	they	formulate	
their	idenJJes	against	being	associated	with	such	a	controversial	area.	This	in	itself	provides	a	
unique	arena	to	explore	the	discourse	of	the	principal	researchers	involved.	Allowing	an	insight	
into	how	these	individuals	manage	their	careers,	percepJons	of	academia	and	their	peers	through	
their	discourse.	Collins	and	Pinch	(1979b)	highlighted	the	usefulness	of	such	sociological	
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invesJgaJons	into	parapsychology	as	“the	element	of	conﬂict	within	the	parapsychologist’s	
programme	is	rewarding	in	the	context	of	a	sociological	study,	for	controversy	highlights	social	
processes	with	parJcular	clarity”	(1979b:	238).
By	providing	a	sociological	analysis	of	the	discourse	used	by	purported	parapsychological	
researchers,	it	is	intended	to	reveal	the	repertoires	and	strategies	contained	within	this	discourse.	
This	will	provide	numerous	beneﬁts.	It	will	allow	an	insight	into	how	researchers	in	alleged	fringe	
areas	negoJate	barriers	of	scienJﬁc	legiJmacy	and	criJcism	through	such	repertoires.	
Furthermore,	it	will	aid	the	general	understanding	of	how	scienJﬁc	knowledge	emerges	and	is	
negoJated	via	discourse.
The	next	secJon	in	this	chapter	will	provide	an	overview	of	the	status	of	parapsychology	within	
the	UK,	mapping	its	presence	within	academic	insJtuJons.	This	is	signiﬁcant,	as	the	thesis’	
empirical	analysis	revolves	around	interviews	with	UK	researchers	associated	with	the	ﬁeld.	As	
such,	it	is	important	to	provide	a	contextual	snapshot	of	how	the	ﬁeld	has	developed	within	UK	
academia.
1.3	Parapsychology’s	Presence	Within	Academia	in	the	UK
The	current	thesis	uses	researchers	who	-	at	the	Jme	the	research	interviews	were	conducted	-	
were	(or	had	been	previously)	associated	with	parapsychology	and	who	had	close	associaJons	
with	UK	academic	insJtuJons	(see	Carr,	2008).	Each	of	the	researchers	had	varying	Jes	and	
connecJons	to	the	ﬁeld	-	ranging	from	being	heavily	involved	with	parapsychological	research	at	
the	Jme	of	being	interviewed	to	having	severed	Jes	with	the	ﬁeld	and	moved	their	research	focus	
into	more	(what	could	be	considered)	mainstream	areas.	As	such	it	is	useful	to	provide	an	
overview	of	the	state	of	academic	parapsychology	within	the	UK	at	the	Jme	the	interviews	were	
conducted	(2010-2011).
1.3.1	Snapshot	of	UK	Academic	Parapsychology	in	2010-2011
By	2010-11	in	UK	academia	there	appeared	to	have	been	a	signiﬁcant	growth	in	the	presence	of	
parapsychologists	and	integraJon	of	their	research.	Carr	(2008)	constructed	an	overview	of	the	
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geographical	spread	of	parapsychology	for	the	Society	for	Psychical	Research	(SPR),	denoJng	that	
in	2008	there	were	sixteen	university	departments	that	contained	parapsychology	groups	or	
research.	What	makes	this	ﬁgure	notable	is	the	fact	that	only	twenty	years	prior	there	was	only	
one	such	group	(Edinburgh).	This	rapid	expansion,	according	to	Carr	(2008)	is	surprising,	when	the	
controversial	elements	of	the	ﬁeld	are	taken	into	consideraJon.	The	arJcle	also	made	the	
observaJon	that	UK	research	was	now	in	the	posiJon	whereby	it	was	mainly	supported	by	
universiJes	(as	opposed	to	private	funds)	–	a	scenario	which	predominantly	lay	in	contrast	to	the	
rest	of	Europe	and	the	USA	at	the	Jme.	Whilst	this	situaJon	could	largely	be	apributed	to	the	
eﬀorts	of	Bob	Morris	(Koestler	Professor	at	Edinburgh)	to	ensure	that	his	research	students	
extended	the	parapsychology	network	throughout	other	academic	insJtuJons	in	the	UK,	it	
resulted	in	the	UK	being	at	the	forefront	of	parapsychological	research	at	the	Jme	this	thesis’	
interviews	were	conducted.
The	University	of	Edinburgh	historically	has	the	closest	associaJon	with	the	ﬁeld,	with	a	dedicated	
unit	-		‘The	Koestler	Parapsychology	Unit’	(KPU).	The	KPU	was	established	in	1985	and	is	a	facJon	
of	the	Psychology	Department	at	the	university.	The	research	group	is	fully	acJve	in	terms	of	
teaching	and	research	in	a	wide	spectrum	of	parapsychological	issues	-	including	the	following	
subject	maper:
• the	possible	existence	of	psychic	ability
• belief	in	the	paranormal	
• the	psychology	of	anomalous	experiences
• pseudo-psychic	decepJon	and	self-decepJon
• the	social	and	historical	relevance	of	parapsychology
Historically,	parapsychology	has	been	a	notable	presence	in	the	university	since	1962,	when	Dr	
John	Beloﬀ		was	appointed	as	a	lecturer	in	the	Department	of	Psychology	–	where	he	researched	
and	taught	parapsychology	unJl	his	reJrement	in	1985.	The	KPU	was	established	following	the	
deaths	of	the	author	Arthur	Koestler	and	his	wife	Cynthia	who	bequeathed	their	estate	to	the	
creaJon	of	a	Chair	of	Parapsychology	at	a	BriJsh	University.	The	main	intenJon	behind	this	was	to	
develop	research	into	“...the	capacity	apributed	to	some	individuals	to	interact	with	their	
environment	by	means	other	than	the	recognised	sensory	and	motor	channels”	(KPU,	2010).	
Beloﬀ	and	his	work	within	parapsychology	was	integral	in	Edinburgh	successfully	hosJng	the	
Koestler	Chair.	Robert	Morris	ﬁlled	the	posiJon	of	Koestler	Professor	of	Psychology	from	
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December	1985	unJl	his	death	in	August	2004.	
For	the	period	he	held	the	posiJon,	Morris	endeavoured	to	integrate	parapsychology	into	the	
wider	academic	community.	In	this	respect,	he	can	be	viewed	as	the	main	point	of	origin	for	the	
signiﬁcant	proliferaJon	of	parapsychological	research	in	the	UK.	Morris	supervised	over	100	
undergraduate	projects	and	over	30	postgraduate	students.	The	signiﬁcance	of	this	relates	to	the	
fact	that	many	of	these	students	progressed	on	to	other	educaJon	insJtuJons,	teaching	
parapsychology	and	establishing	research	units	-	with	two	examples	being	Chris	Roe	and	Richard	
Wiseman.	Chris	Roe	is	responsible	for	establishing	a	parapsychology	research	unit	at	Northampton	
(see	below)	and	for	being	the	ﬁrst	person	in	the	UK	to	receive	the	Parapsychological	AssociaJon’s	
Award	for	Outstanding	ContribuJon	to	Parapsychology	in	2014.	Richard	Wiseman,	who	awer	
graduaJng	from	Edinburgh,	remained	apached	to	research	within	the	ﬁeld	but	from	a	more	
scepJcal	perspecJve	has	produced	several	best-selling	mainstream	books	on	areas	related	to	
parapsychology	and	psychology,	combined	with	a	signiﬁcant	media	presence.	Subsequently,	the	
KPU	can	be	viewed	as	the	most	presJgious	parapsychology	insJtuJon	within	the	UK,	for	without	
its	inﬂuence	(and	speciﬁcally	the	endeavours	of	Morris)	the	subject's	current	status	and	visibility	
within	higher	educaJon	would	be	quesJonable.
The	KPU	adopts	a	mulJ-disciplinary	approach	to	parapsychology,	covering	four	main	areas:
(1)	Psi	Hypothesis
(2)	Pseudo-Psi	Hypothesis
(3)	Psychology	of	Paranormal	Beliefs	and	Experiences
(4)	History	of	Parapsychology
CollecJvely,	these	areas	encompass	paranormal	abiliJes,	extrasensory	percepJon	(ESP),	belief	and	
interpretaJon	of	these	areas	combined	with	a	historical	perspecJve.	The	promoJonal	material	for	
the	unit	states	that	“our	approach	does	not	assume	that	psi	exists,	but	treats	the	existence	of	psi	
as	a	hypothesis	that	can	and	should	be	tested	scienJﬁcally”	(KPU,	2010).	Primarily,	the	Ganzfeld	
experimental	paradigm	has	been	implemented	in	the	past	by	the	KPU	to	invesJgate	ESP,	with	
emphasis	also	placed	on	the	possible	role	of	experimenter	eﬀects	(through	psi	inﬂuence).	
Behind	the	KPU	the	University	of	Northampton	has	the	most	signiﬁcant	integraJon	with	
parapsychological	research	with	its	‘Centre	for	the	Study	of	Anomalous	Psychological	
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Processes’	(CSAPP).	Contained	as	part	of	the	psychology	division	within	the	university,	the	CSAPP	
specialises	in	parapsychology	and	transpersonal	psychology	research.	The	centre	consists	of	six	
full-Jme	academic	staﬀ,	one	part-Jme	senior	researcher,	three	research	degree	students	and	
three	research	assistants.	CSAPP's	central	goal	is	outlined	as	primarily	seeking	a	scienJﬁc	
understanding	of	phenomena	of	a	parapsychological	nature	through	careful	applicaJon	of	a	range	
of	interdisciplinary	methodologies.	The	department	provides	a	substanJal	teaching	resource	that	
structures	various	modules	dealing	with	a	range	of	parapsychology	based	material,	reﬂecJng	the	
broad	interests	of	its	members.	
In	addiJon	to	Edinburgh	and	Northampton	during	2010-2011	the	following	UK	academic	insJtutes	
contained	a	notable	presence	of	parapsychology	and	dedicated	units:
• Liverpool	Hope	University	-	The	Parapsychology	Research	Group;	focusing	on	the	study	of	
anomalous	and	potenJally	psychic	experiences	that	broadly	encompassed	ESP,	
psychokinesis,	human	personality	and	consciousness.
• University	of	London,	Goldsmith’s	College	-	AnomalisJc	Psychology	Research	Unit;	
adopJng	more	of	a	scepJcal	orientated	approach	to	purported	paranormal	claims	and	the	
psychology	of	paranormal	beliefs	and	anomalous	experiences;	strong	aﬃliaJon	with	
anomalisJc	psychology.
• University	of	York	-	Anomalous	Experience	Research	Unit;	focus	on	the	development	of	an		
interdisciplinary	social	science	research	on	anomalous	experiences,	such	as	ways	in	which	
anomalous	or	excepJonal	experiences	are	mediated	through	language	and	social	
interacJon.
• Liverpool	John	Moores	University	-	Consciousness	and	Transpersonal	Psychology;	centring	
on	speciﬁc	psychology	and	philosophical	(of	religion)	based	material,	yet	also	forging	with	
links	with	parapsychology	and	also	its	relaJonships	with	transpersonal	psychology.
• University	of	Derby	-	The	Psychology	of	Paranormal	Phenomena	Research	Cluster.
Beyond	these	there	were	a	number	of	Doctors	and	Professors	Jed	to	parapsychology	working	
individually	across	mulJple	universiJes,	including	the	University	of	Greenwich;	Bournemouth	
University;	Queen	Margaret	University;	University	of	Her{ordshire;	University	of	Central	
Lancashire;	University	College	London;	Cavendish	Laboratory,	Cambridge;	and	Coventry	University.
From	the	brief	depicJon	above,	it	is	evident	that	at	the	Jme	the	interviews	for	the	current	thesis	
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took	place	there	was	a	signiﬁcant	presence	of	parapsychology	within	the	higher	educaJon	
infrastructure	of	the	UK.	What	becomes	immediately	apparent	from	browsing	the	promoJonal	
material	of	each	university	is	that	every	parapsychology	based	unit/	research	group	is	apached	to	
a	larger	more	established	department.	The	majority	of	groups	are	sub-secJons	of	psychology	
departments	(with	the	sociology	focused	AERU	at	York	being	a	notable	excepJon).	Parapsychology	
appears	to	be	closely	Jed	to	psychology,	with	numerous	sole	parapsychologists	being	located	
within	psychology	departments.	Indeed,	these	individuals	do	not	acJvely	teach	parapsychology	–	
predominantly	teaching	psychology	based	modules	and	conducJng	parapsychology	based	
research	separately.	This	raises	the	quesJon	of	whether	they	conduct	their	research	as	an	aside	
due	to	their	posiJon	within	psychology	dominated	surroundings	or	whether	it	may	be	damaging	
to	do	otherwise	(in	terms	of	reputaJon,	funding	opportuniJes	etc.).
The	apparent	growth	and	increased	presence	of	parapsychology	within	the	UK	is	notable	when	
viewed	in	contrast	to	the	status	of	the	ﬁeld	in	the	US.	As	outlined	earlier	in	the	chapter,	
parapsychology	largely	originated	within	the	US	-	speciﬁcally	the	academic	and	scienJﬁc	guise	
which	the	subject	now	operates	under.	However,	awer	a	surge	of	interest	in	the	1970s,	which	
largely	stemmed	from	the	Rhine	inﬂuence(s),	there	has	been	a	signiﬁcant	decline	in	interest	and	
predominance	-	to	such	an	extent	that	the	UK	is	now	seen	as	the	leading	source	of	parapsychology	
(Odling-Smee,	2007).	
It	should	be	noted	that	since	the	start	of	this	thesis	the	Liverpool	PRG	unit	has	since	been	closed	
down	by	Liverpool	Hope.	Key	ﬁgures	lew	the	department	and	in	relaJon	to	the	current	economic	
climate	the	department	was	no	longer	deemed	viable	by	the	university.	Subsequently,	one	of	the	
main	centres	of	experimental	parapsychological	research	is	now	no	longer	in	existence.	Carr’s	
(2008)	depicJon	of	growth	of	parapsychology	in	higher	educaJon	presented	the	PRG	unit	as	one	
of	the	leading	departments	in	the	country	and	yet	in	a	period	of	only	approximately	two	years	all	
parapsychological	work	has	been	abandoned	by	the	university.	This	serves	to	illustrate	the	point	
that,	despite	such	growth	that	has	been	outlined	above,	the	presence	and	acceptance	of	
parapsychology	as	an	academic	pursuit	sJll	remains	uncertain	and	far	from	established.
To	provide	an	ample	context	and	understanding	of	the	subject	maper	relaJng	to	parapsychology	
the	following	secJon	will	extend	the	understanding	of	what	parapsychology	actually	is	and	
represents	as	a	ﬁeld	-	outlining	a	brief	history	of	the	ﬁeld,	providing	a	background	to	its	
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progression	and	move	towards	mainstream	academia.
1.4	Historical	Development	of	Parapsychology	as	an	Academic	Discipline
1.4.1	DeﬁniRon	of	Parapsychology	
Parapsychology	as	an	academic	discipline	is	primarily	concerned	with	the	scienJﬁc	research	of	
phenomena	that	appears	to	exist	outside	the	realms	of	convenJonal	science.		The	
Parapsychological	AssociaJon	(PA)	have	deﬁned	the	subject	as	the	invesJgaJon	of:
“...apparent	anomalies	of	behaviour	and	experience	that	exist	apart	from	currently	known	explanatory	
mechanisms	that	account	for	organism-environment	and	organism-organism	informaJon	and	inﬂuence	
ﬂow.”
(PA,	1970:	394-95)
This	deﬁniJon	covers	a	wide	range	of	experiences	that	include	extrasensory	percepJon	(ESP),	
psychokinesis	(PK),	precogniJon,	out-of-body	experiences,	spiritual	communicaJons	and	generally	
most	instances	that	can	be	deﬁned	as	‘paranormal’	in	origin.	However,	an	important	disJncJon	
should	be	made	when	looking	at	the	subject	maper	of	parapsychology.	When	parapsychologists	
refer	to	the	term	‘paranormal’	they	use	it	in	a	much	narrower	and	more	deﬁned	scope	then	other	
groups	such	as	the	mass	media,	general	public	and	those	from	a	scepJcal	posiJon	(Hess,	1993).	It	
is	this	signiﬁcant	disJncJon	that	raises	parapsychology	from	being	merely	concerned	with	mapers	
of	the	‘occult’	or	the	‘supernatural’	and	gravitates	it	towards	being	a	scienJﬁc	endeavour.	Colman	
(2001)	suggests	parapsychology	could	simply	be	deﬁned	as	the	study	of	psi	phenomena	-	which	
Bem	and	Honorton	(1994)	elaborate	as	anomalous	processes	of	informaJon	or	energy	transfer	
that	cannot	be	explained	by	a	known	physical	or	biological	mechanism.
The	next	secJon	(1.4.2)	will	provide	a	general	focus	on	parapsychology	as	an	academic	subject,	
charJng	an	overview	of	the	history	of	the	area.	The	following	secJon	(1.4.3)	will	present	an	
overview	of	the	sociological	literature	that	focuses	primarily	on	parapsychology	-	centring	on	the	
debate	regarding	whether	parapsychology	can	be	considered	to	be	a	legiJmised	scienJﬁc	pursuit.	
These	secJons	are	intended	to	provide	the	context	for	both	the	emergence	of	the	ﬁeld	and	how/	
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why	the	area	became	the	focal	point	for	sociological	analysis.
1.4.2	Growth	of	Parapsychology	as	a	Subject	of	Academic	Interest
As	the	sample	of	researchers	interviewed	for	the	current	thesis	were	supposedly	from	a	
parapsychological	background	-	the	current	secJon	provides	useful	contextual	detail	to	
understand	the	development	of	the	discipline	and	its	research	focus.
Interest	in	events	of	a	parapsychological	nature	have	permeated	the	social	and	cultural	
consciousness	throughout	human	history,	yet	it	is	only	over	the	course	of	approximately	the	last	
hundred	years	that	academic	invesJgaJon	of	such	phenomena	has	occurred	(Irwin,	2004).		
Parapsychology	as	a	discipline	can	be	traced	back	to	the	late	1700s,	the	period	when	mesmerism	
had	gained	noteworthy	prominence	as	a	fringe	medicine.	The	somnambulisJc	state	induced	by	
the	mesmeric	process	revealed	purportedly	hidden	depths	within	human	capabiliJes,	whereby	
certain	individuals	demonstrated	a	capacity	for	ESP.		Beloﬀ	(1997:	17)	points	to	this	as	the	
forerunner	for	parapsychological	research	whereby	“perhaps	for	the	ﬁrst	Jme	in	history,	a	
procedure	was	available	for	eliciJng	paranormal	powers	under	controlled	condiJons	of	
observaJon.”	Indeed,	the	phenomena	associated	with	mesmerism	is	the	core	focus	of	
contemporary	psi	research.	However,	it	was	the	rise	of	interest	in	spiritualism	in	the	laper	half	of	
the	19|}	Century	that	can	be	seen	as	a	more	immediate	and	direct	progenitor	of	parapsychology	
(Ups,	1991).	The	importance	of	this	movement	is	emphasised	by	Beloﬀ	(1997):
“First,	it	revived	the	age-old	quesJon	of	a	life	awer	death	in	an	empirically	testable	form.	Secondly,	from	the	
séance-room	there	issued	a	steady	stream	of	puzzling	phenomena,	much	of	it	a	physical	nature,	which,	
irrespecJve	of	its	implicaJons	for	the	survival	problem,	cried	out	for	imparJal	invesJgaJon.”
(Beloﬀ,	1997:	38)
Spiritualism	was	introduced	to	England	from	America	in	1852,	following	an	outbreak	of	interest	in	
1848	based	on	the	mysterious	rappings	within	the	house	of	John	Fox	in	Upper	New	York	State.	Mr	
Stone	pioneered	interest	in	England	by	bringing	the	ﬁrst	professional	medium,	Mrs	Hayden,	from	
America.		Ensuing	interest	spread	rapidly	and	over	the	subsequent	years	led	to	a	mulJtude	of	
mediums	emerging.	Palfreman	(1979)	describes	how	the	growing	intrigue	in	spiritualism,	up	unJl	
the	early	1870s,	was	suppressed	by	the	scienJﬁc	community.	Therefore,	whenever	public	interest	
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became	too	excepJonal	“men	of	science”	(1979:	210)	intervened	to	provide	criJcism	and	ridicule,	
essenJally	commenJng	on	the	movement	in	the	same	context	that	had	befallen	the	‘fad’	like	
trend.	Throughout	the	spiritualist	era	there	was	a	constant	underlying	noJon	of	fraud	associated	
with	the	mediums	and	the	phenomena	they	produced.	Magicians	and	conjurors,	such	as	
Maskelyne	(who	wrote	‘Modern	Spiritualism’	in	1876),	led	these	exposures	by	successfully	
imitaJng	the	mediums’	eﬀects	and	illustraJng	that	most	of	the	phenomena	surrounding	
spiritualism	could	be	achieved	by	trickery.	Despite	such	claims	spiritualism	conJnued	to	thrive	so	
that	awer	1870	the	number	of	mediums	and	their	apparent	eﬀects	increased	substanJally.	
The	resultant	eﬀect	of	this	growth	was	that	invesJgaJons	into	the	phenomena	changed	
accordingly,	with	more	methodological	research	implemented	by	scienJﬁcally	minded	individuals,	
most	notably	that	conducted	by	a	leading	scienJst	of	the	period,	William	Crookes.	His	involvement	
in	the	area	alone	generated	considerable	interest	and	further	invesJgaJon	into	the	ﬁeld.	This	
proliferaJon	of	interest	in	researching	the	phenomena	surrounding	spiritualism	and	the	need	to	
concentrate	on	the	less	controversial	and	“salubrious	phenomena	of	mental	mediumship”	(Beloﬀ,	
1997:	57)	led	to	the	formaJon	of	the	Society	for	Psychical	Research	(SPR)	in	1882,	where	the	main	
purpose	was	to:
“...invesJgate	that	large	body	of	phenomena	designated	by	such	terms	as	mesmeric,	psychical	and	
spiritualisJc…without	prejudice	or	prepossession	of	any	kind,	and	in	the	same	spirit	of	exact	and	
unimpassioned	enquiry	which	has	enabled	science	to	solve	so	many	problems,	one	not	less	hotly	debated.”
(Palfreman,	1979:	226)
Within	the	SPR	ﬁve	working	parJes	were	established	to	invesJgate	the	areas	of	thought	reading;	
mesmerism;	Reichenbach’s	phenomena;	appariJons	and	haunted	houses;	physical	phenomena;	
and	a	party	to	perform	a	literary	or	documentary	survey.	In	1885	the	American	Society	for	
Psychical	Research	(ASPR)	was	created	following	the	success	of	its	BriJsh	equivalent.
According	to	Beloﬀ	(1973,	1977)	the	creaJon	of	the	SPR	is	arguably	the	most	signiﬁcant	event	in	
the	history	of	parapsychology,	as	it	represents	the	ﬁrst	genuine	apempt	to	organise	a	collecJve	
body	of	research	into	paranormal	phenomena,	capitalising	on	the	zeitgeist	conducJve	to	psychical	
research	at	that	Jme.	Researchers	from	the	organisaJon	conducted	invesJgaJons	in	a	more	
systemaJc	fashion	and	tried	to	establish	links	with	orthodox	science	(such	as	psychology).	
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Subsequently,	this	apempted	to	raise	parapsychology	into	the	academic	arena,	presenJng	the	
subject	maper	as	one	of	considerable	relevance,	thereby	sJmulaJng	further	work	in	the	area.
In	the	period	following	the	creaJon	of	the	SPR	there	was	a	steady	expansion	in	the	amount	of	
psychical	research	conducted.	However,	this	work	was	generally	limited	in	its	experimental	scope	
and	largely	focused	on	individual	cases	of	parJcularly	giwed	individuals.	It	was	through	the	“Rhine	
RevoluJon”	(Beloﬀ,	1997)	that	parapsychology	began	to	gravitate	more	towards	an	experimental	
approach	that	was	more	purely	scienJﬁc	in	nature.	The	research	program	spearheaded	by	Rhine	
at	Duke	University	in	the	period	throughout	the	1930s	set	the	precedent	for	subsequent	psi	
research	and	presented	parapsychology	as	a	genuine	scienJﬁc	endeavour.	Rhine’s	focus	on	ESP	
implemented	the	use	of	standardised	methodological	trials	that	could	easily	be	replicated	over	a	
large	number	of	subjects.	McVaugh	and	Mauskopf	(1976)	argue	that	Rhine’s	work	was	not	
necessarily	“revoluJonary”	within	parapsychology,	and	was	more	a	synthesis	of	earlier	
innovaJons	in	the	ﬁeld,	successfully	combined	into	a	singular	project.	CollecJvely,	what	the	Duke	
iniJaJve	did	produce	was	a	number	of	important	elements	that	were	of	criJcal	importance	to	
psychical	research	(Allison,	1979).	Fundamentally,	it	stressed	an	experimental	disJncJon	between	
facets	of	ESP,	such	as	clairvoyance	and	telepathy,	illustraJng	the	percipient	as	the	acJve	agent.	
Moreover,	Rhine	also	introduced	standardised	procedures	and	ﬁxed	terminology	with	an	
emphasis	on	the	use	of	staJsJcal	methods.
In	general	terms	Rhine’s	work	is	cited	as	being	highly	inﬂuenJal	in	establishing	parapsychology	as	
a	professional	endeavour.	Allison	(1979)	outlines	the	factors	of	Rhine’s	research	which	legiJmised	
interest	in	psi,	ciJng	the	strong	evidence	that	emerged	from	the	experiments	that	indicated	that	
ESP	ability	was	present	in	large	numbers	of	ordinary	people.	An	outcome	which	had	previously	
been	found	at	an	above-chance	level	of	scoring,	and	one	that	provided	future	researchers	with	a	
methodological	model	to	emulate	with	the	conﬁdence	that	staJsJcally	signiﬁcant	results	could	be	
found.	In	addiJon	to	demonstraJng	potenJal	psi	eﬀects,	the	researchers	also	studied	the	physical,	
psychological	and	physiological	factors	in	relaJon	to	the	phenomena.		In	accordance	with	this	
increasing	body	of	research	Rhine	founded	the	‘Journal	of	Parapsychology’	in	1938,	a	move	that	
gave	further	legiJmacy	to	parapsychological	research	(Beloﬀ,	1997).
Overall,	the	work	conducted	at	the	Duke	University	provided	the	groundwork	for	future	
invesJgaJon	into	paranormal	phenomena	(parJcularly	ESP)	and	in	essence,	presented	a	blueprint	
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for	a	long-term	iniJaJve	of	research	into	psi	(Beloﬀ,	1997).	The	increased	methodological	control	
and	movement	towards	a	more	experimental	approach	presented	parapsychology	as	a	potenJally	
valid	area	of	invesJgaJon	to	the	scienJﬁc	community.		Rhine’s	publicaJons	during	the	period,	
most	notably	Extra	Sensory	Percep>on	in	1934,	generated	interest	beyond	scholarly	concerns	and	
into	mainstream	culture.	Subsequently,	the	“Rhine	revoluJon”	changed	the	nature	of	
parapsychology	through	its	inclinaJon	towards	experimental	design	and	the	way	in	which	it	
apempted	to	cement	psi	research	within	academia.	The	research	foundaJons,	set	by	Rhine,	
allowed	invesJgaJons	into	parapsychology	to	progress	and	expand	in	scope.	This	led	to	research	
iniJaJves	such	as	the	Maimonides	Dream	Laboratory,	the	development	of	experimental	iniJaJves	
such	as	Schmidt’s	research	into	micro-pk	eﬀects	in	the	1970s	and	80s	(Schmidt	1971,	1975,	1976,	
1978,	1981,	1982,	1984,	1985	and	1987)	and	a	general	movement	towards	a	more	purely	
scienJﬁc,	staJsJcally	focused	research	which	is	perhaps	best	characterised	by	the	Ganzfeld	
paradigm	from	the	1980s	onwards	(Schmeider,	1994;	Storm	and	Ertel,	2001;	Hyman	and	
Honorton,	1986;	Bem	and	Honorton,	1994;	Storm	and	Ertel,	2001).	Beloﬀ	(1997)	cites	the	
Ganzfeld	paradigm	as	being	a	key	point	that	led	to	the	growth	of	experimental	parapsychology	
and	its	subsequent	inﬁltraJon	into	more	mainstream	scienJﬁc	arenas.	The	Ganzfeld	experimental	
procedure	involves	placing	a	parJcipant	in	a	state	of	mild	sensory	deprivaJon	(known	as	the	
‘receiver’),	then	another	separate	parJcipant	(known	as	the	‘sender’)	apempts	to	communicate	
mentally	speciﬁc	targets	to	the	‘receiver’.	The	‘receiver’	speaks	aloud	what	they	can	“see”	and	this	
is	recorded.	The	intenJon	is	to	assess	whether	the	sensory	deprivaJon	allows	for	psychic	
channelling	between	two	people.	The	signiﬁcance	of	this	experimental	process	is	that	
parapsychologists	cite	the	results	of	this	research	as	providing	suﬃcient	evidence	that	proves	the	
existence	of	psi	and	is	perhaps	the	closest	parapsychology	has	come	to	producing	staJsJcally	
signiﬁcant	evidence	via	a	replicable	phenomena/	paradigm	(Honorton,	1977;	Honorton	et.	al,	
1990;	Honorton	et.	al,	1992).	Despite	criJcism	and	quesJons	over	the	validity	of	the	ﬁndings	(for	
example,	Hyman,	1985;	Milton	and	Wiseman,	1999)	the	debate	and	research	around	the	Ganzfeld	
has	conJnued	-	recent	examples	being	Goulding	et.	al	(2004);	Storm	et.	al	(2010);	Rouder	et.	al,	
(2013);	Bem	et.	al,	(2001);	Bierman	et.	al,	(2016).
Beyond	the	experimental	paradigms	depicted	above,	alternaJve	approaches	to	the	study	of	
parapsychology	have	focused	on	the	underlying	moJvaJons	and	reasons	behind	interest	in	such	
subjects.	One	such	example	being	the	analysis	of	the	diﬀerences	between	believers	and	non-
believers	of	paranormal	related	phenomena	(Ross	and	Joshi,	1992;	Irwin,	1991;	Bainbridge,	1978;	
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Gray	and	Mill,	1990;	Musch	and	Ehrenberg,	2002;	Wiseman	and	Wap,	2006;	Coelho,	2005).	Such	
research	can	also	be	seen	to	be	seeded	within	other	academic	disciplines	-	most	notably	of	which	
is	‘anomalisJc	psychology’	-	an	emerging	branch	of	psychology.	AnomalisJc	psychology	itself	can	
be	deﬁned	as:	
“...apempts	to	explain	paranormal	and	related	beliefs	and	ostensibly	paranormal	experiences	in	terms	of	
known	(or	knowable)	psychological	and	physical	factors.	It	is	directed	at	understanding	bizarre	experiences	
that	many	people	have,	without	assuming	that	there	is	anything	paranormal	involved.	While	psychology,	
neurology	and	scienJﬁc	disciplines	are	rich	with	explanatory	models	for	human	experiences	of	many	kinds	
these	models	are	rarely	extrapolated	to	apempt	to	explain	strange	an	unusual	experiences.	AnomalisJc	
psychology	apempts	to	do	just	that.”
(French,	2001:	356)
As	such,	anomalisJc	psychology	can	be	interpreted	as	not	opposing	or	contradicJng	
parapsychology	(French,	2009),	but	instead	looking	at	the	same	phenomena	from	a	diﬀerent	
perspecJve	-	namely	more	psychological	and	purely	scienJﬁcally	oriented.	Parapsychologists	
throughout	its	history	have	apempted	to	merge	its	phenomena	with	psychology	in	an	apempt	to	
gain	legiJmacy	for	the	ﬁeld	(see	Brenninkmeijer,	2015;	and	Sommer,	2012).
The	research	conducted	in	the	US	migrated	to	Europe	and	inspired	parapsychology	iniJaJves	
within	UK	insJtuJons.	The	ﬁeld	slowly	began	to	make	in-roads	into	academic	seungs	within	
universiJes,	for	example	through	anomalisJc	psychology	-	with	Edinburgh	exisJng	as	a	focal	point	
for	seeding	researchers	around	the	country	(Carr,	2008).	SecJon	1.3	has	already	demonstrated	the	
mulJple	in-roads	parapsychology	has	forged	within	UK	academia	-	mapping	out	the	development	
of	the	ﬁeld	throughout	the	country.	
A	recent	overview	of	parapsychology	by	Cardena	et	al.	(2015)	provides	a	contemporary	snapshot	
of	the	ﬁeld.	Work	conJnues	in	the	ﬁeld	along	with	conJnued	criJcism	and	negaJvity	directed	
towards	it	(Cardena	2011;	2014).	Parapsychological	researchers	are	sJll	engaging	in	debate	with	
criJcs	over	the	validity	of	their	arguments	(McLuhan,	2010;	Storr,	2013).	What	this	demonstrates	
is	that	the	ﬁeld	remains	entrenched	in	the	same	problems	and	issues	that	have	been	persistent	
throughout	its	history,	from	its	origins,	to	the	Jme	the	interviews	for	the	current	thesis	were	
conducted,	and	even	in	the	years	since	then.	From	the	overview	provided	by	all	of	the	
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contributors	contained	within	the	parapsychology	handbook	compiled	by	Cardena	et	al.	(2015)	it	
is	clear	the	ﬁeld	has	struggled	to	make	real	progression	and	gain	notable	acceptance	within	
scienJﬁc	communiJes	(Zingrone,	et	al.	2015).	
Since	1977	the	the	main	experimental	emphasis	within	parapsychology	has	been	on	studies	of	ESP	
and	PK	(for	example,	Marcusson-Clavertz	and	Cardena,	2011;	Parra	and	Villanueva,	2003).	Bem’s	
(2011)	research	into	presenJment	was,	at	the	Jme,	interpreted	as	a	milestone	within	the	ﬁeld.	A	
respected	member	of	the	academic	(social	psychology)	community,	Daryl	Bem,	presented	
staJsJcally	signiﬁcant	ﬁndings	that	suggested	evidence	for	ESP.	His	research	focused	on	
‘anomalous	retroacJve	inﬂuences	on	cogniJon	and	aﬀect’	and	was	key	for	introducing	
psychological	research	methods	towards	ESP	phenomena.	The	paper	was	published	in	what	was	
considered	a	‘mainstream’	journal	-	Journal	of	Personality	and	Social	Psychology.	This	was	notable	
in	the	interviews	from	the	current	thesis	-	many	of	the	researchers	referenced	Bem’s	(at	the	Jme)	
upcoming	paper	and	the	hope	it	would	validate	the	proof	of	the	existence	of	ESP	-	and	was	even	
referenced	as	potenJally	“another	Ganzfeld”	(Personal	CommunicaJon).	Since	then,	Bem’s	work	
has	garnered	criJcisms	and	mulJple	failed	apempts	at	replicaJon,	for	example	Galak	et.	al	(2012)	
published	a	failed	replicaJon	apempt	in	the	same	journal	that	Bem’s	original	study	was	presented	
(Journal	of	Personality	and	Social	Psychology).	
Beyond	this	it	is	also	worth	noJng	the	extension	of	ESP	research	that	incorporates	
psychophysiological	measures	as	a	test	of	unconscious	ESP	(Radin,	2004;	Tressoldi	et.	al,	2011).	A	
recent	meta-analysis	of	studies	of	predicJve	physiological	anJcipaJon	revealed	a	signiﬁcant	
overall	eﬀect	(Mossbridge	et	al,	2012;	Ambach,	2012).	As	such,	it	is	notable	that	despite	conJnued	
dismissal	of	eﬀects	and	failed	replicaJons,	such	as	the	Ganzfeld	paradigm	and	Bem’s	research,	
parapsychologists	conJnue	to	persevere	conducJng	studies	in	parapsychology.
1.4.3	AnalyRcal	PotenRal	of	Parapsychology	Within	Sociology
The	history	of	parapsychology	outlined	above	is	a	very	brief	depicJon	of	the	subject’s	
advancements	over	the	short	period	in	which	such	phenomena	has	become	a	signiﬁcant	concern	
for	research.	The	elements	that	have	been	discussed	illustrate	parapsychology’s	development	
from	an	iniJal	predisposiJon	to	relaJvely	large-scale	macro	phenomena	to	a	narrowing	of	focus	to	
more	measurable	micro-eﬀects	that	can	be	observed	in	controlled	experimental	condiJons.		
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UlJmately,	this	development	charts	parapsychology’s	apempts	to	evolve	into	a	legiJmate	
scienJﬁc	subject.	The	three	major	periods	discussed	above	-	the	creaJon	of	the	SPR,	the	work	of	
Rhine	and	the	improvement	of	scienJﬁc	implementaJon	-	signify	the	apempts	by	the	
parapsychology	community	to	validate	their	work	by	accentuaJng	the	phenomena	associated	
with	the	subject	as	being	of	genuine	academic	concern	and	worthy	of	being	a	scienJﬁc	discipline.	
However,	parapsychology’s	status	as	a	science	has	remained	uncertain	and	a	maper	of	signiﬁcant	
sociological	debate	(which	will	be	discussed	in	secJon	1.5).
The	ﬁeld	of	parapsychology	provides	a	unique	opportunity	for	sociological	analysis.	It	remains	a	
disputed	ﬁeld	yet	has	maintained	a	presence	within	UK	academia.	This	in	itself	presents	an	
interesJng	dichotomy	concerning	controversial	knowledge	claims	and	the	processes	governing	the	
acceptance	or	rejecJon	of	specialised	ﬁelds.	Universally,	studying	parapsychology	as	it	currently	
stands	in	the	UK	should	provide	an	insight	into	the	mechanisms	by	which	associated	researchers	
construct	both	their	personal	idenJJes	and	wider	idenJJes,	such	as	the	idenJty	of	the	ﬁeld	and	
its	Jes	with	the	academic	infrastructure.
Whilst	not	an	immediate	concern	for	the	empirical	analysis	and	focus	-	on	a	broader	scale	it	is	
hoped	that	this	thesis	will	have	greater	sociological	signiﬁcance	beyond	discourse	analysis.	
EssenJally	it	will	be	invesJgaJng	discourse	relaJng	to	disputable	knowledge	claims	-	providing	an	
insight	into	their	level	of	recepJon	and	seeing	if,	how,	and	why	these	have	come	to	be	resolved	
discursively.	In	parJcular,	the	discourse	generated	through	this	research	may	address	the	issues	of	
what	challenges	researchers	in	this	ﬁeld	face	when	apempJng	to	develop	and	present	research	
and	the	impact	on	their	careers.	The	producJon	and	acceptance	of	scienJﬁc	knowledge	is	an	
integral	aspect	of	the	‘Sociology	of	ScienJﬁc	Knowledge’	(SSK)	agenda.	It	is	intended	that	this	
project	will	add	to	that	body	of	literature	and	hopefully	act	as	a	more	contemporary	reference	
point	for	further	research		-	as	prior	interest	in	this	speciﬁc	topic	(i.e.	parapsychology	and	its	
acceptance)	signiﬁcantly	decreased	approximately	thirty	years	ago.	EssenJally	the	project	will	be	
an	updaJng	of	earlier	sociological	literature	within	this	ﬁeld.	These	themes	will	be	addressed	
more	extensively	in	Chapter	2.
The	next	sub-secJon	will	now	provide	an	overview	of	the	sociological	analysis	that	has	focused	on	
parapsychology.	Such	context	is	integral	to	appreciaJng	the	content	and	references	of	the	
discourse	and	constructed	accounts	that	are	analysed	in	the	later	empirical	chapters.
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The	content	of	such	literature	is	closely	Jed	with	the	development	and	progression	of	
parapsychology	as	a	ﬁeld	and	also	integrates	with	the	sociology	of	scienJﬁc	knowledge	(SSK)	-	
literature	that	informs	the	development	of	discourse	analysis	that	will	be	discussed	in	Chapter	2.
1.5	Development	of	the	Sociological	Analysis	of	Parapsychology
The	current	secJon	will	provide	an	overview	of	the	sociological	literature	focusing	on	the	
controversy	surrounding	parapsychology	and	whether	it	should	be	considered	suitable	for	
academic	scienJﬁc	focus.	This	remains	an	issue	that	is	central	to	the	subject’s	history	and	also	its	
contemporary	posiJon	as	a	focus	of	academia.	The	debate	over	whether	parapsychology	
consJtutes	as	a	scienJﬁc	discipline	is	a	key	point	central	to	the	historical	context	of	what	the	
interview	parJcipants	refer	to	within	their	interview	responses.	Its	very	nature	illustrates	the	
boundaries	of	what	separates	the	percepJon	of	accepted	science	in	relaJon	to	controversial	
knowledge	claims.	By	analysing	its	idenJﬁed	status	in	accordance	with	mainstream	conceptual	
idenJJes	(such	as	physics	or	biology)	it	provides	an	insight	into	the	possible	sociological	forces	
surrounding	its	acceptance	and	levels	of	recogniJon	and	how	this	may	relate	to	the	sociological	
strategies	employed	by	actors	within	this	controversy	(for	example,	how	it	may	inﬂuence	their	
discourse	constructs).
1.5.1	DebaRng	Parapsychology	as	a	Science
Throughout	the	1970s	and	early	1980s	there	was	a	proliferaJon	of	interest	in	sociological	studies	
of	parapsychology.	Fundamentally,	this	focus	was	largely	inspired	by	the	growing	cultural	intrigue	
in	aspects	of	the	occult,	witchcraw	and	the	predominance	of	ﬁgures	within	the	media	such	as	Uri	
Geller.	However,	from	a	sociological	perspecJve	the	emergence	of	parapsychology,	and	speciﬁcally	
its	posiJon	in	relaJon	to	mainstream	science,	provided	an	opportunity	to	analyse	the	underlying	
social	processes	that	determined	the	ways	in	which	the	scienJﬁc	community	addressed	
controversies	and	contenJous	knowledge	claims.	Pinch	(2001a)	states	a	more	succinct	explanaJon	
for	the	focus	on	fringe	sciences,	such	as	parapsychology;	“because	looking	at	the	abnormal	tells	
you	something	about	the	normal”	(2001a:	225).	Subsequently,	sociologists	by	looking	at	a	
pseudoscience,	can	analyse	live	disputed	knowledge	claims	and	can	observe	the	sociological	
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channels	which	funcJon	in	either	their	acceptance	or	conJnual	dismissal.	Such	a	unique	case	
study	allows	the	researcher	to	look	at	the	construcJon	of	knowledge	and	the	social-cultural	
elements	that	inform	the	channels	of	validaJng	scienJﬁc	knowledge.	In	addiJon,	Pinch’s	(2001a)	
perspecJve	suggests	that	by	examining	parapsychology’s	relaJonship	with	the	scienJﬁc	
community	there	is	the	potenJal	for	a	greater	sociological	understanding	of	how	criJcs	interact	(in	
terms	of	strategies	etc.)	with	scienJsts	who	are	adopJng	a	controversial	posiJon	and	potenJally	
how	such	controversies	eventually	become	accepted.	This	secJon	will	now	explore	the	iniJal	
research	into	parapsychology’s	status	as	a	scienJﬁc	subject.	
The	relaJvist	SSK	research	(which	will	be	discussed	more	extensively	in	Chapter	2)	provides	an	
important	insight	into	the	social	and	contextual	processes	that	govern	science	based	
controversies.	This	can	be	seen	to	relate	directly	to	parapsychology	and	its	status	within	the	
scienJﬁc	community.	Collins	and	Pinch	have	extended	their	research	from	convenJonal	
controversies	in	science	to	include	the	posiJoning	of	parapsychology	in	the	academic	community	
and	its	recepJon.	This	focus	has	included	an	analysis	of	how	organised	scepJcism	undermines	
parapsychological	ﬁndings	(Pinch	and	Collins,	1984)	implemenJng	negoJated	perspecJves	via	
diﬀerent	media	which	ulJmately	diﬀer	from	those	applied	to	‘convenJonal’	science.	Pinch	(1979)	
has	highlighted	the	purported	inherent	lack	of	validity	of	the	accusaJons	of	fraud	that	are	
constantly	levelled	at	parapsychology	and	suggested	that	criJcs	fail	to	successfully	demarcate	the	
true	science	within	the	research	literature	from	the	pseudo-science,	merely	consigning	the	
majority	to	the	laper	label.	Furthermore,	Collins	and	Pinch	have	analysed	the	nuances	of	
experimental	replicaJon	in	parapsychology	based	research	(Collins,	1976,	1985;	Pinch,	1987),	and	
the	exchanges	between	criJcs	and	researchers	within	insJtuJonal	contexts	along	with	the	
strategies	employed	by	both	sides	(Collins	and	Pinch,	1979a,	1979b).	
CollecJvely	this	research	(including	Collins’	gravitaJonal	wave	studies)	begins	to	provide	a	
valuable	sociological	comprehension	of	the	social	and	cultural	mechanisms	that	operate	beyond	
the	research	of	parapsychology.	Of	criJcal	importance	is	the	understanding	of	the	social-cultural-
poliJcal	processes	that	may	govern	parapsychology’s	status	as	a	science.	This	understanding	
produces	an	insight	into	the	processes	(including	discursive	processes)	that	potenJally	shape	
scienJﬁc	knowledge	–	processes	that	go	beyond	the	objecJve	nature	of	emerging	data	from	
experimental	paradigms	and	into	potenJally	subjecJve	judgements	that	are	based	on	cultural	
value(s).	
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Collins	and	Pinch	(1979b)	provide	a	key	discussion	based	on	the	strategies	employed	by	both	
parapsychologists	and	its	criJcs	concerning	the	subject’s	posiJon	as	a	valid	science.	They	assert	
that	the	main	tacJc	used	by	parapsychologists	for	gaining	scienJﬁc	legiJmacy	is	‘physical	
metamorphosis’	(1979b:	241)	–	of	literally	changing	themselves	into	scienJsts	-	a	strategy	which	
the	authors	hint	at	as	being	merely	presenJng	a	façade	to	the	academic	community	that	
parapsychologists	are	true	scienJsts.	Subsequently,	Collins	and	Pinch	(1979b)	suggest	that	it	is	the	
disciplines	hope	in	this	façade	that	might	eventually	lead	to	parapsychology	gaining	scienJﬁc	
credibility.	This	presentaJon	of	parapsychology	as	a	science	can	be	observed	in	the	research	
programmes	iniJated	in	the	ﬁeld.	Parapsychologists	have	entrenched	themselves	in	uJlising	the	
symbolic	and	technical	hardware	of	science,	developing	increasingly	sophisJcated	staJsJcal	
analysis	and	experimental	techniques.	However,	despite	this,	parapsychology’s	presence	as	a	
legiJmised	science	remains	far	from	cemented:
“Since	Rhine’s	work	there	have	been	many	accounts	of	good	experiments	to	be	found	in	the	literature,	and	
these	may	appear	completely	convincing.	Indeed	many	of	the	most	‘hard	headed’	parapsychological	
researchers	have	come	into	the	ﬁeld	as	a	result	of	reading	this	literature	though	they	themselves	may	have	
never	seen	or	experienced	any	type	of	paranormal	eﬀect	whatsoever…It	might	be	thought	that	a	number	
of	such	carefully	conducted	experiments	completely	reported	and	presented	in	the	consJtuJve	forum,	
would	be	suﬃcient	to	establish	the	existence	of	psi	phenomena…The	situaJon	is,	however,	far	more	
complicated	than	this.”
(Collins	and	Pinch,	1979b:	244)
From	the	earlier	overview	of	the	state	of	the	ﬁeld	in	UK	academia	(SecJon	1.3	of	this	chapter)	it	is	
evident	that	parapsychology	at	the	point	of	2010-2011	had	gained	moderate	success	by	emulaJng	
psychology	–	thus	presenJng	itself	as	a	legiJmate	scienJﬁc	discipline.	This	reﬂects	Collins	and	
Pinch’s	(1979a;	1979b)	proposals.	Therefore	it	appears	that	parapsychology	has	apained	growth	in	
the	UK	higher-educaJon	system	by	being	bracketed	with	psychology	and	through	an	emphasis	of	
the	'similariJes'	between	the	two	in	terms	of	scienJﬁc	endeavours	(see	Carr,	2008;	Beloﬀ,	1997).
Alcock	(1987)	presents	a	more	negaJve	assessment	regarding	the	status	of	parapsychology	and	its	
integraJon;
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“…at	best	parapsychology	struggles	to	maintain	a	toe-hold	at	the	fringes	of	academia;	mainstream	science	
conJnues	to	ignore	its	subject	maper	or	even	to	reject	and	ridicule	it.”
(Alcock,	1987:	554)
The	above	statements	highlight	the	gulf	between	parapsychologists	and	its	criJcs.	Despite	
apempts	to	constantly	establish	itself	as	a	science	in	its	own	right	and	producing	a	signiﬁcant	body	
of	research	parapsychology	is	sJll	regarded	with	deep	scepJcism.	Collins	and	Pinch	(1979a:	223)	
highlight	this	potenJally	fruitless	eﬀort	to	gain	mainstream	acceptance:
“…parapsychologists	have	expanded	a	great	deal	of	eﬀort	in	inﬁltraJng	the	formal	insJtuJons	of	science	
such	as	universiJes,	professional	associaJons	and	journals	–	hardly	the	sort	of	eﬀort	that	would	be	expected	
of	those	with	anJ-scienJﬁc	interests.	It	seems	then,	that	percepJon	of	the	subject	as	scienJﬁc	or	anJ-
scienJﬁc	depends	not	on	the	relaJonship	between	the	ideas	of	psi	and	science,	but	upon	the	arguers	
interests	as	regards	the	legiJmacy	of	parapsychological	ideas.”
(Collins	and	Pinch,	1979a:	246)
Subsequently,	according	to	this	perspecJve,	parapsychology’s	conJnual	existence	on	the	fringes	of	
science	appears	to	be	a	result	of	its	conceptual	potenJal.	Therefore	the	academic	infrastructures	
within	the	ﬁeld	and	the	prominent	scienJﬁc	integrity	of	professional	parapsychologists	that	mirror	
researchers	in	other	scienJﬁc	specialisms	(as	outlined	by	Allison,	1979)	will	constantly	face	deep	
criJcism	due	to	the	ideas	they	generate.	Collins	and	Pinch	(1979b)	go	on	to	outline	the	
fundamental	disJncJon	between	parapsychology	and	its	criJcs	in	general	sociological	terms:
“One	group	of	actors	perceives	the	set	of	ideas	associated	with	parapsychology	to	be	perfectly	compaJble	
with	science	and	apempts	to	seek	scienJﬁc	recogniJon	for	them,	whilst	another	group	of	actors	perceives	
the	ideas	to	be	incompaJble	with	science	and	apempts	to	disarm	the	ﬁrst	group	by	apacks	from	science	on	
them.”
(Collins	and	Pinch,	1979b:	223)
The	above	suggests	that	one	of	the	primary	areas	of	scepJcism	displayed	by	criJcs	towards	
parapsychology	relates	to	its	associaJon	with	unscienJﬁc	beliefs.	Historically	there	is	a	widespread	
suspicion	towards	the	subject’s	external	basis	in	spiritualism	and	potenJally	occult	associaJons.	
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Rawcliﬀe	(1959)	claims	parapsychology	is	essenJally	a	“cult	of	the	supernatural	in	technical	dress”.	
A	noJon	supported	by	Price	(1955)	who	states	that	the	subject	“although	well	camouﬂaged	with	
some	of	the	paraphernalia	of	science,	sJll	bears	in	abundance	the	markings	of	magic.”	These	
autudes	are	presented	principally	as	a	result	of	parapsychology’s	direct	emergence	from	
spiritualism	and	also	to	the	general	percepJon	of	paranormal	phenomena.	This	view	is	also	
perpetuated	through	the	subject’s	sources	of	funding,	which	largely	consist	of	wealthy	individuals	
(with	no	links	to	academia)	who	possess	an	interest	in	the	paranormal	-	a	factor	which	serves	to	
remind	criJcs	of	“the	science’s	origins	in	the	murky	world	of	spiritualism”	(Collins	and	Pinch,	
1979b:	255).
Parapsychology’s	relaJonship	with	spiritualism	has	allowed	criJcs	to	emphasise	the	potenJal	
presence	of	fraud	in	its	research,	from	its	origins	the	subject	has	been	the	focal	point	for	
accusaJons	of	fraud	and	trickery	as	an	explanaJon	of	any	unexplainable	phenomena	(Collins	and	
Pinch,	1979b).	For	example,	from	the	early	apempts	to	discredit	prominent	mediums	to	more	
recent	accusaJons	such	as	Hansel’s	(1966)	repeJJon	of	Rhine’s	experiments	using	technical	tricks.	
Another	example	being	Hanlon’s	(1974)	apempts	to	discredit	the	Stanford	experiments	on	Uri	
Geller	by	the	proposiJon	of	a	scenario	whereby	normal	sensory	communicaJon	was	achieved	
through	concealed	radio	transmipers	and	a	receiver	embedded	in	Geller’s	tooth,	presenJng	a	
decepJve	illusion	of	ESP.	Collins	and	Pinch	(1979b)	outline	that	there	does	not	have	to	be	any	
evidence	of	fraud	available	for	criJcs	to	discredit	research	merely	the	possibility,	and	from	this	
they	can	“extend	the	conspiracy”	(1979b:	251)	to	outside	sources	and	even	the	experimenters	
themselves:
“The	logic	of	the	fraud	hypothesis	not	only	appears	to	remove	any	need	for	empirical	tests	from	the	
scienJﬁc	decision-making	process	but	can	also	be	put	forward	without	any	empirical	evidence	that	fraud	
actually	took	place.”
(Collins	and	Pinch,	1979b:	252)
They	argue	that	this	autude	implants	paranoia	into	the	researcher,	thus	hindering	them,	and	that	
the	presence	of	such	scepJcism	is	noJceably	less	prevalent	throughout	the	rest	of	science.
Perhaps	the	most	substanJal	criJcism	levelled	at	the	scienJﬁc	orientaJon	of	parapsychology	is	the	
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lack	of	replicable	research	(and	subsequent	results)	and	the	interpretaJon	of	its	ﬁndings.	Beloﬀ	
(1973,	1977)	outlines	how	within	the	ﬁeld	there	is	sJll	no	repeatable	experiment	whereby	the	
experimenter	can	verify	a	given	phenomenon	and	that	Rhine’s	research	provided	parapsychology	
with	all	the	tools	necessary	for	it	to	become	an	accredited	science	except	arguably	the	most	
important;	the	know-how	to	produce	results	where	required.	According	to	Beloﬀ	(1973,	1977),	
this	lack	of	direct	replicaJon	leaves	any	phenomena	or	signiﬁcant	results	generated	by	psi	
research	open	to	criJcism	-	it	enables	commentators	to	speculate	on	posiJve	outcomes	as	
possibly	the	result	of	methodological	inconsistencies	or	merely	fraud	on	the	part	of	the	subject	or	
the	experimenter.	Tart	(1977)	and	Parker	(1978)	comment	on	the	erraJc	nature	of	psi	
performances	which	have	led	to	a	lack	of	replicable	results	in	the	literature,	and	even	Rhine	(1947)	
referred	to	psi	as	an	“incredibly	elusive	funcJon”.	Kurtz	(1985)	elaborates	on	this	point:
“…the	point	is	that	we	cannot	predict	when	or	under	what	condi>ons	above-chance	calls	will	be	made	(with	
Zener	cards,	in	precogniJve	dream	labs,	with	random-number	generators,	in	remote-viewing	tesJng	
situaJons);	one	is	much	more	likely	to	get	negaJve	results.”
(Kurtz,	1985:	508)
Alcock	(1987)	comments	that	due	to	this	lack	of	consistency	the	evidence	for	the	existence	of	psi	
remains	debatable,	with	“nothing	substanJve	to	show”	(1987:	564).	He	goes	on	to	conclude	that	
“a	century	of	parapsychological	research	has	gone	by,	and	the	evidence	for	psi	is	no	more	
convincing	now	than	it	was	a	century	ago”	(1987:	563).	CriJcs	of	the	ﬁeld	argue	that	for	the	
scienJﬁc	establishment	to	consider	psi	as	a	maper	of	signiﬁcant	importance	substanJve	and	
replicable	evidence	of	psychic	phenomenon	needs	to	be	produced,	as	“without	it,	parapsychology	
can	never	become	a	science”	(Alcock,	1987:	565).	
On	a	more	fundamental	point	parapsychology	generates	criJcism	on	an	interpretaJonal	and	
conceptual	level.	The	theoreJcal	frameworks	applied	to	posiJve	results	generated	by	psi	research	
have	led	some	criJcs	to	quesJon	the	explanaJons	presented	by	parapsychologists	for	their	
apparent	anomalous	phenomena:
“It	is	precisely	here	that	the	moJvaJonal	system	exerts	its	greatest	inﬂuence:	ESP	is	taken	to	be	a	more	
likely	explanaJon	than	subtle	cueing	or	some	unrecognised	but	normal	inﬂuence	when	guessing	is	
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successful	at	a	level	above	chance;	psychokinesis	is	seen	to	be	a	more	probable	than	experimental	artefact	
when	subatomic	parJcles	apparently	violate	probabilisJc	views.	It	is	in	the	preference	for	paranormal	
explanaJons	over	any	other,	and	the	apempt	to	explain	away	failures	to	replicate,	and	the	insistence	by	
some	parapsychologists	that	science	should	accept	the	reality	of	the	paranormal	even	though	the	criterion	
of	strong	replicability	has	not	been	met,	that	parapsychologists	owen	stray	from	the	pathways	of	science.”
(Alcock,	1985:	561)
Thus,	from	this	viewpoint,	it	is	the	intellectual	schemas	and	belief	systems	brought	to	the	research	
by	the	experimenters	that	generates	criJcism	regarding	their	explanaJons	of	experimental	
outcomes.	Alcock	(1985)	outlines	that	if	there	is	some	anomaly	that	emerges	from	research	that	
deviates	from	normal	expectaJon	then	this	would	require	explanaJon,	even	of	possible	
paranormal	origin.	However,	the	researcher(s)	should	never	begin	research	with	an	explanaJon	
orientated	around	parapsychological	based	concepts.	Indeed,	Blackmore	(1983)	urges	researchers	
to	abandon	the	psi	hypothesis	even	whilst	they	conJnue	to	study	anomalisJc	phenomena,	
proposing	that	the	availability	of	the	hypothesis	can	prove	to	distract	researchers	away	from	other	
possible	(normal)	explanaJons.	For	Blackmore	(1983),	using	psi	as	a	default	explanaJon	of	
phenomena	in	such	research	can	potenJally	impede	the	development	of	the	understanding	of	
anomalies.	Extending	upon	this,	Alcock	(1987)	criJcises	parapsychologists	for	their	“anything	goes”	
autude	towards	explaining	their	ﬁndings	-	theories	of	ESP,	psi	or	even	retroacJve	PK	are	all	
incorporated	as	possible	interpretaJons	of	what	is	occurring	in	the	experimental	scenario	to	
generate	anomalous	results.	There	is	no	limit	to	this	process	according	to	Alcock	(1987)	and	all	
things	become	possible	no	maper	how	intangible	they	appear	to	convenJonal	thinking.	A	factor	
that	is	highlighted	largely	due	to	the	un-falsiﬁability	of	psi	eﬀects,	whereby	concepts	such	as	
experimenter	eﬀects,	decline	eﬀects,	psi-missing	and	linger	eﬀects	are	used	too	much	as	an	
explanaJon	rather	then	a	descripJon	(Alcock,	1987).	Therefore	from	this	criJcal	perspecJve,	the	
psi	hypothesis	becomes	unfalsiﬁable	through	the	numerous	concepts	employed	to	explain	away	
null	results	and	non-replicaJons.	Indeed	for	criJcs	such	as	Alcock	(1987),	the	‘experimenter	eﬀect’	
itself	has	far	reaching	consequences,	for	if	the	experimenter	can	demonstrate	psi	eﬀects	over	the	
research	then	this	possesses	implicaJons	for	all	scienJﬁc	research	conducted	in	an	experimental	
situaJon.	UlJmately	for	scepJcs	such	as	Kurtz,	what	these	aspects	highlight	is	the	lack	of	a	clearly	
worked	out	conceptual	framework	that	is	absent	throughout	parapsychology:
“Without	such	a	causal	theory	the	parapsychologists	can	slip	from	one	ad	hoc	explanaJon	to	another…
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make[ing]	it	diﬃcult	to	determine	precisely	what,	if	anything,	is	happening.”
(Kurtz,	1985:	515)
Kurtz	(1985)	argues	that	a	deﬁniJve	outline	and	universal	theory	of	the	properJes	of	psi	needs	to	
occur,	and	unJl	that	aspect	of	deﬁniJon	is	cemented	then	the	outcomes	generated	through	
parapsychological	research	will	conJnue	to	be	met	with	deep	criJcism	and	even	inherent	cynicism	
(as	demonstrated	in	the	quote	below):
“To	deﬁne	a	concept	purely	by	eliminaJng	alternaJves,	with	no	posiJve	content	whatever	in	the	concept,	
seems	to	be	unknown	outside	of	parapsychology…There	seems	to	be	a	hidden	agreement	that	you	do	not	
invesJgate	the	modus	operandi	of	psi…Its	as	if	they	do	not	want	to	ﬁnd	out	how	it	works…The	deliberate	
avoidance	of	experiments	on	the	properJes,	or	limitaJons,	of	psi	encourages	further	suspicion:	that	
parapsychologists	are,	by	moJvaJon,	not	problem-solvers	but	mystery-mongers.”
(Scop,	1985:	497-8)
1.5.2	Parapsychology	and	its	CriRcs
Overall,	parapsychology	since	its	early	incepJon	as	a	ﬁeld	of	academic	inquiry	has	undertaken	
numerous	measures	to	establish	itself	as	a	true	scienJﬁc	endeavour	(Beloﬀ	1973,	1977).	However,	
despite	these	eﬀorts	the	degree	of	true	acceptance	has	remained	limited	and	there	has	been	a	
constant	barrage	of	criJcism	(Collins	and	Pinch,	1979b).	An	achievement	of	parapsychology	is	that	
it	has	maintained	a	foothold	in	professional	insJtuJons	in	the	face	of	intense	resistance	from	
mainstream	scienJsts	(Carr,	2008).	There	have	been	claims	of	unfair	pracJces,	blatant	bias,	
discriminaJon	and	refusals	to	publish	valid	bodies	of	work	in	established	journals	(Allison,	1979).	
Parapsychologists	appear	to	exist	in	a	perpetual	state	of	baple	against	scepJcism	leading	to	
constant	modiﬁcaJons	of	experimental	design	in	order	to	counter	criJcism	and	validate	their	work	
(Zingrone,	2000).	The	end	beneﬁts	for	gaining	legiJmacy	from	the	scienJﬁc	community	will	be	the	
resources	(recruitment,	funding,	communicaJon	etc.)	that	are	largely	controlled	by	the	
“gatekeepers”	of	science	(Alcock,	1987:	554).	Whilst	there	is	some	evidence	of	parapsychology	
gaining	some	credibility	it	remains	arguably	on	the	fringes	of	mainstream	science	(Allison,	1979).	
As	outlined	above,	according	to	its	criJcs	the	main	reason	for	this	is	largely	due	to	the	lack	of	
replicable	evidence	and	concrete	theoreJcal	explanaJons	of	phenomena	such	as	psi.	McClennon	
(1982)	proposes	that	this	negaJvity	is	due	to	the	threat	that	paranormal	phenomena	poses	to	the	
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prevailing	scienJﬁc	worldview	(also	see	Morris,	2000	for	a	breakdown	of	perceived	problemaJc	
aspects).	
However,	collecJvely,	the	vast	body	of	literature	conducted	in	the	ﬁeld	suggests	that	some	eﬀects	
may	be	occurring	consistently.	For	example,	Radin	(1997)	proposes	that	the	staJsJcal	use	of	meta-
analysis	provides	suﬃcient	evidence	for	the	existence	of	parapsychological	phenomena.	However,	
criJcal	posiJons	remain	-	with	Kurtz	(1985)	advising	cauJon	when	interpreJng	the	signiﬁcant	
results	of	any	research	that	claims	psi	eﬀects:
“Rhine	and	other	parapsychologists	have	performed	tests	in	which	they	maintain	that	they	have	achieved	
above-chance	runs.	What	are	we	to	conclude	at	this	point	in	history?	Simply	that	and	no	more.”
(Kurtz,	1985:	513)
For	criJcs	such	as	Kurtz	(1985)	and	Scop	(1985)	such	results	do	not	prove	the	existence	of	psi	-	psi	
remains	only	a	theory	employed	to	explain	the	above-chance	results.	According	to	their	criJcal	
posiJon,	psi	in	itself	conﬂicts	with	exisJng	scienJﬁc	principles	and	contravenes	ordinary	
experience,	thus	the	evidence	needed	to	overturn	this	knowledge	would	have	to	be	extremely	
powerful	and	substanJal:
“Parapsychologists	should	recognise	that,	by	simple	objecJve	criteria,	their	science	is	not	a	normal	one	and	
that	there	are	good	and	honest	reasons	for	doubJng	their	conclusions	and	for	requiring	from	them	more	
rigorous	evidence	than	is	owen	demanded	in	other	sciences.	Parapsychology	is	in	a	unique	posiJon	and	will	
need	to	make	unique	eﬀorts	if	it	is	to	convince	mainstream	science	to	accept	its	results.”
(Scop,	1985:	500)
Parapsychology	can	be	viewed	as	a	bridge	between	science	and	religion	(Tart,	1977),	for	as	Rhine	
(1947:	209-227)	stated;	“what	parapsychology	has	found	out	about	man	most	directly	aﬀects	
religion”.	To	Rhine	it	was	essenJal	to	demonstrate	the	reality	of	ESP	and	PK	if	one	were	to	have	
any	hope	of	puung	the	existence	of	the	soul,	or	at	least	the	principle	of	mind-body	dualism,	on	a	
solid	scienJﬁc	fooJng	(Alcock,	1985).	Indeed,	the	origin	of	psychical	research	was	born	out	of	
apempts	to	come	to	terms	with	emerging	scienJﬁc	perspecJves	(such	as	Darwinism)	whilst	
maintaining	the	understanding	of	the	self	that	religious	tradiJon	had	transmiped	(Cerullo,	1982).	
Therefore	parapsychology	stemmed	from	academics	needing	a	middle	ground	between	the	
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emerging	scienJﬁc	perspecJve(s)	and	religion	(Beloﬀ	1973,	1977).	According	to	Alcock	(1985:	555)	
the	diﬀerence	between	science	and	parapsychology	is	that	“psychical	research	was	not	carried	out	
despite	religious	needs	and	beliefs,	but	it	seems,	because	of	such	needs”	–	it	was	born	out	of	a	
desire	to	see	beyond	the	existence	of	the	materialisJc	philosophy.	Researchers	such	as	Rogo	
(1982)	and	Perry	(1982)	point	to	the	vast	presence	of	parapsychological	phenomena	within	the	
bible.	An	observaJon	that	has	led	Thouless	(1977)	to	conclude	that	psychical	research	gives	a	new	
credibility	to	the	reports	of	miracles	in	the	religious	literature,	and	subsequently	brings	belief	in	
God	back	into	respectability.	McConnell	(1982)	even	suggests	that	religion	itself	merely	arose	out	
of	misinterpretaJon	of	the	true	nature	of	paranormal	processes	and	that	organised	religion	is	
simply	the	“cultural	expression	of	psi	phenomena”	(1982:	140).	However,	as	Roberts	(2001)	
argues,	perhaps	parapsychology’s	purpose	is	to	conJnually	exist	within	this	middle	ground	
between	science	and	religion,	serving	those	who	are	unable	to	ﬁnd	belief	or	meaning	in	either.
Zingrone	(2000),	in	her	paper	“Failure	to	go	the	Distance”,	argues	that	criJcs	have	conJnually	set	
the	agenda	for	academic	debate	regarding	parapsychological	issues,	they	have	held	a	monopoly	
over	debates	regarding	research	and	subsequent	purported	evidence.	The	criJcisms	themselves,	
according	to	Zingrone's	(2000)	argument,	have	not	advanced	in	accordance	with	parapsychology	
as	a	subject	of	concern.	What	this	paper	represents	is	a	proposed	imbalance	between	
parapsychologists	and	their	criJcs.	On	the	one	side	parapsychologists	have	valued	criJcism	and	
evolved	the	discipline	through	the	numerous	apacks	levelled	towards	the	research	conducted	in	
this	ﬁeld,	conversely	ZIngrone’s	(2000)	line	of	argument	outlines	criJcs	have	remained	entrenched	
in	the	same	mindset	they	have	always	espoused	despite	parapsychology	progressing	as	a	scienJﬁc	
pursuit.	For	example,	Gordon	(1982)	invesJgated	parapsychology's	status	and	growth	as	a	deviant	
science	and	found	that	parapsychology	closely	mimicked	the	features	of	non-deviant	sciences	-	
indicaJng	that	parapsychologists	have	advanced	the	subject	signiﬁcantly	and	yet	conJnually	face	
the	same	steadfast	line	of	criJcism(s).	Zingrone	(2000)	outlines	four	fundamental	ways	in	which	
criJcs	have	failed	to	engage	with	parapsychological	research:	1)	lack	of	criJcal	thinking;	2)	lack	of	
self-reﬂecJon;	3)	lack	of	openness	to	communicaJon;	4)	lack	of	interest	in	the	consequences	of	
their	criJcism.	What	these	amount	to	from	Zingrone's	(2000)	perspecJve	is	criJcal	claims	that	
have	no	supporJng	evidence	or	research,	followed	by	the	erecJon	of	barriers	of	communicaJon	
that	prevent	an	open	discussion	of	the	issues	at	hand.	UlJmately,	Zingrone	(2000)	accuses	the	
criJcs	of	being	ignorant	of	the	issues	debated	and	unaware	of	the	consequences	their	wriJngs	
have	on	the	parapsychological	community,	as	collecJvely,	these	apparent	facets	of	the	criJcal	
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stance	towards	parapsychology	can	be	destrucJve.	Zingrone	(2000)	observes	the	lack	of	evidence	
or	supporJng	research	conducted	by	criJcs	in	the	presentaJon	of	their	arguments	which	is	then	
followed	by	a	lack	of	communicaJon	between	criJcs	and	researchers.	Subsequently,	a	lack	of	
dialogue	and	eﬀecJve	communicaJon	leads	to	further	dispariJes	and	polarised	viewpoints	
between	the	parapsychologist	and	their	criJc(s).	
Honorton	(1993)	provides	an	overt	apack	on	the	overly	skepJcal	criJcs	of	parapsychology.	He	
supports	Zingrone's	(2000)	proposal	that	criJcs	have	failed	to	engage	with	the	material	they	
berate	and	that	the	large	proporJon	of	their	arguments	are	uninformed	and	could	even	be	
levelled	at	more	convenJonal	sciences	(such	as	psychology).	Throughout	the	paper	Honorton	
(1993)	addresses	each	of	the	major	criJcisms	of	parapsychology	(such	as	lack	of	cumulaJveness,	
conceptual	failures	etc.)	and	outlines	substanJal	ﬂaws	in	the	criJcal	arguments.	He	presents	criJcs	
such	as	Alcock	and	Randi	as	being	largely	uninformed	(and	in	some	cases	ignorant)	in	their	
dealings	with	the	research	material	–	whereby	they	ulJmately	display	an	inherent	subjecJve	
presentaJon	of	their	beliefs.	For	example,	in	the	Druckman	and	Swets	(1988)	NRC	report	and	its	
damning	presentaJon	of	parapsychological	issues	-	a	report	which	Palmer,	Honorton,	and	Ups	
(1989)	dismissed	as	bias,	lacking	balance,	selecJve	reporJng	and	severely	limited	in	its	scope	and	
presentaJon.
Pinch	(1979)	focuses	on	a	more	speciﬁc	line	of	criJcal	argument.	His	paper	quesJons	the	validity	
of	the	fraud	argument	in	relaJon	to	parapsychology	and	its	relevance	as	a	means	of	devaluing	this	
supposed	pseudo-science:
“The	problem	being	raised	here	can	be	brieﬂy	stated.	What	are	the	characterisJcs	of	these	hypotheses	(or	
of	their	contexts)	which	enable	us	to	demarcate	one	as	part	of	acceptable	scienJﬁc	knowledge	and	permit	
us	to	relegate	the	other	to	the	realm	of	’pseudoscience’?	In	other	words,	what	makes	the	’fraud’	hypothesis	
a	beper	scienJﬁc	explanaJon	for	the	results	of	the	parapsychologists	than	the	’paranormal’	hypothesis?	I	
hope	that	a	discussion	of	this	quesJon	will	throw	some	light	on	the	more	general	problem	of	the	
demarcaJon	of	science	from	pseudo-science…
…The	diﬀerence	between	allegaJons	of	fraud	in	parapsychology	and	in	other	parts	of	science	is	that,	in	
parapsychology,	they	are	levelled	not	only	at	parJcular	experiments	but	at	the	whole	discipline.	No-one	
considers	that	one	case	of	fraud	at	the	Sloan-Kepering	InsJtute	means	that	the	whole	of		cancer	research	
can	be	explained	away,	but	to	show	that	one	parapsychology	experiment	might	have	involved	fraud	is,	
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apparently,	owen	enough	to	dismiss	the	whole	enterprise.”
(Pinch,	1979:	330-331)
Pinch	(1979)	argues	that	our	current	conceptualisaJons	of	what	consJtutes	as	genuine	scienJﬁc	
knowledge	(as	opposed	apparent	pseudo-knowledge)	needs	re-addressing:
“We	simply	admit	our	cultural	bias	in	favour	of	present	knowledge,	and	side-step	the	issue	of	how	we	know	
that	our	present	knowledge	is	’scienJﬁc’.	It	would	seem	that,	if	the	problem	of	demarcaJon	of	genuine	
scienJﬁc	knowledge	from	spurious	knowledge	is	to	be	solved,	it	must	be	approached	by	the	delineaJon	of	
characterisJcs	of	science	that	are	independent	of	the	content	of	parJcular	knowledge	claims.”
(Pinch	1979:	332)
Pinch's	(1979)	reacJon	to	this	is	to	analyse	how	well	the	same	arguments	that	are	used	to	
quesJon	the	scienJﬁc	status	of	parapsychology	(such	as	issues	of	replicaJon	and	adequate	
theorisaJon)	fare	when	applied	against	the	fraud	hypothesis.	UlJmately,	what	Pinch	(1976)	shows	
is	that	the	fraud	argument,	which	is	consistently	levelled	towards	parapsychology	as	evidence	of	
its	scienJﬁc	failures,	can	itself	be	rejected	as	unscienJﬁc:
“[The	fraud	hypothesis']	failure	to	meet	the	very	same	canons	of	scienJﬁc	raJonality	which,	it	is	claimed,	
place	the	paranormal	hypothesis	outside	of	science	raises	the	problem	of	why	it	has	only	been	the	laper	
which	has	been	rejected	for	such	reasons.	As	both	parapsychology	and	fraud	fare	equally	well	(or	badly)	
against	demarcaJon	arguments,	it	would	seem	that	we	need	to	explore	just	what	more	general	role	(if	any)	
such	arguments	play	in	science.”
(Pinch,	1979:	341)
“In	my	view,	demarcaJon	criteria	do	not	provide	us	with	independent	access	to	the	scienJﬁc	validity	of	
beliefs.	That	such	criteria	seem	to	work	equally	well	against	both	fraud	and	parapsychology	indicates	that		
they	alone	cannot	account	for	parapsychology’s	rejecJon.	Their	use	against	parapsychology	seems	to	have	
served	primarily	as	a	means	to	legiJmate	present	orthodoxy.”
(Pinch,	1979:	343-344)
	
Hardin	(1981)	responds	to	Pinch's	(1979)	paper	regarding	parapsychology	and	fraud.	Hardin	
(1981)	outlines	an	apparent	ﬂaw	in	Pinch's	logic	in	comparing	the	two	theoreJcal	proposals	
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(parapsychology	versus	fraud).	According	to	Pinch	these	are	two	comparable	theories	that	should	
be	judged	on	the	same	merits,	thus	creaJng	an	illusion	of	equality	between	the	two	arguments.	
However,	Hardin	(1981)	asserts	that	the	two	hypotheses	are	not	directly	comparable	using	the	
same	criteria	for	validaJon,	and	are	thus	intended	to	funcJon	from	diﬀerent	theoreJcal	angles:
“We	may	get	some	sense	of	this	diﬀerence	by	comparing	the	outcomes	of	two	imaginary	situaJons.	In	the	
ﬁrst	instance,	suppose	that	several	parapsychological	experiments	of	a	crucial	character	could	be	
reproduced	wth	posiJve	results	by	a	variety	of	experimenters,	previously	unbelieving	as	well	as	previously	
believing	in	ESP.	The	fraud	hypothesis	would	be	swept	aside	as	beside	the	point,	for,	even	if	it	were	
supported	in	certain	historical	cases,	it	would	no	longer	undercut	the	claim	that	we	are	faced	with	
phenomena	of	a	sort	which	require	a	drasJcally	new	type	of	explanaJon.	Disputes	would	then	turn	about	
the	detailed	character	of	such	explanaJons,	and	the	legiJmacy	of	the	ﬁeld	of	inquiry	would	have	been	
established.	Now	suppose,	instead,	that	there	should	be	several	strong	replicaJons	of	fraud.	In	this	scenario,	
fraudulent	research	reports	conﬁrming	previous	work	would	be	accepted	by	editors	of	parapsychological	
journals	and	leading	parapsychologists	would	point	with	pride	to	powerful	new	support	for	their	cause.”
(Hardin,	1981:	250)
Hardin	(1981)	conJnues	to	highlight	the	apparent	dispariJes	between	the	two	hypotheses.	Where	
Pinch	(1979)	presented	them	as	largely	equal	and	thus	viewed	from	the	same	perspecJve,	Hardin	
outlines	numerous	diﬀerences	which	suggests	they	should	be	assessed	on	diﬀerent	terms.	He	
points	out	that	parapsychological	theories	are	constructed	to	provide	generalised	descripJons	of	
large	classes	of	occurrences,	“an	apempt	to	formulate	a	previously	unknown	set	of	natural	laws”.	
In	contrast,	the	fraud	hypothesis	is	more	limited	in	its	scope,	apempJng	to	explain	a	limited	set	of	
experimental	occurrences.	Subsequently	according	to	Hardin	(1981),	the	fraud	hypothesis	should	
not	be	interpreted	as	a	general	theory	in	the	way	Pinch	(1979)	presents	it,	as	it	does	not	focus	on	
generaJng	a	scienJﬁc	theory.	Hardin	(1981)	concludes:
“A	careful	examinaJon	of	what	ought	to	be	expected	of	the	ESP	and	fraud	hypotheses	reveals,	I	think,	that	
they	bear	burdens	of	proof	proporJonal	to	their	aspiraJons,	and	that	the	aspiraJons	of	an	ESP	hypothesis	
are,	by	the	nature	of	the	case,	far	grander	than	the	merely	criJcal	goals	of	a	fraud	hypothesis.	That	they	
should	be	diﬀerently	regarded	by	the	orthodox	scienJﬁc	community	ought	not	therefore	to	seem	surprising,	
nor	should	it	require	a	special	sociological	explanaJon.”
(Hardin,	1981:	254)
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Pinch	(1981a)	replies	to	Hardin's	(1981)	criJcisms	with	the	following:
“Hardin	does	not	seem	to	disagree	with	the	main	claim	of	my	paper	-	namely,	that	the	fraud	hypothesis	fails	
to	meet	various	canons	of	scienJﬁc	raJonality	which	have	been	used	to	reject	parapsychology.	He	argues,	
however,	that	this	is	irrelevant	because	it	is	inappropriate	to	compare	their	relaJve	scienJﬁc	merits	in	the	
ﬁrst	place,	given	their	diﬀering	logical	tasks.	The	task	of	parapsychology,	according	to	Hardin,	is	to	give	a	
general	account	of	an	indeﬁnitely	large	class	of	instances,	in	an	apempt	to	formulate	a	previously	unknown	
set	of	natural	laws.	The	task	of	the	fraud	hypothesis	is	to	give	a	set	of	explanaJons	for	a	limited	set	of	
parJcular	historical	circumstances.	It	seems	the	former	task	is	to	be	associated	with	the	goals	of	a	real	
science,	but	that	the	laper	task	is	part	of	the	domain	of	historical	explanaJon	or	criJcism...The	diﬃculty	
with	this	disJncJon	is	that	it	appeals	to	an	over-idealized	(philosophical)	picture	of	science	in	which	the	
essence	of	scienJﬁc	acJvity	is	conceived	as	the	search	for	universal	laws	which	cover	indeﬁnitely	large	
classes	of	instances.	Recent	studies	of	groups	of	pracJsing	scienJsts	indicate	that	analysis	of	the	
development	of	scienJﬁc	knowledge	is	diﬃcult	to	separate	from	the	social	negoJaJon	of	quite	speciﬁc	
laboratory	episodes.”
(Pinch,	1981a:	255-256)
UlJmately,	Pinch	accuses	Hardin	of	oversimplifying	the	development	of	scienJﬁc	knowledge	–	of	
failing	to	take	into	consideraJon	the	complex	social	processes,	negoJaJons	and	cultural	
consideraJons	that	occur	within	research	communiJes.	As	a	result	of	these	processes	it	is	
redundant	to	simply	categorise	the	two	diﬀerent	hypotheses	as	being	almost	separate	enJJes	
with	diﬀerent	objecJves.	The	reality,	from	Pinch's	(1981a)	perspecJve	(and	that	of	relaJvism	in	
general)	is	that	such	rigid	boundaries	rarely	exist,	and	if	they	do	then	their	reinforcement	is	
quesJonable	-	as	seen	from	studies	conducted	by	the	relaJvist	programme,	the	lines	are	
frequently	blurred	within	scienJﬁc	communiJes.
The	joint	communiqué	between	Honorton	(a	parapsychologist)	and	Hyman	(a	criJcal	psychologist)	
in	1986	is	an	example	of	collaboraJon	between	parapsychologists	and	criJcs.	Hyman	and	
Honorton	(1986)	realising	that	they	“agree	to	disagree”	(1986:	354)	apempted	to	ﬁnd	a	pla{orm	
for	progressive	debate.	They	both	strived	to	perfect	the	methodologies	implemented	within	the	
Ganzfeld	research	paradigm,	in	the	hope	to	prove	the	exact	nature	of	the	eﬀect	that	emerged	in	
earlier	experiments.
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Parapsychologists	(such	as	Zingrone,	200)	criJcise	their	criJcs	through	promoJng	the	potenJally	
damaging	eﬀects	that	criJcisms	that	do	not	fully	engage	with	the	material	may	have	on	
parapsychology,	using	Hyman	and	Honorton’s	(1986)	work	as	an	example	of	a	perceived	ideal:
“Previous	controversies	around	parapsychological	research	and	its	legiJmacy	as	a	scienJﬁc	endeavour	have	
lost	sight	of,	and	extremists	on	both	sides	have	dissimulated,	the	fact	that	parapsychologists	and	their	criJcs	
have	many	common	objecJves.	The	Hyman	and	Honorton	paper	is	a	most	welcome	reminder	of	these	
common	goals,	which	raJonal	minoriJes	in	(or	maybe	between)	both	camps	have	been	Jrelessly	
emphasizing	for	a	while.	It	is	high	Jme	that	both	parapsychologists	and	their	criJcs	become	more	aware	of	
these	common	objecJves.	It	is	high	Jme	that	parapsychologists	and	criJcs	join	forces	on	a	larger	scale	and	
look	for	ways	toward	closer	and	more	frui{ul	collaboraJon.	And,	in	my	opinion,	it	is	high	Jme	that	all	
parJes	concerned	work	hard	on	eliminaJng	the	deplorable	parapsychologist-criJc	dichotomy	as	soon	as	
possible	and	as	thoroughly	as	possible….I	have	never	been	able	to	understand	why	scepJcism	should	not	
form	part	of	parapsychology,	and	why	…[criJcal	theorists]	should	not	wish	(or	be	allowed)	to	do	their	own	
‘parapsychological	research’	and	empirical	tests	of	their	own	or	others’	hypotheses.
Awer	all,	the	only	thing	that	mapers	is	the	quality	of	the	scienJﬁc	work	and	the	quality	of	arguments.	So	
what	is	needed	is	close	collaboraJon	between	all	the	parJes	involved.”			
(Hovelman,	1986:	368)
Concurrently,	these	debates	regarding	the	legiJmacy	of	parapsychology	as	a	science	provide	an	
insight	into	not	only	the	sociological	debates	that	have	occurred	around	the	ﬁeld	but	also	
parapsychology’s	development	as	a	discipline.	The	communicaJon	between	supporters	of	
parapsychology	and	its	criJcs	illustrate	the	turbulent	status	the	subject	holds	regarding	its	validity	
as	an	area	of	academic	focus.	Within	the	context	of	the	current	thesis	this	literature	provides	a	
backdrop	by	which	to	understand	the	controversy	that	exists	at	the	core	of	parapsychology	and	its	
contested	knowledge	claims.	This	is	useful	background	context	material	to	aid	an	understanding	of	
how	this	may	aﬀect	the	sociological	(including	discursive)	strategies	of	researchers	apached	with	
this	controversy.	
Sociological	analysis	such	as	Collins	and	Pinch’s	work	centred	on	ethnographic	work	whereas	the	
current	thesis	will	focus	on	discourse	analysis.	The	core	element	of	the	thesis	will	be	an	analysis	of	
interview	data	from	researchers	who	are	currently	(or	have	been	previously	been)	apached	to	
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parapsychology.	The	focus	of	the	project	is	to	explore	the	discourse	repertoires	implemented	by	
these	individuals	associated	with	the	ﬁeld	(researchers	operaJng	within	universiJes).	
InvesJgaJng	in	a	sociological	context	how	researchers	operate	with	their	relaJonship(s)	to	
parapsychology,	managing	both	their	careers	and	idenJty	and	how	they	construct	the	subject	
with	regards	to	its	academic	posiJoning	via	their	discourse.
Discourse	analysis	research	that	relates	to	(and	emerged	from)	Gilbert	and	Mulkay’s	(1984)	work	
has	demonstrated	the	insight	gained	from	looking	at	the	discourse	of	scienJsts	and	researchers	
within	an	area	that	is	a	contested	knowledge	claim	(this	research	will	be	discussed	in	greater	
detail	in	Chapter	2).	Such	a	focal	point	provides	an	interesJng	opportunity	for	discourse	analysis.	
A	search	through	the	discourse	analysis	literature	reveals	a	scarcity	of	studies	that	have	been	
conducted	speciﬁcally	on	the	discourse	of	parapsychologists.	As	demonstrated	above,	
parapsychology	exists	as	an	uncertain	concept	within	mainstream	academia	and	scienJﬁc	circles.	
This	uncertainty	means	its	intellectual	borders,	cultural	presentaJon	and	idenJty	are	sJll	in	a	
state	of	ﬂux.	As	such,	looking	at	the	discourse	of	researchers	linked	to	the	ﬁeld	of	parapsychology	
may	oﬀer	an	opportunity	to	inspect	how	these	individuals	manage	these	representaJons	through	
discursive	acJon	-	representaJons	that	relate	not	only	to	the	ﬁeld	but	to	their	personal	
presentaJons.	For	example,	how	they	construct	their	personal	idenJty	as	well	as	that	of	the	
subject.
The	ﬁnal	secJon	of	this	chapter	will	now	deﬁne	the	aims	of	the	thesis	and	map	out	its	structure,	
detailing	the	content	of	the	remaining	chapters.
1.6	Summary	of	Thesis:	Aims	and	Structure
1.6.1	Thesis	Aims
The	current	thesis	is	posiJoned	as	an	update	of	core	sociological	literature	-	primarily	a	
contemporary	use	of	the	discourse	analysis	methodology	and	analyJcal	framework	implemented	
by	Gilbert	and	Mulkay	(1984),	with	the	focus	being	on	revealing	interpretaJve	repertoires	used	by	
the	sample	of	interviewed	researchers.	Sampson	and	Atkinson	(2011:	90)	observe	that	despite	
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conJnued	interest	in	the	sociology	of	science	“there	is	a	lack	of	analyJc	focus	on	the	narraJve	
accounts	of	scienJsts	themselves	and	an	absence	of	a	sustained	research	tradiJon	building	on	the	
work	of	Gilbert	and	Mulkay”	(see	also	Traweek,	1992;	Sampson	and	Atkinson	2013).	They	
elaborate	on	this	further:
“...an	audit	of	contemporary	citaJons	of	the	work	of	Gilbert	and	Mulkay	does	not	reveal	a	conJnued	close	
analyJc	focus	on	the	language	and	pracJces	used	by	scienJsts	themselves.	Equally,	major	sources	reviewing	
STS	reveal	liple	or	no	conJnuing	development	of	the	work	by	Gilbert	and	Mulkay.	While	there	are	numerous	
references	to	Gilbert	and	Mulkay	themselves	in	the	standard	works	of	reference...there	is	no	indicaJon	of	
any	development	of	their	line	of	analysis	of	accounts.	The	same	is	true	of	major	works	on	construcJvist	
analyses	of	knowledge	producJon...the	topic	remains	under	explored.”
(Sampson	and	Atkinson,	2011:	90)	
Subsequently,	the	work	contained	in	this	thesis	will	provide	a	contemporary	extension	of	Gilbert	
and	Mulkay’s	research	and	analyJcal	approach.
From	analysing	the	researchers’	discourse	the	key	research	quesJons	that	will	comprise	the	
analysis	will	be:
-	How	do	these	individuals	present	their	discourse?
-	What	is	their	discourse	achieving?	
-	What	acJons	are	being	performed	through	the	language?
-	How	are	elements	(such	as	idenJty)	being	formulated	via	the	discourse	within	the	
communicaJve	context?
-	What	are	the	commonaliJes	between	the	researchers’	discourse?
-	Do	these	commonaliJes	form	interpretaJve	repertoires?
-	If	there	are	mulJple	repertoires	-	are	there	links	and	connecJons	between	them?
The	thesis’	focus	on	parapsychology	is	intended	to	fully	uJlise	this	area	of	scienJﬁc	controversy	to	
provide	a	rich	insight	into	the	discursive	repertoires	used	by	associated	researchers	to	construct	
formulaJons	of	both	their	personal	idenJJes	and	that	of	the	ﬁeld	itself.	On	a	grander	sociological	
scale	Kuhn	(1962)	proposed	the	importance	of	looking	at	such	controversies,	whereby	controversy	
and	conﬂicted	knowledge	areas	are	perceived	as	the	natural	outcome	of	the	way	in	which	the	
scienJﬁc	enterprise	becomes	established.	Collins	(1975)	compared	pieces	of	knowledge	with	ships	
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in	boples	and	proposed	that	it	is	only	through	the	examinaJon	of	scienJﬁc	controversies	such	as	
parapsychology	that	the	process	by	which	those	ships	(scienJﬁc	ﬁndings)	get	into	boples	(validity)	
can	be	understood.	Whilst	such	sociological	concepts	do	not	inspire	the	focus	of	this	thesis	they	
do	form	part	of	the	consideraJon	when	analysing	the	discursive	construcJons	of	the	interviewed	
parJcipants.	For	example,	the	discursive	strategies	they	are	using	in	the	communicaJve	context	of	
the	interview	to	build	presentaJons	of	these	knowledge	claims	and	their	idenJty	relaJng	to	them.
In	addiJon	the	current	thesis	aims	to	progress	the	analyJcal	focus	uJlised	by	Gilbert	and	Mulkay	
(1984)	by	apempJng	to	expand	the	discourse	analysis	theoreJcal	approach.	Prior	discourse	
analysis	work	has	tended	to	reveal	discrete,	self-containing	repertoires	that	has	never	extended	to	
showing	how	such	repertoires	may	be	related	to	each	other	or	how	they	may	be	a	coherent	
overarching	and	complemenJng	set	of	resources.	This	analyJcal	deﬁcit	can	be	seen	from	the	early	
work	of	Gilbert	and	Mulkay	(1984)	through	to	more	recent	literature	that	centres	on	the	discourse	
analysis	of	interpretaJve	repertoires,	such	as	Lawes	(1999);	Rouse	and	Finlay	(2016);		Golden	and	
Pomerantz	(2015);	Whiple	and	Mueller	(2016);	Hsu	(2016);	Huzzard	(2015);	Jackson	and	Hall	
(2016).	CollecJvely	this	literature	has	provided	great	insight	into	how	people	use	their	language	as	
a	point	of	social	acJon	across	a	wide	range	of	areas.	However,	all	of	this	work	follows	the	same	
papern	of	presenJng	mulJple	repertoires	related	to	a	parJcular	area	of	discursive	interacJon	(for	
example,	terrorism	in	the	case	of	Jackson	and	Hall,	2016)	-	but	then	no	further	analysis	is	included	
that	builds	on	this	which	looks	at	how	these	repertoires	may	complement,	link	or	engage	with	
each	other	to	form	a	larger	discursive	funcJon.	The	current	thesis	apempts	to	fulﬁl	this	problem	
by	ﬁrstly	outlining	a	set	of	interpretaJve	repertoires	and	then	analysing	how	they	may	connect	
towards	an	overarching	discursive	tool.
In	summary;	the	core	aims	for	the	thesis	can	be	deﬁned	as	follows:
• Analyse	the	discourse	of	researchers	associated	with	a	ﬁeld	that	has	blurred	boundaries	(in	
terms	of	whether	it	is	considered	‘fringe’	or	‘mainstream’)	and	what	could	be	considered	a	
scienJﬁc	controversy.
• Replicate	the	methodology	of	Gilbert	and	Mulkay	(1984)	for	how	they	conducted	
interviews	and	analysed	the	resulJng	discourse.
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• InvesJgate	the	performaJve	and	construcJve	aspects	of	the	interview	data	-	idenJfying	
possible	interpretaJve	repertoires.
• Apempt	to	provide	a	theoreJcal	connecJon	between	the	emerging	repertoires	-	
idenJfying	how	they	interact,	connect	and	complement	each	other	as	a	set	of	discursive	
resources.
• Fulﬁl	the	deﬁcit	within	the	literature	that	was	highlighted	by	Sampson	and	Atkinson	(2011)	
-	that	“there	is	a	lack	of	analyJc	focus	on	the	narraJve	accounts	of	scienJsts	themselves	
and	an	absence	of	a	sustained	research	tradiJon	building	on	the	work	of	Gilbert	and	
Mulkay”	(2011:	90).
1.6.2	Thesis	Structure
The	thesis	will	consist	of	7	chapters	and	will	adhere	to	the	following	structure:
• Chapter	1	-	IntroducJon
• Chapter	2	-	Literature	Review
The	second	chapter	will	provide	a	review	of	the	sociological	literature	that	relates	to	this	thesis.	
The	ﬁrst	secJon	will	outline	the	Sociology	of	ScienJﬁc	Knowledge	(SSK);	its	emergence	as	a	
sociological	approach;	its	adopJon	and	methodological	use	of	relaJvism	and	the	theoreJcal	value	
behind	focusing	on	scienJﬁc	controversies.	From	there,	the	next	secJon	of	the	chapter	will	
present	the	literature	relaJng	to	discourse	analysis,	its	adopJon	within	sociology,	the	use	of	
interpretaJve	repertoires	and	speciﬁc	focus	on	the	research	conducted	by	Gilbert	and	Mulkay	
(1984).
• Chapter	3	-	Methodology
The	third	chapter	will	outline	the	methodological	approach	adopted	by	the	thesis;	how	the	
interviews	were	planned	and	conducted;	the	selecJon	of	interview	parJcipants,	implementaJon	
of	the	data	collecJon;	how	the	interview	data	was	delineated	and	analysed;	empirical	
presentaJon	stemming	from	this	analysis.
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• Chapter	4	-	CategorisaJon	and	Stake
The	ﬁrst	empirical	chapter	presents	and	discusses	the	‘categorisaJon	and	stake	repertoire’	-	how	
the	interviewed	researchers	used	their	discourse	to	build	categorisaJon	alignments	around	
diﬀerent	themes	and	construct	stake	management	against	Jes	(such	as	towards	parapsychology).	
Analysis	is	considered	across	both	micro	and	macro	approaches,	ranging	from	individual	idenJty	
strategy	towards	more	generalised	boundary	delineaJons	-	all	through	their	discursive	
formulaJons.
• Chapter	5	-	ConstrucJon	of	IdenJty	Borders
The	second	empirical	chapter	presents	and	discusses	the	‘outsider	repertoire’	-	how	the	
researchers’	discourse	constructed	idenJty	borders	that	delineate	between	concepts	of	‘insiders’	
and	‘outsiders’.	The	portrayal	of	a	disJnct	‘outsider’	idenJty	is	idenJﬁed	and	again	discussed	
against	micro	(idenJty)	and	macro	consideraJons	(ideological	posiJoning).
• Chapter	6	-	ReﬂecJon	of	ConJngency
The	last	empirical	presents	and	discusses	the	‘reﬂecJon	of	conJngency’	repertoire	-	how	the	
researchers	formulate	reﬂecJons	of	personal	biographies	to	construct	presentaJons	of	
conJngency	for	scienJﬁc	and	academic	pracJce.	As	with	prior	empirical	analysis	within	the	thesis,	
the	potenJal	discursive	funcJonality	is	analysed	across	micro	and	macro	perspecJves	-	looking	at	
themes	such	as	concept	formulaJon,	power	funcJons	and	reframing	devices.
• Chapter	7	-	Discussion	and	Thesis	Conclusions
The	ﬁnal	chapter	of	the	thesis	will	provide	a	general	overview	of	the	thesis	as	a	whole	-	tying	
together	the	empirical	proposals	emerging	from	the	previous	chapters	and	situaJng	these	in	
context	of	the	wider	sociological	literature	that	is	presented	in	the	second	chapter.	Furthermore,	
themaJc	similariJes	from	the	analysis	of	the	researchers’	discourse	will	be	presented	alongside	
the	thesis’	conclusions	and	reﬂecJons	for	further	research.	The	chapter	will	analyse	the	idenJﬁed	
repertoires	and	look	for	connecJons	and	an	overall	overarching	funcJon	between	them.
The	next	chapter	will	now	provide	a	review	of	the	sociological	literature	that	relates	to	the	thesis,	
where	the	broad	focus	will	include	the	SSK	approach	to	research	into	scienJﬁc	pracJce	and	will	
then	provide	an	overview	of	the	role	of	discourse	analysis.
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CHAPTER	2:		LITERATURE	OVERVIEW
2.1	IntroducRon
This	chapter	will	provide	a	general	overview	of	the	literature	relaJng	to	the	key	theoreJcal	areas	
associated	with	the	current	thesis.	As	the	focus	of	the	thesis	spans	diﬀerent	themaJc	sociological	
areas	this	chapter	will	be	be	split	into	two	secJons.
The	ﬁrst	secJon	(2.2)	will	act	as	an	extension	to	the	content	introduced	in	Chapter	1,	which	
presented	the	progress	of	parapsychology	as	an	academic	discipline	and	the	sociological	focus	on	
the	ﬁeld.	This	secJon	will	chart	the	historical	development	of	the	sociological	analysis	of	science	
and	scienJﬁc	knowledge.	Focus	will	centre	on	the	evolving	sociological	approaches	to	studying	
science	and	scienJﬁc	pracJces.	Central	to	this	is	the	emergence	of	relaJvism	as	a	methodological	
posiJon	-	marking	a	signiﬁcant	shiw	away	from	tradiJonal	approaches	to	addressing	science	
within	sociology.	This	literature	is	important	as	the	content	of	this	sows	the	seeds	for	the	
development	of	discourse	analysis,	which	will	be	the	focal	point	of	the	second	secJon	(2.3).	The	
main	principles	of	discourse	analysis	will	be	charted	along	with	its	development	as	a	funcJon	of	
the	sociological	posiJons	discussed	in	2.3.
CollecJvely	the	two	secJons	of	this	chapter	aim	to	provide	a	basis	from	which	to	understand	the	
context	of	the	development	of	the	sociological	analysis	into	science	and	the	producJon	of	
scienJﬁc	knowledge	-	a	product	of	which	is	the	beginning	of	sociological	studies	into	contested	
knowledge	areas	such	as	academic	parapsychology.	This	history	then	leads	into	the	emergence	of	
discourse	analysis	as	an	analyJcal	tool	-	a	development	which	informs	the	theoreJcal	perspecJve	
of	this	thesis.	Furthermore,	the	chapter	will	demonstrate	the	signiﬁcance	of	discourse	analysis	as	
an	analyJcal	tool,	how	key	sociological	principles	such	as	methodological	relaJvism	have	informed	
its	development	and	how	it	can	be	used	to	invesJgate	the	way	in	which	key	actors	navigate	
controversial	spaces	(such	as	parapsychology)	sociologically.
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The	next	secJon	will	begin	by	looking	at	the	emergence	of	the	Sociology	of	ScienJﬁc	Knowledge	
(SSK).	In	the	context	of	the	current	thesis	this	is	integral	-	as	it	informs	the	emergence	of	discourse	
analysis	and	the	theoreJcal	stance	behind	its	methodology	-	parJcularly	the	study	conducted	by	
Gilbert	and	Mulkay	(1984)	which	informs	the	fundamental	approach	of	this	thesis.	SSK	changed	
the	sociological	interpretaJon	of	science	and	the	producJon	of	scienJﬁc	knowledge.	This	is	
important	in	relaJon	to	the	thesis	for	two	reasons.	Firstly,	it	incorporates	areas	such	as	
parapsychology	into	its	analyJcal	focus.	Secondly,	it	changed	the	approach	to	analysing	such	areas	
-	viewing	science	as	a	socially	and	culturally	negoJated	area	that	was	acJvely	constructed	by	
those	involved.
2.2		Sociology	of	ScienRﬁc	Knowledge	(SSK)
2.2.1	Emergence	of	SSK
	
Pre-1970s	sociology	of	science	focused	on	the	examinaJon	of	social	insJtuJons	of	science,	
analysing	its	collecJve	norms,	moJvaJons	and	structure.	Fundamentally,	such	analysis	enforced	
the	idealisJc	perspecJve	of	scienJﬁc	pracJce	and	adhered	to	the	view	that	scienJﬁc	knowledge	
producJon	was	a	purist	endeavour.	Prime	examples	of	this	being	Merton’s	(1973)	dissecJon	of	
insJtuJonal	values	and	legiJmising	norms;	or	the	organisaJon	of	communiJes	within	science	
(Crane,	1972).	Kuhn’s	(1962)	‘The	Structure	of	ScienJﬁc	RevoluJons’	began	to	seed	a	change	of	
perspecJve	towards	this	posiJon	-	suggesJng	that	natural	science	could	itself	be	interpreted	as	a	
funcJon	of	cultural	forces.
During	the	1970s	the	sociological	analysis	of	science	underwent	a	transformaJon	that	changed	
the	core	percepJon	of	scienJﬁc	knowledge	and	its	construcJon.	Sociological	focus	iniJated	
“opening	the	black	box”	(Whitley,	1972)	of	science,	such	as	construcJonist	conﬂict	theory	(R.	
Collins,	1975).	Analysis	shiwed	away	from	the	insJtuJonal	infrastructures	and	more	towards	the	
actual	content	of	science,	highlighJng	the	cultural	producJon	of	knowledge	and	the	role	of	
interpretaJon	that	yielded	diﬀerent	scienJﬁc	conclusions	(Dolby,	1971).	This	new	approach	
challenged	the	tradiJonal	perspecJve	of	the	implementaJon	of	science	at	all	levels	and	
introduced	how	“the	role	of	human	factors	in	science	and	how	scienJﬁc	knowledge	is	conJngent	
and	constructed	by	the	operaJon	of	these	factors	-	the	social	character	of	scienJﬁc	
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insJtuJons”	(Labinger	and	Collins,	2001:	5).
The	research	iniJaJves	stemming	from	the	work	of	Harry	Collins,	Michael	Mulkay,	Barry	Barnes	
and	David	Bloor	can	be	interpreted	as	the	origin	of	what	became	known	as	the	‘Sociology	of	
ScienJﬁc	Knowledge’	(SSK).	These	researchers	provided	the	blueprint	for	the	interpretaJve	and	
methodological	focus	by	which	to	analyse	science,	parJcularly	Bloor’s	(1991)	‘Strong	Program’,	
governed	by	the	principles;	causality,	imparJality,	symmetry	and	reﬂexivity.	In	general,	two	
research	iniJaJves	generated	the	bulk	of	SSK	research.	The	‘Bath	School’	of	SSK	focused	on	micro-
sociological	processes,	implemenJng	observaJonal	methods;	alternaJvely	the	‘Edinburgh	School’	
concentrated	on	macro-sociological	processes	and	historical	methodology.	Researchers	under	SSK,	
such	as	Hess	(1997),	Gieryn	(1982,	1995,	1999)	and	Mulkay	(1976a)	outlined	the	idealism	that	was	
synonymous	with	prior	sociological	analysis	of	science,	for	example	Merton’s	(1973)	depicJon	of	
the	four	norms	of	science.	This	idealism	was	not	representaJve	of	the	social	processes	that	may	
actually	be	occurring	within	scienJﬁc	communiJes	and	could	be	labelled	as	descripJve	rather	
than	prescripJve	(Zingrone,	2002:	7).
Collins	(2002),	a	key	proponent	of	this	new	direcJon,	refers	to	this	change	as	“the	second	wave	of	
science	studies”	(2002:	239).	Central	to	this	was	the	incorporaJon	of	a	social	construcJvist	
perspecJve	towards	how	science	funcJons	and	how	scienJﬁc	knowledge	is	produced	and	
governed:
“In	the	social	studies	of	science	and	technology,	the	term	“social	construcJvism”	is	owen	used	as	a	general	
label	for	studies	that	examine	how	social	variables	shape	the	papern	of	choices	about	what	research	gets	
done,	how	it	is	done,	how	choices	among	theories	are	made	in	controversies,	and	the	extent	to	which	
observaJons,	laws	theories,	and	other	knowledge	claims	become	accepted	in	wider	scienJﬁc	communiJes.”
(Hess	1997:	35)	
The	sociologist’s	fundamental	role	changed	from	one	of	documenJng	how	the	scienJst	
funcJoned	in	their	environment	to	now	quesJoning	how	they	negoJated	knowledge	claims	
(Collins	and	Evans,	2002).	Research	focus	now	centred	on	how	research	and	knowledge	claims	are	
accepted	or	rejected	as	much	on	the	social	and	poliJcal	elements	surrounding	them	as	on	their	
empirical	merit.
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The	work	of	BriJsh	sociologist	Harry	Collins	was	a	driving	force	in	developing	in-depth	
ethnographic	studies	of	scienJﬁc	knowledge,	implemenJng	a	methodological	relaJvist	approach	
as	part	of	SSK.	As	such,	reviewing	aspects	of	his	work	provides	an	illustraJon	of	the	key	apributes	
of	this	approach.	Collins’	research	has	predominantly	focused	on	controversies	and	debates	in	
high	presJge	areas	of	physics.	HIs	early	work	examined	the	detecJon	of	gravitaJonal	radiaJon,	
providing	a	representaJon	of	the	social	and	poliJcal	machinaJons	that	underlie	knowledge	
disputes	(Collins, 1975).	His	invesJgaJons	revealed	that	the	experimental	work	into	gravity	waves	
became	governed	by	social-poliJcal	forces	and	not	by	objecJve	science	or	the	phenomenon	itself.	
For	example:
“…scienJsts’	conclusions	regarding	the	existence	of	gravity	waves	rested	on	the	degree	of	charity	invested	
in	their	interpretaJons	of	events…In	science	[a]	lack	of	charity	implies	a	defence	of	the	status	quo	and	a	
licence	to	expel	anomalous	ﬁndings	from	the	body	of	scienJﬁc	knowledge.	Charitable	interpretaJons	imply	
the	opposite…The	existence	of	gravity	waves	is	now	literally	incredible…their	demise	was	a	social	(and	
poliJcal	process).	Where	Weber	disJnguished	between	the	physics	and	poliJcs	of	experiment,	I	have	tried	
to	show	that	they	are	not	so	easily	disJnguishable.”
(Collins,	1981b:	53-54)
The	above	quote	is	personiﬁed	via	the	scienJst	Quest	and	his	acJons	acJons	against	Weber’s	
gravitaJonal	wave	experiments	in	Collins’	(1981b)	study.	Colleagues	conﬁded	to	Collins	that	Quest	
had	made	the	scienJﬁc	controversy	a	personal	maper.	DescripJves	such	as	“holy	crusade”;	
“vindicJve”;	“obnoxious”	and	“self-delusion”	(Collins,	1981b:	46-47)	were	used	to	depict	Quest’s	
apparent	vendepa	against	the	phenomenon	of	gravity	waves.	One	scienJst	encapsulated	this	
senJment	with	the	reﬂecJon	that	the	debate	became	“no	longer	about	physics”	(1981b:	46-47).	
Collins’	research	successfully	demonstrated	how	a	supposedly	objecJve	scienJﬁc	problem	had	
become	a	deeply	personal	issue.	EssenJally,	Quest	iniJated	a	“holy	crusade”	to	nullify	Weber’s	
original	ﬁndings	in	the	shortest	Jme-frame	possible.	Instead	of	construcJng	a	research	
programme	that	would	test	the	complete	enigma	of	gravitaJonal	waves,	Collins	(1981b)	revealed	
how	Quest’s	team	simply	developed	an	experimental	posiJon	from	which	they	could	destroy	
Weber’s	ﬁndings.	A	ﬁnding	which	highlights	the	necessity	and	usefulness	of	the	relaJvist	
perspecJve	when	undertaking	sociological	analysis	of	scienJﬁc	controversies.	Collins’	(1981a,	
1981b)	methodological	stance	allowed	him	to	gauge	the	true	extent	to	which	the	gravitaJonal	
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wave	debate	had	gone	beyond	objecJve	science.	A	perspecJve	that	allowed	the	conclusion	that,	
in	this	case,	social	and	poliJcal	pre-disposiJons	were	governing	the	outcome	of	scienJﬁc	research	
as	opposed	to	the	science	itself.	
Collins’	(1998)	later	research	into	the	sociology	of	gravitaJonal	wave	detecJon	showcases	further	
cultural	nuances	within	scienJﬁc	pracJce.	The	analysis	of	diﬀerent	laboratories	(Italian	verses	
American)	displayed	that	the	meaning	and	interpretaJon	of	scienJﬁc	data	is	largely	dependent	on	
the	“evidenJal	culture”	of	laboratories	(1998:	293).	Subsequently,	contrasJng	evidenJal	cultures,	
‘open’	verses	‘closed’	or	‘individual’	versus	‘collecJve’,	inﬂuences	the	interpretaJon	of	research	
ﬁndings.	Collins	(1998)	highlighted	how	diﬀerent	laboratories	employ	diﬀerent	levels	of	staJsJcal	
signiﬁcance	and	interpretaJve	risk	when	analysing	their	research,	thus	leading	to	diﬀerent	
comprehensions	of	outcomes	and	decisions	concerning	the	publicaJon	of	ﬁndings.	This	research	
depicts	the	way	in	which	the	cultural	climate	dictates	research	and	its	pracJces	–	mainly	due	to	
the	pressure	of	securing	funding.	UlJmately,	this	highlights	a	deep-rooted	concern	of	how	data	
and	published	papers	will	be	received	in	the	immediate	scienJﬁc	community,	a	consideraJon	that	
appears	to	inﬂuence	the	analysis	of	the	data	itself:
“But	keeping	report	and	interpretaJon	disJnct	are	not	easy;	the	meaning	of	a	paper	is	in	the	eye	of	the	
beholder.	It	is	not	always	the	case	that	papers	are	read	or	interpreted	in	the	same	way	as	the	authors	
intends…it	is	more	than	just	the	science…How	to	present	and	analyse	their	potenJal	ﬁndings	are	set	
within	a	framework	of	consideraJons	that	stretches	in	many	direcJons…The	very	noJon	of	‘data’	[itself]	
depends	on	diﬀerent	scienJﬁc	tradiJons	and	paperns	of	insJtuJonal	forces…[ScienJsts	should	therefore]	
have	to	accept	the	possibility	that	structural	forces	might	aﬀect	their	larger	judgements	in	subtle	and	
invisible	ways.”
(Collins,	1998:	309-311)
Collins’	(1999)	conﬁrmed	this	proposiJon	by	revealing	that	diﬀerent	audiences,	at	diﬀerent	
distances	from	the	core-set,	analyse	scienJﬁc	papers	in	diﬀerent	ways	(1999:	163).		Looking	at	the	
recepJon	of	published	papers	Collins	notes:
“Results	of	experiments	mean	diﬀerent	things	to	scienJsts	in	marginal	groups,	as	compared	to	the	
mainstream;	a	posiJve	ﬁnding	for	researchers	in	a	‘rejected	science’	is	merely	ill-analyzed	noise	for	the	
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mainstream.”
(Collins,	1999:	165)
This	analysis	illustrates	how	diﬀerent	audiences	demonstrate	diﬀerent	interpretaJons,	seemingly	
going	beyond	the	objecJve	science	within	the	experiment/	paper.	Subsequently,	research	that	has	
the	potenJal	to	be	highly	signiﬁcant	in	its	relevant	ﬁeld	becomes	invisible	within	the	core-group;	
Collins	(1999)	uses	Weber’s	research	(Weber	and	Radak,	1996)	as	a	speciﬁc	example.	When	a	
subject	or	scienJst	becomes	progressively	marginalised	their	research	output	becomes	ignored	
and	deemed	irrelevant	within	the	core-group,	to	the	extent	that	papers	aren’t	even	read	and	
prejudice	is	overtly	expressed	–	with	no	pragmaJc	reﬂecJon	on	the	potenJal	impact	of	the	
research	within	the	ﬁeld.	Subsequently,	even	the	most	revoluJonary	and	ground	breaking	
research	could	be	shunned	simply	because	the	values	of	the	core-group	exist	in	juxtaposiJon	to	
the	ﬁndings	–	creaJng	a	“poisonous	atmosphere”	(1999:	180).
Beyond	Collins’	research	other	SSK	research	examples	during	the	period	include:	
• Frankel’s	(1976)	delineaJon	of	corpuscular	opJcs	and	how	“in	each	case	social	factors	
combined	with	intellectual	ones	to	inﬂuence	the	scienJst’s	percepJons”	(1976:	175)	-	
demonstraJng	the	inherent	complexiJes	surrounding	the	producJon	of	science	and	
emerging	scienJﬁc	knowledge.	
• Collins	and	Harrison’s	(1975)	analysis	of	communicaJon	and	transfer	of	knowledge	(tacit	
knowledge)	amongst	scienJsts.	
• Pinch’s	(1979)	illustraJon	that	demarcaJon	arguments	are	culturally	dependent.	
• Gibbons	and	King	(1972)	detail	the	historical	scienJﬁc	controversy	which	centred	around	
the	development	of	ovonic	switches	-	Ovshinsky’s	introducJon	of	a	new	kind	of	of	semi-
conductor	based	on	randomly	ordered	amorphous	materials.	The	study	highlighted	that	a	
main	contribuJng	factor	to	the	controversy	was	not	the	empirical	basis	of	Ovshinksky’s	
work	but	his	posiJon	as	a	perceived	‘outsider’	to	the	scienJﬁc	community	and	the	
subsequent	contextual	factors	by	which	his	suggesJons	were	presented.	
• Amick	(1974)	and	Mulkay	(1976b)	analysed	the	inﬂuence	of	scienJﬁc	eliJsm	and	
gatekeepers	of	science,	suggesJng	a	substanJal	diﬀerence	between	those	that	can	be	
categorised	as	elites	versus	non-elites.	Such	eliJsm	can	be	seen	most	clearly	during	
contested	knowledge	claims	through	the	resistance	of	new	scienJﬁc	ideas	within	science	
itself	(Duncan,	1974).
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CollecJvely	this	body	of	research	contributes	to	what	Collins	and	Pinch	(1993)	deﬁned	as	the	view	
that	science	does	not	exist	as	an	automated	mechanisJc	process	that	yields	ﬂawless	truths.	SSK	
presents	science	as	a	human	pursuit	that	is	governed	by	social	process	and	cultural	elements	that	
inﬂuence	and	dictate	the	human	producJon	of	scienJﬁc	knowledge.	This	remains	key	to	the	
development	of	discourse	analysis	studies	of	scienJﬁc	pracJce,	and	by	extension	this	thesis.	Work	
such	as	Collins’	highlight	the	social	and	constructed	aspects	of	these	scienJﬁc	cultures	and	
knowledge-claim	debates.	As	such	this	informs	the	perspecJve	that	perhaps	the	scienJsts’	
discourse	in	these	areas	is	worth	exploring	-	how	are	their	discursive	pracJces	contribuJng	to	this	
construcJve	aspect?
The	next	sub-secJons	(2.2.2	and	2.2.3)	will	focus	on	the	adopJon	of	the	relaJvist	perspecJve	
within	SSK.	In	relaJon	to	the	current	thesis	this	is	an	important	theoreJcal	facet	as	it	is	
incorporated	within	the	emergence	of	discourse	analysis	and	informs	that	approach.	Reviewing	
relaJvism	within	SSK	allows	a	perspecJve	of	what	informed	the	discourse	analysis	approach,	
including	the	work	of	Gilbert	and	Mulkay	(1984),	and	also	by	extension	subsequent	discourse	
analyJcal	work	-	the	foundaJon	of	the	current	thesis.
2.2.2	RelaRvism	Within	SSK
The	main	feature	of	SSK	research	iniJaJves	was	the	adopJon	of	a	relaJvist	theoreJcal	perspecJve	
(construcJvism)	whereby	knowledge	claims	were	considered	to	be	a	cultural	phenomenon	and	
socially	produced,	with	science	re-conceptualised	as	a	social	acJvity	(Collins,	2002):
“What	has	been	shown	under	Wave	Two	is	that	it	is	necessary	to	draw	on	‘extra-scienJﬁc	factors’	to	bring	
about	the	closure	of	scienJﬁc	and	technical	debates	–	scienJﬁc	method,	experiments,	observaJons,	and	
theories	are	not	enough.”
(Collins,	2002:	239)
This	perspecJve	lies	in	stark	contrast	to	the	standard	model	of	science,	scienJﬁc	knowledge	is	
reconstructed	from	a	universally	objecJve	enJty	to	a	subjecJve	‘cultural	acJvity’	(Collins,	1992).	
As	a	result,	knowledge	of	natural	laws	becomes	treated	like	the	individual	knowledge	of	art	or	
poliJcs	(Pinch	and	Collins,	1984:	522).	This	has	become	a	controversial	posiJon,	with	those	
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adopJng	the	posiJon	apracJng	numerous	criJcisms.	The	most	predominant	of	these	criJcisms	
brands	the	relaJvist	perspecJve	‘anJ-science’	(for	example	Leavip,	1999),	interpreJng	the	
perspecJve	as	one	that	denies	the	existence	of	a	“real	world”,	with	scienJﬁc	laws	being	of	pure	
social	construcJon	without	relaJon	to	objecJve	natural	laws.	However,	according	to	advocates	
such	as	Zingrone	(2000)	this	seems	an	extreme	and	reacJonary	interpretaJon	of	the	work	done	
under	the	banner	of	‘relaJvism’	and	does	not	reﬂect	its	subsequent	output.	In	response,	Zingrone	
(2002)	provides	perhaps	the	most	succinct	and	accurate	reﬂecJon	on	what	deﬁnes	the	relaJvist	
approach	to	scienJﬁc	knowledge:
“The	classical	construcJvist	posiJon,	in	the	main,	believes	that	the	world	is	real,	that	nature	exists,	but	that	
the	shape	and	movement	of	the	natural	world		-	its	dimensions,	its	causes,	its	laws	–	can	be	interpreted	
imprecisely.	Further,	this	imprecision	arises,	at	least	partly,	from	the	state	of	the	art	current-day	science,	
that	is,	from	present-day	limitaJons	in	theory,	method,	mode	of	observaJon,	and	measurement.	But	–	and	
this	is	the	key	point	that	the	construcJvist	analyst	makes	–	the	imprecision	also	arises	from	the	someJmes	
profound	inﬂuence	of	social,	poliJcal,	and	personal	variables	on	the	scienJst	herself	or	himself	at	the	point	
of	measurement	and	at	the	moment	of	interpretaJon	(among	other	loci),	that	is,	on	science	pracJce	itself…
SomeJmes	the	shape	of	the	natural	world	and	the	social-psychological-poliJcal	surround	of	the	scienJst	
combine	in	equal	measure	to	determine	what	is	taken	as	a	scienJﬁc	fact…However,	someJmes	when	
method,	theory	and	knowledge	are	not	so	developed,	or	when	the	social-personal-poliJcal	surround	is	
overwhelming,	the	contour	of	the	natural	world	becomes	lost	and	extra-scienJﬁc,	non-epistemic	factors	
determine	the	producJon	of	knowledge…what	the	social	construcJvist	is	trying	to	say	is	that,	at	diﬀerent	
levels	of	what	is	already	known,	epistemic	and	non-epistemic	factors	vary	as	determinants	in	the	producJon	
of	what	is	coming	to	be	known.”			
(Zingrone,	2002:	12)
Collins’	research	was	central	to	the	adopJon	of	methodological	relaJvism.	His	‘empirical	program	
of	relaJvism’	was	a	key	component	which	invited	mulJ-faceted	interpretaJons	to	components	of	
the	scienJﬁc	research	process	(Collins,	1983).	Collins	and	Cox	(1976:	424)	deemed	this	approach	
as	“sociologically	necessary”.	Expansion	and	uJlisaJon	of	this	program	was	a	factor	in	subsequent	
research;	for	example	Pinch	and	Bijker’s	(1987)	social	construcJonist	analysis	of	technology	
programs.	
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Central	to	this	use	of	relaJvism	is	the	starJng	point	of	the	sociological	analysis.	The	sociologists	
concern	is	not	the	science	or	relevance	of	the	research	being	analysed.	The	concern	is	the	social	
and	cultural	processes	that	surround	this	research;	such	as	what	consJtutes	one	piece	of	
knowledge	over	a	compeJng	proposiJon.	Primary	analysis	involves	the	sociologist	interviewing	
scienJsts	to	uncover	the	social	inﬂuence(s)	and	poliJcal	machinaJons	behind	their	research	
(Collins,	1981a,	1981b;	Harvey,	1981).
This	approach	that	views	science	as	a	cultural	acJvity	is	deﬁned	by	Collins	(1992):
“…the	relaJvist	autude	demands	that	the	analysis	of	the	way	that	knowledge	is	established	is	not	shackled	
at	the	outset	by	common	sense	judgements	about	what	is	true	and	what	is	not	true.	The	quesJon	is,	rather,	
how	things	come	to	be	seen	as	true	or	false.”
(Collins,	1992:	3)
This	approach	has	garnered	signiﬁcant	criJcism	(for	example	Dixon,	1977;	Bricmont	and	Sokal,	
2001;	Leavip,	1999;	Laudan,	1982;	Gieryn,	1982)	-	primarily	aimed	at	the	view	that	the	root	
philosophical	stance	of	relaJvism	denies	the	existence	of	a	real	world	in	its	analysis.	Proponents	of	
a	construcJvist	approach	have	always	maintained	that	a	natural	world	exists	(Latour,	1999;	Barnes	
and	Edge,	1991;	Barnes	et.	al,	1996;	Bloor,	1991;	Collins,	1976).	Fish	(1996)	provides	a	defence	for	
social	construcJonism,	arguing	that	criJcs’	fundamental	argument	(that	when	a	sociologist	
proposes	a	fact	is	socially	constructed	they	are	claiming	it	is	not	real)	is	incorrect,	facts	are	real,	
they	are	open	to	change	through	changes	to	deﬁniJon(s)	and	measurement	criteria	for	example,	
therefore	they	exist	simultaneously	as	socially	constructed	and	real.	
The	progression	of	SSK	studies,	and	parJcularly	the	increased	focus	around	the	sociological	
implementaJon	of	the	relaJvist	perspecJve	led	to	wide-scale	hosJlity	between	sociologists	and	
scienJsts.	This	episode,	referred	to	as	the	“science	wars”	was	insJgated	by	Alan	Sokal's	(1996a)	
arJcle	“Transgressing	The	Boundaries”	(published	in	Social	Text).	IniJally,	the	arJcle	appeared	to	
be	an	analysis	of	aspects	of	mathemaJcs	and	physics	from	a	post-modern	perspecJve.	Principally,	
the	paper	argued	that	language,	poliJcs	and	interests,	rather	than	objecJve	reality,	determine	the	
nature	of	scienJﬁc	knowledge;	wripen	in	the	idiosyncraJc	style	of	postmodernism.	However,	the	
paper	was	revealed	to	be	a	saJre	of	sociological	analysis.	Sokal	printed	a	noJﬁcaJon	in	Lingua	
Franca	(1996b)	revealing	that	the	arJcle	was	constructed	as	a	parody,	constructed	to	invesJgate	
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whether	sociologists	could	see	the	diﬀerence	between	a	serious	publicaJon	and	deliberate	
fabricaJon.	As	a	direct	consequence	of	this	the	“science	wars”	developed,	with	numerous	
arguments	being	conducted	throughout	the	media.	Fundamentally,	the	locus	of	discussion	was	
the	quesJon	of	whether	cultural	commentators	should	be	able	to	oﬀer	opinions	of	science.	With	
pracJJoners	of	science	on	one	side	of	the	debate,	and	observers	of	science	on	the	other.	The	
main	problem	from	the	point	of	view	of	the	scienJsts	was	the	increasingly	involved	analysis	
cultural	commentators	were	conducJng.	Up	unJl	the	1970s	sociologists	of	science	tended	to	
examine	the	insJtuJons	of	science,	norms	and	moJvaJons	of	the	community,	and	was	in	many	
senses	ﬂapering	to	scienJﬁc	pracJce	and	thus	was	no	perceived	threat.	However,	from	this	point	
sociology	studies	begin	to	re-direct	their	focus,	perceiving	that	natural	science	could	itself	be	
thought	of	as	a	culture-building	exercise.	From	the	1970s	onward	SSK	was	developed,	with	new	
analyses	of	the	content	of	scienJﬁc	knowledge.	SystemaJc	programs	were	established	(for	
example,	the	‘Edinburgh	Strong	Programme’)	–	emphasising	the	cultural	bias	of	scienJﬁc	
knowledge.	Subsequently,	from	the	perspecJve	of	pracJJoners	of	science,	sociological	analysis	of	
their	ﬁeld	transformed	itself	from	conducJng	un-intrusive,	supporJve	analysis	to	challenging	
tradiJonal	concepts	of	scienJﬁc	enterprise.	SSK	quesJoned	the	fundamental	knowledge	claims	
espoused	by	scienJsts,	reducing	them	to	merely	cultural	products	and	therefore	quesJoning	the	
subjecJvity	of	empirical	“interpretaJons”.	This	reducJon	of	scienJﬁc	implementaJon	to	being	
conJngent	on	the	construcJon	of	human	factors	was	viewed	as	hosJlity	and	a	conscious	apempt	
by	the	SSK	community	to	reduce	science's	authority	(Labinger	and	Collins,	2001:	5).	However,	
Pinch	(2001b)	has	asserted	this	presumpJon	as	false,	and	that	sociologists	are	merely	“level[ing]	
the	playing	ﬁeld”	(2001b:	18)	by	viewing	science	as	just	another	skilled	pracJce	–	placing	it	on	the	
same	sociological	level	as	that	of	religion	or	poliJcs.
In	a	general	response	to	criJcs	Collins	summarised	the	use	of	methodological	relaJvism	as	
follows:
“Methodological	relaJvism	says	nothing	direct	about	reality	or	the	jusJﬁcaJon	of	knowledge.	
Methodological	relaJvism	is	an	autude	of	mind	recommended	to	the	social-scienJst	invesJgator:	the	
sociologist	or	historian	should	act	as	though	the	beliefs	about	reality	of	any	compeJng	groups	being	
invesJgated	are	not	caused	by	reality	itself."	
(Collins,	2001:	184)
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ImplemenJng	methodological	relaJvism	as	an	approach	has	allowed	sociologists	to	analyse	
aspects	of	scienJﬁc	pracJce	and	knowledge	producJon	that	had	previously	been	disregarded	as	a	
focal	point.	UJlising	such	a	perspecJve	has	provided	an	analyJcal	tool	by	which	controversies,	
disputes	and	the	acceptance	(or	rejecJon)	of	knowledge	claims	are	enacted	(Woolgar,	1988;	
Collins,	1992;	Collins	and	Pinch,	1982).	AdopJng	relaJvism	can	be	viewed	as	essenJal	in	such	
scenarios	as	Collins	(1992:	143)	argued,	“some	‘non-scienJﬁc’	tacJcs	must	be	employed	because	
the	resources	of	the	experimenter	alone	are	not	suﬃcient”	to	lead	to	the	resoluJon	of	some	
scienJﬁc	controversies.	RelaJvism	allows	the	social	dimensions	to	be	gauged	in	contested	areas	of	
science	-	without	providing	analyJcal	focus	to	the	verisimilitude	of	the	phenomena	being	
debated.
The	next	sub-secJon	will	focus	on	a	speciﬁc	literature	publicaJon	that	was	key	in	the	development	
and	adopJon	of	the	relaJvist	perspecJve	within	sociological	studies	of	science.
2.2.3	The	RelaRvist	Manifesto	-	Social	Studies	of	Science
In	a	special	issue	of	Social	Studies	of	Science	dedicated	to	relaJvism,	Collins	(1981a)	outlined	the	
relaJvist	manifesto	which	emerged	out	of	a	form	of	explicit	relaJvism,	namely	that	“the	natural	
world	has	a	small	or	non-existent	role	in	the	construcJon	of	scienJﬁc	knowledge”	(1981a:	3).	The	
issue	contains	a	collecJon	of	studies	implemenJng	a	methodological	relaJvist	approach,	
apempJng	to	reveal	the	ﬂourishing	empirical	programme	and	promote	its	worth	within	SSK.	Travis	
(1981)	reported	a	case	study	centred	around	learning	in	planarian	worms	–	speciﬁcally	“the	
transfer	of	the	memory	of	certain	forms	of	learned	behaviour	from	trained	to	untrained	animals	
by	means	of	chemicals...extracted	from	the	brains	of	trained	animals”	(1981:	3).	Pickering	(1981)	
presented	a	case	study	focusing	on	the	history	of	PSOP's	magneJc	monopole	claim,	from	its	
producJon	in	1975	to	its	withdrawal	in	1978.	Harvey	(1981)	describes	a	case	involving	a	series	of	
experiments	performed	over	a	number	of	years	to	test	the	theory	of	Quantum	Mechanics.	Finally,	
Pinch	(1981b)	focuses	on	the	producJon	of	scienJﬁc	knowledge	in	solar	neutrino	science.	When	
viewed	as	a	collated	whole,	these	studies	demonstrate	the	sociological	merits	of	applying	a	
relaJvist	perspecJve	to	the	scienJﬁc	pracJces.	Each	of	them	speciﬁcally	highlight	the	culturally	
and	socially	conJngent	factors	that	led	to	the	acceptance	(or	rejecJon)	of	parJcular	types	of	
knowledge	claims.	Subsequently,	the	resoluJon	of	controversies	in	these	case	studies	were	
dependent	upon	external	factors	that	were	of	no	direct	relevance	to	the	actual	raw	data	produced	
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in	the	research.	Whilst	these	case	studies	are	radically	diﬀerent	in	the	scienJﬁc	topics	they	
address,	from	a	sociological	point	of	view	they	are	very	similar.	This	similarity	extends	towards	
studies	dealing	with	parapsychology	and	the	socio-cultural	hurdles	research	in	this	area	faces	in	
trying	to	gain	acceptance.	The	following	excerpt	from	Travis'	(1981)	paper	illustrates	this	point:
“...The	acceptance	of	planarian	learning	seems	to	have	come	about	not	through	decisive	experiments	alone,	
or	through	the	simple	addiJon	of	posiJve	results.	To	be	sure,	some	experiments	are	taken	to	be	more	
important	than	others	and	scienJsts’	reviews	of	the	area	naturally	seek	to	present	their	conclusions	as	
following	from	the	experimental	evidence.	However,	the	replicability	of	the	phenomenon	seems	to	have	
followed	as	much	from	its	acceptability,	as	its	acceptability	followed	from	its	replicability.	Replicability	and	
acceptability	are	inextricably	interwoven.”
(Travis,	1981:	21-26)
Travis	notes	that	“some	of	the	actors	were	explicitly	conscious	of	the	social	processes	to	which	
they	were	contribuJng,	and	aware	of	the	ambiguity	of	the	noJon	of	replicaJon”	(1981:	26).	This	
awareness	led	to	the	acceptance	of	the	research	despite	the	ambiguiJes	and	uncertainJes	
inherent	in	the	replicaJon	data.	It	seems	that	it	was	the	acceptability	of	the	phenomenon	that	led	
to	its	consolidated	posiJon	more	then	the	empirical	data.	Consequently,	this	suggests	the	need	to	
adopt	a	relaJve	perspecJve	when	dealing	with	such	sociological	issues.	For	example,	when	
looking	at	a	topic	like	parapsychology,	which	is	less	acceptable	to	the	scienJﬁc	mainstream	and	
has	conJnued	to	struggle	to	gain	acceptance	-	despite	purportedly	producing	replicable	research	
paradigms	(such	as	the	Ganzfeld)	-	in	contrast	to	the	subject	maper	discussed	by	Travis	(1981).	
What	this	represents	is	an	apparent	lack	of	equality	when	dealing	with	disputable	knowledge	
claims	–	whereby	some	are	deemed	more	acceptable	then	others	due	to	social,	cultural,	or	
poliJcal	aspects	as	opposed	to	strict	scienJﬁc	guidelines	(such	as	data	signiﬁcance	or	replicability).	
An	observaJon	which	is	outlined	by	Pickering's	summaJons	of	the	magneJc	monopole	debate:
“In	essence,	we	will	see	that	the	monopole	debate	was	structured	by	prior	social	agreements	concerning	
the	validity	of	parJcular	experiments:	that	these	agreements	were	consJtuted	within	socially-available	
theoreJcal	concepJons	of	the	world;	that	such	theoreJcal	concepJons	themselves	consJtuted	the	vehicle	
for	’transmiung’	agreements	from	the	context	of	one	experiment	to	another;	and	that	the	conduct	of	the	
debate	was	structured	by	parJcipants’	apempts	to	maintain	these	agreements...	Both	PSOP	and	their	criJcs	
were	engaged	in	the	same	process	of	assessing	simultaneously	both	instrumental	pracJce	and	natural	
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phenomena.	PSOP’s	criJcs,	however,	had	the	advantage	in	that	they	reached	a	socially-acceptable	
assessment,	manipulaJng	the	available	cultural	resources	in	such	a	way	as	to	preserve	exisJng	agreements,	
while	violaJng	none...[Subsequently]	the	monopole	debate	was	structured	throughout	by	the	parJcipants'	
decision	to	conﬁne	their	arguments	within	a	limited	range	of	socially	acceptable	conceptualizaJons	of	the	
natural	world.”
(Pickering,	1981:	65-87)
Again	this	proposes	that	it	is	the	social	context	in	which	the	scienJst	operates	that	has	as	much	
relevance	to	the	fate	of	a	parJcular	knowledge-claim	as	the	empirical	data.	A	proposal	which	is	
succinctly	summarised	by	Pinch:
“The	technical	conclusions	reached	by	scienJsts	can	be	understood	as	resulJng	from	a	process	of	’social	
negoJaJon’.	The	apparent	certainty	of	scienJﬁc	knowledge	is	the	outcome	of	these	negoJaJons.	This	
means	that	the	degree	of	certainty	of	a	piece	of	scienJﬁc	knowledge	is,	in	itself,	available	to	diﬀerent	
percepJons,	interpretaJons	and	presentaJons…
...In	essence,	when	scienJsts	call	into	quesJon	the	certainty	of	another	area	of	science	in	this	way,	they	are	
doing	something	very	similar	to	the	work	done	in	recent	sociology	of	science.	By	the	examinaJon	of	the	
micro-processes	of	scienJﬁc	acJvity,	sociologists	have	been	able	to	show	that	scienJﬁc	knowledge	rests	
upon	detailed	social	negoJaJons	and	that,	in	principle,	all	the	assumpJons	that	go	into	scienJﬁc	arguments	
can	be	challenged.	That	such	a	messy	and	conJngent	process	can	lead	to	reliable	knowledge	is	a	problem	
not	only	for	the	sociologist	then,	but	also	for	the	scienJst.”
(Pinch,	1981b:	131-146)
Within	the	special	'relaJvism'	issue	it	is	arguably	Collins'	(1981b)	'Son	of	Seven	Sexes...'	paper	that	
provides	the	best	example	of	implemented	methodological	relaJvism	and	the	sociological	issues	
which	arise	from	this,	in	relaJon	to	SSK.	In	the	paper,	Collins	(1981b)	builds	upon	work	published	
in	1975	('The	Seven	Sexes')	–	namely,	observing	scienJsts	apempJng	to	substanJate	the	detecJon	
of	gravitaJonal	radiaJon.	UlJmately,	Collins	(1981b)	documents	the	social	processes	that	lead	to	
scienJﬁc	knowledge	becoming	a	by-product	of	cultural	negoJaJons.	Collins	(1981b)	notes	that	
the	main	problem	concerning	Weber's	(the	lead	scienJst	that	claimed	to	have	found	gravitaJonal	
radiaJon)	ﬁndings	was	that	“he	seemed	to	ﬁnd	far	too	much	gravitaJonal	radiaJon	to	be	
compaJble	with	current	cosmological	theories”	(1981b:	36).	Therefore,	according	to	Collins,	
Weber's	apparent	ﬁndings	were	hindered	from	the	outset	–	he	was	promoJng	research	ﬁndings	
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that	existed	in	juxtaposiJon	with	convenJonal	scienJﬁc	beliefs.	A	posiJon	which	echoes	the	
placement	of	parapsychological	research	on	the	fringes	of	mainstream	science.	Controversial	
knowledge	claims	by	their	very	deﬁniJon	are	less	likely	to	be	supported	within	scienJﬁc	spheres	
due	to	the	potenJal	impact	successful	validaJon	of	their	claims	would	entail:	
“We	felt	that	the	way	he	was	doing	his	staJsJcal	analysis	was	open	to	great	misinterpretaJon	...	By	
massaging	data	again	and	again,	knowing	what	you	want	for	an	answer,	you	can	increase	the	apparent	
staJsJcal	signiﬁcance	of	any	bump...	I’m	prepy	sure	he	could	get	there	out	of	pure	noise.”	
(ScepJcal	ScienJst	-	Collins,	1981b:	40)
“All	the	scienJsts	I	spoke	to	thought	that	Weber’s	presentaJon	of	his	staJsJcal	techniques	was	less	than	
convincing.	A	large	number	agreed	with	the	senJments	expressed	in	the	above	quotaJon,	and
backed	this	up	with	detailed	descripJon	of	Weber’s	techniques,	explaining	how	the	fudging	could	come	
about.	In	several	cases	an	explicit	(and	unprompted)	comparison	was	drawn	with	the	use	of	staJsJcs	in	ESP	
research.”
(Collins,	1981b:	40)
For	Collins,	the	above	quotes	embody	the	determined	nature	of	Weber's	criJcs,	clutching	at	any	
possible	angle	to	explain	the	nature	of	his	results	–	whether	or	not	there	was	any	evidence	for	
these	apparent	staJsJcal	ﬂukes.	Such	feeling	is	illustrated	in	the	replicaJons	that	were	apempted	
-	whereby	six	negaJve	experiments	were	cited	as	contradictory	to	Weber’s	ﬁndings.	However,	only	
one	of	those	experiments	was	an	exact	copy	of	Weber’s	methodology	and	process.	Weber	
criJcised	the	replicaJons	heavily	and	“trenchantly”	(Collins,	181b:	42).	Following	these	
replicaJons	Quest	conducted	a	ﬁnal	experiment	into	the	phenomenon.	Whilst	this	ﬁnal	
experiment	remained	the	smallest	experimental	replicaJon	(in	terms	of	applicaJon	and	structure)	
its	impact	on	the	community	was	highly	substanJal	–	a	factor	that	was	largely	apributable	to	the	
way	in	which	it	was	presented.	Collins'	interviewees	support	this	noJon:
“As	one	scienJst	put	it:	'...	as	far	as	the	scienJﬁc	community	in	general	is	concerned,	it’s	probably	Quest’s	
publicaJon...that	generally	clinched	the	autude.	But	in	fact	the	experiment	they	did	was	trivial	-	it	was	a	
Jny	thing...	But	the	thing	was,	the	way	they	wrote	it	up...	Everybody	else	was	awfully	tentaJve	about	it...	It	
was	all	a	bit	hesitant...	And	then	Quest	comes	along	with	this	toy.	But	it’s	the	way	he	writes	it	up	you	see.'	
Another	scienJst	said:	'Quest	had	considerably	less	sensiJvity	so	I	would	have	thought	he	would	have	made	
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less	impact	than	anyone,	but	he	talked	louder	than	anyone	and	he	did	a	very	nice	job	of	analyzing	his	data.'	
And	a	third:	'[Quest’s	paper]	was	very	clever	because	its	analysis	was	actually	very	convincing	to	other	
people,	and	that	was	the	ﬁrst	Jme	that	anybody	had	worked	out	in	a	simple	way	just	what	the	thermal	
noise	from	the	bar	should	be...	It	was	done	in	a	very	clear	manner,	and	they	sort	of	convinced	everybody.'”
(Collins,	1981b:	43)
Therefore	despite	being	considered	essenJally	“trivial”	by	a	majority	of	scienJsts	Quest's	
experiment	provoked	the	most	momentous	backlash	against	Weber's	research.	Through	the	
analysis	of	the	data	and	the	overall	means	of	presentaJon	Quest	was	able	to	convince	the	
scienJﬁc	community	to	doubt	the	ﬁndings	Weber	had	proposed.	What	is	signiﬁcant	about	this	
instance	in	Collins'	(1981b)	paper	from	a	sociological	point	of	view	is	the	nature	of	Quest's	apacks	
on	Weber.	For	Collins,	his	ability	to	present	data	in	a	parJcular	way	was	enough	to	convince	the	
majority	of	the	scienJﬁc	community	of	the	apparent	fallacies	inherent	in	Weber's	analysis.	Yet	in	
real	terms	this	experiment	was	largely	insubstanJal	as	a	replicaJon	of	the	original	research	–	
suggesJng	that	the	presentaJon	was	signiﬁcantly	more	of	an	issue	then	the	actual	data.	This	lends	
weight	to	the	relaJvist	argument	regarding	the	importance	that	social	and	cultural	processes,	
surrounding	the	scienJst,	play	in	leading	their	research	to	be	either	accepted	or	refuted	as	
knowledge	claims	(Collins,	1981b).
Collins	(1981b:	45)	reveals	that	Quest's	sole	moJvaJon	was	“dissuasion”,	with	his	experiment	and	
its	ﬁndings	being	merely	a	means	to	an	end	–	the	best	way	to	imbue	negaJve	feeling	towards	
Weber's	work	within	the	scienJﬁc	community.	His	replicaJon	allegedly	had	liple	to	do	with	
actually	trying	to	detect	gravity	waves	but	was	more	a	way	of	targeJng	Weber	on	some	kind	of	
personal	mission	-	one	of	the	scienJsts	commented	that	Quest	“went	awer	Weber”	and	how	he	
had	been	“vindicJve”	towards	the	point	of	“self-delusion”	(Collins,	1981b:	47).
Collins	(1981b)	arrives	at	the	conclusion	that	Quest's	research	group’s	primary	objecJve	was	to	
discredit	Weber's	ﬁndings	in	the	most	eﬃcient	and	quickest	Jme	frame.	This	social	and	poliJcal	
process	moved	the	research	away	from	objecJvely	invesJgaJng	the	possibility	that	gravity	waves	
may	exist	and	became	exclusively	about	proving	their	incredulity:
“[A	scienJst]	in	Quest’s	group	[outlined]:	...	well	we	knew	what	was	going	to	happen.	We	knew	that	Weber	
was	building	a	bigger	one	and	we	just	felt	that	we	hadn’t	been	convincing	enough	with	our	small	antenna.	
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We	just	had	to	get	a	step	ahead	of	Weber	and	increase	our	sensiJvity	too.	At	that	point	it	was	not	doing	
physics	any	longer.	It’s	not	clear	that	it	was	ever	physics,	but	it	certainly	wasn’t	by	then.	If	we	were	looking	
for	gravity	waves	we	would	have	adopted	an	enJrely	diﬀerent	approach…You’re	just	not	going	to	detect	
anything...	and	so	there	is	no	point	in	building	one,	other	than	the	fact	that	there’s	someone	out	there	
publishing	results	in	Physical	Review	LeEers...	We	knew	perfectly	well	what	was	going	on,	and	it	was	just	a	
quesJon	of	geung	a	ﬁrm	enough	result	so	that	we	could	publish	in	a	reputable	journal,	and	try	to	end	it	
that	way.'”
(Collins,	1981b:	47)
Collins	surmises	that	the	demise	of	gravity	waves	was	a	social	and	poliJcal	process	(1981b:	54),	
whereby	the	physics	of	the	phenomena	became	indisJnguishable	from	the	poliJcs	of	the	
surrounding	scienJﬁc	community.	UlJmately,	what	this	case	study	illustrates	is	that	the	
phenomenon	of	a	parJcular	knowledge	claim	itself	does	not	direct	how	the	debate	or	controversy	
will	be	sepled.	
The	papers	cited	here	from	the	1981	special	relaJvist	issue	of	Social	Studies	of	Science	collecJvely	
promote	the	need	to	adopt	a	relaJvist	perspecJve	when	addressing	knowledge	disputes	and	
subsequent	academic	controversies.	The	case	studies	reveal	how	complex	and	mulJ-dimensional	
the	interacJons	between	knowledge	and	social/	cultural	factors	can	become	–	whereby	the	
acceptance	of	knowledge	claims	are	heavily	reliant	on	the	various	contexts	in	which	they	are	
proposed.	The	adopJon	of	relaJvism	allows	the	sociologist	an	insight	into	these	social	processes	–	
processes	which	have	resulted	in	the	prior	assumpJon,	that	it	is	ﬁndings	of	experimental	research	
alone	that	guide	opinion	on	natural	phenomena,	to	be	severely	inadequate	within	a	sociological	
framework.
The	development	of	the	relaJvist	perspecJve	and	emerging	sociological	posiJon	that	stemmed	
from	the	work	cited	above	was	integral	to	the	development	of	discourse	analysis	of	scienJsts.	For	
example,	Gilbert	and	Mulkay’s	(1984)	research	approached	discourse	as	an	acJve	social	process	
where	the	main	funcJon	was	construcJon	and	presentaJon	of	knowledge	claims.	This	would	not	
have	been	possible	without	the	developments	of	SSK	and	relaJvism	-	which	changed	the	
perspecJve	of	how	science	and	knowledge	claims	should	be	analysed.	Central	to	this	literature	is	
the	invesJgaJon	of	scienJﬁc	controversies	-	a	feature	which	is	a	core	component	of	this	thesis,	
looking	at	parapsychology.	The	next	sub-secJon	will	outline	the	importance	of	using	scienJﬁc	
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controversies	as	a	point	of	sociological	focus.
2.2.4	InvesRgaRng	ScienRﬁc	Controversies
As	illustrated	in	the	previous	sub-secJon	(2.2.3)	the	SSK	research	focus	and	the	adopJon	of	
methodological	relaJvism	was	parJcularly	eﬀecJve	in	the	sociological	analysis	of	scienJﬁc	
controversies	and	highly	disputed	knowledge	claims:
“Although	there	were	a	variety	of	approaches	within	the	sociology	of	scienJﬁc	knowledge	(SSK),	what	
united	them	was	a	concern	to	reveal	the	underlying	social	processes	through	which	knowledge	claims	were	
produced	and	validated	by	the	scienJﬁc	community.	This,	however,	was	tricky:	once	the	scienJﬁc	
community	reached	a	consensus	about	a	parJcular	theory	or	empirical	claim,	and	it	became	accepted	as	
part	of	the	store	of	knowledge	and	found	its	way	into	textbooks,	those	processes	were	lost	to	sociological	
analysis.	Consequently,	sociologists	became	very	interested	in	scienJﬁc	disputes	where	a	consensus	had	not	
yet	emerged,	because	the	social	processes	which	underpinned	knowledge	producJon	were	sJll	in	
operaJon,	thereby	making	them	available	for	sociological	invesJgaJon.”
(Wooﬃp,	2005:	14)
Kuhn	(1962)	had	originally	suggested	the	importance	of	analysing	scienJﬁc	controversies,	
whereby	these	areas	of	conﬂict	between	scienJsts	are	the	natural	process	in	which	science	as	an	
enterprise	has	become	established	(also	Hagstrom,	1965).	The	methodological	importance	of	
these	controversies	can	be	summarised	below:
“One	metaphor	for	understanding	why	controversies	have	taken	on	such	methodological	importance	is	that	
of	"punching"	a	system.	ScienJsts	on	occasion	gain	insight	into	natural	systems	by	punching,	or	
destabilizing,	them.	For	example,	one	may	learn	more	about	the	laws	of	momentum	by	bouncing	one	
billiard	ball	oﬀ	another	than	by	watching	a	staJonary	billiard	ball…The	methodological	assumpJon	
underpinning	the	study	of	controversies	is	similar.	By	studying	a	scienJﬁc	controversy	one	learns	something	
about	the	underlying	dynamics	of	science	and	technology	and	their	relaJons	with	wider	society.	For	
instance,	during	a	controversy	the	normally	hidden	social	dimensions	of	science	may	become	more	explicit.	
Sites	of	contestaJon	are	places	to	facilitate	the	invesJgaJon	of,	for	instance,	the	metaphors,	assumpJons	
and	poliJcal	struggles	embedded	within	science	and	technology.”
(Pinch	and	Leuenberger,	2006)
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Collins	(1975)	used	the	comparaJve	imagery	of	pieces	of	knowledge	as	ships	in	boples	and	
declared	that	it	is	only	by	examining	scienJﬁc	controversies	that	one	can	truly	understand	the	
mechanism	by	which	scienJﬁc	knowledge/	ﬁndings	(ships)	become	to	be	understood	and	
accepted	(placed	in	boples).	AdapJng	relaJvism	enabled	this	mechanism	to	be	exposed,	for	
example	by	highlighJng	the	social	inﬂuence	within	controversies	and	the	construcJon	of	scienJﬁc	
knowledge	(Collins,	1981a,	1981b;	Travis,	1981;	Pickering,	1981).	As	Pinch	and	Collins	(1994)	
proposed	“during	controversies	Nature’s	voice	appears	indisJnct	[h]umankind	is	seen	to	have	a	
more	acJve	role	in	the	construcJon	of	knowledge”	(1994:	522).	From	this	view,	it	is	during	
controversies	that	the	conJngent	features	of	scienJﬁc	acJvity	are	highlighted	the	most.	Disputed	
claims	lead	to	a	process	of	negoJaJon	and	diﬀerenJaJon	between	opposing	viewpoints,	thus	
highlighJng	the	negoJated	character	of	science.	This	negoJaJon	is	potenJally	more	socially	
governed	than	empirically	based:
“…[scienJﬁc]	disputes	are	not	sepled	according	to	epistemological	maxims	but	rather	as	a	result	of	a	
process	of	‘social	negoJaJon’.”
(Pinch,	1985:	29)
“During	controversies	Nature’s	voice	appears	indisJnct.	Humankind	is	seen	to	have	a	more	acJve	role	in	the	
construcJon	of	knowledge…knowledge	about	nature	is	rather	like	knowledge	about	art,	or	poliJcs,	or	the	
law…”
(Pinch	and	Collins,	1994:	522)
Through	studying	areas	of	controversy	and	disputed	knowledge	claims	such	as	parapsychology	
(Collins	and	Pinch,	1979a;	1979b)	and	adopJng	a	relaJvist	stance,	SSK	proposes	that	the	true	
underpinnings	and	machinaJons	of	the	scienJﬁc	process	are	revealed	-	it	is	only	through	
observing	ﬁelds	in	a	state	of	ﬂux	where	this	can	be	truly	achieved;	when	there	is	no	overriding	
consensus.	In	condiJons	such	as	these,	social	devices/	strategies	such	as	“interpretaJve	
ﬂexibility”	(Collins,	1981a,	1981b)	and	cultural	delineaJons	between	the	compeJng	groups	(for	
example,	“core	sets”)	are	revealed	(Collins,	1981a,	1981b;	Rudwick,	1985).	This	highlights	the	
potenJal	importance	of	focusing	on	contested	knowledge	areas	as	the	basis	for	sociological	
analysis	in	areas	such	as	scienJﬁc	pracJce,	and	informs	the	reasoning	behind	the	current	thesis’	
choice	to	look	at	researchers	associated	with	parapsychology.
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This	secJon	has	reviewed	the	SSK	literature,	the	development	of	the	relaJvist	approach	and	the	
sociological	focus	on	scienJﬁc	controversies	such	as	parapsychology.	CollecJvely,	this	body	of	
literature	is	the	foundaJon	for	discourse	analysis	into	such	areas	and	by	extension	the	current	
thesis.	The	research	changed	the	way	sociologists	perceived	and	approached	the	study	of	science	
and	scienJﬁc	knowledge.	Stemming	from	this	Gilbert	and	Mulkay	(1984)	were	able	to	perform	
their	discourse	analysis	on	scienJsts	in	a	contested	ﬁeld	and	generate	insights	on	how	knowledge	
was	acJvely	constructed	and	presented.	To	adopt	Collins’	(1975)	phrasing	-	they	showed	how	
scienJsts	rhetorical	tools	may	aid	the	process	by	placing	the	ships	in	the	boples	and	acJvely	
contribute	to	negoJaJng	knowledge	claims.
The	next	secJon	of	the	chapter	will	now	chart	the	emergence	of	discourse	analysis	-	the	key	
methodological	and	analyJcal	component	of	this	thesis.	Background	and	development	of	the	
approach	will	be	presented	along	with	the	use	of	interpretaJve	repertoires	(a	key	consideraJon	of	
this	thesis).	Gilbert	and	Mulkay’s	(1984)	study	will	be	detailed	and	explored	due	to	its	close	Jes	
with	the	current	thesis.	
2.3		Discourse	Analysis
2.3.1	Emergence	of	Discourse	Analysis
As	a	consequence	of	the	focal	shiw	of	the	1970s	and	the	changes	described	above,	within	
sociology,	the	use	of	discourse	analysis	emerged	as	a	key	analyJcal	tool.	This	was	from	a	
combinaJon	of	the	development	of	SSK	-	including	the	work	of	Gilbert	and	Mulkay	(1984)	which	
will	be	discussed	in	depth	later	in	the	chapter	-	and	developments	in	social	psychology	(Poper	and	
Wetherell,	1987).	Use	of	the	term	‘discourse	analysis’	was	ﬁrst	used	by	Zellig	Harris	(1952)	to	
depict	a	way	of	analysing	speech	and	wriJng,	examining	language	beyond	the	surface	and	
exploring	the	relaJonship	between	linguisJc	and	non-linguisJc	elements.	Mills	(1997)	highlights	
how	discourse	analysis	can	be	used	diﬀerently	by	diﬀerent	researchers.	In	general,	discourse	
analysis	holds	discourse	as	the	central	aspect	of	all	invesJgaJon,	including	all	mediums	of	verbal	
and	textual	materials	(Colman,	2001).	For	the	analysis,	the	primary	aim	is	to	breakdown	such	
materials	and	analyse	how	such	accounts	are	constructed	-	and	the	interacJonal	purpose	for	such	
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construcJons,	revealing	the	performaJve	aspects	(Butler,	1990,	1997,	1999,	2004;	Hall,	2000;	
Cameron,	1998;	Pennycook	2004,	2007;	Otsuji,	2010).	Discourse	in	this	sense	is	treated	as	both	
constructed	and	construcJve	(Poper,	1996b),	or	as	acJon-orientated,	situated	and	constructed	
(Poper,	2004).
Poper	(2004)	reﬂects	how	the	concept	of	discourse	analysis	is	a	contested	area	of	interpretaJon:
“Discourse	analysis	is	understood	in	a	range	of	diﬀerent	ways	across	the	social	sciences.	One	of	the	reasons	
for	this	is	that	analyJc	and	theoreJcal	approaches	have	been	developed	in	a	range	of	diﬀerent	disciplines	–	
notably	linguisJcs,	sociology,	psychology,	social	psychology,	philosophy,	communicaJon,	literary	theory	and	
cultural	studies.	While	some	concerns	are	shared,	disciplinary	home	typically	inﬂects	method	and	research	
quesJons	in	signiﬁcant	ways.	SomeJmes	discourse	analysis	is	a	convenient	name	for	a	pracJce	of	analysing	
discourse	which	can	include	a	variety	of	diﬀerent	approaches	such	as	speech	act	theory,	narraJve	analysis,	
conversaJon	analysis	and	so	on;	while	at	other	Jmes	discourse	analysis	is	treated	as	a	fully-ﬂedged	analyJc	
posiJon.	SomeJmes	‘discourse’	is	treated	simply	as	a	word	for	language	in	use;	at	other	Jmes	a	‘discourse’	
is	theorized	as	a	linguisJc	object	that	can	be	counted	and	described.	SomeJmes	discourse	analysis	is	further	
speciﬁed	as	conJnental	or	criJcal.”
(Poper,	2004:	607)
Regarding	‘discourse’	itself	Poper	and	Wetherell	(1987)	note	the	persistence	of	terminological	
confusion	and	contradictory	representaJons	surrounding	its	deﬁniJon	(also	Van	Dilk,	1985).	For	
the	sake	of	clarity	the	current	thesis	will	follow	the	interpretaJon	outlined	by	Gilbert	and	Mulkay	
(1984),	viewing	‘discourse’	to	mean	all	forms	of	spoken	interacJon	and	wripen	texts	(across	both	
formal	and	informal	contexts).	Such	mediums	hold	signiﬁcant	sociological	value:
“…social	texts	do	not	merely	reﬂect	or	mirror	objects,	events	and	categories	pre-exisJng	in	the	social	and	
natural	world.	Rather,	they	acJvely	construct	a	version	of	those	things.	They	do	not	just	describe	things;	
they	do	things.	And	being	acJve,	they	have	social	and	poliJcal	implicaJons.”
(Poper	and	Wetherell,	1987:	6)
Unlike	studies	such	as	Gilbert	and	Mulkay’s,	this	thesis	will	focus	solely	on	verbal,	spoken	
discourse	and	will	not	encompass	any	other	mediums	(such	as	text)	for	analysis.	The	discourse	
analysis	that	will	be	central	to	this	thesis	will	adhere	to	the	deﬁniJons	outlined	below:
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“...[focus]	on	talk	and	texts	as	social	pracJces,	and	on	the	resources	that	are	drawn	to	enable	those	
pracJces.	Rather	then	try	and	explain	acJons	as	consequences	of	mental	processes	or	enJJes,	[discourse	
analysts’]	interest	has	been	in	how	mentalist	noJons	are	constructed	and	used	in	interacJon.”
(Poper,	1996c:	30	)
“Discourse	analysis,	then,	is	the	apempt	to	idenJfy	and	describe	regulariJes	in	the	methods	used	by	
parJcipants	as	they	construct	the	discourse	through	which	they	establish	the	character	of	their	acJons	and	
beliefs	in	the	course	of	interacJon…
…parJcipants’	discourse,	although	varied,	displays	certain	observable	paperns.”
(Gilbert	and	Mulkay	1984:	14-39)
BhaJa	et	al.	(2008)	outline	two	main	factors	that	disJnguish	discourse	analysis	from	other	forms	
of	linguisJc	analysis;	the	emphasis	of	the	analysis	of	language	on	the	textual	as	well	as	structural	
level;	also	the	outlook	that	language	should	be	viewed	as	a	mechanism	for	social	acJon	(seeded	
from	Wipgenstein,	1953).
Instead	of	proposing	explanaJons	of	behaviours	or	autudes	relaJng	to	the	individual	(for	
example,	the	origins	of	racism)	discourse	analysis	focuses	on	how	such	instances	are	managed	
within	interacJonal	scenarios	(for	example,	the	construcJon	of	racism	in	the	communicaJve	
context).	This	is	due	to	the	‘interacJonal	space’	between	discourse	and	reality	(Poper,	1996a;	
1996b).	Such	research	is	more	likely	to	focus	on	controversial	events	that	situate	opposing	
perspecJves	and	thus	diﬀerent,	compeJng	construcJons	on	the	same	event/	phenomena.	It	is	
though	such	events	that	the	construcJve	nature	of	discourse	surfaces	more	visibly,	and	also	
highlights	fundamental	reﬂexivity;	“that	descripJons	are	not	just	about	something	but	they	are	
also	doing	something...they	are	not	merely	represen>ng	some	facet	of	the	world,	they	are	also	
involved	in	that	world	in	some	pracJcal	way”	(Poper,	1996b:	47).	Thus	discourse	analysis	exists	as	
the	invesJgaJon	of	the	way	that	accounts	and	formulaJons	display	an	ac>on	orienta>on	
(Wooﬃp,	2005:	78):	“empirical	analysis	of	the	organisaJon	of	talk	(and	texts)	has	focused	on	the	
wider	interpersonal	or	social	funcJons	served	by	a	passage	of	talk…the	management	of	
interacJon	per	se	is	rarely	the	focus	of	research”	(2005:	80).	Poper	and	Wetherell	(1987)	provide	a	
further	comprehensive	delineaJon	of	the	role	of	discourse	analysis	within	sociological	analysis:
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“One	of	the	themes	strongly	stressed	by	both	speech	act	theory	and	ethnomethodology	was	that	people	
use	their	language	to	do	things:	to	order	and	request,	persuade	and	accuse.	This	focus	on	language	funcJon	
is	also	one	of	the	major	components	of	discourse	analysis…
…What	is	happening…is	that	people	are	using	their	language	to	construct	versions	of	the	social	world.	The	
principle	tenet	of	discourse	analysis	is	that	funcJon	involves	construcJon	of	versions,	and	is	demonstrated	
by	language	variaJon.	The	term	‘construcJon’	is	apposite	of	three	reasons.	First,	it	reminds	us	that	accounts	
of	events	are	built	out	of	a	variety	of	pre-exisJng	linguisJc	resources,	almost	as	a	house	is	constructed	from	
bricks,	beams	and	so	on.	Second,	construcJon	implies	acJve	selecJon:	some	resources	are	included	some	
omiped.	Finally,	the	noJon	of	construcJon	emphasises	the	potent,	consequenJal	nature	of	accounts.	Much	
of	social	interacJon	is	based	around	dealings	with	events	and	people	which	are	experienced	only	in	terms	of	
speciﬁc	linguisJc	versions.	In	a	profound	sense,	accounts	‘construct’	reality…
…Discourse	analysts…[focus]	on	discourse	as	a	topic	in	its	own	right.	That	is,	we	aren’t	to	trying	to	recover	
events,	beliefs	and	cogniJve	processes	from	parJcipants’	discourse,	or	treat	language	as	an	indicator	or	
signpost	to	some	other	state	of	aﬀairs	but	looking	at	the	analyJcally	prior	quesJon	of	how	discourse	or	
accounts	of	these	things	are	manufactured.”
(Poper	and	Wetherell,	1987:	32	-	35)
Hess	(1997:	105)	notes	how	SSK	moved	the	study	of	science	and	scienJﬁc	pracJce	towards	more	
invesJgaJve	methodologies	such	as	observaJons	and	interviews.	It	was	from	this	shiw	that	
discourse	analysis	became	a	force	within	the	sociological	analysis	of	science.	For	example,	
Waterton	et.	al’s	(2001)	analysis	of	scienJsts’	reﬂecJons	on	their	own	work	(also	Michael,	1996).	
Central	to	this	is	the	use	of	a	form	of	the	construcJvism	discussed	earlier	in	the	current	chapter:
“Discourse	analyJcal	approaches	take	as	their	starJng	point	the	claim	of	structuralist	and	poststructuralist	
linguisJc	philosophy,	that	our	access	to	reality	is	always	through	language.	With	language,	we	
create	representaJons	of	reality	that	are	never	mere	reﬂecJons	of	a	pre-exisJng	reality	but	contribute	to	
construcJng	reality.	That	does	not	mean	that	reality	itself	does	not	exist.	Meanings	and	representaJons	are	
real.	Physical	objects	also	exist,	but	they	only	gain	meaning	through	discourse…the	ascripJon	of	meaning	in	
discourses	works	to	consJtute	and	change	the	world.”	
(Jorgenson	and	Phillips,	2002:	8-9)
Whilst	discourse	analysis	tends	to	incorporate	aspects	of	the	programme	of	relaJvism	-	mainly	the	
noJon	of	not	analysing	the	phenomenon	at	the	heart	of	the	scienJﬁc	analysis/	dispute	or	its	
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inherent	veracity	-	the	core	approach	is	one	of	construcJvism	(Edwards,	Ashmore	and	Poper,	
1995),	and	one	that	places	language	as	the	main	funcJonal	variable	for	this.
As	the	appreciaJon	that	social	reality	is	constructed	via	discourse	has	grown,	researchers	have	
incorporated	discourse	analysis	into	mulJple	disciplinary	starJng	points	(Slocum-Bradley,	2009).	
Examples	include	Goﬀman’s	(1974)	and	Van	Dilk’s	(1977,	1980)	work	on	“frames”;	Schank	and	
Ableton’s	(1977)	“plans”	theory;	narraJve	analysis	of	‘storylines’	(Bruner,	1990;	Harré,	2001;	
Bamberg,	De	Fina	and	Schiﬀrin,	2007).	The	most	signiﬁcant	and	closest	disciplinary	Je	with	
discourse	analysis	has	been	psychology	and	the	development	of	discursive	psychology	-	described	
by	Billig	(1996:	20)	as	“one	of	the	major	trends	in	social	psychology”	-	outlined	ﬁrst	by	Poper	and	
Wetherell	(1987)	and	then	developed	by	Edwards	and	Poper	(1992)	who	then	introduced	the	
label.	Discursive	psychology	has	developed	the	focus	on	discursive	pracJce	and	how	people	use	
this	form	of	communicaJon	to	construct	versions	of	the	world	and	present	their	relaJonship(s)	to	
these	constructs	(Wiggins	and	Poper,	2008).	It	is	based	on	the	social	construcJonist	belief	that	the	
individual	self	is	not	an	isolated,	autonomous	enJty	(Jorgenson	and	Phillips,	2002)	and	this	enJty	
is	in	constant	dynamic	interacJon	with	the	social	world	(Harré	and	Gillep,	1994;	Wetherell	and	
Maybin,	1996).	Language	is	framed	as	not	simply	a	vehicle	for	expressing	or	describing	
experiences,	instead	language	consJtutes	experiences	and	the	formaJve	subjecJve	psychological	
reality	of	the	individual	(Poper	and	Wetherell,	1987;	Shoper,	1993).	An	example	of	this	is	
Wetherell’s	(2001)	analysis	of	the	Diana	Princess	of	Wales’	BBC	Panorama	interview	(aired	by	the	
BBC	in	1995),	where	Wetherell	outlines	how	she	‘construes’	her	social	world	through	her	
responses	to	the	interview	quesJons	and	through	this	a	“formulaJon	of	the	world	comes	into	
being”	(2001:	16).
Discourse	forms	minds,	selves	and	idenJJes	which	are	constantly	negoJated	and	reshaped	in	
social	interacJon	-	such	as	the	construcJon	of	gender	idenJJes	(Brundson,	1991;	Walkerdine,	
1990,	1993).	The	individual	self	is	‘relaJonal’	(Wetherell	and	Maybin,	1996)	and	is	a	funcJon	of	
ongoing	acJve	change	through	discursive	pracJces	in	social	interacJons.	For	example,	
Widdicombe	and	Wooﬃp	(1995)	analysed	how	people	assemble	certain	idenJJes	as	a	resource	in	
an	account	of	a	given	acJon	-	these	idenJJes	are	purely	products	of	social	interacJon	and	as	such	
remain	highly	ﬂuid	(also	Poper,	1996a,	1996b;	Poper	and	Wetherell,	1987;	Wetherell	and	Poper,	
1992;	Te	Molder	and	Poper,	2005;	Wood	and	Kroger,	2000).	Socially	situated	idenJJes	thus	
remain	not	ﬁxed	and	are	constantly	being	reconstructed	and	negoJated	(Casanave,	2002;	Gee,	
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1996,	2011).	This	ﬂuidity	is	notable	in	the	high	degree	of	variability	within	discourse	and	its	
construcJons	-	variability	that	funcJons	across	groups	and	even	across	diﬀerent	accounts	by	the	
same	individual	(Gilbert	and	Mulkay,	1984).	Research	into	online	chat	environments	are	a	more	
recent	illustraJon	(Thomas,	2007;	Thurlow,	Lengel	and	Tomic,	2004;	Tsang,	2000),	along	with	the	
construcJon	of	gender	idenJJes	through	discourse	(Butler,	1993;	Livia	and	Hall,	1997;	Weatherall,	
2002;	Eckert	and	McConnell-Ginet	2003;	Swann,	2002;	Richardson,	2000;	Cameron,	1999,	2005;	
Saunston	and	Kyratzis,	2007).	Beyond	the	individual	construcJon,	there	are	also	discourse	
communiJes,	evidenced	via	studies	of	telephone	call	centres	in	the	UK	(Swales,	1990;	Cameron,	
2000;	and	also	McConnell-Ginet,	2011;	Devip,	2004).
The	inherent	variability	within	discourse	is	illustrated	in	the	study	by	Mulkay,	Poper	and	Yearley	
(1983),	whereby	comparisons	of	spoken	and	wripen	discourse	(such	as	lepers	and	formal	
composiJons)	yielded	diﬀerent	descripJons	of	the	same	event.	Edwards	and	Poper	(1992:	28)	
outlined	this	principle	as	“versions	are	likely	to	show	variability	according	to	the	diﬀerent	
interacJonal	contexts	they	are	constructed	to	serve”.	The	same	piece	of	discourse	can	be	
comprehended	diﬀerently	by	diﬀerent	language	users	and	interpreted	diﬀerently	according	to	
context	(van	Dijk,	1997a	2008,	2011;	Halliday,	1971,	1989;	Sinclair	2004;	Carter,	2004).	As	such,	
discourse	needs	to	be	analysed	with	this	variability	as	a	key	consideraJon;	“accounts...need	to	be	
examined	as	pieces	of	discourse	-	as	contextualised	and	variable	producJons	that	perform	a	
pragmaJc	and	rhetorical	work”	(Edwards	and	Poper,	1992:	54).	
A	large	ranging	body	of	work	has	formed	from	the	interrelaJon	(and	at	Jmes	methodological	
tensions)	of	discourse	analysis	and	discursive	psychology.	Examples	include:	Wooﬃp’s	(2000)	
invesJgaJon	of	clairvoyant	‘fact’	origin	construcJon;	Dickerson’s	(1997)	analysis	of	claims	of	news	
interviewees;	Lawes’	(1999)	review	of	relaJonship	partners’	construcJons	of	inﬁdelity;	Locke	and	
Edwards’	(2003)	analysis	of	President	Clinton’s	grand	jury	tesJmony;	Georgaca’s	(2000)	
invesJgaJon	of	‘delusional’	speech	traits	in	psychiatric	pracJce;	Poper	and	Edwards	(1990)	study	
of	accounts	from	journalists	and	poliJcians	throughout	a	poliJcal	controversy;	studies	relaJng	to	
the	construcJon	of	quesJons	in	market	research	focus	groups	(Puchta	and	Poper,	1999,	2002,	
2004);	and	analysis	of	media	reports	on	China’s	economic	propensity	(Engardio	and	Roberts,	2004;	
Harney,	2009).	ParJcular	research	focus	has	been	on	forms	of	oppression	-	primarily	racism	and	
sexism	-	that	are	perpetuated	in	discursive	construcJons	(Wetherell	and	Poper,	1992;	Wetherell	
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et.	al,	1987;	Ahmed	et.	al,	2000;	Strapon,	1998;	Van	Dijk,	1987,	1993;	Abel,	1996,	1997;	Nairn	and	
McCreanor,	1990,	1991;	Cameron	and	Kulick,	2003).
Recent	studies	using	discourse	analysis	as	a	methodological	focus	include	Duﬀy	and	O’Rourke’s	
(2015)	analysis	of	strategy	workshops	-	which	idenJﬁed	parJcular	dialogue	paperns	in	the	talk	of	
execuJve	managers	discussing	strategy	in	a	workshop	seung,	highlighJng	shared	understandings	
over	debate	success.	Dick	and	Collings	(2014)	also	looked	at	strategy	discourse	relaJng	to	senior	
managers	-	centring	on	subjecJvity	and	power	eﬀects	and	exposing	the	instability	and	conJngency	
of	strategy	discourse.	Whiple	and	Mueller	(2011a)	conducted	a	review	of	the	role	of	storytelling	in	
accounts	that	described	the	ﬁnancial	crises	-	highlighJng	key	discursive	devices	that	framed	
characters	associated	with	the	crisis	as	either	‘villains’	or	‘vicJms’	and	constructed	moral	stories	
that	were	central	to	peoples	performaJve	aspects	of	storytelling.	Crytstal	(2008)	conducted	an	
analysis	of	Barack	Obama’s	victory	speech	when	apaining	the	US	PresidenJal	elecJon	-	revealing	
the	use	of	‘parellelism’	(repeJJon	of	certain	grammaJcal	structures	for	rhetorical	eﬀect).	Higgens	
(2008)	also	analysed	the	same	Obama	speech	but	from	a	more	socially	oriented	analysis	and	
Williams	(2008)	discussed	the	speech	in	relaJon	to	the	poliJcal	and	economic	context(s).
CriJcal	discourse	analysis	has	extended	the	interpretaJve	scope	of	focus,	beginning	with	the	belief	
that	language	use	is	always	social	and	that	discourse	both	“reﬂects	and	constructs	the	social	
world”	(Rogers,	2011:	1).	This	form	of	analysis	is	an	exploraJon	of	the	connecJon	between	
discourse	aligned	with	the	social	and	poliJcal	context	(Fairclough	and	Wodak,	1997).	From	this	
perspecJve	discourses	“are	always	socially,	poliJcally,	racially	and	economically	loaded”	(Rogers,	
2004:	6).	Examples	of	such	research	include:	KhosraviNik’s	(2005)	review	of	refugees,	asylum	
seekers	and	immigrants	discourse	in	the	UK	press	and	the	reproducJon	of	negaJve	autudes	via	
perpetuated	stereotypes;	Montgomary’s	(2011)	analysis	of	the	representaJons	of	the	‘war	on	
conﬂict’	in	UK	newspapers;	and	Kandil	and	Belcher’s	(2011)	examinaJon	of	web-based	news	
reports	on	the	Israeli-PalesJnian	conﬂict	(sourced	from	CNN,	BBC	and	Al-Jazeera).	
The	next	secJon	will	provide	an	overview	of	interpretaJve	repertoires	-	a	key	analyJcal	resource	
within	discourse	and	one	which	informs	the	empirical	invesJgaJon	of	this	thesis.
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2.3.2	InterpretaRve	Repertoires
One	of	the	central	aspects	of	discourse	analysis	is	the	use	of	interpreJve	repertoires.	Poper	
(1996b:	115)	cites	that	an	overriding	ﬁnding	from	work	concerning	scienJﬁc	discourse	is	that	
scienJsts	tend	to	draw	on	diﬀerent	vocabularies	(interpretaJve	repertoires)	for	work	related	
discourse.	A	repertoire	is	a	“broadly	discernible	clusters	of	terms,	descripJons,	commonplaces…
and	ﬁgures	of	speech	owen	clustered	around	metaphors	of	vivid	images	and	owen	using	disJnct	
grammaJcal	construcJons	and	styles”	(Poper	et	al,	1990:	212).	Poper	and	Wetherell	(1987:	149)	
depict	these	as	“recurrently	used	systems	of	terms	used	for	characterising	and	evaluaJng	acJons,	
events	and	other	phenomena”.	Wooﬃp	(2005:	35)	elaborates	further	and	describes	how	such	
“repertoires	may	be	characterised	by	a	disJncJve	vocabulary,	parJcular	grammaJcal	and	stylisJc	
features,	and	the	occurrence	of	speciﬁc	ﬁgures	of	speech,	idiomaJc	expressions	and	metaphors”.
Poper	(1996c)	elaborates	on	earlier	deﬁniJons:
“InterpreJve	repertoires	are	systemaJcally	related	sets	of	terms,	owen	used	with	stylisJc	and	grammaJcal	
coherence,	and	owen	organised	around	one	or	more	central	metaphors.	They	are	historically	developed	and	
make	up	an	important	part	of	of	the	common	sense	of	a	culture;	although	some	may	be	speciﬁc	to	
insJtuJonal	domains.	The	idea	of	an	interpretaJve	repertoire	is	intended	to	accommodate	to	the	the	twin	
consideraJons	that	there	are	resources	available	with	an	oﬀ-the-shelf	character	that	can	be	used	in	a	range	
of	diﬀerent	seungs	to	do	parJcular	tasks,	and	that	these	resources	have	a	more	bespoke	ﬂexibility	which	
allows	them	to	be	selecJvely	drawn	on	and	reworked	according	to	the	seung…ParJcipants	will	owen	draw	
on	a	number	of	diﬀerent	repertoires,	ﬂiung	between	them	as	they	construct	the	sense	of	a	parJcular	
phenomenon,	or	as	they	perform	diﬀerent	acJons.”
(Poper,	1996c:	31-32)
Poper	and	Wetherell	(1987)	depict	the	advantages	of	the	analyJc	noJon	of	linguisJc	
interpretaJve	repertoires	compared	with	social	representaJons:
“…repertoires	are	not	constructed	as	enJJes	intrinsically	linked	to	social	groups,	so	research	has	not	been	
hampered	by	the	need	to	engage	in	the	owen	problemaJc	exercise	of	idenJfying	natural	group	boundaries…
it	is	much	more	frui{ul	to	accept	that	repertoires	are	available	to	people	with	many	diﬀerent	group	
memberships,	and	paperns	of	accounJng	may	not	be	the	neatest	way	of	dividing	up	society,	or	conﬁrming	
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convenJonal	group	categorisaJons...in	discourse	analysis,	groups	and	the	way	they	are	constructed	in	the	
course	of	accounts	have	become	an	important	topic	of	research	in	themselves…
…there	is	no	apempt	in	discourse	analysis	to	ﬁnd	consensus	in	the	use	of	repertoires	in	the	sense	that	some	
people	are	found	to	always	use	a	certain	repertoire,	and	certain	people	another...	InterpretaJve	repertoires	
are	used	to	perform	diﬀerent	sorts	of	accounJng	tasks.	Because	people	go	through	life	faced	with	an	ever	
changing	kaleidoscope	of	situaJons...	analysts	do	not	assume	that	on	other	occasions	these	people	would	
necessarily	produce	the	same	repertoire…”
(Poper	and	Wetherell,	1987:	156-157)
Broadly,	each	repertoire	can	be	considered	as	a	resource	that	an	individual	(or	group)	implements	
in	their	discourse	to	construct	versions	of	reality	in	a	communicaJve	context.	There	is	no	analysis	
of	the	mental,	cogniJve	underpinning	processes	behind	these	-	such	as	autudes	or	beliefs.	The	
analyJcal	focus	remains	solely	on	the	use	of	language	and	the	way	the	people	construct	their	
accounts	for	diﬀerent	purposes.
The	labelling	of	‘interpretaJve	repertoire’	is	used	to	distance	and	to	avoid	abstracJon	when	
analysing	discourses,	emphasising	them	as	an	acJve	resource	used	as	a	form	of	social	acJon	
(Poper	and	Wetherell,	1987;	Wetherell	and	Poper,	1988,	1992):
“The	aim	of	the	analysis	is	not	to	categorise	people	(for	example,	as	naJonalists,	racists	or	‘green’	
consumers)	but	to	idenJfy	the	discursive	pracJces	through	which	the	categories	are	constructed.	People	
cannot	be	expected	to	be	consistent;	rather,	it	is	to	be	expected	that	their	texts	and	talk	vary	as	they	draw	
on	diﬀerent	discourses	in	diﬀerent	contexts.	Thus	the	analysis	also	places	emphasis	on	the	content	of	
discourse	in	social	interacJon	as	something	important	in	itself,	not	just	a	reﬂecJon	of	underlying	
psychological	processes.	This	perspecJve...combines	a	poststructuralist	focus	on	the	ways	in	which	speciﬁc	
discourses	(conceived	as	‘interpretaJve	repertoires’)	consJtute	subjects	and	objects	with	an	interacJonist	
focus	on	the	ways	in	which	people’s	discourse	is	oriented	towards	social	acJon	in	speciﬁc	contexts.”
(Jorgenson	and	Phillips,	2002;	107)
It	is	important	to	note	the	variability	inherent	within	interpretaJve	repertoires	across	diﬀerent	
seungs	and	contexts,	“parJcipants	will	owen	draw	on	a	number	of	diﬀerent	repertoires,	ﬂiung	
between	them	as	they	construct	the	sense	of	a	parJcular	phenomenon	or	as	they	perform	
diﬀerent	acJons”	(Poper,	1996b).
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Gilbert	and	Mulkay’s	(1984)	research	was	one	of	the	most	inﬂuenJal	studies	that	addressed	
interpretaJve	repertoires	within	scienJsts’	discourse	-	they	isolated	commonaliJes	(wording	and	
phrasing)	from	the	discourse	generated	by	the	researchers	they	were	invesJgaJng.	The	
importance	of	this	methodological	approach,	idenJfying	such	repertoires	“allows	researchers	to	
beper	understand	the	culture	and	ideology	shared	in	certain	communiJes”	(Hsu	and	Roth,	2012:	
1444).	A	recent	example	being	Sampson	and	Atkinson’s	(2011,	2013)	extension	of	Gilbert	and	
Mulkay’s	research	-	looking	into	the	emoJonal	repertoires	uJlised	by	scienJsts	during	scienJﬁc	
discovery.		(Please	note	Gilbert	and	Mulkay’s	work	will	be	discussed	in	more	depth	in	the	following	
sub-secJon.)
Poper	and	Reicher’s	(1987)	discourse	analysis	of	the	Bristol	riots	is	another	example	of	the	use	of	
using	interpretaJve	repertoires	as	a	methodological	focus.	This	analyJcal	priority	avoided	
apempJng	to	discern	what	actually	happened	in	the	event	and	instead	looked	at	the	construcJve	
and	consJtuJve	paperns	of	discourse	sourced	from	newspaper	arJcles,	television	reports	and	
interviews.	Through	this	form	of	analysis	the	researchers	were	able	to	discover	disJnct	forms	of	
descripJve	commonaliJes	used	by	groups;	one	example	being	the	‘community	repertoire’	-	a	
common	repertoire	of	phrases	and	metaphors	used	to	construct	close	social	Jes,	agency	and	
proximity	(Poper	and	Reicher,	1987).
The	use	of	repertoires	has	been	used	extensively	across	the	discourse	analysis	literature	beyond	
the	examples	cited	above.	For	example,	Lawes’	(1999)	examinaJon	of	the	discursive	strategies	
uJlised	when	construcJng	representaJons	of	marriage	-	the	“romanJc”	and	“realist”	repertoires	
were	idenJﬁed	-	demonstraJng	that	“marriage	as	a	discursive	object	is	highly	changeable,	even	in	
constant	ﬂux...discursive	construcJons	of	‘marriage’	can	be	varied	and	even	contradictory	”	(1999:	
18).	Roth	and	Lucas	(1997)	in	their	study	of	students’	claims	about	scienJﬁc	knowledge	proposed	
nine	repertoires	(historical,	representaJonal,	raJonal,	religious,	intuiJve,	cultural,	perceptual,	
authoritaJve	and	empiricist).	Reis	and	Roth	(2007)	idenJﬁed	ﬁve	interpretaJve	repertoires	
relaJng	to	environmental	educators	and	their	narraJves	relaJng	to	curriculum	design	(experJse,	
empiricism,	relevance,	knowledge	transferability/	translatability	and	emoJonality)	(also	Crawford,	
2005).	Horton-Salway	(2011)	proposed	two	repertoires	to	deﬁne	the	language	used	to	describe	
ADHD	(biological	and	psycho-social).	
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The	next	secJon	will	provide	an	overview	of	Gilbert	and	Mulkay’s	(1984)	research	-	a	study	which	
informs	the	core	approach	of	this	thesis.
2.3.3	Gilbert	and	Mulkay	(1984)	-	‘Opening	Pandora’s	Box’
Gilbert	and	Mulkay	(1984)	adopted	the	core	methodological	consideraJons	that	have	been	
discussed	in	this	chapter;	sociology	of	science,	relaJvism,	construcJvism,	discourse	analysis	and	
interpretaJve	repertoires	to	invesJgate	the	scienJﬁc	dispute	within	biochemistry	which	centred	
on	the	complex	molecule	adenosine	triphosphate	(ATP).	Poper	(1996b)	reviews	their	
methodological	stance:
“In	eﬀect,	Gilbert	and	Mulkay’s	analysis	extended	the	general	emphasis	on	methodological	relaJvism	in	
sociology	of	scienJﬁc	knowledge	(SSK)	to	scienJst’	accounts	of	their	acJons	and	beliefs.	Just	as	empirical	
relaJvists	did	not	apempt	to	decide,	say,	which	theory	of...	was	correct...	discourse	analysts	of	science	did	
not	apempt	to	judge	which	descripJon	that	a	scienJst	gave	of	theory	choice	was	correct.	They	were	not	
looking	at	accounts	of	choice	in	research	papers,	interview	or	even	scienJﬁc	jokes,	for	their	truth;	the	
interest	instead	was	in	how	that	account	was	constructed	and	how	it	was	used	to	manage	interacJonal	
tasks.”
(Poper,	1996b:	152)
Their	1984	research	implemented	discourse	analysis	to	observe	the	sociological	processes	
surrounding	opposing	scienJsts	associated	with	the	two	contrasJng	theoreJcal	posiJons	that	had	
emerged	relaJng	to	ATP.		Gilbert	and	Mulkay	(1984)	were	unsaJsﬁed	with	the	methodological	
posiJons	and	insights	of	previous	sociological	research	into	such	areas:
“If	this	were	a	typical	sociological	study…We	would	proceed	by	extracJng	from	our	data	what	we	took	to	be	
the	most	coherent	and	comprehensive	version	of	‘what	really	happened’…
…sociologists’	apempts	to	tell	the	story	of	a	parJcular	social	seung	or	to	formulate	the	way	in	which	social	
life	operates	are	fundamentally	unsaJsfactory.	Such	‘deﬁniJve	versions’	are	unsaJsfactory	because	they	
imply	unjusJﬁably	that	the	analyst	can	reconcile	his	version	of	events	with	all	the	mulJple	and	divergent	
versions	generated	by	the	actors	themselves.”
(Gilbert	and	Mulkay	1984:	1-2)
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Gilbert	and	Mulkay	outlined	the	issues	with	previous	sociological	research	into	SSK	related	
material	using	discourse	as	data	-	focusing	on	Blissep’s	(1972)	analysis	of	the	role	of	poliJcal	
manoeuvrings	implemented	by	scienJsts	within	their	ﬁelds:
“The	diﬃculty	with	taking	any	collecJon	of	similar	statements	produced	by	parJcipants	as	literally	
descripJve	of	social	acJon	is	the	potenJal	variability	of	parJcipants’	statements	about	any	given	acJon.”
(Gilbert	and	Mulkay	1984:	6)
They	then,	using	Halliday’s	(1978)	argument	relaJng	to	the	variability	in	language,	asserted	that:
“If	there	is	a	strong	connecJon	between	the	form	and	substance	of	discourse,	on	the	one	hand,	and	the	
social	situaJon	in	which	discourse	is	produced,	on	the	other	hand,	it	follows	that	discourse	can	never	be	
taken	as	simply	descripJve	of	the	social	acJon	to	which	it	ostensibly	refers,	no	maper	how	uniform	
parJcular	segments	of	that	discourse	appear	to	be.	For	similariJes	between	diﬀerent	statements	are	just	as	
likely	to	be	the	consequence	of	some	similarity	in	the	context	of	linguisJc	producJon	as	of	similarity	in	the	
acJons	described	by	those	statements.”
(Gilbert	and	Mulkay	1984:	7)
In	a	series	of	prior	papers	Gilbert	and	Mulkay	(1982a,	1982c,	1983)	analysed	scienJsts’	theory	
choice.	When	reviewing	the	collated	research	they	noted	a	signiﬁcant	presence	of	variability:
“Not	only	do	diﬀerent	scienJsts’	accounts	diﬀer;	not	only	do	each	scienJst’s	accounts	vary	between	lepers,	
lab	notes,	interviews,	conference	proceedings,	research	papers,	etc.;	but	scienJsts	furnish	quite	diﬀerent	
versions	of	events	within	a	single	recorded	interview	transcript	or	a	single	session	of	a	taped	conference	
discussion.”
(Gilbert	and	Mulkay,	1984:	11)
Due	to	the	high	degree	of	variability	found	within	their	collected	data	they	proposed	a	generalised	
four-step	process	to	negate	issues	of	variability	within	qualitaJve	sociological	research:
“1.	Obtain	statements	by	interview	or	by	observaJon	in	a	natural	seung.
		2.	Look	for	broad	similariJes	between	the	statements.
		3.	If	there	are	similariJes	which	occur	frequently,	take	these	statements	at	face	value,	that	is,	as	accurate	
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accounts	of	what	is	really	going	on.
		4.	Construct	a	generalised	version	of	parJcipants’	accounts	of	what	is	going	on,	and	present	this	as	one’s	
own	analyJc	conclusions.”
(Gilbert	and	Mulkay	1984:	5)
Prior	to	this	point	there	was	a	general	inclinaJon	within	sociological	approaches	to	generalise	
accounts	pertaining	to	actors	and	acJons	to	wider	relaJng	social	categories.	In	addiJon,	there	was	
the	belief	that	the	analysts	themselves	were	suitably	informed	enough	to	criJcally	asses	which	
accounts	were	deemed	of	greater	reliability	and	accurate	representaJons	of	the	reality	of	the	
knowledge	areas	being	analysed.	Overriding	these	principles	was	the	assumpJon	that	some	of	the	
accounts	were	accurate	representaJons	of	the	core	social	reality	behind	them.	Gilbert	and	
Mulkay’s	perspecJve	contrasted	with	these	established	principles.	Primarily,	they	did	not	believe	
the	social	scienJst	was	informed	to	a	level	by	which	they	could	accurately	diﬀerenJate	the	
veracity	or	objecJvity	of	accounts.	Furthermore,	they	argued	that	the	accounts	generated	by	
research	must	be	considered	in	the	context	of	their	producJon	(for	example,	an	interview	
constructed	for	sociological	research).	Subsequently	these	accounts,	due	to	these	similariJes	in	
contextual	origin,	must	not	necessarily	be	taken	as	objecJvely	representaJve	of	the	situaJon	or	
topic	of	discussion.	The	researcher	should	exercise	cauJon	in	assuming	that	commonaliJes	within	
the	parJcipants	discourse	is	anything	but	indicaJve	of	the	same	interacJonal	context	in	which	
these	accounts	were	produced	-	and	to	imbue	restraint	in	drawing	conclusions	beyond	this.
Finally,	Gilbert	and	Mulkay	advanced	the	noJon	that	sociological	research	failed	to	address	the	
noJon	that,	in	regard	to	language,	social	acJons	can	hold	mulJple	meanings.	They	suggested	that	
social	acJons	and	events	can	retain	mulJple	meanings	-	the	same	instance	can	be	described	in	a	
plethora	of	diﬀerent	ways,	with	diﬀerent	sub-aspects	being	highlighted	in	each	subsequent	
descripJon.	From	Gilbert	and	Mulkay’s	perspecJve,	research	up	unJl	this	point	had	failed	to	
appreciate	and	accommodate	for	this	nuance	-	discourse	was	treated	as	a	straigh{orward,	linear,	
reﬂecJon	of	social	(and	underlying	psychological)	reality.	This	somewhat	basic	approach	neglected	
to	appreciate	that	discourse	is	constructed	from	both	the	context	in	which	it	is	produced	and	also	
the	funcJonal	aspects	it	is	intended	to	perform:
“…It	follows	that	discourse	can	never	be	taken	as	simply	descripJve	of	the	social	acJon	to	which	it	refers,	no	
maper	how	uniform	parJcular	segments	of	that	discourse	appear	to	be.”
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(Gilbert	and	Mulkay,	1984:	7)
In	response	to	these	tradiJonal	failings	within	sociological	research,	Gilbert	and	Mulkay	promoted	
the	use	of	discourse	analysis	as	a	methodological	approach.	This	analysis	focused	solely	on	the	
parJcipants’	language,	accounJng	for	variability	within	such	discourse	and	the	elements	which	
lead	to	such	diﬀerences.	UlJmately	this	placed	the	discourse	itself	at	the	heart	of	the	analysis,	
observing	its	sociological	producJon	and	funcJons,	thus	eradicaJng	the	previously	ingrained	
sociological	noJon	of	providing	discussions	centring	on	the	social	reality	of	what	really	occurred:
“It	seems	best,	then,	to	conceive	of	the	meaning	of	social	acJons,	not	as	a	unitary	characterisJc	of	acts	
which	can	be	be	observed	as	they	occur,	but	as	a	diverse	potenJality	of	acts	which	can	be	realised	in	
diﬀerent	ways	through	parJcipants’	producJon	of	diﬀerent	interpretaJons	in	diﬀerent	social	contexts.”
(Gilbert	and	Mulkay,	1984:	9)
The	unstable	nature	of	direct	observaJon	strengthens	the	proposal	that	the	methodological	
priority	of	the	analysis	of	parJcipants’	discourse	holds	more	value.	As	such	Gilbert	and	Mulkay	
centralised	the	use	of	discourse	as	a	producJve	analyJcal	tool	(1984:	13),	focusing	on	their	
parJcipants’	discourse	as	a	topic	as	opposed	to	merely	a	resource:
“…the	social	world	is	not	composed	of	a	series	of	discrete,	one-dimensional	acJons	which	can	be	more	or	
less	accurately	represented.	Once	we	begin	to	conceive	of	the	social	world	in	terms	of	an	indeﬁnite	series	of	
linguisJc	potenJaliJes	which	can	be	realised	in	a	wide	variety	of	diﬀerent	ways	and	which	are	conJnually	
reformulated	in	the	course	of	an	ongoing	interpretaJve	process,	the	simple	procedure	of	siwing	good	from	
bad	accounts	becomes	enJrely	inappropriate…no	degree	of	crawsman’s	experJse	can	enable	the	sociologist	
to	sort	out	the	interpretaJve	dross	within	the	parJcipants’	discourse	from	what	is	sociologically	valuable.”
(Gilbert	and	Mulkay,	1984:	10)
Gilbert	and	Mulkay’s	form	of	discourse	analysis	was	founded	on	the	appreciaJon	that	discourse	is	
both	highly	variable	and	context	dependent.	The	analyJc	focus	of	their	study	into	ATP	scienJsts	
was	to	invesJgate	how	these	parJcipants	contextually	organised	and	systemaJcally	structured	
their	discourse	to	communicate	accounts	of	beliefs	and	acJons.	Two	speciﬁc	contexts	were	
addressed	-	formal	and	informal.	‘Formal’	encompassed	such	elements	as	published	research	
papers	and	the	content	of	established	academic	journals,	whilst	‘informal’	included	aspects	such	
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as	interviews.	What	emerged	from	the	study	was	that	the	scienJst	parJcipants’	discourse	was	
systemaJcally	diﬀerent	across	the	two	contexts	-	through	implemenJng	the	‘interpretaJve	
repertoire’	classiﬁcaJon	approach	(discussed	in	secJon	2.3.2).
Gilbert	and	Mulkay	proposed	that	within	formal	contexts	the	scienJsts	deployed	the	use	of	what	
they	termed	the	‘empiricist	repertoire’	within	their	discourse.	This	was	characterised	by	formal	
language	that	upheld	convenJonal	perspecJves	of	scienJﬁc	culture	and	work,	whereby	the	
scienJst	remains	personally	detached	from	the	outcomes	of	the	research	and	objecJvity	is	
paramount.	In	contrast,	the	‘conJngent	repertoire’	was	predominant	within	informal	contexts	-	
where	objecJvity	is	removed	and	scienJﬁc	pracJce	is	re-framed	as	a	social	acJvity.	The	scienJst	
invokes	more	individual	features	relaJng	to	scienJﬁc	acJviJes,	research	and	knowledge	claims	-	
aspects	such	as	personal	opinions	and	interpretaJons.	More	generally,	the	pracJce	of	science	is	
characterised	as	being	a	funcJon	of	social	factors,	such	as	the	interpersonal	relaJonship	between	
colleagues	and	sub-cultures	within	diﬀerent	ﬁelds.	The	empiricist	repertoire	isolates	the	scienJst	
away	from	the	process	of	science	and	the	experimental	process,	whereas	the	conJngent	
repertoire	places	them	at	the	centre	of	these	endeavours	as	a	social-being	informed	by	personal	
moJvaJons	and	beliefs.
Awer	establishing	the	criteria	that	constructed	these	repertoires	Gilbert	and	Mulkay	invesJgated	
how	their	parJcipants	uJlised	them	within	their	discourse.	The	scienJsts	used	the	empiricist	
repertoire	to	support	their	own	stance	and	scienJﬁc	beliefs,	implemenJng	objecJve	scienJﬁc	
terminology	to	validate	their	own	posiJon.	Opposing	theories	and	counter	research	was	
presented	using	the	conJngent	repertoire	-	whereby	such	elements	were	depicted	as	being	
weighted	with	social	elements	and	personal	agendas.	Subsequently,	counter-ideologies	were	
presented	as	distorted	and	highly	subjecJve	in	contrast	to	the	scienJst’s	own	objecJve	and	“pure”	
scienJﬁc	endeavours.	In	this	manner	the	parJcipants	were	able	to	use	the	two	repertoires	as	
discursive	resources	to	validate	their	own	posiJon(s)	and	dualisJcally	undermine	opposing	
scienJsts	(and	research).	ContradicJons	that	materialised	through	the	use	of	the	two	polarised	
repertoires	were	reconciled	using,	what	Gilbert	and	Mulkay	labelled,	the	‘Truth	Will	Out	Device’.	
Use	of	the	device	included	highly	generalised,	unspeciﬁc	terms	such	as	“with	more	experimental	
evidence”	which	vaguely	predict	that	ulJmately	scienJﬁc	evidence	will	eventually	be	produced	to	
resolve	any	current	debate	or	controversy	surrounding	the	phenomenon.	Discrepancies	in	their	
accounts	can	be	explained	using	this	device	which	resolved	that	the	scienJﬁc	method	will	
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eventually	prevail	and	seple	the	disparity	that	has	arisen	due	to	purported	incorrect	research	that	
is	generated	as	a	result	of	ﬂawed	scienJﬁc	beliefs.	As	Gilbert	and	Mulkay	(1984:	94)	explain:	
“gradually,	it	is	implied,	the	realiJes	of	the	physical	world	will	be	recognised;	and	idiosyncraJc,	
social,	distorJng	inﬂuences	will	consequently	be	seen	as	such”.		
Within	the	study,	all	of	the	scienJsts	had	their	proposals	denounced	by	other	scienJsts	in	this	
manner,	with	their	theories	being	depicted	as	distorJons	based	on	objecJve	experimental	results.	
UlJmately	this	demonstrates	that	sociological	researchers	cannot	determine	the	verisimilitude	of	
a	phenomena	based	on	the	accounts	(discourse)	espoused	by	parJcipants.	As	Gilbert	and	Mulkay	
showed,	scienJsts	abandon	pretences	of	objecJvity	in	relaJon	to	the	scienJﬁc	process	when	
presenJng	and	framing	research	that	lays	in	juxtaposiJon	to	their	own.	Subsequently,	a	“true”	
account	of	the	phenomena	is	prevented	from	emerging	in	these	accounts.	This	led	Poper	and	
Wetherell	(1987:	152)	to	note	that	“this	seems	a	very	good	reason	for	not	taking…discourse	as	a	
model	of	what	is	the	case.”	The	signiﬁcance	of	this	for	general	sociological	enquiry	extended	
beyond	SSK	concerns,	as	elaborated	by	Gilbert	and	Mulkay	(1984):
“…[The]	basic	argument…that	tradiJonal	forms	of	sociological	analysis	of	acJon	derived	in	an	unexplicated	
manner	from	parJcipants’	discourse	and	that	discourse	analysis	is	a	necessary	prelude	to,	and	perhaps	
replacement	for,	the	analysis	of	acJon	and	belief,	is	a	completely	general	argument	which	applies	equally	
well	to	all	areas	of	sociological	enquiry.”
(Gilbert	and	Mulkay,	1984:	190-1)
Wooﬃp	(2005)	outlines	how	despite	the	potenJal	impact	of	Gilbert	and	Mulkay’s	methodological	
approach	their	research	failed	to	have	signiﬁcant	repercussions	within	wider	sociology.	He	
proposes	mulJple	reasons	for	this:
-	The	proposals	were	too	radical,	as	the	fundamental	premise	of	the	research	held	that	
sociological	research	which	was	based	on	people’s	accounts	was	fundamentally	ﬂawed.	Such	a	
challenging	and	potenJally	revoluJonary	concept	would	essenJally	make	a	large	body	of	
sociological	work	theoreJcally	and	methodologically	redundant.
-	Geographically,	the	conceptual	noJons	proﬀered	by	Gilbert	and	Mulkay	may	not	have	had	the	
same	resonance	in	diﬀerent	research	climates	beyond	their	immediate	culture.
-	Neither	Gilbert	or	Mulkay	elaborated	on	the	the	key	proponents	that	emerged	from	their	
research.	There	was	no	follow	up	research	that	directly	developed	the	implicaJons	that	arose	
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within	‘Opening	Pandora’s	Box’.
However,	the	study	did	lead	to	further	research	into	the	construcJon	of	discourse	and	its	use	
within	social	contexts.	For	example,	over	a	series	of	studies	into	discourse	and	recollecJons	
Edwards	and	Middleton	(1986,	1987,	1988)	presented	evidence	to	suggest	that	memory	and	
recollecJons	should	be	analysed	from	an	ethnomethodological	and	social	construcJonist	
perspecJve	-	whereby	recollecJon	of	memories	were	socially	organised	enJJes	within	discursive	
features.
Poper	and	Wetherell	(1987)	produced	an	extensive	argument	that	undermined	prior	sociological	
methodology	which	had	neglected	to	take	into	consideraJon	the	variability	and	strategic	elements	
that	are	present	in	language	construcJon.	Their	publicaJon	of	Discourse	and	Social	Psychology	can	
be	seen	as	an	extension	of	the	principles	outlined	by	Gilbert	and	Mulkay,	demonstrated	in	the	
following	delineaJon	of	discourse	analysis:
“1.	language	is	used	for	a	variety	of	funcJons	and	its	use	has	a	variety	of	consequences;
	2.	language	is	both	constructed	and	construcJve;
	3.	the	same	phenomenon	can	be	described	in	a	number	of	diﬀerent	ways;
	4.	there	will,	therefore	be	considerable	variaJon	in	accounts;
	5.	there	is,	as	yet,	no	foolproof	way	to	deal	with	this	variaJon	and	to	siw	accounts	which	are	‘literal’	or	
accurate’	from	those	which	are	rhetorical	or	merely	misguided	thereby	escaping	the	problems	variaJon	
raises	for	researchers	with	a	‘realist’	model	of	language;
	6.	the	construcJve	and	ﬂexible	ways	in	which	language	is	used	should	themselves	become	a	central	topic	of	
study.”
(Poper	and	Wetherell,	1987:	35)
The	above	list	emphasises	certain	aspects	that	were	absent	from	Gilbert	and	Mulkay’s	(1984)	
research	which	focused	more	on	the	variability	of	the	scienJsts’	accounts	rather	then	analysing	
fully	the	construcJon	and	funcJon	of	those	accounts.	Furthermore,	as	illustrated	in	Wetherell	and	
Poper’s	(1992)	study	of	racist	discourse	within	New	Zealand,	discourse	analysis	can	be	used	as	a	
tool	to	examine	how	ideologies	are	embedded	within	cultures	and	reproduced	via	discursive	
pracJces.	In	addiJon,	the	applicaJon	of	the	interpretaJve	repertoire	has	been	criJcised	for	being	
diﬃcult	to	apply	as	a	discursive	tool	(Silverman,	2001).	
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Despite	these	purported	limitaJons	-	beyond	Gilbert	and	Mulkay’s	work,	interpretaJve	repertoires	
have	been	used	in	a	number	of	studies	relaJng	to	the	discourse	of	scienJsts	and	their	pracJces.	
Such	work	ranges	across	similar	idenJﬁcaJon	of	discursive	paperns	in	scienJsts’	discourse	in	
contenJous	ﬁelds	(Burchell,	2007;	Kerr	et.	al,	1997;	Michael	and	Birke,	1994);	how	argumentaJve	
lepers	are	constructed	(Mulkay,	1985);	the	construcJon	of	scienJﬁc	jokes	(Mulkay	and	Gilbert,	
1982b);	scienJsts’	accounts	of	theory	choice	(Gilbert	and	Mulkay,	1982c,	1983;	Mulkay	and	
Gilbert,	1983,	1985;	Poper,	1984);	how	scienJﬁc	knowledge	is	applied	(Poper,	1982;	Poper	and	
Mulkay,	1982);	how	scienJsts	read	and	interpret	scienJﬁc	texts	(Poper,	1987);	to	accounts	of	
models	(McKinlay	and	Poper,	1987).	In	addiJon,	Myers	(1990)	extended	Gilbert	and	Mulkay’s	
work	by	conducJng	a	study	around	how	rhetorical	and	textural	resources	operate	during	
controversies.	More	recently	AugousJnos,	Russin	and	LeCouteur	(2009)	used	the	same	theoreJcal	
framework	to	invesJgate	how	stake	and	interest	were	managed	through	discursive	
representaJons	of	the	storm-cell	cloning	fraud	episode.
A	more	contemporary	review	of	the	literature	demonstrates	a	conJnuing	use	of	Gilbert	and	
Mulkay’s	(1984)	framework	-	and	parJcularly	the	adopJon	of	interpretaJve	repertoires	as	a	form	
of	analysis	across	a	wide	range	of	issues	beyond	invesJgaJons	towards	scienJsts	and	science.		
Recent	examples	include:
	-	Selseng	and	Ulvik	(2016)	-	posiJoning	and	interpretaJve	repertoires	in	discourse	about	
substance	abuse	and	change
-	Rouse	and	Finlay	(2016)	-	interpretaJve	repertoires	used	in	discussing	the	responsibility	for	
diabetes	management	by	adults	with	intellectual	disabiliJes	and	supporters	of	those	individuals
-	Huzzard	(2015)	-	interpretaJve	repertoires	in	discourse	of	innovaJon
-	Golden	and	Pomerantz	(2015)	-	interpretaJve	repertoires	used	by	low-income	African	American	
women’s	in	reproducJve	health	care
-	Karlsson	and	Olin-Scheller	(2015)	-	internet	discourse	and	the	interpretaJve	repertoires	that	
construct	gender	within	Harry	Poper	fan	facJon	sites
-	Jackson	and	Hall	(2016)	-	interpretaJve	repertoires	within	terrorism
-	Garcia-Favaro	and	Gill	(2016)	-	interpretaJve	repertoires	within	sexism	online	
-	Whiple	and	Mueller	(2016)	-	construcJve	repertoires	used	by	bankers	accounJng	for	the	banking	
crisis
-	Hsu	(2016)	-	interpretaJve	repertoires	present	in	the	discourse	of	preservice	science	teachers
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Despite	this	wide	ranging	literature,	as	touched	upon	in	Chapter	1,	there	has	been	an	absence	of	
sustained	discursive	invesJgaJons	into	analysing	the	accounts	of	scienJsts	that	builds	upon	and	
extends	the	work	of	Gilbert	and	Mulkay	(Traweek,	1992;	Sampson	and	Atkinson,	2011;	Sampson	
and	Atkinson	2013).	The	current	thesis	intends	to	address	this	deﬁcit	and	provide	a	contemporary	
update	of	their	original	work	that	extends	their	theoreJcal	focus.
2.4	Overview
The	current	chapter	has	provided	an	overview	of	the	development	of	sociological	approaches	
towards	the	study	of	science	and	the	producJon	of	scienJﬁc	knowledge.	This	has	encompassed	
the	emergence	of	SSK	and	the	dynamic	change	in	perspecJve	towards	these	areas	of	study	-	with	
the	main	focus	switching	towards	scienJﬁc	pracJce	being	a	socially	governed,	socially	constructed	
pursuit.	The	relaJvist	methodological	approach	which	stemmed	from	this	perspecJve	change	was	
a	signiﬁcant	departure,	and	one	which	informed	the	basis	of	discourse	analyJcal	studies:	where	
the	scienJﬁc	phenomenon	or	claims	by	the	scienJst	is	completely	removed	from	consideraJon.	
The	validity	of	the	scienJst’s	work	is	irrelevant	-	it	is	the	social	processes	by	which	they	construct,	
present,	orientate	their	idenJJes,	reﬂecJons	and	concepts	that	is	of	interest.	It	is	this	literature,	
from	the	historical	SSK	work	through	to	discourse	analysis,	that	informs	this	thesis.	The	overview	
that	has	been	presented	in	this	chapter,	alongside	the	sociological	focus	of	parapsychology	and	
the	history	of	the	ﬁeld	in	Chapter	1,	is	integral	contextual	detail	that	is	the	foundaJon	for	the	
project.	
Fundamental	to	the	approach	and	methodology	of	this	thesis	is	Gilbert	and	Mulkay’s	(1984)	study.	
The	work	conducted	by	Gilbert	and	Mulkay	was	central	to	the	progression	of	discourse	analysis	
and	cemenJng	its	methodological	focus.	The	study	integrates	well	with	the	SSK	philosophy	and	
relaJvist	stance	of	apempJng	to	uncover	the	sociological,	cultural	and	poliJcal	machinaJons	that	
exist	behind	scienJﬁc	pracJce	and	producJon	of	knowledge	claims.	Their	1984	analysis	did	not	
address	the	verisimilitude	of	the	phenomena	being	discussed	by	the	scienJsts	and	instead	focused	
on	the	discursive	pracJces	implemented	by	the	scienJsts	to	construct	versions	of	reality	within	
the	communicaJve	context,	through	disJnct	interpretaJve	repertoires.	One	of	the	main	points	
this	study	illustrated	was	the	beneﬁt	of	adopJng	such	a	construcJonist	approach	when	analysing	
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the	discourse.	The	high	degrees	of	variability	within	the	accounts	renders	a	diﬀerent	approach	
inappropriate.
Chapter	1	and	2	have	provided	the	background	and	sociological	context	for	the	current	thesis.	The	
ideas,	studies	and	perspecJves	presented	across	these	two	chapters	are	what	inform	my	research.	
The	SSK	background	that	evolved	into	discourse	analysis	is	what	shapes	the	focus	of	the	thesis	
towards	analysing	the	discourse	of	researchers	in	a	ﬁeld	of	contested	controversial	knowledge	
claims:	parapsychology.	The	discourse	analysis	work	that	began	with	Gilbert	and	Mulkay	(1984)	is	
what	informs	my	conceptual	view	and	approach	towards	the	empirical	analysis,	with	the	
predominant	focus	being	on	revealing	interpretaJve	repertoires.
Chapter	3	will	now	detail	the	methodological	approach	that	was	used	for	the	discourse	data	
collecJon.	This	methodology	will	be	used	as	the	basis	of	the	later	empirical	analysis	and	proposed	
interpretaJve	repertoires	that	emerged	from	the	interview	responses.
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CHAPTER	3:		METHODOLOGY
3.1	IntroducRon
The	methodology	of	this	thesis	will	be	centred	on	interviews	with	researchers	that	are	connected	
to	the	ﬁeld	of	parapsychology.	The	methodology	is	intended	as	a	contemporary	update	of	the	
approach	followed	by	Gilbert	and	Mulkay	(1984)	and	their	discourse	analysis	of	scienJsts	involved	
in	a	scienJﬁc	dispute	concerning	contested	knowledge	claims.	Gilbert	and	Mulkay	(1984)	
conducted	numerous	interviews	with	leading	scienJsts	involved	in	a	dispute.	From	the	content	
that	arose	from	this	invesJgaJon	they	performed	a	discourse	analysis	and	formulated	
observaJons	and	theorisaJons	regarding	the	discursive	strategies	implemented	by	the	scienJsts	in	
their	talk.	ParJcular	focus	was	apributed	to	interpretaJve	repertoires,	commonaliJes	which	could	
be	observed	across	numerous	respondents’	independent	responses.	This	thesis	will	mirror	that	
approach	-	conducJng	interviews	and	then	producing	a	discourse	analysis	on	the	empirical	
outcomes	generated.		The	research	will	aim	to	emulate	the	work	done	by	Gilbert	and	Mulkay	and	
their	interview	discourse	analysis.
TheoreJcally,	the	project	will	adopt	a	relaJvist	perspecJve	–	implemenJng	methodological	
relaJvism.	Such	a	perspecJve	is	ideally	suited	to	invesJgaJons	that	study	fringe	knowledge	
claims-	such	as	the	work	conducted	by	Harry	Collins	and	his	research	into	fringe	sciences	
(speciﬁcally	the	work	on	gravity	waves)	as	described	in	Chapter	2.	By	adopJng	a	view	that	regards	
knowledge	producJon	as	a	predominantly	social	process	allows	the	invesJgator	to	observe	a	
deeper	reﬂecJon	of	the	mechanisms	surrounding	controversial	knowledge	claims	and	their	
eventual	acceptance	or	rejecJon.	EssenJally,	relaJvism	provides	an	equilibrium	for	viewing	the	
processes	and	interpretaJons	that	inﬂuence	emergent	or	contenJous	knowledge	claims.
As	such,	the	analyJcal	focus	will	follow	the	construcJve	approach	of	discourse	analysis	-	it	will	be	
on	the	discursive	strategies	contained	within	the	responses	of	the	interviewed	researchers	only.	
No	analyJcal	space	will	be	apributed	to	the	validity	of	the	knowledge	claims	themselves	or	to	the	
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verisimilitude	of	the	parJcipants	constructed	representaJons,	for	example	concerning	idenJty	
and	social	Jes.
3.2		General	Methodological	Focus
The	implemented	method	of	invesJgaJon	for	the	current	project	was	qualitaJve	interviews,	
featuring	both	unstructured	and	semi-structured	elements.	Interviewing	was	chosen	as	a	primary	
method	for	a	number	of	key	reasons.	First	and	foremost,	the	pracJcal	consideraJons	of	
parapsychology’s	presence	in	the	UK	allowed	for	the	possibility	of	contacJng	and	interviewing	key	
personnel.	The	geographical	structure	of	the	UK	combined	with	the	relaJvely	small	size	of	the	
ﬁeld	were	two	variables	that	enabled	a	signiﬁcant	representaJve	sample	of	the	ﬁeld	to	be	
contacted	and	then	interviewed	-	this	became	less	of	a	consideraJon	when	phone	interviews	were	
eventually	chosen	as	the	sole	medium.	Secondly,	and	more	signiﬁcantly	the	interview	method	was	
favoured	due	to	the	anJcipated	insight	it	would	provide	into	the	discursive	pracJces	of	the	
researchers.	By	interviewing	researchers	it	was	hoped	that	the	output	would	enable	a	greater	
understanding	of	potenJal	interpretaJve	repertoires	used	when	they	were	discussing	facets	of	
parapsychology;	including	its	current	status,	infrastructure,	idenJty	and	posiJon	as	a	ﬁeld	of	
contested	knowledge.	Furthermore,	by	discussing	such	issues	in	a	largely	unstructured	capacity	
with	the	researchers	themselves,	it	was	expected	that	more	honest	appraisals	and	opinions	of	the	
subject	would	emerge	-	thus	more	revealing	discourse.	Through	this,	the	thesis	aims	to	reveal	the	
true	nature	of	the	researchers’	discursive	strategies	-	revealing	how	they	construct	their	idenJty	
management	and	methods	of	operaJng	via	their	discourse.	By	discussing	their	work,	experiences	
and	opinions	towards	the	subject	the	underlying	discursive	mechanisms	should	become	visible.	
Such	informaJon	may	also	have	signiﬁcance	for	insight	into	the	sociological	underpinnings	of	
science	and	knowledge	producJon	in	general.	In	summary,	the	interview	method	was	chosen	as	it	
was	anJcipated	that	this	would	provide	the	greatest	level	of	insight	into	the	intended	target(s)	of	
analysis.
Gilbert	and	Mulkay	(1984)	demonstrated	the	successful	use	of	this	method	for	a	similar	sample	of	
parJcipants	and	used	it	to	good	analyJcal	eﬀect	when	interpreJng	the	resulJng	discourse.	This	
thesis	is	analogous	to	this	approach	-	apempJng	to	interview	a	speciﬁc	secJon	of	a	community	
involved	in	a	scienJﬁc/	academic	controversy.	Poper	(1996c:	131)	states	that	“an	interview	can	be	
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a	parJcularly	eﬀecJve	way	of	geung	at	the	range	of	interpretaJve	repertoires	that	a	parJcipant	
has	available	as	well	as	some	of	the	uses	to	which	those	repertoires	are	put”	(for	example	Billig,	
1992;	Wetherell	and	Poper,	1992).	The	SSK	and	discourse	literature	cited	in	Chapter	2	also	
illustrates	the	rich	sociological	insights	that	can	emerge	from	interview	based	invesJgaJons	into	
controversial	research.	The	work	conducted	by	Collins	and	Pinch	is	central	to	the	current	thesis’	
origins.	For	example,	both	Collins’	(1981b)	and	Pinch’s	(1986)	ethnography	research	illustrate	the	
beneﬁts	of	conducJng	interviews	with	scienJsts	and	interacJng	with	them	directly.	Despite	
focusing	on	disparate	areas	(Collins	focused	on	gravity	wave	detecJon	whereas	Pinch	was	
concerned	with	solar-neutrino	detecJon)	the	two	studies	adopt	similar	principles	in	terms	of	
methodology.	Both	involved	the	sociologist	observing	and	interviewing	researchers	embroiled	in	
the	controversial	ﬁelds.	What	stemmed	from	this	approach	were	candid	and	highly	revealing	
ﬁndings	regarding	the	way	these	scienJsts	operated,	interacted	and	how	they	were	governed	by	
numerous	external	social	forces.	Subsequently,	Collins	and	Pinch	were	able	to	construct	strong	
sociological	narraJves	relaJng	to	science	and	the	inﬂuences	of	accepJng	controversial	knowledge	
asserJons.	UlJmately,	this	highlights	the	beneﬁts	of	adopJng	such	a	methodological	approach	
when	studying	a	ﬁeld	such	as	parapsychology.	The	empirical	material	generated	by	such	studies	
and	the	ensuing	sociological	concepts	validates	the	adopJon	of	the	interview	technique	
implemented	by	the	current	research.	It	is	intended	that	these	SSK	examples	can	be	transplanted	
into	a	discourse	analyJcal	approach	that	also	mirrors	the	core	approach	Gilbert	and	Mulkay	(1984)	
implemented	in	their	interviews	and	the	analysis	of	parJcipant	responses.	As	Wooﬃp	(2005)	
elaborates,	work	such	as	Gilbert	and	Mulkay’s	(1984)	sJll	informs	contemporary	discourse	
research:
“There	are	two	broad	goals	of	Gilbert	and	Mulkay’s	work	which	sJll	inform	discourse	analysis.	First,	they	
wanted	to	‘document	some	of	the	methods	by	means	of	which	scienJsts	construct	and	reconstruct	their	
acJons	and	beliefs	in	diverse	ways’	(Gilbert	and	Mulkay,	1984:	188).	The	recogniJon	of	the	intrinsic	
variability	of	accounts	forced	them	to	abandon	their	original	aim	of	producing	a	single,	coherent	sociological	
narraJve	and	instead	examine	how	these	variable	accounJng	pracJces	fashion	versions	of	the	world.	
Second,	they	wanted	to	explore	the	funcJons	achieved	by	diﬀerence	accounJng	pracJces:	what	have	
descripJons	been	constructed	to	do?	Although	this	was	not	a	major	focus	of	Gilbert	and	Mulkay’s	study,	it	
has	become	a	key	feature	of	many	subsequent	discourse	analyJc	projects...”
(Wooﬃp,	2005:	43-44)
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Therefore,	using	Gilbert	and	Mulkay’s	work	as	a	basic	template	for	the	methodological	focus	of	
the	current	thesis	holds	value.	As	Wooﬃp	(2005)	sJpulates,	this	approach	has	been	seeded	
throughout	discourse	analysis	research	and	as	such	can	be	interpreted	as	a	solid	foundaJon	from	
which	to	base	a	discourse	analysis	thesis.
3.3		ParRcipants
3.3.1	ParRcipant	Criteria	and	SelecRon	Process	
General	consideraJon	of	parJcipaJon	inclusion	was	the	following:	parJcipants	were	chosen	based	
on	having	had	close	associaJon	with	parapsychology	at	some	point	in	their	academic	research	
careers.	More	speciﬁcally,	the	criteria	for	selecJon	included	the	following	requirements	(in	no	
order	of	priority):
• Post-Doctoral	or	Professor	level	of	academic	status.
• Had	published	research	on	parapsychological	related	issues	(such	as	belief)	or	phenomena	
itself	(such	as	ESP)	in	parapsychological	journals.	Key	parapsychological	journals	include:	
Journal	of	Parapsychology,	European	Journal	of	Parapsychology;	SPR	Journal	+	Paranormal	
Review;	Journal	of	the	Society	for	Psychical	Research;	Journal	of	the	American	Society	for	
Psychical	Research.
• The	criJcal	posiJon	of	their	approach	to	the	ﬁeld	was	not	a	deﬁning	aspect	for	selecJon	-	
therefore	they	could	be	either	from	a	criJcal	scepJcal	posiJon	or	hold	the	perspecJve	that	
parapsychological	phenomena	are	real.
• Stemming	from	the	above	point	-	that	they	had	been	closely	associated	with	
parapsychological	work	and	acJvely	conducted	parapsychological	orientated	research	at	
some	point	in	their	careers.	
The	main	focus	of	parJcipant	selecJon	were	Individuals	who	were	based	in	the	UK	and	who	at	the	
Jme	of	interviewing	had	(or	previously	had)	strong	Jes	with	the	ﬁeld.	These	were	isolated	to	
those	who	were	established	researchers	or	lecturers	in	the	ﬁeld,	and	did	not	include	research	
students	or	post-graduates	such	as	PhD	or	MSc	students.	
The	UK	was	chosen	as	this	is	the	locaJon	where	parapsychology	has	developed	and	prospered	
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more	closely	with	the	academic	(and	research)	infrastructure	(Carr,	2008;	Beloﬀ,	1997)	-	as	
presented	in	Chapter	1,	secJon	1.3.1.	Furthermore,	all	parJcipants	would	have	had	similar	
experiences	from	this	infrastructure	-	as	opposed	to	a	diﬀerent	country	such	as	America	where	
the	academic	and	research	process	is	diﬀerent.	This	would	imbue	a	commonality	amongst	
parJcipants	which	-	although	not	integral	for	selecJon	purposes	-	would	allow	for	a	similar	loosely	
structured	range	of	quesJons	within	the	interview.	In	addiJon,	I	believed	some	level	of	similar	
background	amongst	the	parJcipants	was	important	to	compare	their	responses	and	discursive	
acJons.
The	above	were	the	general	principles	that	informed	my	parJcipant	selecJon.	For	the	actual	
idenJﬁcaJon	of	researchers	to	contact	for	inclusion	I	used	Carr’s	(2008)	arJcle	‘The	Growth	of	UK	
Academic	Parapsychology’.	As	outlined	in	Chapter	1,	parapsychology	has	mulJple	deﬁniJons	and	
interpretaJons,	ranging	from	psychological	interpretaJons	such	as	anomalisJc	psychology	to	
purely	paranormal	invesJgaJons	concerning	mediums	and	appariJons.	Therefore	I	wanted	to	use	
a	central,	and	what	could	be	considered	‘oﬃcial’,	source	to	outline	which	researchers	could	be	
considered	academic	researchers	in	the	ﬁeld.	Carr’s	(2008)	arJcle	fulﬁlled	this	as	it	was	published	
in	the	‘Paranormal	Review’	which	is	the	oﬃcial	magazine	for	the	Society	for	Psychical	Research.	In	
the	arJcle	Carr	outlines	the	growth	of	parapsychology	in	UK	academia	and	provides	a	snapshot	of	
the	ﬁeld	at	the	Jme.	This	is	achieved	through	a	‘family	tree’	presentaJon	of	all	the	people	who	
were	either	currently	studying	for	a	doctorate	in	parapsychology	or	who	had	already	obtained	
one.	Of	more	immediate	use	to	the	current	thesis	was	Carr’s	map	illustraJon	(Carr,	2008:	25)	of	all	
the	UK	academic	departments	(including	sub-departments)	and	personnel	dedicated	to	
parapsychology	within	UK	universiJes	at	the	Jme	of	publicaJon.	It	was	this	arJcle	which	I	used	for	
the	majority	of	parJcipant	selecJon.	Only	two	of	the	researchers	interviewed	were	not	included	
within	Carr’s	arJcle;	one	was	a	Doctor	who	teaches	at	the	‘Centre	for	Parapsychological	Research’	
at	the	University	of	Derby,	and	has	published	research	relaJng	to	parapsychology	and	who	
supervises	parapsychological	focused	PhD	students;	the	second	was	a	famous	parapsychologist	
[referenced	throughout	Chapter	1]	who	now	works	and	publishes	independently	of	the	UK	Higher	
EducaJon	sector	-	but	was	previously	closely	Jed	to	the	sector.
Carr’s	(2008)	arJcle	was	a	perfect	starJng	point	for	delineaJng	UK	academic	parapsychology	and	
provided	an	interesJng	mix	of	parJcipants	that	were	closely	(or	had	been	closely	at	the	Jme	the	
arJcle	was	published)	associated	with	the	ﬁeld.	This	mix	also	included	researchers	known	for	their	
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scepJcal	approaches	and	criJcal	publicaJons	in	the	ﬁeld.	Such	a	stance	was	not	a	barrier	for	being	
included	in	the	current	thesis.	The	important	aspect	for	my	selecJon	purposes	was	that	these	
researchers	had	been	associated	closely	with	parapsychology	(irrespecJve	of	posiJon	or	
approach).	This	associaJon	took	the	form	of:	
• being	included	in	Carr’s	(2008)	‘family	tree’	outline
• being	apached	to	UK	academia	within	their	careers	-	through	teaching	of	parapsychology	
and/	or	supervision	of	parapsychology	PhD	students
• publishing	in	parapsychology	based	journals
It	was	hoped	that	a	range	of	varied	researchers	-	all	Jed	by	the	same	classiﬁcaJon(s)	outlined	by	
Carr	(2008)	and	who	were	Jed	to	parapsychology	-	would	provide	an	interesJng	insight	into	how	
these	individuals	used	their	discourse	to	construct	concepts,	such	as	idenJty.	It	was	intended	that	
what	emerged	from	the	data	would	be	an	analysis	that	could	be	incorporated	into	other	strands	of	
discourse	analysis	or	sociological	analysis.	Poper	and	Wetherell	(1987)	have	cited	the	wider	
sociological	beneﬁts	for	using	such	a	sample	of	parJcipants	who	are	established	and	integrated	in	
their	(academic)	ﬁeld:
“If	interesJng	discourse	processes	can	found	even	in	this	rareﬁed	environment	[i.e.	scienJﬁc	areas]	it	is	
extremely	likely	that	they	will	also	be	found,	probably	in	more	exaggerated	forms,	in	everyday	conversaJon,	
newspaper	stories	and	in	all	other	kinds	of	talk	we	will	encounter.	Science	is	a	useful	hard	case	where	
discourse	analyse	can	hone	its	claims.”
(Poper	and	Wetherell,	1987:	64)
3.3.2	IniRal	ParRcipant	Engagement
Carr’s	(2008)	arJcle	which	mapped	the	presence	and	locaJon	of	researchers	linked	to	
parapsychology	in	the	UK	provided	a	starJng	point	for	locaJng	potenJal	interviewees.	From	this	a	
provisional	list	of	34	people	was	created	-	ranging	from	researchers	highly	involved	in	the	ﬁeld,	
recently	reJred	researchers,	and	to	researchers	of	an	overtly	scepJcal	predisposiJon	towards	
parapsychology.
A	general	email	of	introducJon	was	sent	to	everyone	on	the	list	-	explaining	the	research,	its	aims,	
format	and	asking	whether	or	not	they	would	be	inclined	to	parJcipate	(please	see	Appendix	1).
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The	interview	was	presented	as	one	that	was	looking	at	the	sociological	underpinnings	around	the	
growth	of	parapsychology	within	UK	academia,	as	opposed	to	a	discursive	analysis	of	their	
responses.	It	was	intended	that	this	format	and	the	topic	of	the	interview	would	allow	them	to	
speak	more	freely	on	the	subject	without	being	conscious	of	their	own	discourse.
Overall,	a	total	of	eighteen	people	were	able	to	take	part	in	the	research	and	were	successfully	
interviewed	-	seventeen	via	phone,	and	one	by	email	correspondence.	Awer	agreeing	to	
parJcipate,	and	once	the	interview	format	had	been	ﬁnalised,	a	second	generalised	email	was	
sent	to	all	people	willing	to	take	part	in	order	to	cement	the	details	and	arrange	the	interviews	
themselves	(please	see	Appendix	2).	From	this	point	onwards	all	individual	arrangements	were	
conducted	via	separate	bespoke	emails	and/	or	telephone	calls.
IniJally	I	was	concerned	that	seventeen	interviews	was	an	insuﬃcient	number.	However,	as	the	
interviews	progressed	this	relaJvely	low	number	did	not	prove	to	be	a	detrimental	issue.	In	terms	
of	volume,	all	of	the	interviews	averaged	between	40-60	minutes	-	this	generated	a	lot	of	content	
and	discourse	directly	from	the	interviewed	researcher(s).	This	content	proved	to	be	very	rich	for	
analysis,	with	the	parJcipant	researchers	freely	discussing	issues	and	opening	up	about	numerous	
aspects	of	their	work,	careers,	biographies	and	personal	perspecJves.	Finally,	the	detailed	focus	of	
this	thesis’	discourse	analysis	meant	that	the	amount	of	collected	interview	data	was	suﬃcient	for	
my	analyJcal	purpose.	As	my	analysis	started	-	looking	for	potenJal	interpretaJve	repertoires	-	it	
was	clear	there	were	enough	interviews	and	enough	rich	content	to	build	the	thesis	and	its	
analyJcal	plus	theoreJcal	posiJons.	This	point	is	reﬂected	in	the	subsequent	empirical	chapters	
and	analysis	throughout	the	rest	of	the	thesis.	Because	of	these	reasons	I	did	not	conduct	follow-
up	interviews	or	apempt	to	ﬁnd	addiJonal	researchers	to	take	part.
3.3.3	Consent	and	Ethical	ConsideraRons
As	illustrated	in	the	generalised	communicaJon	to	parJcipants	(please	see	Appendix	1	and	2)	it	
was	stated	within	the	emails	that	I	intended	to	record	all	of	the	interviews	for	the	purposes	of	my	
thesis.	Once	the	researcher	had	agreed	to	take	part	in	the	project	I	again	sought	their	consent	for	
this	prior	to	conducJng	the	interview	and	prior	to	recording.	This	was	done	across	all	of	the	
interviewed	researchers,	with	seventeen	parJcipants	holding	no	objecJon	to	being	recorded.
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One	of	the	parJcipants	(Researcher	13;	R13)	refused	to	be	taped	but	was	willing	to	answer	
quesJons	via	email	correspondence.	In	this	instance	the	quesJon	matrix,	which	was	used	as	a	
guide	for	the	interviews,	was	emailed	to	him	and	they	emailed	back	with	responses	(the	quesJon	
matrix	is	outlined	in	sub-secJon	in	3.4.2).	It	should	be	noted	that	the	email	correspondent’s	
responses	were	not	suitable	for	analysis.	The	responses	ranged	from	one-word	to	four-word	
replies	-	with	the	predominant	answers	being	singular	“yes”	or	“no”	replies.	When	compared	with	
the	other	interview	content	from	other	researchers	I	subsequently	made	the	decision	not	to	
included	this	content	in	the	empirical	analysis	contained	within	this	thesis.	Researcher	13	(R13)	is	
omiped	enJrely.	The	researcher	had	shown	a	reluctance	to	parJcipate	in	the	research,	refusing	to	
be	interviewed	directly,	and	I	felt	that	his	emailed	responses	reﬂected	this.
Regarding	conﬁdenJality	and	anonymity	-	iniJally	during	the	interview	process	parJcipants	were	
asked	whether	or	not	they	wished	to	remain	anonymous	within	the	research.	The	response	was	
mixed	with	some	people	wishing	to	not	be	named	against	their	responses	and	others	having	the	
opposite	view.	Subsequently,	it	was	decided	early	in	the	process	(awer	the	sixth	interview)	to	
render	all	interviewee	responses	anonymous.	From	this	point	onwards	all	parJcipants	were	not	
asked	for	their	preference	and	were	instead	informed	that	the	content	of	the	recorded	interviews	
would	be	enJrely	anonymous.	The	comments	and	quotaJons	themselves	would	be	apributed	to	
labels	of	“Researcher	1”,	“Researcher	2”	etc.	and	would	in	no	way	be	referenced	back	to	the	
original	contributor’s	idenJty.	It	should	be	noted	that	each	label	of	“Researcher	X”	maintains	a	
consistent	idenJty	within	the	transcripJons	and	overall	thesis	-	therefore	each	response	labelled	
“Researcher	X”	originates	from	the	same	person.	For	example,	all	of	the	extracts	apributed	to	‘R1’	
are	from	the	same	researcher	(‘Researcher	1’).
At	the	end	of	each	interview	-	awer	recording	had	ended	-	every	parJcipant	was	encouraged	to	
contact	me	if	they	had	any	follow	up	quesJons	or	concerns	about	the	interview,	my	research	or	
anything	related	to	the	thesis.	None	of	the	interviewees	contacted	me	following	the	interview	
with	any	such	quesJons	or	concerns.	A	couple	of	parJcipants	did	contact	me	post-interview	to	
wish	me	luck	for	the	thesis	and	to	express	that	they	enjoyed	the	interview.	None	of	this	
correspondence	forms	the	analyJcal	focus	or	empirical	presentaJon	of	the	thesis.
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3.4		Interview	Method
3.4.1	General	Interview	Approach
The	interview	methodology	followed	the	ten	stages	of	discourse	analyJc	research	outlined	by	
Poper	and	Wetherell	(1987).	The	ten	stages	are	as	follows:
“Stage	One:	Research	quesJons
Stage	Two:	Sample	selecJon
Stage	Three:	CollecJon	of	records	and	documents
Stage	Four:	Interviews
Stage	Five:	TranscripJon
Stage	Six:	Coding
Stage	Seven:	Analysis
Stage	Eight:	ValidaJon
Stage	Nine:	The	report
Stage	Ten:	ValidaJon”
(Poper	and	Wetherell,	1987:	160-175)
These	ten	stages	were	the	focal	point	for	the	general	structuring	of	the	method	of	the	thesis.	This	
started	with	outlining	the	research	objecJves	plus	research	quesJons,	and	then	progressed	
through	the	next	stages	of	sample	selecJon	and	implementaJon	of	the	interviews.	Whilst	this	
path	from	Poper	and	Wetherell	(1987)	was	useful	as	a	broad	structure	for	the	methodology	it	is	
noJceable	that	the	stage	of	analysis	(Stage	Seven)	is	not	given	more	precedence	or	signiﬁcance	in	
their	presentaJon.	Poper	and	Wetherell	(1987)	focused	these	stages	towards	social	psychology	as	
formal	documentaJon	for	carrying	out	empirical	work.	As	such,	their	exploraJon	of	the	actual	
analysis	of	the	discourse	remains	limited	in	their	1987	framework	descripJon.	A	more	extended	
discussion	of	the	analyJcal	process	conducted	within	this	thesis	will	be	provided	later	in	the	
chapter.	Speciﬁc	reference	to	the	analyJcal	stages	-	Stages	Six	onwards	in	Poper	and	Wetherell’s	
(1987)	framework	-	will	also	be	made	further	in	the	current	chapter.	
For	the	current	project’s	method,	researchers	associated	with	the	ﬁeld	of	parapsychology	were	
interviewed	and	recorded	over	the	phone,	with	the	content	then	being	transcribed	for	analysis.	
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From	a	methodological	posiJon	the	interview	is	the	most	commonly	used	tool	in	sociological	
research	of	this	nature	where	it	is	esJmated	that	90%	of	all	research	conducted	in	the	ﬁeld	have	
uJlised	it	(Briggs,	1986;	Atkinson	and	Silverman,	1997).	Hammersley	(2003:	120)	notes	the	four	
generalised	ways	of	how	interviews	are	used	as	evidence,	with	the	one	most	relevant	to	this	
project	being	“[as]	a	source	of	evidence	about	the	construcJonal	work	on	the	part	of	the	
informant	(and	perhaps	also	the	interviewer)	by	means	of	which	interview	data	are	produced”.	
Work	by	Lee	and	Roth	(2004)	and	Abell	and	Stokoe	(2001)	have	illustrated	that	idenJty	and	areas	
of	self	presentaJon	are	both	acJvely	constructed	and	revealed	in	interview	formats.	Indeed	Poper	
(1996c)	has	cited	that	interviews	are	an	eﬀecJve	medium	for	exposing	interpretaJve	repertoires	
and	the	funcJons	behind	such	devices	(examples	being,	Billig,	1992;	Edley,	2001;	Wetherell	and	
Poper,	1992;	Poper	and	Mulkay,	1985).
The	medium	of	phone	interviews	was	primarily	chosen	because	it	allowed	for	a	greater	degree	of	
ﬂexibility	to	the	researcher;	interviews	could	be	arranged	and	conducted	quickly	within	an	
adequate	Jme-frame	(in	contrast	to	the	more	problemaJc	features	of	arranging	face-to-face	
interviews).	In	addiJon,	the	medium	of	phone	interviews	has	also	been	argued	to	generate	more	
usable	data	for	the	researcher,	allowing	the	parJcipant	to	be	more	focused	and	more	forthcoming	
(Fielding	and	Thomas,	2001).	The	strength	of	using	phone	interviews	as	a	method	was	assessed	as	
the	data	collecJon	process	occurred.	At	the	outset	it	was	decided	that	if	the	phone	approach	was	
not	producing	adequate	material	(judged	on	the	ﬁrst	few	interviews)	then	the	method	would	be	
switched	to	face-to-face	interviews.	However,	as	the	interviews	progressed	it	was	apparent	that	
the	empirical	data	being	collected	was	highly	usable	and	extremely	insigh{ul.	Subsequently,	all	
interviews	were	performed	via	phone.
3.4.2	Interview	Structure	and	PresentaRon	of	QuesRons
QualitaJve	interviews	were	conducted	as	this	method	provides	a	greater	focus	on	the	
interviewees’	perspecJves	and	encourages	greater	expression	for	the	person	being	quesJoned,	
providing	an	enhanced	insight	into	their	opinions	and	views	(Bryman,	2001).	The	greater	ﬂexibility	
of	this	approach	allows	the	interviewer	to	deviate	onto	tangents	that	may	arise	during	the	course	
of	the	interview,	generaJng	content	that	may	not	otherwise	emerge	in	a	more	structured	
approach	(for	example	Beardsworth	and	Keil,	1992).	It	was	preconceived	that	this	parJcular	
strategy	of	invesJgaJon	would	allow	the	interviewer	to	prompt	a	greater	understanding	into	the	
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autudes	and	beliefs	of	the	parapsychologists	being	interviewed.	A	qualitaJve	approach	would	
allow	them	to	speak	more	freely	and	openly	on	the	issues	discussed	and	enable	the	interviewer	to	
improvise	in	certain	areas	if	interesJng	subject	maper	was	emerging,	renewing	the	focus	on	this	
(as	opposed	to	having	to	sJck	to	a	pre-determined	structure).	It	was	intended	that	the	interviews	
resemble	the	characterisJcs	of	a	general	conversaJon	(Burgess,	1984).	This	unstructured	
technique	was	mixed	with	more	semi-structured	features.	The	interviewer	possessed	a	number	of	
quesJons	and	speciﬁc	topics	to	cover	throughout	the	course	of	the	interview.	However,	these	
were	intended	merely	as	prompt	material	to	provide	a	semblance	of	guidance	for	the	interviewer	
-	demonstraJng	Loﬂand	and	Loﬂand’s	(1994)	noJon	that	the	fundamental	quality	of	a	research	
interview	is	a	‘guided	conversaJon’.	Improvised	quesJons	were	administered	as	I	(the	interviewer)	
picked	up	on	things	said	by	the	researchers	and	then	a	diﬀerent	focus	was	centred	on	diﬀerent	key	
topics	depending	upon	the	trajectory	of	the	interview.
The	formulaJon	of	the	interview	quesJons	adhered	to	the	following	rule:	“...[it]	is	crucial	that	the	
quesJoning	allows	interviewers	to	glean	the	ways	in	which	research	parJcipants	view	their	social	
world	and	that	there	is	ﬂexibility	in	the	conduct	of	the	interviews.”	(Bryman,	2001:	317).	IniJally,	
three	key	areas	were	idenJﬁed	to	be	the	focus	of	the	interview;	the	parJcipant’s	experiences	in	
relaJon	to	parapsychology	(geung	work	published,	percepJon	etc.);	the	current	state	of	
parapsychology	in	the	UK	and	its	future;	and	parapsychology	as	an	academic/	scienJﬁc	subject.	
These	areas	were	chosen	to	engage	the	researchers	and	get	them	to	talk	about	about	how	
parapsychology	operated	as	a	ﬁeld	within	the	current	academic	climate	whilst	also	providing	an	
insight	into	the	world	of	the	individual	researcher,	revealing	their	social	and	cultural	experiences	
in	relaJon	to	the	ﬁeld.	It	was	hoped	that	this	subject	maper	would	reveal	the	acJve	and	
construcJve	nature	of	their	discourse	through	interpretaJve	repertoires	around	these	areas.
Extending	from	this,	numerous	perJnent	quesJons	relaJng	to	these	areas	were	generated	and	
then	narrowed	down	to	a	succinct	manageable	few.	Eventually,	a	semblance	of	order	and	semi-
structure	began	to	emerge.	A	rudimentary	quesJon	matrix	was	produced	as	a	rough	guide	for	the	
interviewer	to	follow,	with	quesJons	deviaJng	oﬀ	from	other	connecJng	quesJons	(depending	
upon	the	response).	The	quesJons	were	formed	around	three	broad	themes:
• General	experiences	personal	to	the	researcher
• Status,	organisaJon	and	progression	of	the	ﬁeld
• Researcher’s	percepJon	of	the	ﬁeld
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Each	of	the	themes	(with	quesJons	overlapping	themes)	were	chosen	to	get	the	researcher	to	talk	
about	parapsychology,	their	personal	career	biography	and	their	overall	perspecJves	about	the	
ﬁeld’s	progression	including	criJcal	opinions	or	ideas	for	future	direcJon.	It	was	intended	that	
such	themes	would	enable	a	constant	ﬂow	of	discourse	from	the	interviewed	researchers.		The	
quesJon	matrix	is	presented	below:
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When	construcJng	the	prompt	quesJons	the	two	main	principles	invoked	by	Fielding	and	Thomas	
(2001)	were	used	as	guidance:
“Two	principles	inform	research	interviews.	First,	the	quesJoning	should	be	as	open-ended	as	possible,	in	
order	to	gain	spontaneous	informaJon	rather	than	a	rehearsed	posiJon.	Secondly,	the	quesJoning	
techniques	should	encourage	respondents	to	communicate	their	underlying	autudes,	beliefs	and	values,	
rather	than	a	glib	or	easy	answer.	The	objecJve	is	that	the	discussion	should	be	as	frank	as	possible.”
(Fielding	and	Thomas,	2001:	126)
The	interview	strategy	incorporated	strong	unstructured	elements,	so	in	some	cases	areas	were	
not	addressed	or	new	threads	of	thought	emerged.	Again,	the	nature	and	structure	of	each	
interview	became	largely	parJcipant	dependent.	The	quesJon	matrix	provided	a	semi-structure	
so	that	a	sense	of	ﬂow	could	be	incorporated	into	the	interviews.	For	example,	the	opening	
quesJon	of,	“What	is	your	background	in	relaJon	to	parapsychology?”	was	included	mainly	to	
make	the	parJcipant	at	ease	and	to	allow	them	to	open	up.	By	talking	about	their	history	and	
direct	personal	experiences	it	was	intended	to	place	them	into	a	sense	of	amiability	and	assist	the	
interviewer	by	providing	a	launch-pad	whereby	they	could	then	direct	the	interview.	Throughout	
the	interview	process	itself	the	interviewer	apempted	to	adhere	to	the	ten	criteria	outlined	by	
Kvale	(1996)	as	being	integral	for	monitoring	the	interacJon;	being	knowledgeable,	structuring,	
clear,	gentle,	sensiJve,	open,	steering,	criJcal,	remembering	and	interpreJng.	
Throughout	the	interview	process	there	was	a	constant	awareness	on	behalf	of	the	interviewer	
not	to	invoke	bias,	direct	opinions,	or	guide	the	responses	relaJng	to	the	material.	Merton	and	
Kendall	(1946)	outline	that	the	input	of	the	interviewer	should	remain	at	a	minimum,	thus	
allowing	the	subject	to	fully	deﬁne	and	express	their	opinions.	Whilst	this	remains	an	important	
issue,	Fielding	and	Thomas	(2001)	also	outline	that	due	to	the	largely	unstructured	nature	of	the	
qualitaJve	interview	process,	elements	of	possible	subtle	guidance	and	direcJon	on	behalf	of	the	
interviewer	may	emerge.	However,	for	the	purposes	of	the	current	research	such	instances	(if	
present)	would	arguably	have	liple	eﬀect	on	the	responses	generated	-	due	to	the	sample.	All	of	
the	parJcipants	were	established	researchers	in	academia,	with	considerable	experience	relaJng	
to	interviews	and	being	quesJoned	about	such	issues.	Subsequently,	they	would	perhaps	
demonstrate	a	larger	propensity	to	being	immune	to	any	interview	direcJon	or	guidance	that	may	
have	emerged	during	the	course	of	the	(conversaJon	styled)	interacJons.	A	point	which	is	
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supported	by	SellJz	and	Jahoda	(1962)	who	suggest	that	the	interview	process	is	conducted	by	
human	beings,	as	opposed	to	machines	and	thus	diﬀerences	will	emerge	between	interviews	-	a	
factor	which	is	especially	perJnent	in	the	context	of	the	current	qualitaJve	methodology.	
Reﬂexive	consideraJons	on	the	role	of	the	interviewer’s	ascribed	categorisaJon	of	the	sample	as	
‘parapsychologists’	in	relaJon	to	the	researchers’	discursive	acJons	is	considered	later	in	the	
chapter	(SecJon	3.8).
3.5		ImplementaRon	of	the	Interviews	
3.5.1	Timeframe
All	data	collecJon	was	conducted	in	the	period	between	November	2010	and	March	2011.	Every	
interview	was	conducted	across	a	single	phone	call	session	with	no	follow-up	interviews	being	
conducted	for	any	of	the	parJcipants.
3.5.2	Process	and	Equipment	Used
The	interviews	were	implemented	over	a	standard	telephone	and	BT	home	connecJon.	They	were	
recorded	directly	onto	a	cassepe-tape	recorder:	a	‘PhonaPart	2-Way	Telephone	Recorder’,	Model	
No.:	TL1076.	This	plugged	directly	into	the	phone-line	and	recorded	the	call	audio	onto	cassepe	
tape	-	1	tape	per	interview.
Each	cassepe	recording	was	then	transferred	to	a	digital	.mp3	ﬁle	for	ease	of	analysis.	This	was	
done	by	connecJng	the	‘PhonaPart’	to	a	MacBook	Pro	with	an	audio	auxiliary	cable	-	from	the	
recorder’s	“audio-out”	port	to	the	“audio-in”	of	the	Macbook.	The	cassepe	was	played	back	in	real	
Jme	and	recorded	digitally	onto	the	Macbook’s	hard-drive	using	audio	sowware	‘Ableton	Live’.	
Once	playback	had	completed	the	digital	audio	was	then	exported	and	converted	from	the	
‘Ableton	Live’	format	to	an	.mp3	ﬁle.	This	was	for	accessibility	purposes	and	ease	of	playback.	It	
should	be	noted	that	there	was	no	degradaJon	of	the	quality	of	the	interview	recording	through	
this	process	and	no	loss	of	content.
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Playback	of	all	interviews	for	analysis	was	done	via	iTunes	media	player	sowware	through	a	range	
of	headphones.
The	.mp3	audio	ﬁles	were	stored	on	the	Macbook	Pro’s	internal	hard-drive	and	were	copied	to	
two	external	USB	drives	(two	SanDisk	16GB	models)	for	backup	and	also	for	provision	with	the	
ﬁnal	thesis	to	external	examiners.
[NB:	all	recorded	phone	interviews	have	been	provided	in	their	en>rety	on	a	separate	USB	drive	
with	each	copy	of	the	thesis]
All	of	the	original	tape-cassepe	recordings	remain	in	storage	and	are	available	on	request.
3.6		ReﬂecRons	on	the	Interviews
On	reﬂecJon,	throughout	the	conducJng	of	the	interviews	there	were	no	signiﬁcant	issues.	
IniJally,	there	was	a	concern	over	the	amount	of	responses	I	was	receiving	from	my	original	email	
requesJng	parJcipaJon.	But	in	total	seventeen	recorded	interviews	were	conducted	-	with	each	
interview	roughly	averaging	between	40-60	minutes.	I	had	planned	to	arrange	follow	up	
interviews	if	there	was	not	enough	content	to	form	a	substanJal	discourse	analysis,	but	the	
original	interviews	provided	more	than	enough	material	with	which	to	formulate	an	empirical	
analysis	for	the	rest	of	the	thesis.
From	the	ﬁrst	interview	I	judged	the	phone	call	format	to	work	successfully.	The	interviews	ﬂowed	
well	and	the	interviewees	opened	up	and	freely	discussed	issues	along	with	their	personal	
perspecJves.	Therefore	I	conducted	all	of	the	interviews	via	phone.	All	of	the	parJcipants	were	
engaging	and	very	helpful	with	one	excepJon	-	one	of	the	researchers	answered	quesJons	in	just	
single	sentences	and	didn’t	elaborate	on	any	of	his	answers,	even	when	prompted.	That	was	the	
only	interview	which	I	felt	was	unsuccessful.
The	unstructured	approach	combined	with	the	loose	quesJon	framework,	I	believe,	contributed	
to	the	success	of	the	phone	interview	process.	The	interviews,	from	my	perspecJve,	seemed	
relaxed	and	open	with	areas	of	discussion	between	myself	and	the	parJcipant(s).	The	quesJon	
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matrix	allowed	me	to	move	to	diﬀerent	quesJons	quickly	if	I	needed	to,	without	keeping	
stringently	to	the	structure.	As	such	there	were	very	few	lulls	or	silences	in	the	interacJon	
between	the	interviewer	and	interviewee.	In	summary;	I	believed	the	interviews	to	have	been	
highly	successful	in	their	implementaJon.
3.7		Empirical	Analysis
3.7.1	Reviewing	the	Interview	Content
Six	of	the	interviews	were	transcribed	completely	verbaJm.	Only	six	were	transcribed	iniJally	
because	of	Jme	and	resource	constraints.	For	the	remaining	eleven	phone	interviews,	extensive	
notes	were	made	for	each,	using	a	mixture	of	abbreviated	notes,	rough	paraphrasing	and	
highlighJng	key	(Jme)	points	for	notable	material	to	be	potenJally	included	in	the	empirical	
secJons.	These	notes	would	be	the	basis	for	going	back	and	conducJng	further	discursive	analysis	
along	with	transcribing	key	areas	for	dissecJon.	All	empirical	presentaJons	in	the	later	chapters	of	
this	thesis	are	full	transcripJons	of	interview	content.
Only	transcribing	six	of	the	interviews	in	their	enJrety	did	not	hinder	the	empirical	analysis	from	
my	perspecJve.	In	pracJce,	extensive	notes	and	analysis	were	conducted	across	all	of	the	
interviews.	As	the	empirical	presentaJons	of	the	later	chapters	demonstrate,	key	interpretaJve	
repertoires	were	able	to	be	idenJﬁed.	This	analyJcal	process	is	detailed	in	the	next	two	sub-
secJons.
3.7.2	Analysis	of	the	Interview	Content
A	discourse	analysis	was	conducted	on	the	interview	data.	The	analyJcal	focus	was	inspired	by	the	
research	conducted	by	Gilbert	and	Mulkay	(1984).	With	the	core	focus	being	on	how	the	
researchers’	accounts	were	used	to	construct	and	reconstruct	versions	of	the	world	-	and	the	
funcJons	behind	these	discursive	formulaJons	within	the	communicaJve	context.	The	
methodological	approach	to	the	analysis	also	mirrored	more	contemporary	discourse	analysis	
research	-	such	as,	Jackson	and	Hall	(2016);	Garcia-Favaro	and	Gill	(2016);	Whiple	and	Mueller	
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(2016)	or	Sampson	and	Atkinson	(2013).
The	start	of	the	analysis	began	with	coding	the	common	themes	and	topics	of	discussion	
throughout	the	discourse,	using	the	principle	logic	outlined	by	Poper	and	Wetherell	(1987):
“The	ﬁrst	thing	to	note	regarding	coding	is	that	it	is	quite	disJnct	from	doing	the	analysis	itself.	The	goal	is	
not	to	ﬁnd	results	but	to	squeeze	an	unwieldy	body	of	discourse	into	manageable	chunks.	It	is	an	analyJc	
preliminary	preparing	the	way	for	a	much	more	intensive	study	of	the	material	culled	through	the	selecJve	
coding	process…as	coding	has	the	pragmaJc	rather	than	analyJc	goal	of	collecJng	together	instances	for	
examinaJon	it	should	be	done	as	inclusively	as	possible…At	this	stage	in	the	research	we	are	in	the	business	
of	producing	a	body	of	instances,	not	trying	to	set	limits	to	that	body.	Thus	all	borderline	cases,	and	
instances	which	seem	iniJally	only	vaguely	related,	should	be	included.”
(Poper	and	Wetherell,	1987:	167)
More	recent	discourse	analysis	methodological	literature	was	reviewed	to	ensure	Poper	and	
Wetherell’s	(1987)	approach	was	sJll	valid	(for	example,	Willig,	2001;	Wood	and	Kroger,	2000;	
Wooﬃp,	2005).
Following	transcripJon,	each	interview	was	analysed,	with	summary	notes	outlining	the	key	topics	
and	emerging	concepts.	SystemaJc	comparisons	and	contrasts	of	the	material	were	conducted	
across	the	mulJple	interviews.	To	achieve	this,	each	interview	was	extensively	dissected,	noJng	
the	apparent	discursive	themes	and	sociological	constructs	emerging	from	the	data.	Following	
which,	a	synopsis	of	each	parJcipant	was	produced.	These	summaries	depicted	the	main	subject	
maper,	observaJons	and	narraJves	inherent	within	the	interacJon.	CommonaliJes	and	
connecJons	between	the	interviews	were	then	delineated.	In	order	to	clarify	and	determine	
themaJcally	connected	relaJonships	a	mind-map	was	produced	-	succinctly	illustraJng	the	
connecJons	between	diﬀerent	areas	and	links	between	response	types.	
Analysis	of	the	interview	content	consisted	of	ﬁnding	reoccurring	paperns	within	the	discourse	
that	would	be	the	basis	of	the	core	themes	of	the	empirical	content	of	the	thesis	and	subsequent	
discussion.	Reoccurring	concepts	were	pinpointed	through	ﬁnding	common	phrasing,	references	
and	comparable	content.	From	this,	interpretaJve	repertoires	were	idenJﬁed.	Again,	the	process	
mirrored	that	outlined	by	Poper	and	Wetherell’s	(1987)	framework:
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“Analysis	is	made	up	principally	of	two	closely	related	phases.	First,	there	is	the	search	for	papern	in	the	
data.	This	data	will	be	in	the	form	of	both	variability:	diﬀerences	in	either	the	content	or	form	of	accounts,	
and	consistency:	the	idenJﬁcaJon	of	features	shared	by	accounts.	Second,	there	is	the	concern	with	
funcJon	and	consequence.	The	basic	theoreJcal	thrust	of	discourse	analysis	is	the	argument	that	people’s	
talk	fulﬁls	many	funcJons	and	has	varying	eﬀects.	The	second	phase	of	analysis	consists	of	forming	
hypotheses	about	these	funcJons	and	eﬀects	and	searching	for	the	linguisJc	evidence…[T]here	is	no	
analyJc	method,	at	least	as	this	term	is	understood	elsewhere	in	social	psychology.	Rather	there	is	a	broad	
theoreJcal	framework,	which	focuses	apenJon	on	the	the	construcJve	and	funcJonal	dimensions	of	
discourse,	coupled	with	the	reader’s	skill	in	idenJfying	signiﬁcant	paperns	of	consistency	and	variaJon.”
(Poper	and	Wetherell,	1987:	168-169)
Throughout	the	interview	process	there	were	three	main	elements	that	were	touched	upon	by	all	
of	the	interviewees.	First	and	foremost	was	the	structure	and	characterisJc	nature	of	
parapsychology	–	this	theme	involved	the	researchers	talking	about	the	infrastructure	of	the	ﬁeld	
and	how	it	operated	in	relaJon	to	the	H.E.	sector	and	academia	in	general.	Secondly,	the	idenJty	
and	overall	percepJons	of	parapsychology	were	predominantly	discussed.	This	theme	touched	
upon	numerous	facets	of	the	ﬁeld,	ranging	from	its	idenJty	and	relaJonship	towards	psychology,	
changes	in	publicaJon	strategy	and	the	perceived	percepJons	of	people	towards	the	ﬁeld.	Finally,	
the	third	theme	revolved	around	the	individual	experiences	of	the	researcher.	This	centred	on	the	
researchers’	descripJons	of	their	personal	experiences	as	parapsychologists	or	interacJons	with	
the	subject,	how	they	managed	their	idenJty,	careers	and	publicaJons.	Once	these	themes	had	
been	substanJated,	the	interviews	were	reviewed	and	material	which	fell	under	these	concepts	
were	idenJﬁed.
Awer	this	process	of	data	analysis	the	three	key	themes	that	dealt	with	core	sociological	issues	
were	outlined.	The	three	themes	comprised	of	1)	the	idenJty	and	percepJon	of	parapsychology	as	
a	ﬁeld;	2)	the	infrastructure	and	deﬁning	characterisJcs	(nature)	of	parapsychology	and	3)	the	
idenJty	and	pracJces	of	the	contemporary	(individual)	researcher.	Once	these	themes	had	been	
demarcated,	each	interview	was	analysed	for	relevance	to	these	themes	and	how	the	researchers	
used	their	discourse	to	construct	representaJons	of	these	themes.	Areas	were	highlighted	that	
signiﬁed	relevance	to	a	parJcular	topic	(such	as	idenJty	of	the	ﬁeld	or	idenJty	of	the	researcher).	
From	this	extensive	examinaJon	of	the	data	and	its	core	themes	a	sociological	narraJve	began	to	
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emerge	around	the	discourse.	In	order	to	structure	this	narraJve	each	theme	was	sub-divided	into	
relevant	secJons.	For	example,	in	the	theme	that	deals	with	the	idenJty	of	parapsychology	as	a	
ﬁeld	there	were	numerous	sub-themes	of	relevance,	such	as	the	referenJal	construcJons	towards	
relaJonship	between	parapsychology	and	anomalisJc	psychology.
For	every	‘Researcher’	each	interview	was	narrowed	down	to	material	which	was	suitable	for	
inclusion	in	the	empirical	secJon	of	the	current	thesis.	This	material	was	then	divided	and	then	
included	under	the	relevant	core	theme(s)	-	a	reducJonist	process	which	also	included	narrowing	
down	the	data	to	be	categorised	in	its	relevant	sub-secJon	and	apributable	interpretaJve	
repertoire.	A	speciﬁc	outline	of	my	process	for	idenJfying	and	analysing	interpretaJve	repertoires	
is	outlined	in	the	next	sub-secJon.
3.7.3	IdenRfying	InterpretaRve	Repertoires
To	idenJfy	potenJal	interpretaJve	repertoires	within	the	analysis	the	general	analyJcal	principles	
outlined	above	were	followed,	encompassing:	repeated	listening	and	extensive	reviewing	of	the	
interviews;	comparaJve	and	cross	referencing	areas	of	discussion;	highlighJng	immediately	
noJceable	similariJes	in	terms	of	content	and	presentaJon.	To	put	this	in	context	I	will	outline	an	
example	of	my	approach	and	how	I	idenJﬁed	and	began	the	analysis	of	the	‘categorisaJon	and	
stake	repertoire’	(which	will	be	presented	and	discussed	in	more	depth	within	Chapter	4):
• The	ﬁrst	part	was	looking	for	commonaliJes	and	similariJes	throughout	all	of	the	
interviews.	I	recognised	that	all	of	the	researchers	at	some	point	in	their	interview	
presented	and	discussed	their	associaJon	with	parapsychology.	In	the	case	of	this	
repertoire,	what	would	be	counted	and	included	was	all	instances	where	the	researchers	
discussed	or	referenced	what	they	considered	their	career	focus	to	be	in	relaJon	to	
parapsychology.	This	generally	encompassed	instances	where	they	spoke	of	their	research	
focus	and	how	they	presented	this	-	for	example,	did	they	proudly	present	themselves	as	
parapsychologists?	Did	they	dilute	or	refute	this	by	using	other	conceptual	frameworks,	
such	as	psychology?	Did	they	discuss	these	Jes?	All	aspects	relaJng	to	this	was	included	in	
analysing	the	potenJal	repertoire.	In	addiJon,	any	similar	instances	that	occurred	across	
the	interviews	where	the	researcher	framed	parapsychology	as	a	ﬁeld	that	had	similariJes	
with	their	framing	of	their	own	careers	was	included.	CollecJvely	this	created	discursive	
content	that	spanned	both	micro	(personal	biographies)	and	macro	(ﬁeld	presentaJon).
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• I	listened	to	each	interview	and	marked	out	the	exact	points/	Jmings	in	the	interview	
when	the	researcher	was	addressing	their	associaJon(s)	with	parapsychology.	These	
isolated	points	in	the	interview	were	transcribed	in	their	enJrety	for	later	analysis.
• The	transcripJons	that	emerged	from	the	above	point	were	reviewed	and	analysed.	The	
analysis	took	the	form	of	looking	at	what	each	researcher	was	acJvely	doing	with	their	
discourse.	What	were	they	presenJng?	How	were	they	presenJng?	What	language	were	
they	using?	What	social	acJons	were	they	achieving	through	this	discourse?	What	had	the	
interviewer	asked	as	a	quesJon	prior	to	their	response?
• In	idenJfying	an	interpretaJve	repertoire	it	was	clear	that	in	these	extracts	all	had	
discursive	similariJes	across	the	diﬀerent	researchers.	All	of	the	researchers	were	doing	
what	could	be	considered	construcJve	work	in	presenJng	their	associaJons	with	the	ﬁeld.	
To	narrow	down	the	criteria	of	what	this	interpretaJve	repertoire	may	be,	the	transcribed	
extracts	were	again	analysed	to	look	more	closely	for	similariJes.	For	example,	highlighJng	
areas	where	the	researcher	discusses	both	parapsychology	as	a	category/	label	and	their	
relaJonship	to	that	construct.
• A	review	of	research	literature	was	conducted	to	place	the	empirical	analysis	in	context.	It	
became	apparent	that	the	concepts	of	‘categorisaJon’	and	‘stake	management’	had	close	
links	with	my	empirical	data.	In	discussing	their	associaJons	the	researchers	were	acJvely	
discussing	and	re-deﬁning	what	the	label	of	‘parapsychology’	represented,	whilst	
dualisJcally	seeming	to	also	be	a	careful	exercise	in	managing	their	presented	stake	
towards	that	same	re-deﬁned	label	within	the	communicaJve	context.
• With	the	skeleton	of	this	‘categorisaJon	and	stake’	interpretaJve	repertoire	established	I	
re-reviewed	the	interviews	to	narrow	down	the	key	features.	Again,	looking	for	the	key	
quesJons	of:	what	are	the	researchers	doing	with	their	discourse	in	these	instances?	What	
are	they	construcJng?
• RelaJng	to	the	above	point:	to	idenJfy	the	discourse	acJons	of	the	repertoire	I	looked	at	
what	they	allowed	the	speaker	to	do.	I	gave	speciﬁc	focus	towards	idenJfying	what	they	
allowed	the	speaker	to	achieve,	asking	the	following:	what	construcJons	were	the	
respondents	making	in	their	discourse?	What	commonaliJes	existed	across	the	
construcJons?	How	did	this	impact	their	formulaJons	(such	as	idenJty)?	What	were	the	
social	acJons	of	the	discourse?	In	the	case	of	the	‘categorisaJon	and	stake	repertoire’	I	
looked	at	the	themaJc	similariJes	across	all	of	the	responses	for	these	aspects.
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The	above	formed	the	basis	of	starJng	the	empirical	presentaJon	and	analysis	found	in	Chapter	4,	
a	process	which	was	replicated	for	the	idenJﬁcaJon	of	all	the	repertoires	that	forms	this	thesis.	
The	next	two	sub-secJons	elaborate	more	on	the	above	discussion.	These	will	outline	themaJc	
examples	of	what	was	Jed	to	each	of	the	three	idenJﬁed	repertoires	to	deﬁne	the	criteria	for	the	
content	selected	against	them	(sub-secJon	3.7.4)	and	then	the	key	idenJﬁers	for	looking	at	the	
work	each	of	the	repertoires	do	(sub-secJon	3.7.5).
3.7.4	Criteria	of	the	InterpretaRve	Repertoires	
Below	are	some	examples	of	the	discourse	content	(subject	maper)	that	counted	as	being	Jed	to	
each	repertoire.	This	is	intended	to	provide	an	insight	into	what	discourse	content	I	focused	on	for	
each	repertoire:
	
CategorisaJon	and	Stake	Repertoire
• reference	to	personal	career	biography
• presentaJon	of	research/	career	
• discussion	of	Jes	to	parapsychology	and/	or	diﬀerent	ﬁelds	of	research
• reference	to	parapsychology	and	its	relaJonship	with	academia,	other	research	ﬁelds	and	
the	mainstream	
• any	reference	to	idenJty	and/	or	reﬂecJons	on	the	presentaJon	of	that	idenJty
• instances	of	anything	that	could	be	classed	as	category	work,	such	as	deﬁning	
interpretaJon	of	labels
• any	instance	where	the	researcher	is	construcJng/	referencing	an	apachment	or	posiJon	
(stake	aﬃliaJon)
Outsider	Repertoire
• discussion	towards	parapsychology	as	being	diﬀerent	from	other	ﬁelds
• references	to	“mainstream”	and/	or	references	to	parapsychology	as	“fringe”
• discussion	of	unfair	treatment,	such	as	bias
• outlining	obstacles	in	career	and/	or	the	ﬁeld
• outlining	personal	experiences	in	relaJon	to	any	of	the	above
• descripJons	of	career	success	and/	or	failures
• jusJﬁcaJon	for	career	success	and/	or	failures
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ReﬂecJon	of	ConJngency	Repertoire
• informal	language	and	presentaJon
• references	to	conJngent	aspects	in	career	and/	or	scienJﬁc	pracJce	in	general	(conJngent	
variable	examples	would	be	poliJcal	or	socio-cultural	aspects	inﬂuencing	scienJﬁc	
judgement/	pracJce)
• reﬂecJons	on	careers	and/	or	the	ﬁeld	of	parapsychology	
• any	other	discursive	turns	that	could	be	considered	a	reﬂecJon
• any	instance	where	the	researcher	is	construcJng	a	potenJal	“insight”	into	the	subject	
maper	they	are	discussing	
3.7.5	IdenRfying	AcRons	of	the	InterpretaRve	Repertoires
Awer	deﬁning	the	common	criteria	of	what	comprised	the	interpretaJve	repertoires	the	main	part	
of	the	analysis	then	focused	towards	idenJfying	the	work	the	repertoires	were	doing.	To	explore	
the	social	acJons	of	each	repertoire	I	looked	closely	at	how	previous	discourse	analysis	studies	
(those	cited	throughout	the	thesis)	analysed	and	unpacked	their	repertoires.	For	example,	Gilbert	
and	Mulkay’s	(1984)	study	analysed	their	repertoires	by	looking	at	the	common	themaJc	
instances	around	their	composiJon.	Their	‘empiricist	repertoire’	emerged	from	the	observaJon	
that	there	were	common	Jes	between	their	researchers’	responses	-	and	stemming	from	that,	at	
certain	points,	these	researchers	used	a	parJcular	formal	style	of	presentaJon.	From	this	they	
analysed	and	theorised	what	they	might	be	achieving	through	such	discursive	acts	-	in	this	case	
preserving	the	presentaJon	of	science	as	a	pure	(non-conJngent)	endeavour.
For	my	analysis	I	took	a	similar	approach,	looking	ﬁrst	at	the	common	themes	that	were	
noJceable	once	I	had	narrowed	down	the	criteria	for	the	potenJal	repertoires.	Examples	of	this	
criteria	has	been	outlined	in	the	previous	sub-secJon	(3.7.4).	Awer	establishing	that	common	
themes	were	present	(i.e.	not	isolated	to	just	one	or	two	of	the	researchers’	responses)	I	then	
focused	on	the	following	analyJcal	consideraJons	as	starJng	points	for	analysing	each	repertoire	
(examples	cited	are	all	related	to	the	‘Outsider	Repertoire’):
• The	basic,	primary	acJons	achieved	through	the	discourse.	For	example,	establishing	an	
“outsider”	group	iden>ty.
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• Secondary	acJons	that	are	achieved	through	the	same	discourse.	For	example,	by	
establishing	an	“outsider”	group	iden>ty	this	also	begins	to	formulate	an	opposing	
“insider”	group.
• PresentaJons	of	parapsychology.	For	example,	as	a	fringe	discipline.
• Looking	at	how	the	idenJty	of	the	researcher	is	being	constructed	in	the	communicaJve	
context.	For	example,	presen>ng	themselves	as	an	“underdog”,	unfairly	treated	or	even	
“lucky”.
• Assessing	the	potenJal	communicaJve	strategies	behind	all	of	the	above.	For	example,	
accoun>ng	for	success	through	using	the	concept	of	‘luck’.
• Establishing	whether	the	responses	operate	on	an	individual	(micro)	level	or	more	
globalised	(macro)	level,	or	both.	For	example,	presenta>on	of	the	researcher’s	individual	
career	as	an	outsider,	versus	presenta>on	of	the	ﬁeld	as	an	outsider.
Using	these	points	I	began	to	construct	the	empirical	analysis	around	extract	examples	that	
highlighted	the	acJons	I	had	found	as	commonaliJes	and	what	could	be	considered	as	disJnct	
interpretaJve	repertoires.
One	of	the	key,	unique,	purposes	of	the	current	thesis	is	to	extend	the	analysis	of	these	
interpretaJve	repertoires	beyond	the	point	that	all	prior	discourse	analysis	stops	-	by	analysing	
and	looking	for	an	overarching	theoreJcal	concept	that	Jes	them	together.	To	achieve	this,	once	
all	three	of	the	repertoires	had	been	ﬁnalised	and	delineated,	I	apempted	to	look	for	a	common	
social	acJon	that	all	three	repertoires	achieved	through	their	discourse.	From	the	analyses	
conducted	across	the	empirical	chapters	there	appeared	to	be	one	overriding	theme:	posiJoning.	
All	three	of	the	repertoires	could	be	interpreted	to	share	this	same	funcJon.	I	used	this	as	the	
starJng	point	for	my	analysis	that	links	the	repertoires	and	presents	connecJons	between	them	
(this	analysis	is	presented	in	Chapter	7).
3.8		A	Reﬂexive	Framing
Prior	to	presentaJon	of	the	empirical	analysis,	a	reﬂexive	framing	of	the	interviews	and	the	role	of	
the	interviewer’s	discourse	should	be	included.	Issues	of	reﬂexivity	have	been	long-standing	
within	discourse	analysis.	Fuhrman	and	Oehler	(1986)	highlight	the	signiﬁcance	of	addressing	the	
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“recurring	issue	of	reﬂexivity”	(1986:	293)	within	discourse	analysis	and	that	for	any	such	analysis	
to	succeed	such	issues	needs	adequate	review	(see	also,	Shapin,	1984;	Mulkay,	Poper	and	Yearley,	
1983).
In	the	context	of	the	current	thesis,	the	interviewer’s	use	of	the	label	“parapsychologist”	and	the	
reference	to	the	researchers	as	“parapsychologist”	should	be	considered.	SecJon	3.4.2	outlines	
the	quesJons	the	interviewer	hoped	to	incorporate	within	the	semi-structured	interviews.	
Throughout	these	quesJons	the	interviewee	was	consistently	referenced	to	as	a	
“parapsychologist”	and	asked	about	their	involvement	and	relaJonship	to	the	ﬁeld	of	
parapsychology.	Also,	the	correspondence	sent	to	the	researchers	seeking	their	parJcipaJon	in	
the	interviews	presented	the	research	as	being	focused	on	parapsychology	in	the	UK	and	that	the	
content	of	the	interviews	would	revolve	around	their	relaJonship	to	the	ﬁeld.	The	logic	behind	
labelling	them	as	“parapsychologists”	stemmed	from	the	selecJon	criteria	of	their	inclusion	in	the	
project,	sourced	from	Carr’s	(2008)	overview	of	researchers	associated	with	parapsychology	
currently	(at	Jme	of	publicaJon)	operaJng	within	in	the	UK.	This	arJcle	was	used	for	all	of	the	
researcher’s	approached	for	this	thesis	(with	the	excepJon	of	two	researchers	who	were	included	
in	the	study	outside	of	Carr’s	review	-	referenced	in	SecJon	3.3).	
In	the	context	of	the	interview	quesJons,	interacJon	and	subsequent	empirical	analysis	the	
interviewer’s	use	of	the	labels	“parapsychology”	and	“parapsychologist”	are	used	as	generalised	
terminology.	These	are	descripJves	that	were	not	intended	to	diﬀerenJate	between	the	diﬀerent	
facets	of	what	parapsychology	and	research	into	the	ﬁeld	represent.	For	example,	in	using	the	
reference	of	“parapsychology”	the	term	could	be	open	to	associaJon	with	either	proof	posiJoned	
research,	process	posiJoned	research,	scepJcal	(criJcal)	perspecJves,	anomalisJc	parapsychology	
or	transpersonal	psychology.	As	discussed	in	Chapter	1,	research	into	parapsychology	can	adopt	
diﬀerent	empirical	forms	and	analyJcal	posiJons.	Subsequently,	the	interviewer’s	use	of	
“parapsychology”	and	“parapsychologist”	was	intended	as	an	umbrella	term	-	comparable	to	how	
use	of	the	term	“psychology”	can	incorporate	mulJple	facets	of	the	discipline	label	(cogniJve,	
social,	criminology	etc).
A	reﬂexive	view	on	this	labelling	choice	can	be	analysed	as	inﬂuencing	the	emergent	discourse	
within	the	interacJve	contexts	of	the	interview	seung.	Having	an	ascribed	label	(and	subsequent	
idenJty	aﬃliaJon)	presented	by	the	interviewer:	the	interviewee’s	choice	of	discourse	response	
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may	have	been	diﬀerent	than	if	the	label	of	“parapsychologist”	had	not	been	used.	There	are	two	
perspecJves	for	how	this	issue	can	be	interpreted	in	relaJon	to	the	implemented	methodology	
and	empirical	analysis	of	the	thesis.	Firstly,	the	interviewer	should	not	have	ascribed	the	idenJty	
of	“parapsychologist”	as	a	prior;	or	secondly,	by	uJlising	such	phrasing	the	interviewer	has	opened	
the	opportunity	for	diﬀerent	forms	of	discourse	to	emerge	from	the	respondents	in	response	to	
the	ascribed	label.
Beyond	the	use	of	such	labels,	some	of	the	quesJons	used	in	the	interviews	could	be	considered	
as	posiJoning	parapsychology	in	a	certain	context.	In	sub-secJon	3.4.2	of	the	current	chapter	the	
interviewer’s	moJvaJons	towards	the	interview	structure	was	cited	as:	These	areas	were	chosen	
to	engage	the	researchers	and	get	them	to	talk	about	about	how	parapsychology	operated	as	a	
ﬁeld	within	the	current	academic	climate	whilst	also	providing	an	insight	into	the	world	of	the	
individual	researcher,	revealing	their	social	and	cultural	experiences	as	parapsychologists.
Extending	from	this,	quesJons	that	address	areas	such	as	experienced	bias	or	obstacles	not	only	
posiJon	the	interviewees	“as	parapsychologists”	they	also	can	be	viewed	to	promote	a	percepJon	
of	parapsychology	itself	as	a	fringe	enJty.	This	engendered	seeding	of	cultural	values	by	the	
interviewer’s	line	of	quesJoning	may	have	been	integral	to	the	resulJng	repertoires	that	are	
analysed	in	the	forthcoming	chapters	of	this	thesis.
UlJmately,	the	responses	from	the	researchers	cannot	be	viewed	in	isolaJon	without	also	
including	a	consideraJon	of	the	role	the	interviewer’s	discourse	and	the	interview	context.	This	
issue	of	reﬂexivity	will	be	discussed	within	the	empirical	analysis	of	Chapter	4	and	the	researchers’	
use	of	categorisaJon	work	within	a	repertoire.	Further	consideraJons	will	be	included	in	Chapters	
5	and	6.	In	Chapter	7	the	reﬂexive	framing	discussed	here	will	be	reviewed	again	in	the	overall	
context	of	the	thesis	and	the	empirical	ﬁndings.	It	should	be	noted	that	discussion	of	this	issue	of	
reﬂexivity	is	not	intended	to	devalue	the	empirical	analysis	or	miJgate	ﬁndings	within	the	current	
thesis	-	it	is	intended	to	draw	awareness	to	the	interviewer’s	role	within	the	communicaJve	
context	of	the	interviews	and	to	highlight	the	full	interview	as	an	interplay	of	discourse,	avoiding	
sole	focus	on	the	researchers’	responses.
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3.9		Empirical	PresentaRon
The	following	three	empirical	chapters	of	the	thesis	will	outline	the	main	ﬁndings	from	the	
conducted	interviews.	Numerous	themes	regarding	the	possible	interpretaJve	repertoires	
apparent	within	the	discourse	will	be	discussed.	Throughout,	extensive	extracts	will	be	used	from	
the	interview	data.	Within	the	extracts	the	quesJons	(or	context)	and	discourse	by	the	interviewer	
themselves	is	included	due	to	the	interpretaJve	nature	of	the	analyJcal	approach	-	in	the	
intenJon	that	it	can	be	also	used	as	“interpretaJve	resource	rather	[than]	treated	as	
contaminate”	(Duﬀy	and	O’Rourke,	2015:	411).
With	regard	to	empirical	representaJon,	iniJally	during	the	interviews	parJcipants	were	asked	
whether	or	not	they	wished	to	remain	anonymous	within	the	research	-	the	response	to	which	
was	mixed.	As	a	result	it	was	decided	early	in	the	process	(for	the	sake	of	clarity)	to	render	all	
interviewee	responses	anonymous.	The	comments	and	quotaJons	themselves	would	be	
apributed	to	labels	of	“Researcher	1”,	“Researcher	2”	etc.	and	would	in	no	way	be	referenced	back	
to	the	original	contributor’s	idenJty.	It	should	be	noted	that	each	label	of	“Researcher	X”	
maintains	a	consistent	idenJty	within	the	transcripJons	and	overall	thesis	-	therefore	each	
response	labelled	“Researcher	X”	originates	from	the	same	person.	For	example,	all	of	the	extracts	
apributed	to	‘R1’	are	from	the	same	person.	
All	interviewees	are	referred	to	throughout	the	thesis	as	a	‘researcher’	or	‘researchers’.	When	the	
empirical	analysis	references	“the	researcher”	this	is	a	direct	reference	to	the	interviewee	not	the	
interviewer	or	person	conducJng	the	research	for	the	current	thesis.	The	label	of	‘researcher’	was	
chosen	to	represent	the	respondent/	interviewee	within	the	thesis	as	this	label	is	intended	as	a	
generic,	generalised	label	that	does	not	ascribe	a	direct	idenJty	within	the	analysis	itself,	in	
contrast	to	labels	such	as	“parapsychologist”	or	“psychologist”.
The	empirical	secJon	of	the	thesis	has	been	split	into	three	separate	chapters,	each	focusing	on	a	
diﬀerent	interpretaJve	repertoire:
Chapter	4	-	the	categorisaJon	and	stake	repertoire
Chapter	5	-	the	outsider	repertoire
Chapter	6	-	the	reﬂecJon	of	conJngency	repertoire
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Each	of	these	chapters	focuses	on	the	discourse	that	formulates	a	disJnct	interpretaJve	repertoire	
regarding	the	interview	data.	Whilst	these	repertoires	are	segregated	into	chapters	it	must	be	
noted	that	there	are	numerous	links	between	them	and	commonaliJes.	For	example,	the	core	
noJon	of	categorisaJon	plus	stake	management	within	Chapter	4	has	a	fundamental	associaJon	
with	noJons	of	the	insider-outsider	construcJons	discussed	in	Chapter	5.	In	many	respects,	the	
same	discursive	constructs	and	sociological	forces	inﬂuence	both	instances,	yet	themaJcally	one	
deals	with	the	pracJces	of	construcJng	individual	idenJty	and	the	strategies	invoked	to	manage	
presentaJon	of	career	(stake),	and	the	other	deals	with	the	more	macro	issue	of	the	generalised	
concept	of	the	ﬁeld	and	grouped	cultural	construcJons	(insider-outsiders).	Due	to	this,	in	some	
cases,	the	same	extract	will	be	used	twice	to	illustrate	diﬀerent	aspects	of	discussion	-	as	more	
than	one	repertoire	can	be	interpreted	to	be	in	the	same	piece	of	discourse.
Subsequently,	whilst	the	empirical	secJon	is	divided	into	three	diﬀerent	chapters	it	should	be	
viewed	as	a	complete	interconnected	framework	-	Chapter	7	will	present	an	overall	analysis	that	
links	all	of	the	empirical	themes,	presented	in	the	prior	chapters,	into	a	uniﬁed	summary	
discussion.
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CHAPTER	4:		CATEGORISATION	&	STAKE
4.1	IntroducRon
This	ﬁrst	empirical	chapter	will	discuss	the	presence	of	categorisaJon	acJons	within	the	
researcher’s	discourse	throughout	the	interviews.	The	theme	of	the	chapter	will	focus	
predominantly	on	instances	of	categorisaJon	and	deﬁniJonal	work	that	occurred	when	the	
interviewed	researchers	were	discussing	elements	pertaining	to	idenJty	-	whether	it	be	
construcJng	presentaJons	of	their	own	purported	personal	stake	aﬃliaJons	with	the	ﬁeld	of	
parapsychology	or	presenJng	the	ﬁeld’s	idenJty	in	general.	CollecJvely	these	elements	combine	
to	construct	an	interpretaJve	repertoire.	The	chapter	will	discuss	these	features	of	the	interview	
data,	analyse	their	implementaJon	within	the	discourse	and	theorise	their	strategic	
communicaJve	purpose.	
The	next	secJon	(4.2)	will	provide	a	general	introducJon	to	the	concept	of	categorisaJon	and	will	
introduce	the	broader	sociological	framework	of	stake	management	and	idenJty	construcJon	in	
discourse.	The	third	secJon	(4.3)	will	then	provide	an	overview	of	the	‘categorisaJon	and	stake	
repertoire’	-	using	an	extract	from	the	interviews	-	and	will	discuss	the	interviewer’s	use	of	
categories	as	well	as	the	respondents’.	Examples	of	the	interviewed	researchers’	use	of	these	
concepts	will	then	be	analysed,	followed	by	an	exploraJon	of	the	repertoire	in	more	depth	-	
presenJng	extracts	from	across	the	interview	responses.	The	‘categorisaJon	and	stake	repertoire’	
will	then	be	analysed	in	more	depth	looking	at	how	it	may	be	interpreted	as	a	discursive	strategy	
within	the	communicaJve	context.	A	reﬂexive	framing	of	the	analysis	will	also	be	examined	in	
SecJon	4.8	that	further	considers	the	role	of	the	interviewer’s	discourse	towards	the	idenJﬁed	
interpretaJve	repertoire.	Finally,	the	last	secJon	(4.9)	will	provide	an	overall	discussion	and	
summary	of	the	material	presented	throughout	the	chapter	and	how	this	relates	to	the	overall	
themes	of	the	thesis.
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4.2	CategorisaRon	Through	Discourse
When	presented	with	quesJons	relaJng	to	purported	associaJons	with	parapsychology	the	
researchers	used	their	responses	to	construct	an	associaJon	with	the	ﬁeld.	They	appeared	to	
build	representaJons	of	roles	and	aﬃliaJons	with	the	ﬁeld	through	their	replies	-	seemingly	
construcJng	a	presentaJon	of	varying	levels	of	distance	between	themselves	and	the	core	idenJty	
of	“parapsychology”	through	their	discourse.	This	discursive	work	appeared	to	be	apempts	at	
categorisaJon	management	and	presentaJon.
CategorisaJon	construcJon	and	idenJty	work	within	talk	has	been	a	central	point	of	analyJcal	
focus	through	research	into	discourse.	Benwell	and	Stokoe	(2006:	3)	outline	how	within	discourse	
“diﬀerent	descripJons	may	be	produced	in	which	some	‘idenJJes’	are	emphasised	and	others	are	
ignored	or	down-played”.	They	go	on	to	emphasise	the	acJve	role	of	discourse	in	relaJon	to	this:	
“...idenJty	may	be	a	maper	of	being	‘subject’	to,	or	taking	up	posiJons	within	discourse,	but	also	
an	acJve	process	of	discursive	‘work’	in	relaJon	to	other	speakers”	(2006:	18).	Discourse	analysis	
looks	towards	the	performance	of	idenJJes	and	categories,	they	are	mulJple	and	variable	in	their	
construcJon,	not	ﬁxed	or	singular.	From	an	ethnomethodological	stance	“by	asserJng	a	plurality	
of	realiJes,	construcJonist[s]	divorce	themselves	from	a	(purportedly	naïve)	common-sense	view	
that	there	is	just	one	reality”	(Hester	and	Francis,	1997:	96).	In	construcJonism	and	discourse	
analysis	the	ontological	status	of	a	parJcular	idenJty	or	category	is	not	a	goal	within	the	analyJcal	
focus.	The	following	quote	from	Widdicombe	(1998b)	succinctly	outlines	this	interpretaJve	
posiJon:
“ConversaJon	[and	discourse]	analysts	are	keen	to	point	out	that	they	make	no	intenJonalist	assumpJon;	
they	do	not,	in	other	words	assume	an	underlying	self	who	brings	about	the	acJons	accomplished	in	
interacJon.	Nevertheless,	the	emphasis	on	interacJon	would	seem	to	have	several	advantages	in	relaJon	to	
the	problems	of	the	ontological	status	of	the	self,	and	of	how	to	produce	a	social	vision	of	selÖood	without	
denying	human	agency...conversaJon	[and	discourse]	analysis	provides	in	rich	technical	detail	how	idenJJes	
are	mobilised	in	actual	instances	of	interacJon.	In	this	way,	conversaJon	[and	discourse]	analysis	avoids	the	
problem	of	‘how	subjects	are	posiJoned’	or	come	to	be	incumbents	of	parJcular	idenJJes	without	the	
need	for	a	theory	of	self.	That	is,	instead	of	worrying	about	what	kind	of	concept	of	self	we	need	to	explain	
how	people	are	able	to	do	things,	conversaJon	[and	discourse]	analysis	focuses	on	the	things	they	do.	
Agency,	in	the	sense	of	an	acJon	orientaJon	is	thus	intrinsic	to	the	analysis	without	locaJng	it	in	self-
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conscious	intenJonality,	cogniJve	process,	or	in	abstract	discourses.”
(Widdicombe,	1998b:	202-3)
‘Social	idenJty	theory’	and	the	associated	‘self-categorisaJon	theory’	suggests	that	an	individual’s	
social	idenJty	is	related	to	their	idenJﬁcaJon	with	a	parJcular	social	group	(Tajfel,	1982;	Tajfel	
and	Turner,	1986).	This	form	of	apachment	and	idenJﬁcaJon	takes	the	form	of	social	
categorisaJon	which	serves	social	and	psychological	goals	(for	example	Brown,	2000).	Whilst	this	
approach	does	not	encompass	the	acJve	role	of	discourse	and	has	been	criJcised	by	sociologists	
(such	as	Widdicombe	and	Wooﬃp,	1995)	it	highlights	the	importance	of	considering	
categorisaJon	within	any	analysis	of	forms	of	presentaJon	that	may	relate	to	idenJty.	
Sacks	(1992)	proposed	membership	categorisaJon	analysis	and	the	membership	categorisaJon	
device,	focusing	on	the	situated	and	reﬂexive	use	of	categories	in	everyday	interacJon	-	talk	as	
‘culture-in-acJon’	(Hester	and	Eglin,	1997).	Categories	are	indexical,	their	deployment	in	discourse	
“takes	a	good	part	of	[their]	colour	from	the	local	surroundings”	(Antaki,	2003).	Within	speech	
categorisaJons	that	are	used	are	selecJons	from	alternaJves,	there	are	always	diﬀerent	category	
choices	available	to	the	person	producing	the	discourse	(Sacks,	1992).	Beyond	Sacks	the	
importance	of	discussing	the	use	of	categories	within	speech	has	been	highlighted	by	Schegloﬀ	
(1991,	2002);	Edwards	(1991)	and	Edwards	(1997).	From	the	literature,	focus	in	this	area	has	
focused	in	a	wide	range	of	discursive	contexts,	for	example:
• Makitalo	and	Saljo	(2000)	-	insJtuJons	and	categories
• Edwards	(1998)	-	relaJonship	counselling
• Eglin	and	Hester	(1999)	-	newspaper	reports
• Stokoe	(2003	-	neighbour	mediaJon
• Watson	(1983	and	Wowk	(1984)	-	police	interrogaJons
• Hall	and	Danby	(2003)	-	meeJng	talk
• Fitzgerald	and	Housley	(2002)	-	news	interviews
• He	(1995)	-	educaJonal	talk
As	Benwell	and	Stokoe	(2006)	conclude,	“it	is	clear	that	categories	have	a	crucial	part	to	play	in	
any	study	of	conversaJonal	idenJty”	(2006:	67).
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4.3	CategorisaRon	In	the	Interviews
4.3.1	The	Interviewer’s	Role:	A	Reﬂexive	Framing	
In	Chapter	3	(secJon	3.8)	it	was	highlighted	that	throughout	the	interviews	the	interviewer	
referred	to	the	researchers	as	“parapsychologists”.	This	label	was	used	throughout	all	contexts	of	
the	interviewer	content,	for	example	referencing	their	work	in	the	ﬁeld	of	parapsychology	and	
quesJons	relaJng	to	their	involvement	or	relaJonships	in	the	area.	What	this	represents	is	the	
interviewer	ascribing	an	idenJty	and	categorisaJon	to	the	interviewed	researchers.
As	such	this	factor	needs	to	be	at	the	forefront	of	the	enJre	empirical	analysis	-	the	respondents	
were	not	given	a	blank	canvas	in	the	interacJonal	context	from	which	they	could	construct	any	
idenJty	formulaJon.	Their	responses	can	be	interpreted	as	a	response	to	this	ascribed	idenJty	by	
the	interviewer.	
Analysis	of	idenJJes	and	categories	in	discourse	have	demonstrated	their	signiﬁcance,	for	
example	Tracy	(2002);	Zimmerman	(1998);	Psathas,	(1999);	Antaki,	(2003);	Pomerantz	and	
Mandelbaum	(2005).	CollecJvely	such	studies	highlight	how	through	discourse	people	can	ascribe	
parJcular	idenJJes	and	categories	to	themselves	and	each	other,	as	well	as	resist	them.	Therefore	
a	reﬂexive	framing	of	the	interviews	that	form	the	empirical	analysis	of	both	this	chapter	and	the	
enJre	thesis	must	be	considered	against	any	theoreJcal	proposals.	The	researchers	that	were	
interviewed	can	be	interpreted	as	reacJng	towards	the	interviewer’s	use	of	the	categorised	label	
“parapsychologist”	to	idenJfy	their	idenJty	and	their	careers.	As	discussed	in	SecJon	4.2,	
categorisaJon	is	an	important	consideraJon	in	any	invesJgaJon	into	discursive	construcJons,	a	
noJon	mirrored	by	Antaki	and	Widdicombe	(1998):
“Membership	of	a	category	is	ascribed	(and	rejected),	avowed	(and	disavowed),	displayed	(and	ignored)	in	
local	places	and	at	certain	Jmes,	and	it	does	these	things	as	part	of	the	interacJonal	work	that	consJtutes	
people’s	lives…[it’s]	not	that	people	passively	or	latently	have	this	or	that	idenJty	which	then	causes	feelings	
and	acJons,	but	that	they	work	up	and	work	to	this	or	that	idenJty,	for	themselves	and	others,	there	and	
then,	either	as	an	end	in	itself	or	towards	some	other	end.”
(Antaki	and	Widdicombe,	1998:	2)
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The	chapter	will	now	look	at	an	example	of	categorisaJon	work	through	discourse	from	the	
interviews.
4.3.2	Invoking	the	CategorisaRon	Repertoire
Building	on	the	categorisaJon	discussions	and	reﬂexive	framing	from	above,	this	sub-secJon	will	
focus	on	an	extract	from	the	interviews.
_________________________
EXTRACT	4A
[Interviewer’s	last	previous	quesJons	were		“I	would	like	ask	what	is	your	history	in	relaJon	to	
parapsychology?	And	what	drew	you	to	the	subject?”-	below	is	an	extract	compiled	from	a	longer	response/	
interacJon	with	the	Interviewer	spawning	directly	from	this.]
1				R1: ...So	by	training	I’m	a	cogniJve	psychologist	actually...so	I'm	not	a	parapsychologist	
2 at	all	by	any	stretch	of	the	imaginaJon…
3				Interviewer: From	what	you	are	saying	do	you	sJll	consider	yourself	a	psychologist	as	such	that	
4 happens	to	be	dealing	with	this	area	or	would	you	now	say	you	consider	yourself	
5 more	a	parapsychologist?
6				R1: I	consider	myself	to	be	a	cogniJve	psychologist…
7				Interviewer: A	cogniJve	psychologist?
8				R1: Yeah	I	would	say	that	I'm	a	cogniJve	psychologist	but,	I	err,	but,	I'm	actually	
9 interested	in	some	of	these	phenomena…	
10				R1: …More	recently	myself	and	[researcher	name]	who	works	here	we	are	(sort	of)	
11 puung	together,	or	I'm	puung	together	studies	that	look	at	erm	some	studies	that	
12 look	at	eyewitness	memory	and	false	memory	and	paranormal	belief	so	because	my	
13 sort	of	previous	life	I	sort	of	my	research	interest	was	in	working	memory,	visuo-
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14 spacial	memory,	I’m	prepy,	you	know	well	versed	in	all	the	memory	literature	and	
15 sort	of	quite	interested	in	some	of	the,	how	people's	recollecJons	of	these	events	
16 sort	of	pan	out	and	the	factors	that	inﬂuence	those.	So	I	suppose	in	that	sense	I	am	
17 a	parapsychologist	(laughs)	but	the	way	that	I'm	coming	at	it	isn't	from	a	
18 parapsychological	point	of	view.	
_________________________
In	Extract	4A	the	interviewer	has	asked	the	researcher	about	their	relaJonship	to	the	ﬁeld	of	
parapsychology	and	his	background.	What	follows	is	R1	breaking	down	his	career	and	depicJng	
Jes	to	the	ﬁeld.	In	general,	a	surface	level	reading	of	the	extract	suggests	that	it	is	a	careful	
presentaJon	from	R1	of	what	may	consJtute	parapsychology	and	his	role	within	that	sector.	He	
creates	an	ar{ul	disJncJon	between	that	of	convenJonal	cogniJve	psychological	work	and	
parapsychology	as	a	topic.	Further	analysis	indicates	that	R1	is	using	his	discourse	to	construct	
category	associaJons	and	formulate	a	presentaJon	of	a	parJcular	idenJty.
The	interviewer,	leading	up	to	this	extract	has	asked	about	R1’s	history	in	relaJon	to		
parapsychology	and	also	asked	what	drew	him	to	the	subject.	Immediately	the	interviewer	has	
ascribed	an	idenJty	of	“parapsychologist”	to	R1	and	implied	they	do	indeed	have	Jes	with	the	
ﬁeld.	R1’s	response	can	be	interpreted	as	a	reacJon	to	the	categorisaJon	suggested	by	the	
interviewer.	At	the	start	of	the	extract	R1	rejects	the	label	of	“parapsychologist”	and	presents	his	
own	categorisaJon	of	“cogniJve	psychologist”	(Lines	1-2).	He	emphasises	this	presentaJon	using	
the	phrasing	“actually”	and	“by	any	stretch	of	the	imaginaJon”	to	seemingly	highlight	the	fact	
that,	in	his	words,	he	is	not	a	parapsychologist.	When	faced	with	further	quesJons	by	the	
interviewer	in	Lines	3-5	and	Line	7	about	what	category	he	should	be	associated	with	R1	again	
reiterates	himself	to	be	a	“cogniJve	psychologist”.	
Later	in	the	extract	R1	builds	on	this	categorisaJon	choice	to	outline	that	he	is	interested	in	
parapsychological	phenomena	but	lists	mulJple	facets	of	cogniJve	research	areas	(Lines	12-16).	
This	lisJng	can	be	viewed	as	a	tacJc	to	conJnue	the	discursive	management	of	his	categorisaJon	
construcJon.	Having	admiped	interest	in	parapsychological	phenomena	R1	asserts	his	
categorisaJon	choice	as	“cogniJve	psychologist”	by	lisJng	key	lines	of	research	associated	with	
the	area.	At	the	end	of	the	extract	in	Lines	16-18	R1	jokes	and	laughs	about	possibly	being	a	
parapsychologist	but	that	“the	way	[he	is]	coming	at	it	isn’t	from	a	parapsychological	point	of	
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view”.	This	part	of	the	response	and	the	use	of	laughter	or	humour	can	be	interpreted	in	a	
number	of	diﬀerent	ways.	An	immediate	view	could	be	that	R1	is	reﬂecJng	on	his	response	or	the	
elements	of	his	career	that	he	is	presenJng	and	is	amused	at	some	of	aspect	of	his	own	response/	
construcJon.	A	further	interpretaJon	could	suggest	that	R1	is	using	the	laughter	as	a	tool	for	self-
categorisaJon	-	literally	laughing	at	the	noJon	of	himself	being	viewed	as	a	parapsychologist	and	
using	this	as	a	presentaJon	aid.
Overall,	Extract	4A	is	suggesJve	that	the	interviewed	researchers	were	using	their	discourse	to	
fashion	disJnct	categorisaJon	presentaJons	and	by	extension	idenJty	construcJons.	R1	is	
dispuJng	the	categorisaJon	assigned	to	him	by	the	interviewer,	using	his	response	as	a	pla{orm	
to	shiw	the	categorisaJon	away	from	“parapsychologist”	towards	“cogniJve	psychologist”.	In	
addiJon	to	using	discourse	as	a	tool	for	categorisaJon	selecJon	the	response	can	also	be	
portrayed	as	a	facilitator	of	stake	management.
4.4	Stake	Management	
The	role	of	stake	management	can	be	seen	to	have	synergies	with	categorisaJon	within	discourse	
analysis.	Widdicombe	(1998b:	196)	notes	that	“there	is	always	something	at	stake	in	aﬃrming	or	
rejecJng	group	categorisaJons”.	Furthermore	she	notes	that	a	“speakers’	resistance	to	category	
aﬃliaJon	is	a	way	of	addressing	the	inferenJal	consequences	that	might	follow	accepJng	the	
categorical	idenJty”	(1998a:	59).
Stake	was	one	of	the	central	aspect	of	Poper’s	(1996b)	approach	towards	discourse	analysis,	he	
presents	the	concept	as	follows:
“Stake	is	a	parJcipants’	issue	which	may	be	constructed	in	many	diﬀerent	ways.	It	may	be	treated	as	
something	to	do	with	features	of	a	speciﬁc	individual,	or	as	something	to	do	with	their	broader	group	
allegiances;	it	may	be	as	‘trivial’	as	a	concern	not	to	look	foolish,	or	as	‘important’	as	a	desire	not	to	be	
idenJﬁed	as	a	murder.”
(Poper,	1996b:	114)
Wetherell	(2001)	argues	the	importance	of	considering	stake	as	a	key	concern	in	any	discursive	
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construcJon	because	fundamentally	“people	treat	each	other	as	having	vested	interests,	desires,	
moJves	and	allegiances	(as	having	a	stake	in	some	posiJon	or	other)”	(2001:	21).	This	is	applicable	
on	both	an	individual	level	and	that	of	group	membership	(Edwards	and	Poper,	1992).	A	recent	
research	example	portraying	the	importance	of	stake	was	Walker	et.	al’s	(2015)	study	of	wind	farm	
developers	and	their	analysis	of	this	group’s	strategy	for	managing	community	percepJons.	
Walker	et.	al	(2015)	highlighted	how	discursive	stake	management	by	the	developers	allowed	
them	to	tackle	detrimental	percepJons,	portraying	potenJally	‘vested	interests’	and	
communicaJng	beneﬁts.
Stake	management	along	with	its	producJon	of	associated	apributes	and	group	aﬃliaJons	is	an	
integral	aspect	of	idenJty	construcJon	within	discourse.	Lee	and	Roth	(2004)	outline	the	
importance	of	considering	idenJty	construcJon	during	the	interview	paradigm,	where	“both	
parJcipants	and	researchers	are	acJve	agents	whose	idenJJes	are	consJtuted	in	the	process…
[interviews]	are	sites	whereby	idenJty	and	issues	of	self-presentaJon	are	accomplished”.	A	
senJment	which	is	echoed	by	Billig’s	broader	consideraJon	of	opinion	orientated	discourse:
“Our	belief’s	and	autudes	do	not	merely	occur	in	our	heads,	but	they	too	belong	to	wider	social	contexts	of	
controversy…In	indicaJng	our	autudes,	we	do	more	than	merely	express	our	personal	beliefs.	We	also	
locate	ourselves	within	a	public	controversy.”
(Billig,	1991:	43)
For	the	current	thesis,	when	considered	in	this	context,	the	proposed	‘categorisaJon	and	stake	
repertoire’	can	be	viewed	as	a	device	to	manage	both	idenJty	and	aﬃliaJon.	Through	the	use	of	
category	construcJon	the	respondent	acJvely	manages	their	stake	and	perceived	interest	towards	
ideological	constructs	-	in	this	case	parapsychology.	Poper	(1996b:	113)	implicated	that	stake	
management	is	a	signiﬁcant	aspect	of	discourse	and	that	“descripJons	are	owen	used	precisely	
because	they	manage	issues	of	interest”.	He	presents	stake	as:
“At	the	strongest,	these	noJons	are	used	to	suggest	that	the	descripJon’s	speaker,	or	the	insJtuJon	
responsible	for	the	descripJon,	has	something	to	gain	or	lose;	that	they	are	not	disinterested.	They	have	a	
stake	in	some	course	of	acJons	which	the	descripJon	relates	to,	or	there	are	personal,	ﬁnancial	or	power	
consideraJons	that	come	into	play.	DescripJons	may	be	broadly	inspected	in	relaJon	to	a	backdrop	of	
competences,	projects,	allegiances,	moJves	and	values.”
(Poper,	1996b:	124)
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Andersson	(2010)	depicts	a	detailed	presentaJon	regarding	the	mechanics	of	stake	and	interest	
within	rhetoric:
“Stake	is	deﬁned	as	a	strategy	play,	the	medium	and	process	where	there	is	something	to	gain	or	lose	-	the	
interest.	Interest	is	the	contested	content,	the	desirable	sought-aUer	content	and	preferable	outcome	that	is	
at	and	in	risk.	In	short	this	means	that…stake	[is]	a	rhetorical	resource	making	it	possible	to	idenJfy	speciﬁc	
preferable	world	views	and	objecJves	-	interests.	Interest	becomes	a	funcJonal	noJon	to	move	beyond	the	
text	and	connect	it	to	a	broader	societal	context,	to	move	beyond	the	place	-	making	it	possible	to	idenJty	
[ideology]	in	acJon…Stake	can	be	used	to	discount	the	signiﬁcance	of	a	descripJon	or	to	rework	its	
character.	In	this	way	the	use	of	stake	is	an	apempt	to	present	a	vision	of	the	the	world,	that	things	are	the	
way	they	are	or	should	be,	according	to	the	speaker.”
(Andersson,	2010:	8)
Emerging	from	this	signiﬁcance	of	the	role	of	stake	within	discourse,	Edwards	and	Poper	(1992)	
theorised	the	potenJal	for	a	‘dilemma	of	stake	or	interest’	(1992:	158),	whereby	the	respondent	
needs	to	represent	interests,	representaJons	or	socio-cultural	groups	without	overtly	explicitly	
being	observed	to	do	so.	The	threat	of	which	may	lead	to	their	accounts	being	discounted	-	for	
example	through	being	accused	of	subjecJvity	and	overt	bias.	Wetherell	(2001)	expands	on	this	
conceptual	framework	by	specifying	that:
“QuesJons	of	stake	are	key	concerns	of	parJcipants	in	an	interacJon.	People	treat	each	other	as	having	
vested	interests,	desire,	moJves	and	allegiances	(as	having	a	stake	in	some	posiJon	or	other)	and	this	is	a	
problem	if	one	wants	one’s	version	of	events	to	be	heard	as	authoritaJve	and	persuasive,	factual,	not	
interested	or	biased	but	the	simple	plain,	unvarnished	truth…”
(Wetherell,	2001:	21)
LeCouteur,	Rapley	and	AugousJnos	(2001)	have	invesJgated	the	roles	of	stake	and	interest	within	
poliJcal	contexts	and	outlined	the	highly	strategic	element	surrounding	these	elements	in	
discourse	-	limiJng	or	‘disavowing’	(2001)	one’s	stake	towards	parJcular	issues	may	have	
beneﬁcial	consequences	regarding	the	individual’s	perceived	idenJty.	One	such	example	would	be	
‘stake	inoculaJon’	(Poper,	1996b)	in	which	the	respondent	puts	forward	an	account	to	disprove	
and	counter-claim	that	the	respondent	possesses	a	stake	in	the	issue	being	discussed.
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Stake	(and	interest)	can	therefore	be	viewed	as	a	fundamental	rhetorical	resource	whereby	it	may	
be	seen	as	advantageous	or	detrimental	to	align	idenJty	constructs	against	certain	values	and	
ideas,	moJvaJng	people	to	express	representaJons	and	speciﬁc	types	of	descripJons	-	managing	
this	through	their	discourse	(Poper,	1996b;	Andersson,	2010).	One	example	of	this	is	Wooﬃp’s	
(2000)	invesJgaJon	of	psychic	pracJJoners	and	their	presentaJon	of	claimed	paranormal	
phenomena.	HIs	study	found	that	the	psychics	were	demonstraJng	what	Poper	(1996b)	deﬁned	
as	stake	management:	“...their	uperances	are	designed	to	establish	that	they	have	no	
commitment	to,	or	investment	in,	the	informaJon	being	proposed,	nor	that	they	have	any	interest	
in	the	siper’s	acceptance	of	it”	(Wooﬃp,	2000:	466).
What	this	represents	from	Poper’s	(1996b)	original	presentaJon	of	stake	management	is	that	
actors	in	a	social	interacJon	consider	themselves	and	other	actors	as	individuals	who	can	beneﬁt	
from,	and	thus	have	a	stake	in,	their	acJons	and	construcJons.	Stemming	from	this	are	dilemmas	
of	stake	(Poper,	1996b)	whereby	the	actor	struggles	to	establish	an	account	that	can	be	
interpreted	as	simultaneously	factual	and	a	stable	representaJon	of	the	world,	whilst	also	
managing	the	deconstrucJon	of	other	(contradictory)	accounts	as	the	product	of	personal	or	
group	interests.	Such	concepts	can	readily	be	witnessed	in	poliJcally	oriented	rhetoric,	where	
presentaJons	of	stake	or	interest	is	a	pervasive	concern	when	a	topic	is	addressed	that	is	
perceived	as	contenJous	and	controversial	by	the	speaker	and/	or	the	audience	(for	example	
AugousJnos,	LeCouteur	and	Soyland	2002).	In	summary,	aligning	oneself	with	certain	concepts	in	
discursive	construcJons	can	be	advantageous	or	a	disadvantage	to	the	percepJon	of	the	
individual	in	the	communicaJve	context	-	as	such	it	is	potenJally	beneﬁcial	to	co-ordinate	such	
alignment.	
In	the	context	of	the	current	thesis,	when	the	historical	progress	and	acceptance	of	
parapsychology	is	considered	-	from	its	struggles	to	gain	scienJﬁc	legiJmacy	as	a	source	of	
consistent	criJcism	and	scepJcism	(see	Chapter	1)	-	the	use	of	stake	management	could	be	
considered	highly	perJnent.	Within	the	interview	seung,	alignment	or	dissociaJon	of	stake	
towards	parapsychological	concepts,	research	etc.	may	be	considered	a	disJnct	strategy	for	
managing	idenJty	constructs	within	discursive	uperances.	To	illustrate,	when	stake	management	
is	introduced	as	a	concept	the	category	work	being	conducted	by	R1	in	Extract	4A	adopts	more	
signiﬁcant	meaning.	Between	the	labels	of	“parapsychologist”	and	“cogniJve	psychologist”,	as	well	
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as	rejecJng	and	construcJng	his	own	category	membership	he	is	also	managing	his	levels	of	stake	
aﬃliaJon	between	the	two.	
Throughout	the	interviews	instances	of	category	and	stake	management	tended	to	occur	more	
noJceably	when	the	researchers	were	discussing	the	topic	of	perceived	Jes	with	parapsychology.	
More	speciﬁcally,	the	researchers	when	quesJoned	about	precise	deﬁniJons	of	the	ﬁeld's	idenJty,	
and	their	relaJonship	to	it,	were	observed	to	use	discourse	that	indicated	they	were	using	their	
responses	to	construct	category	presentaJon	acJons.	Subsequently,	it	can	be	proposed	that	the	
‘categorisaJon	and	stake	repertoire’	is	a	fundamental	characterisJc	of	the	interview	data.
The	next	secJon	of	the	current	chapter	will	conJnue	to	analyse	the	features	of	the	‘categorisaJon	
and	stake	repertoire’	but	will	also	discuss	the	possible	use	of	this	repertoire	as	a	reﬁned	
communicaJon	tacJc	along	with	the	prospecJve	beneﬁts	and	moJvaJon	of	uJlising	such	a	
strategy.
4.5	CategorisaRon	and	Stake	Management	In	AcRon
Throughout	the	interview	data	numerous	forms	of	categorisaJon	work	and	stake	management	
were	detectable	as	a	possible	discursive	strategy	-	and	subsequently	an	interpretaJve	repertoire.	
The	interviewed	researchers	tended	to	deploy	this	interpretaJve	repertoire	with	high	frequency	
when	they	were	discussing	the	subject	of	their	relaJonship	with	parapsychology.	More	speciﬁcally,	
this	occurred	within	areas	of	the	interview	that	focused	on	whether	they	would	perceive	
themselves	as	parapsychologists	or	through	aspects	which	dealt	with	deﬁniJons	of	what	
consJtutes	parapsychology	(regarding	subject	maper	and	intellectual	boundaries).	Following	on	
from	the	introducJon	of	the	concepts	of	categorisaJon	and	stake	management,	the	current	
chapter	will	now	look	at	detailed	discourse	examples	from	the	interview	data.
The	analysis	of	Extract	4A	as	a	piece	of	discourse	(in	sub-secJon	4.3.2)	provided	a	good	starJng	
point	to	begin	breaking	down	the	key	features	of	the	categorisaJon	and	stake	repertoire.	A	longer	
and	more	elaborate	instance	of	the	repertoire	is	evident	in	the	following	response	from	R5:
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_________________________
EXTRACT	4B
1				Interviewer: Do	you	think	it’s	any	easier	now	to	follow	a	career	in	parapsychology?	Or	do	you	
2 think	the	same	sort	of	obstacles	that	you	faced	are	present?	
3				R5: I	think	it	depends	what	we	mean	by	parapsychology.	I	mean	I	don’t	want	to	wax	too	
4 lyrical	about	the	diﬀerent	deﬁniJons.	But	I	think	there	has	been	a	subtle	shiw	over	
5 the	past	5	or	10	years	so	that,	and	this	I	think	wasn’t	isn’t	just	a	recent	phenomena	I	
6 think	it	was	something	acJvely	pursued	by	Bob.	He	always	said	to	me	and	to	many	
7 people	who	went	through	the	PhD	process	before	me;	“you	need	to	have	more	than	
8 one	string	to	your	bow”.	And	just	being	known	as	a	parapsychologist,	inverted	
9 commas,	isn’t	enough	–	that	you	need	to	eﬀecJvely	have,	err	I	hate	this	term,	but	
10 ‘sellable	qualiJes’	that	are	beyond	just	parapsychology.	So,	I	think	that	that’s	meant	
11 that	to	a	certain	extent,	although	parapsychology	is	deﬁnitely	an	idenJty,	for	me	
12 personally	I	don’t	just	include	myself	as	a	parapsychologist		-	I	tend	to	see	myself	as	
13 a	psychologist,	of	which	a	strong	aspect	of	what	I	do	is	parapsychology.	Um,	but	I	
14 don’t	think	it	can	be	separated	out	from	other	things	that	I	do	that	might	not	be	
15 regarded	as	parapsychology.	So	I	think	within	that,	I	think	if	you	were	just	trying	to,	
16 then	again	I	hate	this	phrase	but	it’s	the	only	thing	that	comes	to	mind,	‘market	
17 yourself’	as	a	parapsychologist	alone,	it	would	probably	sJll	be	diﬃcult	to	try	and	
18 get	work	on	that,	if	only	because	the	H.E.	sector	doesn’t	need	that	many	
19 parapsychologists,	but	will	need	other	types	of	psychologist	and	therefore	its	being	
20 able	to	show	versaJlity	and	that	you	can,	kind	of,	represent	diﬀerent	aspects	of	
21 psychology,	one	of	which	(hopefully)	will	be	supported	as	parapsychology.	And	I’d	
22 like	to	hope	that	people	don’t	have	necessarily	the	negaJve	view	of	parapsychology	
23 that	it	has	had	in	the	past.	But	again	it	depends	how	it’s	approached	when	you’re	
24 applying	for	jobs.	
_________________________
Extract	4B	shares	commonaliJes	with	Extract	4A.	Fundamentally,	across	both	extracts	the	
researcher	is	construcJng	a	presentaJon	of	their	relaJonship	and	idenJty	towards	the	concept	of	
being	a	parapsychologist	-	behind	which	are	discursive	acJons	of	category	selecJon	and	
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personalised	stake	management.
At	the	beginning	of	the	extract,	as	with	Extract	4A,	the	interviewer	is	portraying	the	interviewed	
researcher	as	being	apached	to	parapsychology	by	asking	them	about	the	ﬁeld	and	about	career	
aspects	of	the	ﬁeld.	R5’s	immediate	response	is	one	that	quesJons	the	boundaries	and	deﬁniJons	
of	‘parapsychology’	(Lines	3-4).	In	parJcular,	R5’s	use	of	the	phrase	“I	think	it	depends	what	we	
mean	by	parapsychology”	(Line	3),	is	used	as	a	pla{orm	that	allows	R5	to	diﬀuse	the	quesJon	
posed	by	the	interviewer	and	provides	a	pla{orm	for	him	to	direct	the	interacJon.	It	provides	a	
foundaJon	for	R5	to	freely	construct	their	discourse	in	whatever	(idenJty)	direcJon	they	choose	
from	this	point.
Further	into	the	extract	R5	can	be	seen	to	be	using	categorisaJon	construcJon	and	personal	stake	
management.	Between	Lines	11-13	he	portrays	‘parapsychology’	as	an	“idenJty”	but	then	asserts	
that	“personally	I	don’t	just	include	myself	as	a	parapsychologist”	and	that	he	views	himself	as	a	
“psychologist”	which	has	a	“strong	aspect”	of	parapsychology.	In	this	passage	R5	is	choosing	the	
category	of	‘psychologist’	to	be	associated	with,	as	opposed	to	‘parapsychologist’.	His	statement	
around	this	could	be	read	as	an	argument	that	he	could	be	apached	to	either	categorisaJon	label	
-	however	he	deﬁnes	himself	towards	the	psychology	category.	This	in	itself	is	also	a	forthright	
form	of	stake	management	-	whereby	through	his	response	he	his	carefully	managing	his	
presentaJon	of	stake	towards	either	of	the	concepts.	He	does	not	completely	abandon	the	
category	of	‘parapsychology’	and	sJll	references	“aspects”	of	apachment	to	the	ﬁeld	such	as	his	
connecJon(s)	to	Bob	Morris.
As	a	response	to	the	interviewer,	the	extract	can	be	interpreted	as	R5	reacJng	to	the	interviewer’s	
portrayal	of	him	as	a	parapsychologist.	R5’s	reply	could	be	viewed	as	an	opportunity	for	him	to		
build	an	idenJty	presentaJon	in	response	to	category	ascripJon.	For	example,	his	reference	to	
“parapsychologist,	inverted	commas”	(Lines	8-9)	is	an	interesJng	turn	of	phrase	-	suggesJve	of	R5	
referencing	possible	interpretaJonal	issues	that	may	surround	deﬁniJons	of	parapsychology.	This	
phrase	could	be	directed	at	the	interviewer’s	perspecJve	of	him	as	a	parapsychologist	or	it	could	
be	a	similar	reasoning	device	as	that	used	in	Lines	3-4.	By	referencing	the	lack	of	a	precise	
deﬁniJon	it	creates	a	certain	freedom	within	his	discourse	to	construct	the	deﬁniJons,	categories	
and	stake	associaJons	that	he	wants	to	present	through	the	response.
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The	ﬁrst	thing	that	is	immediately	noJceable	in	Extract	4B	is	the	the	length	of	discourse	R5	takes	
before	they	actually	begin	to	address	the	interviewer's	quesJon	directly.	A	signiﬁcant	period	of	
dialogue	occurs	before	R5	addresses	the	core	quesJon	asked	by	the	interviewer.	Immediately	
within	the	ﬁrst	line	of	his	response	the	quesJon(s)	posed	by	the	interviewer	are	countered	and	
reposiJoned	by	R5;	“I	think	it	depends	what	we	mean	by	parapsychology…”	(Line	3).	This	
immediately	diﬀuses	the	quesJon-answer	structure	of	the	interview	format	and	creates	the	
opportunity	for	R5	to	control	the	discursive	interacJon	–	enabling	him	to	direct	his	account	and	
manage	the	direcJon	of	the	subject	maper,	in	this	case	his	stake	towards	parapsychology.	
UlJmately,	this	opening	within	the	ﬁrst	line	of	his	response	is	a	construcJon	of	ﬂexible	posiJoning	
-	the	researcher	is	presenJng	an	open	response	where	their	categorisaJon	selecJons	can	be	
interpreted	in	diﬀerent	ways	in	the	context	of	the	interview.	It	is	an	avoidance	of	providing	a	direct	
categorisaJon	selecJon	and	demonstrates	an	awareness	of	counter	posiJons	or	construcJons.	
This	acJon	in	itself	provides	a	foundaJon	for	the	respondent	to	freely	construct	their	discourse	in	
whatever	(idenJty)	direcJon	they	choose	from	this	point.	This	ﬂexible	posiJoning	presents	an	
opportunity	to	construct	an	open	idenJty	within	the	discourse	-	one	that	aﬀords	diﬀerent	
interpretaJons	and	percepJons	of	stake,	thus	potenJally	nullifying	potenJal	counter	arguments	
or	proposals.
Eventually,	within	the	extract	R5	moves	the	dialogue	towards	himself	(Lines	11-12);		“...although	
parapsychology	is	deﬁnitely	an	idenJty,	for	me	personally	I	don’t	just	include	myself	as	a	
parapsychologist		-	I	tend	to	see	myself	as	a	psychologist,	of	which	a	strong	aspect	of	what	I	do	is	
parapsychology.	Um,	but	I	don’t	think	it	can	be	separated	out	from	other	things	that	I	do	that	
might	not	be	regarded	as	parapsychology”	(Lines	11-13).	
This	secJon	conJnues	categorisaJon	and	stake	management	of	the	response	through	R5’s	
posiJoning	himself	as	a	psychologist	that	has	some	element	of	parapsychology	apached.	He	states	
that	a	“strong	aspect”	(Line	13)	of	what	he	does	is	parapsychological	in	nature	but	then	apempts	
to	move	away	from	that	apribuJon,	ciJng	his	involvement	with	psychology	based	endeavours.	In	
this	passage	R5	can	be	interpreted	as	promoJng	an	idenJty	that	is	apached	more	strongly	to	
psychology	than	that	of	parapsychology.
Following	the	shiwing	synopsis	of	his	career,	R5	then	provides	some	insight	and	possible	reasoning	
for	this	approach	in	his	discourse.	Directly	awer	his	‘deﬁniJon’	of	his	career	label(s)	he	discusses	its	
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apparent	impact	on	the	academic	job	sector	and	the	need	to	“market	yourself”	(Lines	16-17)	-	
explaining	that	presenJng	oneself	as	a	parapsychologist	would	have	detrimental	implicaJons	on	
apaining	a	job.	R5	appears	to	be	providing	some	jusJﬁcaJon	for	the	categorisaJon	and	stake	
selecJons	within	his	response.	In	this	context,	it	can	be	interpreted	as	an	apempt	to	amend	for	
the	potenJally	fragmented	logic	of	the	interacJon	-	an	interpretaJon	of	his	own	explanaJon	that	
stems	from	his	presentaJon	of	mixed	psychological	and	parapsychological	apributes	within	the	
interview.	As	such,	this	balancing	acJon	appears	to	be	an	apempt	to	qualify	the	implementaJon	
of	the	‘categorisaJon	and	stake	repertoire’	whilst	simultaneously	preserving	the	legiJmacy	of	the	
researcher’s	account(s)	along	with	their	constructed	idenJty.	
Throughout	the	extract	R5	seemingly	verbalises	a	conﬂict	regarding	his	stake	and	the	
consequences	of	aligning	himself	with	one	idenJty	category	verses	another.	At	numerous	points	
there	are	apempts	to	present	jusJﬁcaJon	of	his	labelling	of	being	either	a	parapsychologist	or	a	
psychologist.	Social	pressures	and	percepJons	of	the	ﬁeld	are	inJmated	as	being	a	primary	cause	
for	this	unwillingness	to	commit	himself	fully	to	the	descripJon	of	“parapsychologist”	-	hence	the	
need	to	“market	yourself”.	Subsequently,	it	supports	the	noJon	that	the	repertoire	uJlised	within	
the	discourse	is	a	strategy	centring	on	idenJty	management.	
To	again	revisit	the	opening	phrase	of	“I	think	it	depends	what	we	mean	by	
parapsychology...”	(Line	3).	The	line	can	be	interpreted	as	a	prime	example	of	the	‘categorisaJon	
and	stake	repertoire’	which	the	researchers	tended	to	employ	when	engaging	in	discourse	that	
pertained	to	associaJon	with	the	ﬁeld	-	and	their	idenJJes	in	general.	Deploying	such	discursive	
devices	immediately	provides	an	opening	within	the	interacJon	to	counter	alternaJve	posiJons	
(and	repertoires).	Such	alternaJve	perspecJves	may	indicate	more	negaJve	qualiJes	associated	
with	areas	discussed	the	ﬁeld	-	for	example	purported	paranormal	elements	of	the	ﬁeld.	Thus,	the	
categorisaJon	construcJon	strategy	allows	the	respondent(s)	to	essenJally	dilute	what	they	
“mean	by	parapsychology”	and	choose	a	more	open	and	less	commiped	idenJty,	stake	
relaJonship,	to	the	ﬁeld.	This	is	especially	perJnent	when	the	consideraJon	of	the	interviewer’s	
category	apribuJon	is	considered	within	the	analysis.	The	interviewer’s	quesJons	infer	the	
researcher	as	a	parapsychologist	and	have	thus	ascribed	a	category	to	them.	In	this	sense	the	
responding	repertoire	is	essenJally	construcJng	an	idenJty	that	is	open	to	mulJple	
interpretaJons	as	a	response	to	this	ascripJon	-	represenJng	a	moderated,	managed,	
commitment	to	parapsychology	and	thereby	insulaJng	against	alternaJve	posiJons	(such	as	
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negaJve	feedback	or	judgements).	Subsequently,	the	repertoire	the	appears	to	address	more	
broader	globalised	issues.	Through	using	alignments	to	parJcular	categorisaJon	choices	
alternaJve	stances	and	interpretaJons	of	parapsychology	are	seemingly	accounted	for.	This	
linguisJc	device,	therefore,	presents	the	opportunity	to	counter	such	potenJal	challenges	within	
the	interacJon.	
The	following	discourse	from	R6	is	a	further	illustraJon	of	the	themes	discussed:
_________________________
EXTRACT	4C
1				Interviewer: So	would	you	classify	yourself	now	as	sJll	a	psychologist	or	would	you	classify	
2 yourself	as	a	parapsychologist?	
3				R6: That’s	a	really	diﬃcult	quesJon	to	answer	because	it	all	depends	on	how	you	deﬁne	
4 psychology	and	parapsychology.	And	then	there’s	this	other	category	‘anomalisJc	
5 psychology’	somewhere	between	the	two.	Erm,	I	guess	I	would	have	to	say	I’m	a	
6 parapsychologist	but	that	would	be	taking	a	broad	deﬁniJon	of	the	term	
7 ‘parapsychology’.	So,	some	parapsychologists	think	that	parapsychology	is	only	
8 about	psi	tesJng	and	on	that	deﬁniJon	then	only	a	liple	part	of	me	is	a	
9 parapsychologist,	because	I	don’t	do	a	huge	amount	of	psi	tesJng.	But	at	Edinburgh,	
10 the	Koestler	Unit	we’ve	always	taken	a	very	broad	deﬁniJon	so	we	included	things	
11 like	the	psychology	of	belief	in	the	paranormal,	the	psychology	of	decepJon,	and	the	
12 history	of	parapsychology	and	psychical	research	–	all	under	the	heading	of	
13 ‘parapsychology’.	So	under	that	wider	deﬁniJon,	yes	I	would	describe	myself	as	a	
14 parapsychologist...It	really	depends	on	how	narrowly	you	want	to	divide	it,	to	deﬁne	
15 it.	And	some	researchers	think	that	if	it’s	not	psi	if	it’s	not	psi	tesJng	then	that’s	
16 anomalisJc	psychology.	But	I	actually	think	that	parapsychology	is	broader	then	just	
17 the	psi	quesJon	anyway…
_________________________
The	quesJon	posed	by	the	interviewer	is	slightly	diﬀerent	compared	to	the	two	previous	extracts.	
In	Extract	4C	the	quesJon	presented	to	the	researcher	presents	two	potenJally	ascribed	
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categorisaJons	and	is	phrased	more	as	a	choice	between	‘parapsychologist’	and	‘psychologist’.	
The	researcher	is	being	asked	to	claim	allegiance	to	a	speciﬁc	categorisaJon	and	academic	
idenJty.	In	response,	R6	reformulates	the	quesJon	into	a	complex	problem	of	category	deﬁniJon,	
a	strategy	which	is	reminiscent	of	the	strategy	invoked	by	R5	in	the	previous	example	(Extract	4B).
In	Extract	4C,	Lines	3-5,	the	quesJon	is	repackaged	and	reinterpreted	towards	the	deﬁniJon	
criteria	of	academic	labels	(“psychology”	and	“parapsychology”).	This	can	be	interpreted	as	
disJnct	categorisaJon	work	within	the	discourse.	R6	has	moved	his	response	towards	an	area	that	
allows	him	to	construct	categorisaJons	and	what	they	represent.	Also,	by	posiJoning	his	answer	
as	a	symptom	of	deﬁniJons	of	these	areas	he	is	using	a	form	of	globalisaJon,	shiwing	the	context	
of	the	discourse	away	from	personalised	elements	and	their	associaJon	to	him	towards	reference	
of	external	factors	(deﬁniJon	of	the	ﬁeld).
Between	Lines	3-12	R6	apempts	to	present	a	deﬁniJon	and	relaJonship	between	parapsychology	
and	psychology.	This	passage	of	discourse	can	be	interpreted	in	diﬀerent	ways.	Either	it	is	an	
apempt	to	move	the	interacJon	towards	a	more	globalised	frame	of	reference,	as	noted	above	-	
avoiding	a	direct,	personal	speciﬁc	construcJon	response	to	the	interviewers	quesJon.	
AlternaJvely,	it	is	potenJally	a	careful	construcJon	of	deﬁniJon	that	allows	the	researcher	to	
present	categorisaJon	boundaries	and	manage	his	stake	towards	those	constructs	in	diﬀerent	
ways.	By	creaJng	this	foundaJon	of	‘deﬁniJon’	it	creates	the	opportunity	for	R6	to	use	his	
discourse	towards	presenJng	his	categorisaJon	deﬁniJons.	This	then	allows	for	the	building	of	an	
idenJty	of	either	psychologist,	parapsychologist	or	even	anomalisJc	psychologist	(Lines	4-5)	within	
the	response.	[Please	refer	to	Chapter	2	(secJon	1.3.2)	for	a	deﬁniJon	of	anomalisJc	psychology].
Awer	these	categorisaJon	construcJons	as	to	what	may	consJtute	parapsychology	(Lines	3-12),	R6	
states	that	“yes	I	would	describe	myself	as	a	parapsychologist”	(Line	13).	At	this	point	he	is	making	
a	deﬁniJve	statement	of	stake	membership	and	category	alignment.	However,	immediately	
following	this	he	reverts	back	and	re-iterates	the	supposed	problems	of	deﬁniJon	and	
classiﬁcaJon	(Lines	14-17).	In	this	instance,	it	is	apparent	that	once	the	researcher	has	made	a	
strong	statement	of	aﬃliaJon	with	parapsychology	he	then	chooses	to	present	a	more	open	
membership	of	stake	and	realign	his	categorisaJon	selecJon.	This	is	achieved	by	highlighJng	the	
“deﬁniJon”	problems.	In	the	context	of	the	discursive	interacJon	the	presentaJon	of	such	
problems	allow	the	researcher	manoeuvrability	in	their	response.	In	Extract	4C	R6	has	used	his	
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discourse	to	enable	an	opportunity	to	present	his	idenJty	and	stake	towards	either	category	of	
‘psychology’	or	‘parapsychology’.	In	a	similar	vain	to	R5,	R6	instantly	demonstrates	an	awareness	
of	alternaJve	posiJons;	providing	himself	room	for	category	manoeuvrability	within	the	
communicaJon.	R6	by	staJng	(from	Line	3	onwards	in	the	extract)	that	classiﬁcaJon	and	thus	
labelling	is	dependent	on	how	one	deﬁnes	‘parapsychology’	he	presents	a	counter-point	for	any	
opposiJonal	negaJve	senJment	or	judgement	towards	his	posiJon	-	any	disagreement	or	
dissonance	within	the	interacJon	can	revert	back	to	this	and	become	countered	by	the	already	
established	problem	of	deﬁniJon.	This	technique	builds	a	foundaJon	from	which	the	following	
account(s)	can	then	expand	upon	and	promptly	provides	an	instance	where	the	researcher	has	
addressed	potenJal	opposiJonal	posiJons	or	repertoires	-	whilst	simultaneously	managing	their	
level	of	stake	towards	a	parJcular	categorisaJon	construct	(in	this	case,	parapsychology).
Another	element	that	is	also	worth	analysing	is	the	categorisaJon	work	in	Extract	4C	towards	
proof-versus-process	interpretaJons	of	parapsychology.	In	his	response,	R6	presents	an	
interpretaJon	of	boundaries	between	diﬀerent	interpretaJons	of	what	consJtutes	
parapsychology.	One	view	of	this	according	to	R6	is	of	parapsychology	as	just	“psi	tesJng”	(Lines	
7-8)	-	which	can	be	read	as	focused	mainly	on	the	proof	aspect.	However,	he	aligns	himself	more	
with	a	broader	view	of	the	ﬁeld	that	encompasses	more	inter-disciplinary	subject	maper,	looking	
at	the	process	behind	parapsychology.	He	cites	the	“psychology	of	belief	in	the	paranormal,	the	
psychology	of	decepJon,	and	the	history	of	parapsychology...all	under	the	heading	of	
’parapsychology’”	(Lines	11-13).	This	“wider	deﬁniJon”	(Lines	13)	is	an	interesJng	delineaJon	
from	R6,	as	he	appears	to	be	deﬁning	his	own	interpretaJon	of	what	consJtutes	the	category	and	
of	being	a	parapsychologist.	This	construcJve	instance	arguably	may	be	in	direct	response	to	the	
interviewer’s	quesJon	that	asks	for	classiﬁcaJon	of	him	as	being	either	a	psychologist	or	
parapsychologist.	UlJmately,	his	response	to	the	quesJon	is	that	he	can	be	interpreted	as	either	
category,	but	in	his	own	words	is	dependent	“on	how	narrowly	you	want	to	divide	it,	to	deﬁne	
it”	(Lines	14-15).	His	discourse	has	introduced	a	posiJon	where	R6	now	has	ﬂexible	categorisaJon	
choices	and	within	the	space	of	his	response	he	can	be	either.	In	stake	terms	he	has	presented	a	
dualisJc	response	that	aligns	his	personal	stake	with	both	subject	areas	-	ascripJon	of	stake	to	a	
parJcular	category	is	now	conJngent	on	the	deﬁniJon	and	subjecJve	interpretaJon	of	the	
labelled	categories.
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4.6	CategorisaRon	and	Stake	Management	as	a	CommunicaRve	Strategy
The	preceding	secJons	have	introduced	the	‘categorisaJon	and	stake	repertoire’,	and	demarcated	
the	predominant	aspects	of	this	form	of	communicaJon	in	relaJon	to	the	interview	data.	
Following	this	establishment,	the	current	secJon	will	now	conJnue	to	explore	the	features	
present	within	the	repertoire	but	will	also	direct	the	discussion	towards	a	consideraJon	of	why	
uJlising	categorisaJon	and	stake	management	could	be	an	eﬀecJve	communicaJve	strategy.	
4.6.1	Personal	IdenRty	ConstrucRon	and	Stake	Management	
In	the	extracts	discussed	in	the	chapter	so	far,	the	use	of	categorisaJon	and	stake	work	can	be	
interpreted	as	an	apempt	to	present	idenJty	formulaJons	through	the	interacJon	around	areas	
that	enable	the	individual	to	manage	associaJons	towards	diﬀerent	concepts.	Primarily,	within	
these	extracts	this	is	occurring	when	the	researcher	is	talking	about	the	topic	of	associaJon(s)	
with	parapsychology.	These	instances	can	be	viewed	largely	as	a	consequence	of	the	interviewer	
ascribing	this	area	through	their	quesJons	towards	the	interviewed	researcher.	As	noted	within	
the	current	thesis,	the	ﬁeld	of	parapsychology	itself	exists	as	a	controversial	academic	discipline,	
polarising	opinion	and	generaJng	signiﬁcant	controversy.	Therefore,	it	could	be	interpreted	that	
the	use	of	this	repertoire	may	simply	be	a	strategy	by	the	researcher	to	shield	themselves	from	
the	percepJon	of	such	elements	within	the	interview	context	-	via	management	of	their	
associaJons	(stake)	through	their	discourse	and	oﬀering	their	own	deﬁned	categorisaJons.
Management	of	this	nature	is	achieved	through	the	careful	presentaJons	of	stake	and	category	
apachment	-	by	building	deﬁniJons	and	asserJons	of	apachment	-	the	repertoire	allows	the	
respondent	to	control	the	levels	of	metaphorical	distance	between	themselves	and	the	constructs	
they	are	being	quesJoned	about	within	the	interview	(in	this	case	parapsychology).	UlJmately,	the	
repertoire	enables	them	to	direct	deﬁniJons	of	both	themselves	and	the	ﬁeld.	Through	this	
management	the	repertoire	engineers	the	ability	to	re-negoJate	the	respondent’s	categorisaJon	
at	any	point	in	the	future	of	the	communicaJve	context.	ConstrucJon	of	their	category	allegiance	
remains	a	ﬂuid	proposiJon	and	is	never	directly	cemented	to	a	parJcular	ideological	posiJon,	as	
seen	in	the	previous	discourse	example	from	the	interview	(Extract	4C).	The	respondents	are	able	
to	associate	closely	with	certain	subjects	or	avoid	a	deﬁnite	associaJon	of	stake	towards	a	
parJcular	subject	or	element.	Based	on	this	interpretaJon	the	discourse	repertoire	assumes	a	
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deeper	signiﬁcance,	becoming	a	cogent	strategy	for	idenJty	management.	Invoking	discursive	
categorisaJon	work	concerning	stake	enables	the	individual	the	communicaJve	space	to	fashion	a	
ﬂexible	idenJty	through	their	accounts.
When	considered	in	this	context	the	‘categorisaJon	and	stake’	repertoire	can	be	viewed	as	a	
device	to	manage	both	idenJty	and	aﬃliaJon.	Through	the	use	of	self-associaJon	and	strategic	
alignment	the	respondent	acJvely	manages	their	stake	towards	ideological	constructs	-	in	this	
case,	the	researchers	towards	parapsychology.	This	has	direct	correlaJons	with	the	literature	
discussed	throughout	the	current	chapter	-	for	example	Poper	(1996b)	and	Andersson	(2010).	
RelaJng	this	literature	to	the	current	research,	it	can	be	seen	that	the	‘categorisaJon	and	stake’	
repertoire	employed	by	the	respondents	acts	as	a	sophisJcated,	construcJonist	form	of	stake	
management.	By	seeding	speciﬁc	alignments	and	associaJons	within	their	accounts	the	repertoire	
allows	the	researcher	to	create	a	form	of	stake	inocula>on.	Their	stake,	interest,	and	by	extension,	
their	apachment	to	concepts	(like	parapsychology)	are	constructed	within	the	presented	discourse	
-	allowing	them	to	imbue	distance	against	their	presented	idenJty	towards	certain	areas	or	
deﬁniJons.	As	a	tool	the	repertoire	acts	as	a	funcJon	to	enable	the	researcher	to	asserJng	an	
apachment	with	a	parJcular	idenJty.	AcJve	categorisaJon	alignment,	deﬁniJon	construcJon	and	
stake	management	against	these	idenJJes	are	central	aspects	that	allow	the	interviewed	
researchers	to	closely	manage	the	presentaJon	of	associaJon	and	interest	towards	speciﬁc	
elements	or	aﬃliaJons.	
In	terms	of	idenJty	management,	through	the	disJnct	features	of	the	‘categorisaJon	and	stake’	
repertoire	the	respondent	is	able	to	manipulate	and	selecJvely	display	associaJons	with	socio-
cultural	aspects.	In	the	case	of	the	current	data	sample,	the	interviewed	researchers	are	able	to	
distance	or	align	themselves	from	purported	ﬁrm	Jes	with	areas	or	subjects,	such	as	
parapsychology,	through	their	discourse.	Consequently,	their	idenJJes	remain	open	and	directed	
through	their	rhetoric.	Solely	in	the	context	and	conﬁnes	of	the	interview	discourse,	on	the	basis	
of	the	accounts	the	researchers	control	and	manage	the	apribuJon	of	labels	to	themselves	as	
parapsychologists	or	non-parapsychologists	through	the	repertoire.	This	in	itself	can	be	viewed	as	
a	means	to	insulate	the	respondent	from	potenJal	apribuJons	associated	with	the	ﬁeld	(negaJve	
or	otherwise)	and	to	alternaJvely	promote	desired	idenJty	ascripJons.
Use	of	this	repertoire	can	therefore	be	proposed	as	a	tool	to	selecJvely	construct	a	ﬂuid	idenJty	
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for	the	respondent	-	whereby	it	remains	an	open	proposiJon	to	designate	a	label	or	categorisaJon	
to	the	individual	within	their	discourse.	In	the	discursive	context	of	the	current	set	of	
interviewees,	maintaining	an	open	idenJty	can	be	interpreted	as	highly	beneﬁcial.	Carefully	
managing	Jes	to	parapsychology	and	controlling	deﬁniJons	dilutes	any	negaJve	associaJon	that	
may	emerge	from	being	linked	with	the	controversial	aspects	of	the	ﬁeld.	In	essence	this	
embodies	a	form	of	ﬂexible	posiJoning,	where	the	respondent	creates	a	ﬂuid	idenJty	that	is	
controlled	by	their	discourse,	as	witnessed	in	Extract	4B.	Subsequently,	this	creates	
manoeuvrability	in	the	interacJon,	presenJng	opJonal	choices	for	the	respondent	to	pursue	
depending	on	the	direcJonal	ﬂow	of	the	communicaJve	situaJon.	For	example,	if	the	other	
member(s)	of	the	interacJon	display	overt	hosJlity	towards	parapsychology	then	the	researcher	
has	created	the	opJon	to	dilute	any	perceived	category	associaJon	should	they	choose	to	do	so.	
An	example	of	this	would	be	in	Extract	4C	where	R6	has	created	a	discursive	context	that	allows	
him	to	control	the	issue	of	deﬁniJon	and	his	subsequent	alignment	with	those	deﬁniJons	of	
criteria.	This	selecJve	presentaJon	can	hypotheJcally	also	be	deployed	to	challenge	percepJons	
of	the	ﬁeld	itself,	as	well	as	guarding	personal	idenJty.	
These	aspects	of	idenJty	management	and	its	relaJonship	to	the	‘categorisaJon	and	stake	
repertoire’	will	be	discussed	further	in	the	next	sub-secJon	with	speciﬁc	reference	to	the	
interview	data.	The	discussion	will	also	be	expanded	to	consider	more	further	reaching	
implicaJons	for	idenJfy	construcJon	towards	the	ﬁeld	of	parapsychology	itself	and	boundary	
management.
4.6.2	Macro	IdenRty	Management
So	far,	the	analysis	of	the	‘categorisaJon	and	stake	repertoire’	has	largely	focused	on	the	
researchers’	use	of	the	repertoire	to	construct	their	own	personal	idenJty,	categorisaJon	
associaJons	and	management	of	their	stake	towards	diﬀerent	interests	through	their	discourse.	
This	reﬂects	an	individualisJc,	micro,	perspecJve	of	the	repertoire	and	the	theoreJcal	use	of	this	
as	a	rhetorical	strategy.	The	analysis	will	now	shiw	towards	a	more	macro	analysis.
As	well	as	managing	personal	categorisaJon	formulaJons	and	stake	aﬃliaJon	the	use	of	the	
repertoire	could	be	interpreted	as	a	tool	to	construct	and	manage	boundaries	of	subjects/	areas,	
primarily	relaJng	to	parapsychology.	From	this	perspecJve,	the	use	of	discourse	moves	away	from	
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formulaJng	the	researchers’	categorisaJon	Jes	and	associaJons,	and	more	towards	posiJoning	
the	ﬁeld	of	parapsychology	in	diﬀerent	contexts.	This	consideraJon	can	be	seen	in	the	interview	
data.	On	a	general	level,	by	uJlising	the	key	features	of	the	repertoire	such	as	category	alignment	
and	deﬁniJon	work	the	researchers	can	be	seen	to	be	re-posiJoning	parapsychology	and	acJvely	
re-construcJng	the	ﬁeld’s	idenJty	in	their	accounts.	Such	discourse	acJvity	also	relates	directly	to	
the	categorisaJon	choices	in	their	responses	and	ulJmately	their	presented	idenJty.	For	example:
_________________________
EXTRACT	4D
[Extracted	from	the	middle	of	a	longer	extract	where	R5	talks	about	diﬀerent	ﬁelds	interacJng	with	
parapsychology.]
1				R5: ...you	know	its	that	diversiﬁcaJon,	that	blurring	of	the	idenJty	of	what	is	a	
2 parapsychologist...
_________________________
In	this	very	short	extract	R5	can	broadly	be	interpreted	as	seeding	elements	of	categorisaJon	
construcJon.	They	are	proposing	an	unspeciﬁc	and	open	idenJty	formulaJon	-	by	simultaneously	
ciJng	“diversiﬁcaJon”	(Line	1)	and	then	not	providing	a	deﬁniJve	explanaJon	of	what	may	deﬁne	
being	a	parapsychologist	in	this	uperance.	UlJmately	they	are	are	leaving	an	open	context	for	
categorisaJon	without	being	forthright.	Terms	such	as	“diversiﬁcaJon”	and	“blurring	of	the	
idenJty”	are	open	statements	that	refrain	from	deﬁniJve	references	of	what	that	actual	idenJty	
may	pertain	to.
This	can	be	viewed	as	an	apempt	by	R5	to	re-construct	and	manage	the	idenJty	of	
parapsychology	as	a	ﬁeld	-	not	just	their	personal	idenJty	in	relaJon	to	this.	By	referring	to	
“diversiﬁcaJon	and	“blurring	of	the	idenJty”	R5	is	achieving	two	things.	Firstly	he	is	laying	the	
foundaJons	for	potenJally	building	his	own	categorisaJon	deﬁniJons,	secondly	he	is	managing	
the	stake	of	the	ﬁeld.	This	can	be	interpreted	as	an	apempt	to	construct	the	boundaries	of	the	
ﬁeld	in	a	more	open	context.
UlJmately,	this	is	achieved	through	the	repertoire	in	the	same	way	that	personal	categorisaJon	
formulaJon	and	stake	management	was	addressed	(as	discussed	earlier	in	the	chapter).	In	Extract	
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4D	R5	does	not	clarify	in	any	detail	or	delineate	this	portrayed	“diversiﬁcaJon”	or	what	the	
idenJty	of	a	parapsychologist	may	represent	as	a	blurred	enJty.	What	occurs	as	a	result	is	that	
parapsychologists	-	and	by	extension	parapsychology	as	a	ﬁeld	-	are	constructed	as	having	a	ﬂuid	
idenJty.	Subsequently,	this	open	interpretaJon	posiJons	the	ﬁeld	in	an	open	context	-	where	it	
can	be	easily	re-posiJoned	against	any	counter	or	criJcal	posiJons	that	may	emerge.	So	R5	is	
denoJng	this	“blurring	of	the	idenJty”	in	their	discourse	without	any	speciﬁcity	-	if	any	negaJvity	
is	generated	towards	a	parJcular	perspecJve	of	this	then	the	ﬂuid	construct	they	have	created	
allows	R5	to	easily	re-frame	and	re-categorise.	This	has	close	Jes	to	the	previous	extracts	
presented	in	this	chapter	(Extracts	4A	and	4B).	The	analysis	of	both	of	those	extracts	revealed	the	
researchers	generaJng	a	ﬂuid	idenJty	that	is	open	to	diﬀerent	posiJoning	classiﬁcaJons	of	
categorisaJon	associaJon.	Therefore,	this	parJcular	repertoire	is	used	in	an	apempt	to	manage	
and	construct	both	the	boundaries	of	the	ﬁeld	and	its	category/	stake	associaJons	via	discourse	
formulaJons,	therefore	parapsychology	becomes	re-framed	through	the	consJtuJve	nature	of	the	
discourse.
Within	the	interviews	the	researchers	can	be	interpreted	as	“blurring”	the	construcJon	of	their	
(presented)	personal	idenJty.	A	concept	which	also	extends	towards	the	more	global	
construcJons	of	categorisaJons	around	pracJcing	parapsychology	-	such	as	whether	research	is	
proof	or	process	orientated.	Within	their	discourse	the	respondents	are	doing	categorisaJon	work	
on	this	concept	and	creaJng	a	ﬂuid,	interchangeable	construct	of	what	parapsychology	represents	
on	diﬀerent	levels.	Subsequently,	it	is	not	only	their	personal	biographies	that	are	being	
assembled,	the	boundaries	of	academic	ﬁelds	are	also	seemingly	managed	within	their	responses.
One	such	illustraJon	of	this	is	cited	below	in	Extract	4E,	where	the	researcher	constructs	the	
concept	that	anomalisJc	psychology	is	a	re-representaJon	of	what	can	be	interpreted	as	
parapsychology:
_________________________
EXTRACT	4E
[R1	has	just	made	a	reference	to	anomalisJc	psychology]
1				Interviewer: I’ve	noJced	it’s	on	the	A-Level	syllabus,	do	they	just	refer	to	it	as	anomalisJc	
2 psychology?
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3				R1: AnomalisJc	psychology.	The	psychology	of	anomalous	experience...
4				Interviewer: [In	background,	overlapping]	Really?
5				R1: Its	not	called	parapsychology.	Which	also	might	make	it	more	palatable.	And	again	
6 its	all	about	using	psychological	theory	to	explain	this	sort	of	stuﬀ		-	to	explain	
7 certain	types	of	percepJon	or	to	explain	certain	types	of	experience.	And	again,	it’s	
8 not	the	dice	rolling	stuﬀ…and	that’s	used	to	set	the	historical	context.	But	most	of	
9 the	stuﬀ	that	gets…the	important	stuﬀ	is	belief	and	personality.
_________________________
Within	this	account	R1	is	uJlising	the	key	aspects	of	his	discourse	to	promote	certain	formulated	
categorisaJons.	He	uses	the	interviewer’s	quesJons	around	anomalisJc	psychology	to	build	the	
category.	In	Extract	4E	“anomalisJc	psychology”	(Line	3)	is	presented	as	potenJally	more	
"palatable"	(Line	5)	than	parapsychology.	R1	is	building	a	categorisaJon	through	his	response	and	
detailing	deﬁning	features	of	this	category.	He	details	“psychological	theory”	(Line	6)	as	a	core	
approach	for	invesJgaJng	or	explaining	phenomena.	In	Line	8	he	is	dismissive	of	prior	
parapsychological	research	paradigms	by	staJng	“it’s	not	the	dice	rolling	stuﬀ”	which	is	then	
reduced	to	just	“historical	context”.	He	builds	on	this	categorisaJon	presentaJon	by	then	saying	
that	“the	important	stuﬀ	is	belief	and	personality”	(Line	9).	This	last	line	again	promotes	the	
“psychological	theory”	elements	referenced	earlier	in	the	response	and	also	acts	to	again	
construct	this	categorisaJon	of	‘anomalisJc	psychology’	as	not	being	apached	to	core	
parapsychological	elements.	As	such,	R1’s	discourse	can	be	viewed	as	not	only	acJvely	
construcJng	a	categorisaJon	presentaJon	but	also	managing	the	perceived	boundaries	of	
academic	subjects.	These	deﬁniJons	remain	quite	open	and	ﬂuid	within	the	account	as	R1	does	
not	describe	or	elaborate	his	depicJon	of	anomalisJc	psychology	and	its	relaJonship	to	
parapsychology	further.	Within	this	extract	the	descripJon	of	anomalisJc	psychology	and	its	
relaJonship	to	parapsychology	is	absent	in	the	discourse,	R1	refrains	from	providing	any	clear	
deﬁniJon	of	either	term	or	elaborates	fully	how	they	may	coincide	or	diﬀer	within	academic	
circles	(from	his	presented	perspecJve).	The	amorphous	phrase	of	"stuﬀ"	is	used	four	Jmes	in	
quick	succession	-	highlighJng	an	absence	of	detailed	construcJon	of	the	category.	
R1’s	response	can	be	viewed	as	a	posiJon	to	create	an	alternaJve	interpretaJon	of	
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parapsychology,	re-framing	it	towards	a	diﬀerent	perspecJve	of	the	ﬁeld.	This	posiJon	means	that	
within	the	communicaJve	context	any	negaJve	proposiJons	that	are	raised	can	be	apributed	by	
R1	to	his	constructed	label	of	parapsychology,	whilst	more	posiJve	elements	transgress	towards	
his	constructed	label	of	‘anomalisJc	psychology’.	DualisJcally,	this	allows	R1	to	manage	the	
presentaJon	of	both	his	personal	stake	and	also	the	stake	of	the	ﬁeld	of	parapsychology	itself	
within	his	discourse.	Therefore	if	a	negaJve	apribuJon	is	communicated	which	is	either	
respondent	or	ﬁeld	speciﬁc	he	has	provided	an	immediate	'get-out-clause'	-	whereby	that	
negaJvity	could	be	associated	with	the	construct	of	parapsychology,	allowing	R1	to	construct	an	
alternaJve	presentaJon	of	his	role	(potenJally	towards	the	proposed	'anomalisJc	psychology').	
The	next	sub-secJon	will	now	look	more	closely	at	the	concept	of	boundary	management.
4.6.3	Boundary	Management
The	interviewed	researchers’	use	of	the	‘categorisaJon	and	stake	repertoire’	can	be	considered	as	
a	sophisJcated	mechanism	by	which	boundaries	around	concepts	such	as	academic	ﬁelds	are	
constructed	and	managed.	This	boundary	work,	which	was	noJceable	in	Extract	4E	can	be	
witnessed	further	in	the	following	two	pieces	of	discourse:
_________________________
EXTRACT	4F
1				Interviewer: Do	you	think	there	is	a	kind	of	historical	baggage	associated	with	the	subject?
2				R1: Um...I	think	so	yeah...There’s	just	the	whole	Jtle	of	it,	the	fact	that	its	called	itself	
3 ‘PARApsychology’	for	so	many	years	suggests	that’s	it	not	real	psychology.	And	I	
4 think	there	has	been	an	apempt	to	move	away	from	that	with	renaming	it,	geung	it	
5 onto	the	A-Level	syllabus,	calling	it	the	‘Psychology	of	Anomalous	Experience’	as	
6 opposed	to	‘Parapsychology’,	which	tries	to	bring	it	into	the	mainstream	as	well…
7				Interviewer: It	tries	to	make	it	a	more	acceptable	subject?
8				R1: Yeah...indeed...’The	Psychology	of	Anomalous	Experience’...rather	then	being…its	
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9 psychology	now,	for	just	of	strange	experiences.	Its	not	parapsychology	which	means	
10 its	on	the	fringe	–	its	within	the	fold,	in	the	same	way	in	which	cogniJve	psychology	
11 is,	and	social	psychology	and	health	psychology.
_________________________
_________________________
EXTRACT	4G
1				Interviewer: Do	you	think	that	that	in	that	sense	the	label	of	parapsychology	itself	is	a	hinderance	
2 to	the	subject?	Do	you	think	if	it	became	something,	such	as	for	example	
3 anomalisJc	psychology,	it	would	help	the	subject	or	hinder	it?
4				R4: Well	we	need	to	remember	that	anomalisJc	psychology	is	something	completely	
5 diﬀerent	and	it	is	trying	to	answer	the	same	quesJons	as	parapsychology	does	but	
6 from	a	completely	diﬀerent	point	of	view.	Because	what	anomalisJc	psychology	is	
7 trying	to	do	is	to	provide	a	mainstream	psychology	explanaJon,	mainly	scepJc,	a	
8 scepJc’s	point	of	view,	kind	of	explanaJons,	to	what	parapsychology	might	refer	to	
9 as	paranormal.	Um,	so	you	know	anomalisJc	psychology	is	an	example	for	
10 something	which	doesn’t	really	walk	hand	in	hand	and	in	many	ways	contradicts	
11 what	parapsychology	is	trying	to	achieve.
_________________________
In	both	Extracts	4F	and	4G	the	researchers	are	using	their	discourse	to	manipulate	the	
presentaJon	of	the	boundaries	by	which	categories	around	parapsychology	are	interpreted.	R2	
within	Extract	4F	can	be	seen	to	be	establishing	the	noJon	that	the	core	content	of	the	re-framed	
'Psychology	of	Anomalous	Experience'	is	"within	the	fold"	(Lines	8-10)	and	subsequently	should	be	
considered	as	part	of	the	mainstream.	Similarly,	R4	in	Extract	4G	is	apempJng	to	delineate	what	
anomalisJc	psychology	may	represent.	This	interpretaJon	conJnues	the	construcJon	of	
categories	through	discursive	acJon	-	building	representaJons	of	subject	boundaries.	R4	refers	to	
anomalisJc	psychology	as	apempJng	to	answer	the	"same	quesJons	as	parapsychology	but	from	
a	completely	diﬀerent	point	of	view"	(Lines	5-6).	In	the	discourse	that	follows	(Lines	7-9)	he	starts	
represenJng	these	concepts,	for	example,	"…mainly	scepJc,	a	scepJc’s	point	of	view,	kind	of	
explanaJons,	to	what	parapsychology	might	refer	to	as	paranormal…”.
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In	Extract	4F	R1	uses	the	interviewer’s	quesJon	about	historical	baggage	as	a	prompt	to	present	a	
discursive	delineaJon	between	‘parapsychology’	and	‘the	psychology	of	anomalous	experience’.	
Through	his	response	he	posiJons	‘parapsychology’	as	interpreted	diﬀerently	to	‘the	psychology	
of	anomalous	experience’.	For	example,	the	former	is	“on	the	fringe”	(Line	10)	whereas	the	laper	
is	“into	the	mainstream”	(Line	6).	R1	also	aligns	this	categorisaJon	with	established	psychology	
areas	including	cogniJve,	social	and	health	psychology	(Lines	10-11).	This	construcJon	is	in	direct	
contrast	to	R1’s	reﬂecJon	of	parapsychology’s	label	posiJoning	of	“not	real	psychology”	(Line	3).	
R1’s	category	work	also	extends	to	the	proof-versus-process	theme	that	is	present	throughout	this	
chapter.	He	is	presenJng	a	disJncJon	that	clearly	diﬀerenJates	between	the	two,	with	the	
‘psychology	of	anomalous	experience’	being	strongly	associated	with	the	process	approach	in	his	
account.	R4	uses	similar	categorisaJon	formulaJons	in	Extract	4G,	posiJoning	‘anomalisJc	
psychology’	as	a	“mainstream	psychology	explanaJon”	(Line	7)	in	contrast	to	the	
“paranormal”	(Line	9)	‘parapsychology’	with	R4	suggesJng	they	“contradict”	each	other	(Lines	
10-11).	UlJmately,	both	R1	and	R4	are	engaging	in	boundary	work	through	their	use	of	the	
categorisaJon	elements	of	the	repertoire.	
Extracts	4F	and	4G	both	represent	a	discursive	management	of	categories	and	careful	alignment	
of	stake	through	their	formulaJon	of	the	boundaries	surrounding	parapsychology	and	mainstream	
academia.	InteresJngly,	both	of	the	researchers	avoid	communicaJng	direct	stake	allegiance	
towards	any	of	the	constructs	represented	in	these	delineaJons.	Thus,	they	negoJate	away	from	
presenJng	membership	aﬃrmaJons	towards	their	constructed	areas	of	criteria.	What	this	allows	
is	a	further	representaJon	of	ﬂuid	stake	management	-	leaving	an	open	and	manoeuvrable	
idenJty	that	is	free	to	be	moulded	towards	their	own	deﬁned	category	constructs	in	future	
communicaJve	contexts	(within	the	interview)	that	present	the	opportunity	for	consJtuJve	
discourse.	The	interviewer’s	line	of	quesJoning	should	also	be	considered	in	this	interpretaJon.	
The	quesJons	that	reference	“baggage”	(Extract	4F)	and	“hinderance”	labelling	(Extract	4G)	may	
have	potenJally	inﬂuenced	the	resulJng	responses	from	the	researchers.	The	boundary	
construcJons	and	guards	against	negaJve	interpretaJons	from	those	constructs	may	have	been	
informed	by	the	phrasing	of	the	interviewer’s	quesJons.
The	following	two	extracts	illustrate	further	examples	of	how	boundaries	can	be	interpreted	as	
being	drawn	when	the	interviewed	researchers	used	the	‘categorisaJon	and	stake	repertoire’:
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_________________________
EXTRACT	4H
1				R8: ...and	of	course,	again	I	need	to	make	the	disJncJon	when	we're	talking	here	
2 between	parapsychology	and	anomalisJc	psychology	-	because	I	actually	think	that	
3 anomalisJc	psychology	is	on	the	'up'.	I	think	that	evidence	-	there	are	more	papers	
4 published.	I	mean,	and	again,	I'm	assuming	you	know	but	just	to	be	clear	I	think	its	
5 quite	hard	to	come	up	with	a	deﬁniJon	that	completely	separates	those	two.	But...
6				Interviewer: [Interrup>ng]	I	was	going	to	say,	to	me	they	are	kind	of	one	and	the	same	almost,	
7 just	this	semanJc	diﬀerence	really.	
8				R8: I	think	that’s	fair	enough,	but	I	think	in	pracJce,	I	mean	the	people	who	give	
9 themselves	the	diﬀerent	labels	tend	to	have	a	diﬀerent	emphasis,	and	probably	
10 diﬀerent	pre-concepJons	about	the	way	the	world	is,	and	that	drives	obviously	what	
11 the	kind	of	research	is	that	they	think	is	worth	doing.	Um,	so	by	and	large	
12 anomalisJc	psychology	tends	to	be	taking	a	more	scepJcal	approach	and	trying	to	
13 come	up	with	non-paranormal	explanaJons	for	essenJally	paranormal	experiences	
14 and	to	test	them.	And	that’s	very	important	that	the	burden	of	proof	applies	on	both	
15 sides.	Um,	and	the	parapsychologists	again,	gross	oversimpliﬁcaJon,	but	there	is	
16 much	more	emphasis	there	on	actually	trying	to	produce	evidence	to	show	that	
17 these	forces,	paranormal	forces,	might	actually	exist.	And,	as	I	say,	gross-
18 oversimpliﬁcaJon	but	useful	shorthand.	Um,	and	I	think	anomalisJc	psychology	has,	
19 has	actually	kind	of	really	become,	you	know	that’s	had	much	more	coverage	-	and	
20 kind	of	ﬁts	in	with	the	whole,	kind	of,	growth	of	the	scepJcal	movement	and,	more	
21 widely,	and	various	other	trends	in	society.	And	possibly	as	a	reacJon	to	some	of	the	
22 kind	of	more	extreme	religious	views	that,	the	consequences	they've	had	and	so-on	
23 and	so-forth	-	and	the	whole	Richard	Dawkins	stuﬀ.	Okay	we	are	talking	now	about	
24 religion	now	rather	than	parapsychology,	but	obviously	all	these	things...
25				Interviewer: They	all	feed	into	each	other	at	some	point…
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26				R8: They	do.	Um,	so	I	think	anomalisJc	psychology	is	kind	of	on	the	'up'.	I	think	
27 parapsychology	is	feeling	the	squeeze	a	lot	more.	And,	you	know	most	people	get	
28 parapsychology	[trails	oﬀ]...Having	said	that,	going	back	to	your	earlier	quesJon,	I	
29 do	sJll	feel	that	there	is	a	certain	degree	of	prejudice	against	even	anomalisJc	
30 psychology.
_________________________
_________________________
EXTRACT	4I
1				Interviewer: Are	there	any	other	factors,	apart	from	the	sort	of	Bob	Morris	eﬀect	that	have	led	to	
2 this	progression	of	parapsychology	in	the	UK?
3				R11: Um,	yeah,	yeah	I	think	the	other	one	which	is	key	is	this	recasJng	of	what	
4 parapsychology	is	and	I	think	Sue	Blackmore,	more	than	anyone,	is	responsible	for	
5 this	but	its	been	kind	of	um	diﬀused	through	the	community	through	Harvey	Owen's	
6 textbooks	as	well.
7				Interviewer: How	do	you	mean	by	recasJng?
8				R11: Well,	I	think	there	was	a	Jme	when	parapsychology	was	purely	about	trying	to	
9 demonstrate	claimed	phenomena	-	so	to	increasingly	Jghten	the	condiJons	and	see	
10 if	the	eﬀect(s)	survive	and	I	think	what	Sue	Blackmore	was	instrumental	in	doing	was	
11 saying	well	we	need	to	redeﬁne	parapsychology	as	the	psychology	of	anomalous	
12 experiences	-	and	within	that	we're	as	interested	in	those	normal	explanaJons	as	
13 the	paranormal	ones.	And	I	think	that’s	what's	been	adopted	and	it	avoids	then	the	
14 ﬁeld	shrinking	as	it	has	done	in	the	past	-	so	we	lost	all	the	range	of	hypnoJc	
15 phenomena	which	were	originally,	kind	of,	primarily	the	problems	of	the	SPR	in	the	
16 1890s.	But	{their	lost?}	was	near	death	experiences	and	out	of	body	experiences,	
17 mainly	invesJgated	by	the	medical	profession.	Some	of	the	healing	work,	well	not	
18 many	parapsychologists	seem	interested	in	exploring	that	directly,	and	its	mainly	
19 medical	people,	is	it	the	NIHR?	Or	whatever	it	is	in	America,	funding	that..	
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20				Interviewer: Think	so.
21				R11: And	what	we	keep	ﬁnding	is	that	our	phenomena	are	being	hived	oﬀ.	And	I	think	its	
22 our	own	fault	because	in	the	past	we	haven’t	deﬁned	it	properly	–	as	being	well	"no"	
23 here’s	the	experience	and	we’re	apempJng	to	understand	it.	And	as	soon	as	you	do	
24 that	you	don’t	ﬁnd	that	your	phenomenon	is	at	issue	because	nobody	can	doubt	
25 that	people	have	experiences	that	they	don’t	understand,	that	they	make	
26 apribuJons	to	–	they	obviously	happen,	that’s	not	at	issue.	What	is	at	issue	is	then	is	
27 what’s	the	best	explanaJon	for	them,	but	whatever	the	explanaJon	it	is	sJll	
28 parapsychology.	And	in	making	that	kind	of	a	twist	I	think	it	helps	legiJmise	what	we	
29 are	doing	and	take	the	heat	oﬀ	a	liple	bit,	in	terms	of;	here	is	somebody	who	is	
30 desperate	to	demonstrate	an	eﬀect	you	know	that	this	must	happen	in	this	way.
_________________________
The	themes	discussed	already	within	this	sub-secJon	are	again	noJceable	in	the	above	discourse.	
Across	Extracts	4H	and	4I	both	researchers	are	again	acJvely	construcJng	the	boundaries	of	the	
ﬁeld	of	parapsychology.	But	both	provide	a	slightly	more	direct	and	speciﬁc	deconstrucJon	of	this.	
R8	provides	a	collecJve	promoJon	of	"anomalisJc	psychology"	and	reasoning	as	to	why	this	ﬁeld	
is	"on	the	up"	(Lines	3	and	Line	26).	R11	provides	a	diﬀerent	breakdown,	providing	a	longer	
reﬂecJve	piece	of	discourse	that	presents	a	noJon	regarding	the	potenJal	hiving-eﬀect	that	
parapsychology	is	experiencing	(Lines	21-30).	Within	Lines	21-30	R11	apempts	to	oﬀer	reasoning	
and	understanding	about	parapsychology's	borders,	and	it	could	even	could	be	proposed	that	
such	border	work	is	analogous	to	categorisaJon	construcJon	and	aﬃliaJon.	Here	the	researchers	
can	once	again	be	interpreted	as	formulaJng	categorisaJons	through	their	discourse.	Their	
responses	return	to	the	proof-versus-process	orientaJons.	R8	in	Lines	11-17	of	Extract	4H	overtly	
references	this	dichotomy	and	presents	it	as	evidence	for	the	existence	of	“paranormal	
forces”	(Lines	16-17)	versus	“non-paranormal	explanaJons	for	essenJally	paranormal	
experiences”	(Line	13).	Similarly	R11	portrays	these	same	points	of	reference	as	“we’re	as	
interested	in	those	normal	explanaJons	as	the	paranormal	ones”	(Extract	4I,	Lines	12-13).	
However,	R8	and	R11	then	illustrate	a	slight	diﬀerence	in	their	presentaJon	of	their	drawn	
borders.	R8	throughout	Extract	4H	presents	his	border	construcJons	as	separate	categorisaJons,	
anomalisJc	psychology	and	parapsychology.	This	can	be	seen	towards	the	end	in	Lines	26-27	when	
he	outlines	his	perspecJve	on	the	diﬀerent	fortunes	for	the	two	areas;	“...I	think	anomalisJc	
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psychology	is	kind	of	on	the	‘up’.	I	think	parapsychology	is	feeling	the	squeeze	a	lot	more.”	
AlternaJvely,	R11	folds	these	separate	category	formulaJons	into	one	label	of	‘parapsychology’;	
“...but	whatever	the	explanaJon	it	is	sJll	parapsychology”	(Extract	4I,	Lines	27-28).	From	this	
discursive	category	boundary	work	arises	the	opportunity	for	management	of	stake	aﬃliaJon.	R8	
at	no	point	in	the	extract	uses	his	drawn	categories	or	borders	in	reference	to	any	presentaJon	of	
personal	stake.	This	is	notable	throughout	the	extract	when	he	is	referencing	labels	and	
deﬁniJons,	the	language	remains	externalised.	For	example,	In	Lines	8-11,	he	refers	to	“the	
people	who	give	themselves	diﬀerent	labels”.	This	in	itself	is	stake	work	within	his	response,	he	
has	built	his	response	to	discuss	and	delineate	certain	categories	and	borders	without	declaring	a	
direct	aﬃliaJon	against	those	categories	within	the	communicaJve	context.	R11	in	Extract	4I	is	
the	opposite	to	this	and	makes	stake	declaraJons	throughout	the	extract	through	the	use	of	
possessive	language,	such	as	frequent	references	to	“we”	or	“we’re”	or	“our	phenomena”	(Lines	
21-23).	Within	this	response	R11	is	presenJng	a	deﬁniJve	stake	associaJon	with	his	drawn	
categorisaJon	of	‘parapsychology’	and	his	own	self-referenced	apempts	to	“legiJmise”	this	
construcJon	(Line	28).
UlJmately,	both	extracts	can	be	construed	as	apempts	by	each	researcher	to	frame	categories	
around	the	concept	of	‘parapsychology’	through	their	responses.	As	such	this	boundary	work	can	
be	argued	to	be	managing	presentaJons	of	stake	of	the	ﬁeld	itself	as	well	as	dualisJc	
presentaJons	of	their	own	idenJty	aﬃliaJons	to	the	same	constructs.	Their	discourse	is	acJvely	
presenJng	constructs	over	what	parapsychology	may	be	interpreted	as	and	how	this	may	align	
with	diﬀerent	labels	such	as	‘anomalisJc	psychology’.	In	addiJon,	the	stake	of	the	constructed	
ﬁeld	towards	research	areas	(such	as	proof	or	process)	is	also	mapped	within	the	discourse.
CollecJvely,	the	presented	extracts	support	the	concept	of	the	‘categorisaJon	and	stake	
repertoire’	as	being	used	as	a	discursive	tool	for	forming	intellectual	boundaries	between	
constructed	categorisaJon	elements	such	parapsychology,	anomalisJc	psychology	and	the	
psychology	of	anomalous	experience.	
At	points	within	their	discourse	the	researchers	can	be	seen	to	overtly	reference	or	imply	how	
they	are	establishing	these	formulaJons.	For	example,	in	Extract	4I	R11	discusses	that	one	of	the	
problems	parapsychology	may	face	is	one	of	criteria	delineaJon	and	ownership	(Lines	21-28).	
According	to	his	response,	parapsychology	as	a	ﬁeld	has	failed	to	adequately	map	out	its	
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boundaries	and	content	–	a	factor	which	has	resulted	in	purported	problems	of	deﬁniJon	
surrounding	the	subject.	Such	problems	according	to	R11,	have	enabled	researchers	who	engage	
in	parapsychological	issues	to	label	their	work	as	something	more	widely	acceptable,	i.e.	present	
their	work	in	a	more	convenJonal	psychological	context.	This	extract	provides	an	insight	into	the	
account	itself,	how	it	is	being	constructed	and	the	potenJal	consJtuJve	strategies	being	employed	
by	the	researcher	themselves	-	they	are	potenJally	referencing	their	own	discursive	categorisaJon	
and	stake	construcJon	strategies	-	where	they	present	a	problem	of	potenJal	ambiguity	
surrounding	problems	of	deﬁniJon	relaJng	to	parapsychological	criteria	they	then	devise	their	
own	representaJons	of	these	constructs,	drawing	their	own	borders.	This	senJment	is	candidly	
expressed	in	the	below	discourse	from	R14:
_________________________
EXTRACT	4J
[Interviewer	previously	asked	R14	if	the	label	of	parapsychology	hinders	percepJon	of	the	ﬁeld.]
1				R14: ...I	think	lots	of	people	have	coponed	on	to	the	idea	of	not	using	
2 ‘parapsychology’	[as	a	term],	using	‘anomalous	psychology’	or	‘anomalous	
3 experience’	to	kind	of	get	away	from	some	of	the	toxicity	of	labelling	something	
4 that’s	‘parapsychology’.
_________________________
R14	presents	a	similar	asserJon	as	that	communicated	by	R11	-	that	interpretaJons	of	vague	and	
mixed	representaJons	of	parapsychology	allow	for	the	subject	to	be	constructed	and	presented	in	
diﬀerent	contexts.	Consequently,	this	emphasises	the	theme	already	discussed	throughout	this	
secJon	-	that	the	researchers	are	acJvely	re-framing	the	intellectual	boundaries	of	the	ﬁeld	
through	their	discourse,	using	their	own	categorisaJon	proposiJons.
PresenJng	discursively	constructed	criteria	and	parameters	surrounding	interpretaJons	of	
parapsychology,	anomalisJc	psychology	and	any	other	label(s)	creates	a	level	of	communicaJve	
ﬂexibility	for	the	individual.	By	manoeuvring	the	discourse	towards	their	own	delineaJons	of	
parapsychology	the	researchers	are	able	to	re-posiJon	the	ﬁeld	into	diﬀerent	frames	of	reference.	
As	already	speculated,	in	simple	terms,	use	of	the	‘categorisaJon	of	stake	repertoire’	is	a	method	
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through	which	the	researcher	can	avoid	potenJally	negaJve	connotaJons	that	may	arise	from	
associaJons	with	parapsychology	-	creaJng	their	own	landscape	through	their	own	constructed	
categorisaJon	presented	deﬁniJons	that	then	can	be	re-negoJated	in	later	discourse.	As	such,	any	
"toxicity"	(as	referenced	by	R14	in	Line	3)	can	be	negoJated	uJlising	this	parJcular	discursive	
approach.
Overall,	the	previous	two	sub-secJons	have	mapped	out	the	potenJal	ways	that	the	
‘categorisaJon	of	stake	repertoire’	can	be	uJlised	as	an	eﬀecJve	communicaJve	strategy	for	not	
only	negoJaJng	personal	idenJty	but	also	for	construcJng	presentaJon	of	idenJty	surrounding	
ﬁeld	idenJty	in	general	-	acJvely	delineaJng	the	borders	via	discourse.	The	next	sub-secJon	will	
now	look	further	at	how	the	repertoire	is	a	counter	discursive	strategy	to	opposiJonal	posiJons.
4.6.4	Countering	OpposiRonal	PosiRons
From	analysing	the	core	features	of	the	‘categorisaJon	and	stake	repertoire’	one	of	the	most	
notable	generalised	characterisJcs	was	the	use	of	the	repertoire	to	build	categorisaJon	
classiﬁcaJons	and	associaJons.	These	formulated	posiJons	can	be	analysed	as	counters	to	
opposiJonal	discourses	and	compeJng	perspecJves.	So	far	the	current	repertoire	has	been	
discussed	as	a	communicaJve	tool	that	permits	the	respondent	to	construct	associaJons	with	
categories	that	aligns	them	with	parJcular	cultural	and	social	values	-	allowing	them	to	maintain	a	
relaJvely	controlled	formulated	idenJty	within	the	discursive	context.	A	diﬀerent	perspecJve	of	
the	repertoire	can	also	be	proposed,	that	it	is	also	an	embodiment	of	the	opposiJonal	orientaJon	
of	discourse.
Gill	(1996:	143)	stated	that	“much	discourse	is	involved	in	establishing	one	version	of	the	world	in	
the	face	of	compeJng	versions”,	subsequently	all	interacJon	at	a	fundamental	level	can	be	
interpreted	as	being	informed	by	argumentaJve	character	of	everyday	accounts.	Billig	(1985,	
1987)	elaborates	on	this	and	posits	from	a	rhetorical	psychology	viewpoint	that	within	discourse	
there	is	always	an	alternaJve	posiJon,	thus	discourse	is	inevitably	argumentaJve	where	the	
process	of	expressing	an	opinion	or	autude	is	necessary	to	acknowledge	and	implicitly	counter	
alternaJve	possible	viewpoints:
“It	could	be	suggested	that	we	cannot	understand	the	meaning	of	a	piece	of	reasoned	discourse,	unless	we	
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know	what	counter	posiJons	are	being	implicitly	or	explicitly	rejected.”
(Billig,	1991:	44)
Transposing	this	to	the	current	analysis	and	the	accounts	of	the	researchers	relaJng	to	
parapsychology	-	the	features	of	the	repertoire	can	be	interpreted	as	an	awareness	of	such	
counter	posiJons.	For	example,	on	a	more	speculaJve	note,	it	could	be	argued	that	the	
categorisaJon	acJons	and	stake	management	constructed	by	the	respondents	regarding	their	
presented	relaJonship	and	apachments	to	parapsychology	are	born	out	of	an	implicit	awareness	
of	the	delicate	posiJon	of	the	ﬁeld	within	mainstream	academia.	The	immediate	counter	posiJon	
is	that	associaJon	with	the	certain	categorisaJons	Jed	with	parapsychology	may	be	perceived	as	
detrimental	and	potenJally	negaJve	to	their	discursively	generated	idenJJes.	Subsequently,	they	
uJlise	the	‘categorisaJon	and	stake	repertoire’	in	order	to	respond	to	these	opposing	posiJons	
and	potenJal	criJcisms.	The	role	of	the	interviewer	and	the	pre-ascribed	interpretaJon	of	the	
interviewed	researchers	as	‘parapsychologists’	can	be	interpreted	as	fuelling	such	opposiJonal	
posiJons.	Within	this	view,	the	researchers	are	acJvely	countering	this	ascripJon	with	their	own	
discursive	category	establishments.	
4.7	RelaRonship	To	Literature
4.7.1	RelaRonship	To	CategorisaRon	Literature
The	extracts	discussed	aﬃrm	the	signiﬁcance	apributed	to	categories	in	the	discourse	analysis	of	
idenJty	(Benwell	and	Stoke,	2006)	and	that	“categorisaJon	is	a	funcJon	of	talk”	(Edwards,	1998:	
32).	The	body	of	literature	cited	in	SecJon	4.2	is	largely	supported	-	with	the	interviewed	
researchers	displaying	tendencies	to	use	their	discourse	to	acJvely	categorise	themselves	and	
thus	present	idenJty	conﬁguraJons	through	their	responses.	The	analysis	within	this	chapter	has	
displayed	that	within	discourse,	categories	“may	ﬁgure	as	resources...in	producing	accounts	and	
descripJons”	(Edwards,	1998:	20).	Beyond	the	consJtuJve	use	of	discourse	to	ascribe	category	
choices	the	interviewed	researchers	in	the	current	thesis	displayed	a	more	involved	process	of	
using	their	discourse	to	construct	category	deﬁniJons	and	draw	boundaries	around	diﬀerent	
subject	areas.	This	has	synergies	with	Sacks’	(1979,	1992)	research	that	involved	terminology	
focused	on	boundary	management	around	individual	and	group	idenJty.	It	also	suggests	the	
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importance	of	social	idenJﬁcaJon	as	a	funcJon	of	talk	and	the	tacJcal	use	of	of	categorisaJon	
within	discourse	as	a	social	strategy	(Widdicombe,	1993;	Widdicombe	and	Wooﬃp,	1995).	For	
example,	Pomerantz	and	Mandelbaum	(2005:	152-3)	propose	that	“in	performing	locally	relevant	
conversaJonal	acJons	or	acJviJes,	parJcipants	incorporate	explicit	relaJonship	categories	
anJcipaJng	that	recipients	will	draw	on	their	understanding	of	the	acJviJes,	moJves,	rights,	
responsibiliJes	and/	or	competencies	associated	with	incumbents	of	the	category.”	Or	as	McKinlay	
and	Dunnep	(1998:	48)	propose;	“...in	everyday	circumstances,	the	process	through	which	people	
make	out,	challenge	or	defend	their	sense	of	self	for	themselves	(or	for	others)	is	owen	a	complex	
maper	of	negoJaJon	and	acJve	formulaJon	in	which	idenJty	can	be	seen	to	be	discursively	
constructed.”	As	such,	in	referencing	an	individual’s	social	idenJty	it	also	should	be	considered	a	
simultaneous	reference	to	their	membership	of	a	speciﬁc	social	category	(Widdicombe,	1998a:	
52-53).	Extending	from	this	concept	is	the	noJon	that	any	one	person	can	be	“described	under	a	
mulJtude	of	categories…[and]	idenJty	displays	are	indexical	in	the	sense	that	they	mean	diﬀerent	
things	at	diﬀerent	Jmes	and	places”	(Antaki	and	Widdicombe,	1998:	8).
From	the	analysis	in	this	chapter	the	‘categorisaJon	and	stake	repertoire’	has	highlighted	the	ways	
that	category	work	can	be	used	within	presentaJons	of	discourse.	As	demonstrated	in	the	
literature	discussed	and	combined	with	the	extracts	analysed	throughout	the	chapter	this	
category	work	can	take	on	diﬀerent	forms.	This	can	range	from	straigh{orward	declaraJons	of	
category	alignment	to	acJvely	construcJng	the	boundaries	and	deﬁniJons	of	these	categories.	
Beyond	these	immediate	category	ascripJons	and	formulaJons	is	the	noJon	of	idenJty	and	how	
these	discursive	acJons	funcJon	as	forms	of	idenJty	presentaJon.	By	manipulaJng	category	
concepts	and	subsequent	associaJon	the	respondent	can	be	interpreted	as	using	their	talk	to	
construct	their	situated	idenJty	within	the	interacJon.	Extending	from	this	noJon	is	the	concept	
of	stake.	This	chapter’s	analysis	will	now	be	discussed	in	relaJon	to	the	discourse	stake	
management	literature.
4.7.2	RelaRonship	To	Stake	Management	Literature
From	the	analysis	of	the	discourse	conducted	in	the	current	chapter	it	is	evident	that	the	
interpreJve	repertoire	discussed	funcJons	prominently	as	a	device	to	manage	the	presentaJon	of	
stake	within	the	communicaJve	context.	As	has	already	been	presented,	the	‘categorisaJon	and	
stake	repertoire’	enables	the	respondent	to	construct	aﬃliaJons	and	relaJonships	with	diﬀerent	
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intellectual	constructs,	primarily	categorisaJons.	In	the	interview	data	this	takes	the	form	of	
construcJng	their	Jes	and	idenJty	towards	(or	away	from)	categories	around	the	ﬁeld	of	
parapsychology.	
The	literature	denoted	in	secJon	4.4	of	the	current	chapter	can	be	seen	to	have	a	close	
relaJonship	with	this	discourse	repertoire.	Lee	and	Roth's	(2004)	asserJon	of	the	communicaJve	
(interview)	context	as	a	situaJon	where	idenJty	and	issues	of	self-presentaJon	are	consJtuted	is	
heavily	supported	by	the	discourse	cited	throughout	this	chapter.	Similarly,	Billig's	(1991)	claim	
that	through	such	expression	individuals	essenJally	locate	themselves	within	controversial	areas.	
The	interview	respondents	from	the	current	research	were	acJvely	construcJng	their	idenJty	and	
"locaJng"	themselves	through	their	discourse.	ConstrucJng	their	stake	and	posiJon	towards	what	
they	may	perceive	as	controversial	areas,	namely	parapsychology	and	phenomena	associated	with	
the	ﬁeld.	In	Poper's	(1996b)	framework	they	are	managing	"issues	of	interest"	(1996:	113)	and	
construcJng	"broader	group	allegiances"	(1996b:	114).	Within	the	current	discourse	extracts,	this	
idenJty	posiJoning	is	formulated	around	managed	categorisaJon	presentaJons	and	selecJons.	
For	example,	discussing	certain	research	or	labels	as	‘process’	oriented	research,	as	opposed	to	
‘proof’	oriented.	In	this	parJcular	example,	the	researchers	can	be	seen	to	be	discursively	building	
idenJJes	that	are	closer	to	tradiJonal	psychology	than	an	interpretaJon	of	parapsychology.
It	is	potenJally	Andersson's	(2010)	delineaJon	of	the	mechanisms	of	stake	and	interest	within	
rhetoric	that	Je	closest	with	the	analysis	of	the	discourse	in	the	current	chapter.	Andersson's	
(2010:	8)	descripJve	of	stake	as	a	"strategy	play"	is	especially	perJnent.	This	is	an	extension	of	
Poper’s	(1996b:	114)	proposal	that	“stake	is	both	a	potenJal	problem	for	those	wishing	to	
establish	the	facJcity	of	accounts	and	a	resource	for	those	wishing	to	undermine	it”.	As	discussed	
in	SecJon	4.6,	the	‘categorisaJon	and	stake	repertoire’	can	be	interpreted	as	a	highly	
sophisJcated	discourse	tacJc	for	construcJng	not	only	personal	idenJty	but	also	acJoning	
boundary	management	on	a	macro	level.	The	respondents	when	using	the	repertoire	are	
consJtuJng	a	"preferable	outcome"	(2010:	8)	in	their	constructed	world	via	their	discourse.	They	
are	posiJoning	their	constructed	selves	and	their	presented	career	biographies	in	potenJally	
favourable	contexts	along	with	apempts	to	re-interpret	the	presentaJon	of	parapsychology	
through	diﬀerent	labelling	descripJves,	such	as	'anomalous	psychology'.	
Subsequently,	it	could	be	argued	this	discourse	repertoire	is	deployed	to	construct	a	more	
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favourable	and	beneﬁcial	idenJty.	In	LeCouteur,	Rapley	and	AugousJnos'	(2001)	terms	the	
respondents	are	"disavowing"	associaJons	with	parJcular	areas	by	managing	both	categorisaJon	
deﬁniJons	and	associaJons.	In	this	way	they	are	potenJally	trying	to	construct	a	distance	around	
themselves	from	any	potenJal	negaJve	apributes	that	may	be	interpreted	or	communicated	
against	their	perceived	aﬃliaJons	with	certain	ideological	constructs	-	namely	the	phenomena	
associated	with	parapsychology.	This	is	a	prime	example	of	Poper's	(1996b)	noJon	of	'stake	
inoculaJon'.	AugousJnos,	LeCouteur	and	Soyland	(2002)	deﬁne	this	as	“a	discursive	pracJce	that	
rouJnely	heads	oﬀ	or	minimises	anJcipated	criJcism”	(2002:	115).	Antaki	and	Wetherell,	(1990:	
20)	present	stake	inoculaJon	as	“providing	evidence	to	fend	oﬀ	the	implicaJon	that	the	speaker	
has	a	stake	in	the	maper”	(see	also	Dickerson,	1997;	Leudar	and	Antaki,	1998;	LeCouteur,	Rapley	
and	AugousJnos,	2001).	Stake	management	via	categorisaJon	work	can	be	seen	as	an	extension	
of	these	concepts.	Instead	of	tacJcally	inoculaJng	stake	apachments	the	researchers	are	creaJng	
a	principle	of	controlled	ﬂuidity	within	their	stake	management	through	careful	construcJons	in	
their	communicaJon.	Subsequently,	this	embodies	Andersson's	(2010:	8)	proposal	that	the	"use	of	
stake	is	an	apempt	to	present	a	vision	of	the	world,	that	things	are	the	way	they	are	or	should	be,	
according	to	the	speaker".	In	the	case	of	the	researchers	and	their	discursive	construcJons	within	
the	interviews,	this	“vision”	is	a	portrayal	of	stake	that	is	carefully	controlled	against	categorisaJon	
work	within	the	responses	and	remains	directed	by	the	speaker.
The	psychological	concept	of	face	management	(Goﬀman	1955,	1967;	Tracy,	1990)	could	also	be	
considered	as	applicable	towards	this	repertoire.	The	concept	of	“face”	can	be	deﬁned	as	the	
posiJve	social	value	that	an	individual	constructs	and	presents	according	to	themselves	within	a	
social	interacJon	(Hopkins,	2015;	Cupach	and	Meps,	2008;	Dainton,	2010	Oetzel	et.	al,	2000	and	
2001).	Goﬀman	(1955,	1967)	proposed	that	within	social	interacJons	people	will	defend	both	
their	own	face	and	also	the	face	of	others	-	of	people	who	are	perceived	to	hold	the	same	cultural	
values	and	associaJons.	For	example,	a	poliJcian	when	interviewed	would	defend	the	face	of	
colleagues	and	other	members	of	their	party	as	well	as	their	own	individual	face	-	what	Goﬀman	
perceived	as	a	shared	collecJve	face.	In	relaJon	to	the	current	chapter,	the	posiJve	social	values	
of	face	could	arguably	be	interpreted	as	a	funcJon	of	the	category	management	and	stake	
presentaJon	found	within	the	repertoire.	The	researchers	are	maintaining	their	own	deﬁniJons	
and	associaJons	of	category	aﬃliaJons	and	are	thus	managing	their	own	“face”	and	that	of	the	
ﬁeld’s	construct	within	their	discourse.
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From	a	more	globalised	perspecJve	these	discourse	strategies	also	enable	the	researcher	to	
create	their	own	frames	of	reference	for	areas	such	as	parapsychology	-	acJvely	re-construcJng	
deﬁniJons	of	the	subject.		Again,	this	can	be	seen	as	acJve	management	of	not	only	their	own	
individual	idenJJes	as	researchers	but	also	the	idenJty	of	parapsychology	itself.		Through	“that	
blurring	of	the	idenJty	of	what	is	a	parapsychologist”	(Extract	4D)	the	discourse	of	the	researchers	
can	be	viewed	as	a	funcJonal	device	to	project	the	delineated	boundaries	of	parapsychology	
towards	diﬀerent	criteria.
‘Blurring’	categorisaJons	of	the	ﬁeld	with	diﬀerent	elements	presents	a	diﬀerent	image	of	
parapsychology	and	acJvely	transgresses	the	ﬁeld	away	from	the	residual	negaJvity	associated	
with	the	controversial	(paranormal	elements).	From	this	perspecJve,	the	researchers	are	
implemenJng	face	management	for	the	ﬁeld	as	well	as	their	own	presented	academic	posiJoning:
“Discourse	contributes	to	processes	of	cultural	change,	in	which	the	social	idenJJes	or	‘selves’	associated	
with	speciﬁc	domains	and	insJtuJons	are	redeﬁned	and	reconsJtuted.”
(Fairclough,	1992:	137)
“ParJcular	discourse	characterisJcs	are	shaped	by	the	current	interests,	values,	beliefs	and	pracJces	of	
parJcular	social	groups,	and	so	posiJon	the	writers	as	parJcipaJng	in	these	interests,	values,	beliefs	and	
pracJces.	This	means	that,	when	a	writer	words	something	in	a	parJcular	way,	by	a	parJcular	choice	of	
words	and	structures,	they	are	aligning	themselves	with	others	who	use	such	words	and	structures,	and	
hence	making	a	statement	of	idenJty	about	themselves.”
(Ivanic,	1998:	45)
In	this	context,	the	discourse	can	be	construed	as	a	means	for	the	interviewed	researchers	to	
manage	the	boundaries	of	the	ﬁeld	of	parapsychology	and	also	their	own	constructed	personal	
biographies	-	redeﬁning	and	reconsJtuJng	their	social	idenJJes	(Fairclough,	1992).	
UJlisaJon	of	the	‘categorisaJon	and	stake	repertoire’	can	therefore	be	perceived	on	diﬀerent	
levels,	acJng	as	a	cogent	tool	to	maintain	ﬂexible	social	posiJoning	and	to	also	negoJate	
perceived	external	viewpoints	levelled	towards	concepts	surrounding	the	ﬁeld.
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4.8	Reﬂexive	ConsideraRons
Chapter	3	(SecJon	3.8)	introduced	the	reﬂexive	consideraJons	that	need	to	be	incorporated	
throughout	the	discourse	analysis	contained	within	the	thesis.	In	the	current	chapter	this	was	
revisited	again	-	parJcularly	in	SecJon	4.3.1.	The	interviewer’s	role	can	be	interpreted	as	being	
highly	signiﬁcant	in	the	resulJng	discursive	acJons	of	the	interviewed	researchers.	Their	
deployment	of	the	idenJﬁed	‘categorisaJon	and	stake	repertoire’	can	be	viewed	as	a	direct	
response	to	the	interviewer’s	labelling	of	them	as	‘parapsychologists’	and	line	of	quesJoning	that	
aligned	them	with	parapsychology.
The	researchers’	categorisaJon	and	idenJty	work	seen	throughout	the	repertoire	can	be	read	as	a	
reacJon	to	the	interviewer’s	generalised	use	of	the	label	‘parapsychologist’.	When	presented	with	
the	ascribed	label	the	responding	researchers’	discourse	unpacked	this	categorisaJon	label,	
reinterpreted	and	constructed	boundaries	around	its	interpretaJon.	Similarly,	the	stake	work	
within	the	repertoire	is	intertwined	in	this	consideraJon.	When	depicted	against	a	categorisaJon/	
idenJty	by	the	interviewer	the	resulJng	discourse	acted	to	reconstruct	the	displayed	ascripJon.	In	
pracJce,	this	saw	the	researchers	managing	discursive	presentaJons	of	stake	associaJon	either	
towards	or	against	the	interviewers’	proclamaJon	of	their	purported	Jes	to	parapsychology.	
UlJmately,	the	‘categorisaJon	and	stake	repertoire’	can	be	interpreted	as	an	acJve	response	
repertoire	of	discursive	acJon.	The	repertoire	and	the	construcJve	work	contained	within	it	was	
potenJally	a	counter	formulaJon	of	the	discourse	used	by	the	interviewer	towards	the	
researchers	-	in	parJcular	the	ascripJon	by	the	interviewer	of	perceived	Jes	to	parapsychology.	
4.9	Summary
The	present	chapter	has	illustrated	the	ways	the	interviewed	researchers	implemented	parJcular	
strategies	when	discussing	categorisaJons,	deﬁniJons	and	their	associaJons	of	stake	with	
parapsychology.		More	speciﬁcally,	their	use	of	the	‘categorisaJon	and	stake	repertoire’	to	
generate	controlled	categorisaJon	work	within	the	discourse	to	create	communicaJve	instances	
that	presented	both	their	personal	idenJJes	and	that	of	the	ﬁeld	itself	in	certain	contexts.
On	a	surface	reading,	the	features	of	the	researchers’	accounts	from	the	interviews	can	be	viewed	
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simply	as	a	means	of	discussing	categories	and	referencing	stake	aﬃliaJon(s).	Yet,	the	analysis	
discussed	in	the	present	chapter	presents	an	argument	that	the	‘categorisaJon	and	stake	
repertoire’	can	be	interpreted	as	a	highly	sophisJcated	communicaJve	strategy	that	funcJons	in	
diﬀerent	ways,	ranging	from	the	micro-personal	consideraJons	of	the	individual	to	more	macro	
elements	of	re-contextualising	the	ﬁeld	of	parapsychology	itself.	At	its	core,	the	repertoire's	main	
purposes	are	categorisaJon	construcJon	and	presentaJon	of	stake	management	alongside	those	
constructs.	The	respondent	deploys	elements	of	the	repertoire	to	build	aﬃliaJons	of	stake	with	
diﬀerent	categorisaJons.		
Primarily,	the	repertoire	is	focused	on	idenJty	construcJon	whereby	the	category	and	stake	
management	allows	for	the	construcJon	of	a	controlled	presentaJon	of	idenJty	by	the	researcher	
through	their	response.	This	can	be	interpreted	as	an	acJon	of	posiJoning	-	formulaJng	a	
constructed	posiJon	through	discourse	to	counter	opposiJonal	responses	or	interpretaJons.	
Furthermore,	when	the	interviewer’s	discourse	is	included	for	consideraJon	and	their	pre-deﬁned	
associaJon	of	the	researchers	with	categories	(such	as	parapsychology)	then	the	repertoire	
becomes	a	tool	for	re-posiJoning.	In	this	interpretaJon,	the	respondent	takes	the	ascribed	
category	and	uses	their	discourse	acJvely	re-construct	the	delineated	facets	of	the	category	along	
with	declaraJons	of	stake.
On	a	broader	level,	empirically,	this	interpretaJve	repertoire	has	revealed	that	the	researchers	
were	acJvely	uJlising	their	discourse	as	a	tool	for	social	agency	in	sophisJcated	ways.	This	will	
conJnue	to	be	explored	in	the	next	chapter	that	looks	at	another	disJnct	repertoire	-	the	‘outsider	
repertoire’.	
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CHAPTER	5:		CONSTRUCTION	OF	IDENTITY	BORDERS
5.1	IntroducRon
The	focus	of	this	second	empirical	chapter	will	now	move	onto	looking	at	a	diﬀerent	interpreJve	
repertoire.	Discussion	will	centre	on	the	researchers’	construcJon	of	idenJty	borders	around	
scienJﬁc	communiJes.	More	speciﬁcally,	within	the	interviews	there	was	a	general	trend	by	the	
researchers	to	construct	both	parapsychology	as	a	ﬁeld,	and	parapsychologists	who	conducted	
research	in	this	area,	as	outsiders.	This	created	a	portrayal	of	a	minority	element	struggling	against	
the	mainstream	to	gain	acceptance.	
The	repertoire	discussed	within	this	chapter	will	look	at	both	presentaJon	of	personal	idenJty	and	
also	the	construcJon	of	of	the	academic	insJtuJonal	idenJty	of	parapsychology	within	the	
researchers’	responses.	Throughout	the	interviews	the	dualisJc	construcJons	of	personal	and	
ﬁeld	idenJty	were	intertwined	closely	relaJng	to	this	repertoire:	the	idenJty	borders	of	the	ﬁeld	
informed	the	construcJon	of	the	researchers’	idenJty	presentaJon.	Some	of	the	overarching	
themes	from	the	analysis	in	this	chapter	have	links	and	connecJons	to	the	‘categorisaJon	and	
stake	repertoire’	-	these	will	be	detailed	at	the	end	of	the	chapter	with	a	view	towards	more	
extensive	discussion	in	the	ﬁnal	discussion	chapter	(Chapter	7).
This	chapter	will	follow	a	similar	format	to	the	previous	empirical	chapter.	An	example	of	the	
discourse	repertoire	will	be	introduced	in	the	next	secJon,	discussing	its	primary	features.	
Building	upon	this,	the	chapter	will	then	analyse	this	proposed	discourse	tool	to	see	how	it	
features	within	the	researchers’	responses,	proposing	theories	on	how	this	repertoire	holds	a	
strategic	communicaJve	purpose.
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5.2		ConstrucRng	An	Outsider	IdenRty	Through	Discourse
Mead	(1934)	proposed	the	central	noJon	of	understanding	the	concept	of	idenJty	as	a	means	of	
exploring	sociological	noJons	such	as	‘self’	within	society.	This	has	become	a	central	tenet	for	a	
signiﬁcant	body	of	research	into	idenJty	construcJon(s)	and	how	such	integraJons	formulate	
within	social	and	cultural	boundaries	(more	recent	examples	being,	Corley	et.	al,	2006	or	
Coupland	and	Brown,	2004).	
IdenJty	construcJon	by	its	very	consJtuJve	nature	has	been	a	primary	focus	of	discourse	analysis	
-	where	the	acJon	orientaJon	of	a	person’s	interacJonal	responses	in	talk	(and	text)	can	be	
interpreted	as	a	fundamental	tool	for	creaJng	an	idenJty	within	that	parJcular	communicaJve	
context.	Broadly	within	discourse	analysis	the	concept	of	idenJty	is	a	conJnual	process	that	is	
developed	via	social	interacJon	and	communicaJon	(Burman	and	Parker,	1993;	du	Gay,	1996).	
Hardy	and	Phillips	(1999)	showed	that	the	social	meaning	of	a	person	(or	group’s)	existence	is	a	
funcJon	of	discourse,	as	opposed	to	an	inherent	characterisJc.	As	discourse	is	a	ﬂuid	and	ever-
changing	medium	of	communicaJon	that	(potenJally)	changes	from	situaJon	to	situaJon	this	
suggests	the	noJon	of	idenJty	as	a	non-staJc	enJty.	Within	the	literature	there	is	a	substanJal	
body	of	material	that	supports	the	perspecJve	that	discourse	acJvely	constructs	social	idenJty,	
and	it	achieves	this	through	the	presentaJon	of	group	deﬁniJons	and	formulaJon	of	cultural	
boundaries	and	relaJonships	(for	example,	van	Dilk,	1997b;	Wodak,	1996;	Hardy,	Lawrence	and	
Grant,	2005;	Lawrence,	Phillips	and	Hardy,	1999).	Van	Dijk	(1997b)	has	indicated	that	this	
funcJons	beyond	the	individual	and	their	personal	idenJty	constructs	-	social	categories	
themselves	can	be	built	and	displayed	through	discourse.	Subsequently,	social	idenJty	through	
discourse,	funcJons	on	both	an	individual	and	macro	level	(in	terms	of	social	categories).	
Discourse	analysis	has	also	given	signiﬁcant	focus	towards	racism	and	how	this	informs	idenJJes	
and	group	boundary	interpretaJons	-	with	parJcular	interest	being	on	racism	in	the	media,	the	
poliJcal	arena	and	in	everyday	interacJon	(for	example,	Billig,	1987,	1991;	Essed,	1991;	
McCreanor,	1993a,	1993b;	Nairn	and	McCreanor,	1990,	1991;	Van	Dijk,	1987,	1993,	Wetherell	and	
Poper,	1992;	Jakubowicz	et	al,	1994;	AugosJnos	et	al,	1999;	Abel,	1996,	1997;	Strapon,	1998).	
In	relaJon	to	this	thesis	the	noJon	of	group	idenJty	construcJon	through	discourse	was	apparent	
in	the	interview	data.	The	respondents	exhibited	a	tendency	within	their	responses	to	present	
representaJons	of	themselves	and	their	research	associated	with	parapsychology	as	being	on	the	
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‘outside’.	In	some	respects	this	formulaJon	presented	them	almost	as	a	minority	element	when	
they	referenced	the	wider	academic	community	and	cultural	mainstream.	One	such	example	can	
be	seen	in	Extract	5A:
_________________________
EXTRACT	5A
1				Interviewer: {interrupts}	I	was	going	to	say,	why	do	you	think	there	is,	as	you	say,	an	allergic	
2 reacJon	almost	by	some	quarters?
3				R6: Um,	well	in	my	experience	is	that	it’s	not	necessarily	well	informed.	So	people	have	
4 pre-concepJons	about	what	parapsychology	is	but	they	haven’t	actually	taken	the	
5 Jme	to	familiarise	themselves	with	the	literature	and	with	the	methodology,	and	so	
6 it’s	a	bit	of	a	knee-jerk	reacJon.	It’s	not	necessarily	an	informed	response,	I	think	it’s	
7 just	prejudice	basically.	
_________________________
Immediately	in	Lines	1-2	the	interviewer	is	referencing	a	previous	comment	made	by	Researcher	
(R6)	which	suggested	there	were	“allergic	reacJon(s)”	to	parapsychology	and	researchers	in	the	
ﬁeld.	A	comment	which	in	itself	conjures	a	foundaJon	in	this	communicaJve	context	that	suggests	
there	is	bias	against	the	ﬁeld	and	is	referenJal	to	potenJal	forces	working	against	parapsychology.	
Indeed,	within	Extract	5A	R6	makes	mulJple	inferences	that	could	be	deduced	of	parapsychology	
exisJng	as	an	outsider	minority	and	that	percepJons	can	be	interpreted	as	being	weighted	against	
the	ﬁeld.
R6	cites	speciﬁc	reasons	for	this	outsider	construcJon	-	primarily,	purported	negaJve	reacJons	to	
the	ﬁeld.	People	are	not	“necessarily	well	informed”	(Line	3)	and	that	there	is	“prejudice”	(Line	7).	
R6’s	language	here	conjures	a	composiJon	of	parapsychology	being	dismissed	purely	because	of	
subjecJve	discriminaJon.	This	construcJon	is	built	upon	further	in	the	extract	when	R6	apempts	
to	validate	these	proposiJons	by	sJpulaJng	the	underlying	reason	for	this	in	her	opinion	-	“they	
haven’t	actually	taken	the	Jme	to	familiarise	themselves	with	the	literature	and	with	the	
methodology”	(Lines	4-5).	In	the	context	of	the	response,	Lines	4-5	serve	two	funcJons,	the	ﬁrst	
being	to	create	an	idenJty	of	“they”	-	an	idenJty	in	juxtaposiJon	to	parapsychology;	“They”	are	
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unwilling	to	engage	with	parapsychology,	according	to	R6	due	to	pre-conceived,	uninformed,	
noJons	of	its	content.	With	the	formulaJon	of	“they”	R6	has	created	two	separate	groups	and	
delineated	between	them	-	on	one	side	it	is	the	parapsychologists	who	are	presented	as	being	
unfairly	perceived,	on	the	other	side	are	“they”	who	posiJon	the	parapsychologists	as	outsiders.	
Secondly,	Lines	4-5	also	serve	to	validate	the	ﬁeld	itself	by	generaJng	the	suggesJon	that	the	
literature	and	methodology	is	of	such	a	(implied	high)	standard	that	it	would	serve	to	change	
these	“pre-concepJons”	(Line	4).	The	dialogue	in	Extract	5A	builds	the	portrayal	of	parapsychology	
being	unfairly	treated,	subjected	to	unfair	“knee-jerk	reacJon[s]”	(Line	6)	that	are	a	characterisJc	
tendency	of	the	constructed	“they”	who	are	presented	as	holding	an	almost	dogmaJc	tendency	to	
dismiss	the	ﬁeld	without	suﬃcient	grounding.	
Extract	5A	serves	to	illustrate	the	construcJon	of	an	idenJty	of	parapsychology	and	its	researchers	
as	outsiders.	R6	depicts	parapsychologists	as	vicJms	of	prejudice	and	as	a	minority	group	that	are	
posiJoned	apart	from	the	socio-cultural	majority	of	“they”.	In	the	extract	R6	essenJally	apempts	
to	delineate	the	existence	of	these	purported	negaJve	opinions	against	the	ﬁeld	with	this	
composiJon	and	arguably	apempts	to	generate	sympathy	for	this	suggested	outsider	posiJon.	
Within	the	current	thesis’	data	ﬁndings	there	were	numerous	instances	of	similar	construcJons	
within	the	responses	provided	by	the	researchers.	CollecJvely,	these	can	be	proposed	as	a	
common	characterisJc	of	the	interview	data,	an	interpreJve	repertoire	which	from	this	point	will	
be	referred	to	as	the	‘outsider	repertoire’.	This	repertoire	spans	the	construcJon	of	group,	
personal	idenJty	and	also	the	idenJty	of	parapsychology	as	an	academic	ﬁeld.
The	concept	of	construcJng	an	idenJty	of	being	an	‘outsider’	has	similariJes	with	the	noJon	of	
vicJm	idenJJes	and	vicJmhood.	In	Extract	5A	R6	develops	the	concept	of	“prejudice”	against	her	
and	the	ﬁeld	she	claims	to	represent	in	the	interview.	Noor,	Brown	and	PrenJce	(2008)	explored	
the	concept	of	‘compeJJve	vicJmhood’	demonstraJng	that	vicJm	groups	display	elements	of	
compeJJveness	relaJng	to	their	perceived	experiences.	Thus,	these	people	tend	to	focus	on	how	
their	collecJve	group	has	been	vicJmised	more	than	other	comparable	groups.	Vollhardt	(2009)	
proposed	that	vicJms	can	display	mulJple	facets	of	belief	about	their	vicJmhood,	viewing	their	
group	as	being	exclusively	vicJmised	or	as	a	part	of	an	inclusive	larger	group	that	incorporates	
other	groups	as	part	of	a	collecJve	in-group.	Due	to	the	collecJve	nature	of	these	percepJons	the	
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individual	will	subsequently	tend	to	act	as	a	member	of	a	group	(Tajfel	and	Turner,	1979)	aligning	
their	percepJons	and	values	accordingly	-	almost	similar	in	nature	to	a	self-fulﬁlling	prophecy.
Extending	from	this	McNeill	et.	al	(2011)	suggested	that	vicJmhood	“is	something	that	people	feel	
their	group	has	as	a	result	of	perceived	historical	injusJce	against	it”	and	that	this	noJon	needs	to	
be	incorporated	in	any	analysis	within	the	area.	Whilst	this	research	is	mainly	centred	on	acts	of	
crime,	violence	and	persecuJon	against	individuals/	groups	(for	example,	McNeill	et.	al	2011,	
explore	the	discursive	legiJmisaJon	of	the	Saville	Inquiry	regarding	Bloody	Sunday)	it	provides	
some	insight	into	how	purported	marginalised	groups	can	funcJon	in	informing	interpretaJons	
and	subsequent	formulaJons	-	such	as	through	their	accounts	(see	also	Renwick	and	Qing,	1999).	
With	an	academic	ﬁeld	such	as	parapsychology,	that	has	consistently	been	perceived	as	
‘fringe’	(Collins	and	Pinch,	1979a;	1979b)	there	is	a	persistent	noJon	of	what	McNeill	et.	al	(2011)	
cite	as	“perceived	historical	injusJce”	(also	see	Beloﬀ,	1993).	In	relaJon	to	the	current	thesis,	the	
researchers	can	be	perceived	to	all	have	presented	(varying)	Jes	to	parapsychology	from	their	
interview	responses	and	by	extension	constructed	some	relaJonship	with	this	purported	historical	
injusJce.	
As	will	be	demonstrated	throughout	this	chapter	the	researchers’	discourse	can	be	interpreted	as	
construcJng	and	manipulaJng	the	borders	of	insider-outsider	status.	Subsequently,	their	
responses	within	the	interviews	can	be	viewed	as	building	the	idenJty	of	a	vicJm	and	dualisJcally	
as	outsiders.	In	the	communicaJve	context	of	the	interview(s),	this	frames	both	parapsychology	
and	their	research	as	being	removed	from	insider	status.	It	is	from	this	generalised	observaJon	
that	the	‘outsider	repertoire’	emerges	-	the	presentaJon	of	the	respondent	and	the	ﬁeld	of	
parapsychology	as	an	out-group	that	exists	as	a	minority	in	relaJon	to	a	constructed	noJon	of	the	
mainstream	in-group.	In	the	same	ways	that	vicJms	and	minority	groups	construct	an	external	
idenJty	of	themselves	and	their	collecJve	as	vicJms,	researchers	that	construct	an	aﬃliaJon	with	
parapsychology	present	similar	elements	in	their	communicaJon.	
A	direct	relaJonship	between	the	cultural	ideals	espoused	by	parapsychologists	and	their	
presentaJon	of	themselves	was	explored	by	Hess	(1993).	In	‘Science	In	the	New	Age’	Hess	
analysed	the	discourse	and	ideologies	of	paranormal	groups	based	in	the	United	States	-	exploring	
how	groups	(such	as	parapsychologists)	construct	their	boundaries,	idenJJes	and	overall	
“paraculture”	(2003:15).	Hess	proposed	that	parapsychologists	consistently	present	themselves	as	
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underdogs:
“Thus,	one	commonality	is	the	hero	as	self-righteous	underdog.	Parapsychologists	and	New	Agers	explicitly	
see	themselves	as	marginal	and	heterodox	defenders	of	a	true	knowledge	that	the	various	orthodoxies	of	
science,	religion,	and	the	government	deny…Like	David	before	Goliath,	they	also	face	enormous	odds	in	
their	drama	of	the	baple	against	the	Jde	of	popular	opinion	and	proﬁteering	opinion-makers.”
(Hess,	1993:	89-90)
Through	posiJoning	themselves	as	“underdog	crusaders”	(1993:	90)	parapsychologists	are	
apempJng	to	portray	their	knowledge	claims	and	cultural	boundaries	as	more	virtuous	than	their	
polar	opposites	-	the	scepJcs	who	oppose	them.	Hess	explores	how	this	journey	outside	of	
convenJonal	society	is	a	right	of	passage,	and	an	inevitable	trajectory	because	of	the	para	subject	
maper	of	their	cultural	composiJon.	Whilst	Hess	generates	a	formula	around	these	concepts	from	
diﬀerent	cultures	(parapsychologists,	‘New	Agers’	and	scepJcs)	his	research	strongly	suggests	that	
people	who	construct	an	idenJty	around	parapsychology	also	portray	a	minority	based	idenJty	
through	communicaJve	channels.	What	is	absent	from	Hess’s	analysis	was	an	exploraJon	of	the	
discursive	tools	and	repertoires	that	these	diﬀerent	cultures	uJlised	in	their	communicaJon.	It	is	
this	area	in	parJcular	that	the	current	chapter	intends	to	explore	in	more	detail.
5.3		FormulaRng	An	Outsider	IdenRty
The	chapter	will	now	explore	more	data	driven	examples	of	the	‘outsider	repertoire’	directly	from	
the	interviews	and	how	the	researchers	used	this	in	their	responses.
_________________________
EXTRACT	5B
1				R1: There	could	be	poliJcal	reasons	around	how	departmental	funding	works	and	the	
2 implicaJons	of	something	like	the	REF	and	being	able	to	publish	the	sort	of	work	in	
3 journals	that	have	high	impact	factors.
4				Interviewer: Have	you	had	any	kind	of	experiences	with	those	kind	of	social-poliJcal	inﬂuences	
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5 on	geung	work	published	and	geung	submiped…that	kind	of	thing?
6				R1: Only,	only	in	the	context	of	our	own	department,	it	hasn’t	been…parapsychology	
7 hasn’t	been	ﬁngered…as	something...its	not	a	reputable	acJvity…but	I	think	there	is	
8 always	an	undercurrent…I	think	it’s	there,	no-one	would	ever	say	it,	but	I	think	it’s	
9 there.	
_________________________
In	Extract	5B	R1	constructs	a	portrayal	of	parapsychology	exisJng	in	juxtaposiJon	to	more	
mainstream	elements	of	academia.	EssenJally,	creaJng	insider-outsider	borders	between	the	ﬁeld	
and	other	areas.	R1	fundamentally	achieves	these	boundary	formulaJons	through	references	to	
“poliJcal	reasons”	(Line	1);	“not	a	refutable	acJvity”	(Line	7)	and	“undercurrent”	(Line	8).	In	Lines	
6-9	R1	is	almost	hesitant	in	his	answer	to	the	Interviewer’s	prior	quesJon.	He	outlines	that	
“parapsychology	hasn’t	been	ﬁngered”	(Lines	6-7)	but	then	immediately	asserts	that	“it’s	not	a	
reputable	acJvity”	in	Line	7.	When	analysed	these	two	aspects	of	the	extract	appear	almost	
contradictory,	in	the	ﬁrst	instance	R1	presents	the	noJon	that	parapsychology	is	not	immediately	
discriminated	against	and	then	this	is	modiﬁed	with	the	asserJon	that	the	ﬁeld	holds	liple	
reputaJon.	R1	then	follows	this	apparent	contradicJon	with	an	aﬃrmaJon	of	the	laper	concept,	
explaining	that	“there	is	always	an	undercurrent”	(Lines	7-8).
This	sequence	suggests	that	in	this	piece	of	dialogue	R1	is	apempJng	to	repair	the	contradicJon.	
Awer	the	ﬁrst	statement	that	“parapsychology	hasn’t	been	ﬁngered”	R1	has	provided	a	response	
that	refutes	his	earlier	construcJon	that	the	ﬁeld	may	be	marginalised	and	thus	holds	outsider	
status	(hinted	at	in	Lines	1-3).	But	the	following	parts	of	Extract	5B	suggest	that	R1	is	keen	to	
implement	the	‘outsider	repertoire’	to	reinforce	the	construct	that	parapsychology	remains	not	a	
“reputable	acJvity”.	This	reintroduces	the	‘insider-outsider’	diﬀerenJaJon	within	the	discourse.	
He	then	supports	this	by	referencing	an	unspoken	“undercurrent”	that	supposedly	exists	against	
the	ﬁeld.	The	double	use	of	“I	think	it’s	there”	in	quick	succession	(Lines	8-9)	implies	that	even	
though	it	is	deﬁned	by	his	subjecJve	belief(s)	he	sJll	wants	it	to	be	considered	a	plausible	and	real	
possibility	by	his	audience	-	emphasising	the	expressed	senJment.	
R1	frames	the	noJon	of	apparent	hosJlity	in	the	presentaJon	of	his	experience	in	his	own	
department.	This	construcJon	of	personalised	reference	can	be	interpreted	as	giving	the	account	
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more	robustness	-	he	is	presenJng	this	as	if	from	his	own	personal	experiences,	relaJve	to	him,	
which	immediately	makes	the	account	harder	to	challenge	or	contradict.	Furthermore,	the	
account	lacks	speciﬁc	points	of	reference	-	it	is	highly	generalised	with	no	detail	about	the	
“undercurrent”.	This	creates	the	impression	of	a	general	hosJle	autude	that,	due	to	the	lack	of	
speciﬁc	detail,	can	be	interpreted	as	being	a	normalised	autude	towards	parapsychology	-	
emphasising	the	outsider	construcJon.
UlJmately,	R1	in	Extract	5B	builds	the	proposiJon	that	parapsychology	maintains	its	purported	
historical	baggage	-	a	noJon	that	R1	apempts	to	reinforce	in	his	response.	By	framing	
parapsychology	as	a	minority	outsider	and	potenJal	vicJm,	in	very	general	terms,	it	potenJally	
portrays	an	‘us-against-them’	construct	-	whereby	parapsychology	is	considered	to	be	a	group	that	
exists	beyond	more,	what	R1	would	potenJally	construe	as,	accepted	mainstream	boundaries.	
In	Extract	5C	R2	uses	similar	themes	and	presentaJon:
_________________________
EXTRACT	5C
1				Interviewer: …do	you	think	that	there	is	a	greater	acceptance,	academically,	of	the	ideas	
2 espoused	by	…?
3				R2: [interrupts]	I	think	there’s	more	of	an	acceptance,	or	people	actually	saying	“oh	wow	
4 that’s	interesJng”.	But	I	sJll	think	there’d	be	a	reluctance	to…for	those	people	to	
5 actually	get	themselves	involved.
6				Interviewer: SJll	a	degree	of	hesitancy?
7				R2: Oh	yeah…yeah…I	mean	I	think,	they’re	probably	thinking	“oh	it’s	great	that	
8 somebody’s	doing	it,	so	long	as	I	don’t	have	to”.
_________________________
In	the	above	extract	R2	frames	parapsychology	as	a	topic	of	focus	that	may	be	of	genuine	interest	
to	“people”	(Lines	3-5).	The	idenJty	of	“people”	is	never	elaborated	or	speciﬁed	and	it	is	lew	to	be	
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implied	whether	this	relates	to	the	“greater	acceptance”	referred	to	by	the	interviewer	in	Line	1	
and	by	extension	the	wider	academic	community	or	society	in	general.	This	general	use	of	
“people”	can	be	interpreted	as	a	posiJoning	mechanism	-	construcJng	a	boundary	between	
parapsychologists	and	the	larger	(implied	mainstream)	of	“people”.	This	is	similar	to	R1’s	concept	
of	the	“undercurrent”	(Extract	5B)	and	the	lack	of	descripJon	apributed	to	that	construcJon.	
Parapsychologists	are	again	cast	as	a	group	on	the	periphery	of	acceptance.	R2	asserts	in	Line	4	
that	there	is	a	barrier	of	“reluctance”	that	prevents	people	engaging	with	the	subject	maper	of	
parapsychology.	Again,	because	R2	refrains	from	elaboraJng	on	what	this	“reluctance”	is	or	what	
moJvates	it,	the	researcher	has	created	an	open	statement	that	can	be	interpreted	in	diﬀerent	
ways.	The	interviewer	is	unable	to	ascertain	if	the	reluctance	stems	from	poliJcal,	pracJcal,	
academic	or	social	consideraJons.	It	can	be	implied	from	the	nature	and	context	of	the	interview	
and	R2’s	responses	that	the	reluctance	is	a	funcJon	of	the	insider-outsider	dichotomy	and	the	
fringe	elements	associated	with	parapsychology	and	anyone	engaged	within	the	ﬁeld.	This	
interpretaJon	is	supported	in	Lines	7-8	when	R2	expounds	and	suggests	that	“...they’re	probably	
thinking	‘oh	it’s	great	that	somebody’s	doing	it,	so	long	as	I	don’t	have	to’”.	This	is	a	largely	open	
statement,	in	the	sense	that	there	is	no	real	clariﬁcaJon	as	to	what	R2	is	precisely	referring	to	or	
what	moJvates	such	an	observaJon	(or	indeed	the	suggested	behaviour).	Within	the	
communicaJve	seung	the	interviewer	is	almost	invited	to	‘read-between-the-lines’	and	leave	
with	the	impression	that	parapsychology	is	an	acJvity	that	is	generally	negaJvely	perceived.	
IrrespecJve	of	interpretaJon,	this	declaraJon	in	Lines	7-8	is	R2	acJvely	construcJng	idenJty	
borders	and	uJlising	the	‘outsider	repertoire’.	The	suggesJve	noJon	and	apempted	insight	into	
what	people	are	‘really’	thinking	immediately	posiJons	parapsychology	on	the	fringe	(outside).
This	senJment	and	construcJon	is	repeated	by	R2	in	Extract	5D:
_________________________
EXTRACT	5D
1				Interviewer: Would	you	now,	do	you	label	yourself	as	a	parapsychologist	or	a	psychologist	now?
2				R2: I	would	say	nowadays	as	a	psychologist.	
3				Interviewer: As	a	psychologist?	And	you	ﬁnd	that’s	easier	in	numerous	areas	of	your	career?	
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4				R2: Yep…yeah.	Oh	deﬁnitely,	in	–	well	in	every	aspect	of	my	life…(One	thing)	as	soon	as	
5 you	say	“parapsychologist”,	of	course,	people	just	think	“oh	some	crackpot	that’s	
6 willing	to	believe	in	anything”.	[Its]	what	I’ve	experienced…
_________________________
In	the	extract,	between	the	interviewer’s	quesJons	and	R2’s	responses	idenJty	borders	are	
constructed	of	psychologists	as	insiders	versus	the	noJon	of	parapsychologists	as	outsiders.	In	Line	
2	R2	declares	that	he	would	now	choose	the	label	of	‘psychologist’	over	the	label	of	
‘parapsychologist’.	When	prompted	by	the	interviewer,	in	Line	3,	R2	then	elaborates	on	this	choice	
in	Lines	4-6;	R2	says	It	makes	“every	aspect”	of	his	life	easier	-	ciJng	the	main	moJvaJon	as	
socially	governed	percepJon,	whereby	he	pronounces	that	labelling	oneself	as	a	
‘parapsychologist’	invites	the	interpretaJon	of	being	considered	a	“crackpot”.	Here	R2	is	clearly	
posiJoning	the	label	of	‘parapsychologist’	as	being	juxtaposed	to	general	social	acceptance	and	
subsequent	insider-status.	There	is	direct	reference	to	himself	with	more	personalised	language,	
such	as	the	phrases	“my	life”	(Line	4)	and	“I’ve	experienced”	(Line	5),	this	is	in	contrast	to	the	
more	generalised	presentaJons	of	speculaJon	displayed	in	Extract	5C.
PresentaJons	of	personalised	phrasing	and	references	were	a	key	feature	of	the	researchers’	use	
of	the	outsider	repertoire	with	their	construcJon	of	borders	delineaJng	parapsychology	and	more	
(alleged)	accepted	mainstream	elements.	Formulated	reference	to	speciﬁc,	purported,	anecdotal	
incidents	within	their	discourse	allowed	the	researchers	to	present	examples	of	how	the	ﬁeld	is	
considered	as	being	on	the	outside.	Within	these	purported	anecdotal	instances	the	researcher	
tended	to	outline	occurrences	where	they	have	allegedly	personally	experienced	implicaJons	of	
bias	against	them	or	where	they	perceive	parapsychology	has	been	unfairly	treated.	For	example:
_________________________
EXTRACT	5E
1				Interviewer: How	easy	was	it	for	you	to	actually	to	pursue	that	interest?	I	mean,	it	sounds	[like	
2 you	had]	quite	a	ﬂuid	progression	but	was	it	that	easy	in	real	terms?
3				R15: Err,	I	think	that	when	I	ﬁrst	had	that	conversaJon	[inaudible}	-	Let's	go	back	a	bit,	
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4 when	I	ﬁrst	did	my	conversion	course	I	was	sJll	interested	in,	as	an	amateur	and	I	
5 went	to	Sussex	which	is	a	very	very	high-grade	experimental	department	and	some	
6 of	the	comments	were	that	it	was	all	bollocks	basically.
_________________________
In	the	above	extract	(5E)	R15	uJlises	a	construct	of	a	personal	anecdote	of	when	he	was	an	
amateur	at	Sussex.	He	constructs	an	insider-outsider	delineaJon	within	the	extract	by	ﬁrst	
establishing	Sussex	as	a	reputable	and	respectable	insJtuJon	in	Line	5	-	“a	very	very	high-grade	
experimental	department”.	This	proﬁle	is	then	contrasted	with	their	percepJons	of	
parapsychology	in	Line	6	-	“it	was	all	bollocks	basically”.	These	contrasJng	elements	and	
subsequent	succinct	dismissal	of	parapsychology	vividly	construct	the	boundary	within	the	
discourse	of	the	acceptable	insider	insJtuJon	(Sussex)	versus	the	outsider	subject	
(parapsychology).
A	similar	dichotomy	construcJon	can	be	seen	in	Extract	5F	below:
_________________________
EXTRACT	5F
1				Interviewer: [extending	from	negaJve	media	percepJons/	presentaJons	of	the	ﬁeld]…do	you	
2 think	that	also	impinges	on	the	academic	percepJon,	from	people	outside	of	
3 parapsychology?
4				R2: Yeah…Um,	for	example,	a	few	years	ago	when	I	told,	it	was	a	Professor	down	at,	um,	
5 Cardiﬀ	University,	he	was	quite	high	up,	I	think	he	was	close	to	reJrement.	And	he	
6 said,	“Oh	everybody	knows…”	…I	told	him	I	was	doing	research	in	ESP…and	he	goes,	
7 “Oh	everybody	knows	that’s	absolute	nonsense,	that	was	all	abandoned	in	the	60s”.	
8 And	I	just	thought;	how	come	you’ve	got	as	far	as	you’ve	got	being	so	ignorant.	And	I	
9 really	started	to	lose	my	temper	with	him,	because	he	just	knew	absolutely	nothing	
10 about	parapsychology,	or	the	research,	or	the	progress	–	but	he	was	quite	willing	to	
11 have	an	opinion	on	it.
12				Interviewer: …have	you	found	that,	a	lot,	with	other	colleagues	outside	of	parapsychology…
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13				R2: Yes.	Yes.	I’ve	been	working	at	[names	university]	for	11	years	now	and	there	are	sJll	some	
14 colleagues	who	have	no	idea	what	I	do…Or	the	evidence	for	it…
_________________________
In	Extract	5F	R2	can	be	seen	to	mirror	R15’s	use	of	the	‘outsider	repertoire’	in	the	previous	extract.	
R2	constructs	an	insider-outsider	boundary	by	ﬁrst	building	the	character	and	credenJals	of	the	
insider	that	eventually	goes	on	to	dismiss	parapsychology.	CharacterisJcs	including	“Professor”,	
“Cardiﬀ	University”,	“quite	high	up”	and	“close	to	reJrement”	(Lines	4-5)	all	combine	to	construct	
the	portrayal	of	someone	who	should	be	considered	as	signiﬁcantly	established	within	academia.	
As	in	Extract	5E	this	establishment	is	then	contrasted	with	the	ﬁgure’s	dismissal	of	parapsychology	
as	“absolute	nonsense”	(Line	7).	R2	builds	this	anecdote	to	highlight	the	nature	of	the	subsequent	
dismissal	of	parapsychology	-	that	someone	of	such	stature	within	academia	could	be	so	
dismissive	of	parapsychological	research.	The	discourse	posiJons	parapsychology	as	being	on	the	
outside.	The	“Professor”	is	constructed	as	being	an	established	insider	(within	academia)	-	with	his	
disregard	therefore	casJng	parapsychology	as	being	outside	this	sphere,	on	the	outside.	R2	then	
conJnues	to	highlight	this	posiJoning	by	venJng	his	frustraJon	at	the	“Professor’s”	perspecJve	
(Lines	8-11),	thus	conJnuing	to	construct	parapsychology	as	a	minority	element	struggling	to	gain	
acceptance.	Extract	5F	is	built	to	posiJon	parapsychology	in	a	parJcular	way	and	highlight	the	
cogniJve	discrepancy	between	R2’s	purported	beliefs	and	that	of	the	“Professor’s”.	Following	the	
Interviewer’s	next	quesJon	in	Line	12	R2	then	conJnues	to	emphasise	this	posiJoning	and	
construcJon	of	parapsychology	being	marginalised	by	depicJng	how	“colleagues”	are	ignorant	of	
his	ﬁeld	and	research	focus.	Again,	on	a	smaller	scale,	R2	deploys	parJcular	presented	‘facts’	to	
highlight	the	unfairness	he	is	apempJng	to	convey	-	“[names	university]”	and	“11	years”	versus	
the	lack	of	acceptance	within	this	(Lines	13-14).
The	above	extracts	in	this	secJon	have	illustrated	how	the	researchers	uJlised	the	‘outsider	
repertoire’	to	construct	both	an	idenJty	for	parapsychology	and	to	posiJon	the	subject	as	an	
outsider	ﬁeld.	These	themes	are	prominent	in	the	below	example:
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_________________________
EXTRACT	5G
1				Interviewer: …You	said	earlier	you’ve	had	colleagues	or	certain	areas	within	the	H.E.	community,	
2 um,	“take	the	mick”	as	it	were,	I	just	wondered	if	you	could	sort	of	elaborate	on	that	
3 a	bit	more?	Just	describe	a	few	instances.	
4				R5: Um,	I’ve	had	people	look	at	me	quite	aﬀronted	when	they	found	out	that	I	do	
5 research	in	parapsychology.	Urrr,	I	think	probably	one	of	the	more	concrete	
6 examples	is	I…part	of	my	PhD	research	involves	the	use	of	brain	acJvity	scanning	
7 methods	and	I	showed	a	specialist	some	of	my	data	from	another	insJtuJon	who	
8 didn’t	know	much	about	the	paradigm	that	I	was	actually	working	in,	and	I	just	
9 showed	them	some	data	and	I	said	um,	“just	tell	me	what	you	think	about	this	and	
10 then	I	will	tell	you	what	its	actually	tesJng”.	And	they	said	“I	think	you’ve	got	
11 something	there”.	And	then	I	explained	that	it	was	actually	tesJng	a	paranormal	
12 phenomenon	and	they	started	laughing,	and	they	said	to	me	“now	I	doubt	you”.	And	
13 they	were	laughing	because	they	were	laughing	at	themselves,	that	they	didn’t	think	
14 that	they	were	so	narrow	minded	or	criJcal,	um,	and	that	they	were	really	surprised	
15 at	how	a	minute	ago	the	data	was	perfectly	valid	but	as	soon	as	I	said	that	it	was	to	
16 do	with	a	paranormal	phenomenon	they	started	to	doubt	the	data.
_________________________
Through	the	phrase	“quite	aﬀronted”	(Line	4)	R5	immediately	begins	to	construct	the	portrayal	of	
parapsychology	and	its	researchers	as	a	minority	idenJty,	that	is	almost	vicJmised.	Extending	from	
this	R5	then	begins	to	recount	a	more	speciﬁc	incident	that	he	claims	to	have	occurred	in	his	
biography.	Similarly	to	the	previous	extracts	he	establishes	a	reputable	character	-	“a	
specialist”	(Line	7)	-	and	then	uJlises	this	establishment	to	posiJon	the	subsequent	outlined	
perspecJve/	autude	towards	parapsychology	to	create	an	outsider	idenJty	for	the	ﬁeld.	R5’s	
account	is	of	a	scenario	whereby	the	“specialist”	changes	their	opinion	of	the	data	only	when	he	
learns	of	its	parapsychological	origin.	The	researcher’s	depicJon	of	this	incident	is	almost	as	if	they	
are	accounJng	an	experiment	they	have	conducted	on	percepJon.	In	R5’s	account	he	presents	the	
data	to	the	subject	(“specialist”)	concealing	its	origin,	lets	him	express	an	opinion	and	reveals	its	
origin	-	challenging	the	subject’s	percepJon.	R5	then	apempts	to	undermine	the	“specialist’s”	
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perspecJve	through	the	phrasing	“laughing	at	themselves”	(Line	13)	and	“narrow	minded”	(Line	
14).	UlJmately,	this	structured	account	can	be	interpreted	to	funcJon	on	a	number	of	levels.	
Firstly,	it	serves	to	portray	parapsychology	as	being	unfairly	judged	beyond	objecJve	analysis	-	
building	the	vicJm/	minority	proposiJon.	Secondly,	R5’s	depicJon	of	the	“specialist’s”	self-
referenJal	insight	undermines	the	legiJmacy	of	the	insider’s	judgement	of	the	outside	subject	
maper	(parapsychology).	The	ﬁeld	is	subsequently	framed	as	exisJng	as	an	out-group	through	the	
purported	biased	percepJons	inherent	within	R5’s	narraJve.
5.4		FormulaRon	Of	The	Opposing	Insider	IdenRty	
The	previous	secJon	of	the	chapter	has	outlined	how	the	interviewees	formulated	an	outsider	
idenJty	for	parapsychology	and	researchers	associated	with	the	ﬁeld.	Through	the	use	of	this	
‘outsider	repertoire’	numerous	construcJons	were	achieved	within	the	discourse.	Parapsychology	
was	framed	as	being	marginalised,	formulaJng	the	portrayal	of	a	vicJm	representaJon.	In	contrast	
to	this	a	feature	of	the	‘outsider	repertoire’	was	the	researchers’	discourse	that	depicted	the	non-
parapsychological	orientated	‘insiders’	and	this	idenJﬁcaJon	composiJon	of	the	opposing	social/	
academic	group(s).
This	secJon	will	now	analyse	examples	of	how	the	researchers	forged	accounts	of	groups	and	
individuals	who	purportedly	lie	in	juxtaposiJon	to	proponents	of	their	presentaJon	of	
parapsychology	as	a	ﬁeld.	The	secJon	will	show	how	the	construcJon	of	opposing	groups	within	
the	discourse	aided	the	fashioning	of	idenJty	borders	within	the	context	of	the	interviews	and	
ulJmately	aided	the	portrayal	of	parapsychologists	as	being	outsiders.
5.4.1	Establishing	The	Insider	IdenRty
Within	the	interviews	the	researchers	frequently	referenced	opposiJonal	in-groups,	ciJng	how	
external	forces	(primarily	in	academia)	act	against	parapsychology	-	posiJoning	the	ﬁeld	as	an	out-
group	that	was	constantly	unfairly	treated	or	portrayed	negaJvely.	For	example:
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_________________________
EXTRACT	5H
1				Interviewer: Would	you	say	its	any	easier,	today,	to	what	it	was	when	you	were	starJng	out	to	
2 develop	an	interest	in	the	area	and	to	pursue	a	career	in	it?
3				R2: I	think	its	geung	more	and	more	diﬃcult...
4				Interviewer: More	and	more	diﬃcult?
5				R2: Yep…I	think	so.	Erm…I	know	there	seems	to	be	a	few	more	opportuniJes	for	people	
6 to	do	PhDs	in	this	area.	But	the	big	problem	is,	erm,	nowadays	all	the	universiJes	
7 are	interested	in	is,	erm,	research	that	can	be	applied	–	and	research	that	apracts	
8 funding.	And	of	course	parapsychology	struggles	to	get	that…so,	um…really,	even	if	
9 you’re	interested	in	doing	research	in	parapsychology,	there	is	a	pressure	on	you	
10 from	your	workplace	to	do	research	in	other	areas	as	well	as,	and	really	just	to	use	
11 parapsychology	as	a	bit	of	a	hobby	really.
_________________________
In	Extract	5H	R2	formulates	and	refers	more	to	external	groups	and	the	eﬀect(s)	they	have	on	
parapsychology.	This	is	structured	slightly	diﬀerently	in	comparison	to	the	previous	extracts	cited	
in	this	chapter	which	have	tended	to	focus	more	on	presentaJons	of	personalised	accounts	and	
alleged	direct	experiences.	R2	constructs	the	discourse	to	represent	parapsychology	as	an	out-
group.	The	reference	to	“all	the	universiJes”	(Line	6)	achieves	a	foundaJonal	demarcaJon	
between	parapsychology	(outsider)	and	the	rest	of	academia	(insider)	within	the	extract.	Insider	
criteria	is	presented	as	being	research	that	“can	be	applied”	and	“apracts	funding”	(Lines	7-8).	R2	
states	that	parapsychology	fails	to	fulﬁl	this	criteria,	this	builds	the	noJon	that	the	(academic)	in-
group	will	never	accept	the	ﬁeld’s	research.	Furthermore,	R2’s	use	of	the	word	“struggles”	(Line	8)	
and	the	phrase	“more	and	more	diﬃcult”	(Line	3)	can	be	interpreted	as	portraying	parapsychology	
as	a	vicJmised	underdog.	This	imagery	is	conJnued	in	Lines	9-11	with	the	phrasing	of	the	
“pressure”	to	conduct	research	away	from	parapsychology	and	the	almost	derisory	indicaJon	that	
work	in	the	area	should	just	be	considered	by	the	portrayed	in-group	as	“a	bit	of	a	hobby	really”.	
What	is	notable	about	R2’s	language	is	that	it	contains	numerous	proposiJons	without	explicitly	
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providing	idenJﬁers	for	the	exact	negaJve	external	forces.	He	never	directly	states	the	precise	
origins	such	as	which	universiJes	or	personnel	may	espouse	these	views	-	instead	the	wording	is	
formed	around	generalisaJons	such	as	“all	the	universiJes”	(Line	6)	and	“your	workplace”	(Line	
10).	Such	referenJal	language	constructs	a	percepJon	from	the	discourse	that	the	phenomena	
portrayed	is	universal	and	acts	as	a	magnifying	eﬀect.
Extract	5I,	also	originaJng	from	R2,	is	more	direct	in	comparison:
_________________________
EXTRACT	5I
1				Interviewer: Do	you	think	the	media	has	any	role	in	inﬂuencing	the	development	of	
2 parapsychology?	In	terms	of	the	proliferaJon	of	cable,	satellite	channels	and	sort	of	
3 Web	2.0	technologies	like	youtube	–	that	kind	of	thing.
4				R2: I	think	it	has.	Um…it’s	certainly	brought	it	to	the	public’s	apenJon…and	I	think	really	
5 kicking	oﬀ	with	the	X-Files	started	it	and	then	the	things	like	‘Most	Haunted’,	and	the	
6 like.	But,	um,	course	its	also	had	its	problems	in	that	everybody	assumes	that’s	what	
7 parapsychologists	do.	Um,	which	again	is	not	good.	For	example,	a	few	years	ago	
8 when	we	launched	the	Msc	in	‘ExcepJonal	Human	Experiences’	we	had	somebody	
9 from	the	Metro	come	in	and	interview	us.	And,	um,	they	wanted	to	take	some	
10 pictures,	and	they	met	me	and	they	said,	“Well	you	don’t	look	like	a	doctor	and	do	
11 you	have	glasses?”.	Erm,	and	I	said,	“Yeah	I	can	put	those	on	if	it	makes	me	look	
12 intelligent”.	Sort	of	instantly	increase	my	IQ.	And	then	they	said,	“Oh	can	you	wear	a	
13 lab	coat”,	and	I	said,	“No”.	And	they	said,	“Ok,	could	you	sort	of	like	sit	down,	pose	
14 reading	a	book	and	we’ll	put	this	behind	you”,	and	it	was,	erm,	a	rubber	Slimer	from	
15 Ghostbusters.	And	I	just	said,	“Take	the	lot	and	go	–	I’m	not	interested	in	it”.	And	so	
16 the	following	day	its	just	like	‘University	oﬀers	UK’s	ﬁrst	ghost-busJng	degree’.	Um	
17 so,	they	weren’t	interested	in	anything	we	had	to	say	about	the	course,	they	didn’t	
18 know	anything	about	the	course	content,	or	the	fees	incidentally.	All	they	wanted	to	
19 say	is	we	would	show	people	how	to	look	for	ghosts	and	how	to	speak	to	the	dead.	
20 And	of	course	we	got	so	much,	um,	sJck	from	that	from,	from	local	employers	as	
21 well	–	saying	“if	this	university	is	oﬀering	nonsense	parapsychology	and	ghostbusJng	
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22 why	should	we	oﬀer	your	graduates	a	job”…
23 ...So	I	just	ﬁnd	the	media	and	their	take	on	it	is	incredibly	harmful.	That’s	not	the	
24 only	instance,	um,	like	a	few	weeks	ago	when	suddenly	they	announce	that	there	
25 has	to	be	cut-backs,	when	the	government	sort	of	said	“look	we	have	to	cut	back	on	
26 all	of	these	things,	courses	will	deﬁnitely	go”.	And,	the	newspapers	had	a	ﬁeld	day	
27 on	that,	you	know,	‘The	world’s	20	most	ridiculous	courses’	or	‘Odd	courses’	and	
28 again	our	course	was	in	there,	listed	as	one	of	them.	Because	they	had	got	the	
29 details	completely	wrong,	yet	again,	because	they	hadn’t	researched	the	facts.	But	
30 calling	yourself	a	parapsychologist,	or	oﬀering	a	parapsychology	degree	–	you’re	an	
31 easy	target,	and	you	can’t	defend	yourself.	(Going	through)	the	media,	they	know	
32 the	public	is	interested.	But	I	just	don’t	think	that	these	people	have	the	Jme	or	
33 inclinaJon	to	actually	ﬁnd	out	the	facts.	
_________________________
In	the	above	extract	R2	presents	two	purported	instances	where	the	media	have	negaJvely	
portrayed	his	idenJty	as	a	parapsychologist.	From	Lines	9-15	R2	describes	an	instance	where	a	
journalist	from	the	Metro	apempts	to	portray	R2	in	stereotypical	imagery	which	he	ulJmately	
rejects.	R2	begins	this	descripJon	by	framing	himself	as	open	and	accommodaJng	to	the	
journalist	(Lines	9-12)	-	prepared	to	wear	glasses	to	represent	the	symbolism	of	intelligence.	The	
ensuing	demands	of	the	journalist	which	R2	structures	in	Extract	5I	as	being	increasingly	
unreasonable;	from	wearing	glasses	to	wearing	a	lab	coat,	to	posing	next	to	a	‘Slimer’.	Following	
the	subsequent	rejecJon	of	the	journalist	R2	then	conJnues	this	framing	dichotomy	by	depicJng	
how	the	journalist’s	published	arJcle	had	then	misrepresented	the	parapsychology	course	due	to	
a	lack	of	knowledge	-	“they	weren’t	interested	in	anything”	(Line	17)	and	“they	didn’t	know	
anything”	(Lines	17-18).	Extending	from	this	R2	then	extends	the	incident	to	depict	the	general	
eﬀect	that	the	arJcle	had	on	percepJon:	“we	got	so	much,	um	sJck	from	that”	(Line	20).
R2’s	presentaJon	of	this	escalaJon	of	(in	his	view)	stereotypical	imagery	frames	himself	as	the	
vicJm	and	the	Metro	journalist	as	being	the	negaJve	antagonist.	What	R2	achieves	in	this	
reconstrucJon	and	portrayal	of	the	protagonists	is	the	presentaJon	of	both	himself	and	
parapsychology	as	being	unfairly	treated	within	the	mainstream	media.	The	structure	of	the	ﬁrst	
half	of	Extract	5I	is	tailored	in	such	a	way	to	create	an	idenJty	where	both	R2	and	parapsychology	
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are	unfairly	treated,	marginalised	as	vicJms	by	the	media.	Within	R2’s	narraJve	thread	the	
ignorant	journalist,	working	in	stereotypes,	publishes	an	arJcle	based	on	assumpJon	and	without	
working	knowledge	or	detail	which	then	invokes	condemnaJon	towards	R2	and	parapsychology.	
The	second	half	of	Extract	5I	conJnues	to	broaden	the	themes	presented	in	the	ﬁrst	half.	R2	now	
extends	his	focus	away	from	reciJng	singular	incidents	to	encompass	more	generalised	criteria,	
namely	the	media	in	general.	Phrasing	such	as	“the	media	and	their	take	on	it	is	incredibly	
harmful”	(Line	23)	and	“I	just	don’t	think	these	people	have	the	Jme	or	inclinaJon	to	actually	ﬁnd	
out	the	facts”	(Lines	32-33)	formulate	the	idenJty	of	the	media	as	insiders	that	posiJon	
parapsychology	as	an	out-group	unjusJﬁably.	R2	emphasises	this	representaJon	of	the	
demarcaJon	between	these	two	boundaries	by	ciJng	another	parJcular	incident.	This	Jme	he	
refers	to	“newspapers”	(Line	26)	rather	than	a	precise	reference	as	in	his	previous	story	involving	
the	Metro	(Line	9),	subtly	transiJoning	his	construcJon	to	a	more	extensive	scope.	He	references	
that	they	“had	a	ﬁeld	day”	(Line	26)	which	builds	the	idenJty	of	the	media	as	being	almost	
predatory	against	the	portrayed	vicJm	of	parapsychology.	R2	links	back	to	the	ﬁrst	half	of	Extract	
5I	where	he	again	points	out	that	“they	hadn’t	researched	the	facts”	(Line	29)	and	subsequently	
represented	the	parapsychology	course	as	“ridiculous”	and	“odd”	(Line	27).	
In	Lines	29-33	R2	provides	an	overview	of	his	constructed	representaJons	from	his	discourse.	
Parapsychologists	are	depicted	as	“targets”	(Lines	30-31)	who	are	unable	to	“defend”	themselves	
against	“these	people”	(Line	31)	and	the	media	(Line	32).	This	provides	a	neat	summaJon	of	the	
constructs	forged	by	R2	throughout	Extract	5I.	Parapsychologists	are	represented	as	vicJms	and	
thus	outsiders	in	comparison	to	the	insider	group	of	the	media	who	funcJon	to	debase	them.	
Subsequently,	this	extract	when	viewed	alongside	the	previous	Extract	5H	formulates	the	idenJty	
of	parapsychology	as	a	minority	out-group	that	exists	in	juxtaposiJon	to	external	forces	such	as	
the	mass	media.	What	these	two	pieces	of	discourse	also	achieve	is	the	composiJon	of	these	
opposing	external	forces	-	characterising	the	insider	groups	and	their	moJvaJons,	such	as	funding	
within	academia	and	media	coverage.
5.4.2	Building	On	The	Insider	PresentaRon
As	demonstrated	within	Extract	5I	the	researchers’	use	of	the	‘outsider	repertoire’	extended	
beyond	boundary	demarcaJon	and	presentaJon	of	parapsychology	as	a	marginalised	idenJty	-	it	
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was	also	used	to	apack	the	constructed	opposiJonal	in-group.	From	the	above	analysis	it	was	
evident	that	R2	was	using	his	discourse	to	condemn	the	representaJonal	ﬁgures	of	the	media	he	
was	depicJng.	The	composiJon	of	his	response	is	an	apempt	to	elicit	a	negaJve	percepJon	of	this	
suggested	in-group	and	evoke	sympathy	with	his	experiences	along	with	the	rest	of	his	out-group	
(Lines	30-31).	
In	Extract	5J	R10	can	be	seen	to	establish	an	even	more	direct	condemnaJon	of	what	he	
constructs	as	the	opposiJonal	in-group	using	the	‘outsider	repertoire’:
	
_________________________
EXTRACT	5J
[R10	has	just	talked	about	parapsychology	not	being	an	advantage	to	peoples'	careers.]
1				Interviewer: Why	do	you	think	that	is?	Do	you	think	that’s	just	because	of	the	historical	baggage	
2 associated	with	the	subject	or	do	you	think	there's	other	sort	of	more	implicit	
3 reasons?
4				R10: Most	of	it	is	blind	prejudice.	Which	could	be	described	as	the	historical	baggage,	
5 that	tends	to	be	the	elite	scienJsts	-	the	ones	in	academics,	the	ones	that	would	be	
6 kind	of	controlling	the	posts	at	the	elite	insJtuJons,	tend	to	be	more	strongly	
7 prejudice	against	parapsychology,	based	on	ignorance.	They	simply	don't	know	the	
8 evidence.	They	rely	on	the	usual	second-hand	ﬁlters	that	come	through	psi-cop[?]	
9 and	just	the	general,	kind	of,	the	criJcs	who,	you	know,	any	one	of	them	could	be	
10 shown	to	be	relaJvely	uninformed	and,	um	the	criJcisms	frequently	are	not	valid	
11 but	that	doesn't	count.	They're	not	going	to	read	the	original	literature,	they	will	rely	
12 on	people	that	they,	quote,	"trust",	unquote.	And	so	they	will	have	these	prejudices.	
13 But	it’s	simply,	I	think,	the	higher	one	is	in	academia	-	and	I	think	there	are	some	
14 studies	that	have	shown	this	-	the	higher	one	is	in	academia	the	more	conservaJve	
15 you're	likely	to	be	in	terms	of	allowing,	what	might	be	described	as,	marginal	areas	
16 of	science	into	the	academic	orbit.
_________________________
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R10	quickly	delineates	the	boundaries	of	between	the	‘insiders’	and	‘outsiders’	in	his	account.	The	
‘outsiders’	are	implied	as	being	parapsychologists	(as	an	extension	from	the	recent	discussion	
prior	to	this	extract	regarding	careers	within	the	ﬁeld).	In	contrast	the	opposiJonal	‘insiders’	are	
clearly	deﬁned	as	“elite	scienJsts	-	the	ones	in	academics,	the	ones	that	would	be	kind	of	
controlling	the	posts	at	elite	insJtuJons”	(Line	5).	As	in	previous	examples	of	the	‘outsider	
repertoire’	R10	uses	speciﬁc	idenJﬁers	in	his	language	to	establish	presJge	for	this	idenJty	
construct	-	namely	the	use	of	the	word	“elite”	twice	in	quick	succession	along	with	their	alleged	
reach	of	control.	R10	then	proceeds	to	undermine	and	apack	this	constructed	‘insider’	group	
using	highly	negaJve	apribute	phrasing	such	as	“blind	prejudice”	(Line	1),	“strongly	
prejudice”	(Lines	6-7),	“relaJvely	uninformed”	(Line	10)	and	“the	criJcisms	are	frequently	are	not	
valid	but	that	doesn’t	count”	(Lines	10-11).	This	extract	achieves	mulJple	things,	ﬁrstly	R10	has	
established	a	diﬀerenJaJon	between	the	“elite”	group	and	parapsychology.	Secondly,	R10	has	
formulated	an	idenJty	and	moJvaJon	construct	for	the	in-group	of	“elites”.	Finally,	R10	has	
created	a	vicJmised	portrayal	of	parapsychology	as	a	marginalised	out-group,	extending	the	
underdog	imagery	depicted	earlier	in	this	chapter	(also	Hess,	1993).
Regarding	these	observaJons,	R10	uses	mulJple	points	in	his	discourse	to	emphasise	the	
conveyed	percepJon	that	his	constructed	in-versus-out	group	demarcaJon	is	cemented	and	will	
not	change.	His	follow	up	to	his	construed	observaJon	in	Line	10	that	the	criJcisms	are	invalid	
with	the	phrase	“but	that	doesn’t	count”	(Line	11)	implies	a	highly	subjecJve	perspecJve	and	
almost	bias.	Similarly,	the	next	wording	supports	this;	“they’re	not	going	to	read	the	original	
literature”	(Line	11).	Finally,	R10	apempts	to	imbue	his	observaJons	in	a	more	globalised	context	
with	proposed	evidence,	between	Lines	14-16.	He	theorises	that	the	higher	someone	has	
gravitated	within	the	academic	infrastructure	then	the	more	probable	they	are	are	to	exclude	
fringe	scienJﬁc	content.	An	apempt	at	evidence	of	this	is	provided	with	the	preliminary	
declaraJon	that	“I	think	there	are	some	studies	that	have	shown	this”	(Lines	13-14).	CollecJvely,	
R10’s	discourse	in	Lines	14-16	can	be	seen	as	an	apempt	to	add	weight	to	the	constructs	he	has	
presented	throughout	Extract	5J.
A	further	conJnuaJon	of	these	themes,	uJlising	the	‘outsider	repertoire’	to	negaJvely	construct	
the	opposiJonal	in-group	is	evident	in	the	responses	from	R17.	Extract	5K	is	composed	of	mulJple	
points	from	R17’s	interview	that	all	share	themaJc	and	content	similariJes.	R17’s	interview	was	
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perhaps	the	most	interesJng	of	all	of	the	researchers	encountered	in	the	data	collecJon.	The	
interviewer	only	asked	one	quesJon	(relaJng	to	his	research	background)	and	then	R17	
commenced	a	very	long	monologued	response.	This	extended	response	(exempliﬁed	by	the	
examples	in	Extract	5K)	heavily	uJlised	the	‘outsider	repertoire’	throughout:
_________________________
EXTRACT	5K
1				R17: I	realised	that	working	in	this	ﬁeld,	it’s	not	just	a	maper	of	doing	experiments	and	
2 doing	them	the	best	you	can,	publishing	the	data	in	journals.	It’s	a	sort	of	poliJcal,	
3 there’s	a	poliJcal	scenario	there	where	the	media	are	stacked	against	you	in	the	kind	
4 of,	erm	serious	media	–	the	scienJﬁc	media.	Erm,	that	journals,	most	journals	much	
5 prefer	to	publish	papers	by	scepJcs	saying	it’s	impossible...
6 ...So	we’re	dealing	not	with	science,	not	with	reasoned	debate.	We’re	dealing	with	
7 dogmaJsm	of	the	deepest	kind,	the	most	extreme	form…
8 …The	thing	is	that	some	materialists,	parJcularly	militant	atheists,	for	them	it’s	the	
9 basis	of	their	whole	world	view.	It’s	a	kind	of,	like	a	religious	belief.	It’s	a	
10 fundamentalist	belief	system.	And,	you	know,	they’re	just	as	closed	to	evidence	as	
11 creaJonists	are	to	evidence	for	evoluJon.	You	would	never	persuade	a	creaJonist	
12 with,	you	know,	fossils,	that	sort	of	thing...
13 ...One’s	dealing	with	the	hardcore	dogmaJsts,	who	claim	to	speak	for	the	science	
14 community.	And	dealing	with	a	narrow	minded	dogmaJc	belief	system,	which	is	
15 very	closed	and	they	see	the	opposiJon	–	it’s	basically	enlightenment	raJonalism	
16 that’s	got	fossilised.	They	think	that	if	you	don’t	denounce	these	things,	if	you	allow	
17 these	beliefs	to	persist	you’ll	have	religion	and	supersJJon	taking	over.	Whereas	
18 science	and	reason	are	against	religion	and	supersJJon.	So	it’s	part	of	a	kind	of	
19 crusade.	It’s	a	kind	of	crusading	mentality,	where	they	see	themselves	as	kind	of	
20 purifying	society	of	religion	and	supersJJon.	Stamping	out	irraJonal	beliefs	and	
21 conquering	and	opposing	the	enemies	of	reason…
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22 [Regarding	Richard	Dawkins	and	Richard	Wiseman]…We’re	dealing	here	with	
23 fundamentalists	who,	I	think,	are	deeply	harmful	to	science,	those	kinds	of	autudes.
_________________________
In	the	same	manner	as	R10	in	Extract	5J	R17	establishes	an	opposiJonal	construct	and	then	
proceeds	to	vilify	it.	Simultaneously,	R17	presents	parapsychological	researchers	as	the	
discriminated	outsiders	who	are	ideologically	oppressed.	His	underlying	formulaJon	is	established	
early	in	the	interview	(Lines	1-2)	suggesJng	that	the	expected	process	of	research,	
experimentaJon	and	publicaJon	is	compromised	by	“a	poliJcal	scenario”	(Line	3)	espoused	by	the	
“serious...scienJﬁc	media”	(Line	4).	This	construcJon	is	again	similar	in	tone	to	Extract	5J	where	
R10	demarcates	between	the	in	and	out	groups	and	then	proceeds	to	suggest	reasons	for	this	
being	a	normalised	state	that	is	subjected	to	barriers	prevenJng	transiJon	between	these	
boundaries.	R17	later	repeats	similar	senJments	suggesJng	the	status-quo	is	not	“science”	or	
“reasoned	debate”	(Line	6)	but	“dogmaJsm”.	This	vivid	language	portrays	his	constructed	in-group	
(the	scienJﬁc	media)	as	unreasonable	and	invalid.		
R17	constructs	a	delineaJon	between	parapsychologists	and	the	anJtheJcal	scienJﬁc	media	that	
he	formulates	as	a	dichotomy	between	‘good	versus	evil’.	This	is	evidenced	in	his	use	of	repeJJon	
of	imagery	and	descripJves	such	as	“militant	atheists”	(Line	8),	“fundamentalist	belief	
system”	(Line	10),	“narrow	minded	dogmaJc	belief	system”	(Line	14)	and	“crusading	
mentality”	(Line	19).	It	appears	that	R17	is	framing	these	constructs	and	boundaries	in	religious	
terms	and	frames	of	reference.	
The	viliﬁcaJon	and	denouncement	of	the	scienJﬁc	media	funcJons	to	posiJon	the	marginalised	
out-group	(parapsychology	researchers)	as	the	complete	opposite,	without	direct	reference.	
Subsequently,	if	those	that	are	against	the	ﬁeld	are	narrow	minded	fundamentalists	it	implies	that	
parapsychologists	are	the	opposite	of	such	proposiJons	within	the	account.
In	the	ﬁnal	extract	of	this	sub-secJon	the	researcher	(R11)	actually	refers	directly	to	the	concept	
of	‘insiders’:
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_________________________
EXTRACT	5L
1				Interviewer: There	seems	to	be	a	percepJon	that	transpersonal	psychology	is	being	sort	of	more	
2 accepted	as	such	-	even	though	it	deals	with	similar	issues	of	parapsychology.	Why	
3 do	you	think	that	is?
4				R10: Erm,	I	don't	know.		I	wonder	if	it’s	because	it	has	been	suggested	or	broached	by	
5 insiders	-	so	these	are	people	who	were	psychologists	ﬁrst.	Also,	they	have	
6 something	they	can	oﬀer	pragmaJcally,	erm,	more	quickly	then	we	can	oﬀer.	There's	
7 a	whole	programme	of	transpersonal	types	of	therapies,	approaches	to	well-being,	that	
8 we	don't	kind	of	get	involved	with	and	frankly	some	of	that	is	a	mistake.	So	we	have	
9 just	started	a	project	on	healing	and	one	of	the	reasons	for	that	is	because	if	you	
10 want	to	hook	the	mainstream	then	you	have	to	do	one	of	two	things.	Either	give	
11 some	kind	of	theoreJcal	framework	that	helps	you	understand	what's	going	on.	Or	
12 oﬀer	some	dividend	-	why	should	we	care?	Because	it	oﬀers	this	health	beneﬁt,	or	it	
13 can	be	used	in	this	parJcular	pracJce.	You	know,	so	if	you	can	Jck	one	of	those	two	
14 boxes,	suddenly	you	will	get	the	apenJon	of	people	and	you	may	get	some	of	their	
15 money	as	well	to	do	the	next	phase.	
_________________________
The	direct	reference	to	“insiders”	(Line	5)	is	an	interesJng	deviaJon	within	the	context	of	the	
‘outsider	repertoire’.	In	previous	examples	discussed	throughout	this	chapter	the	researchers	have	
never	directly	delineated	between	parapsychologists	and	external	groups	using	such	terminology.	
In	most	cases,	the	in-groups	are	implied	only	as	‘insiders’	with	parapsychology	itself	being	more	
directly	referenced	as	‘outsiders’.	R10	within	the	extract	provides	a	formulaJon	of	insight	and	a	
potenJal	strategy	for	how	these	borders	are	constructed	(in	terms	of	content)	and	how	out-
groups	may	inﬁltrate	the	in-group	to	be	accepted	in	the	mainstream:	“if	you	want	to	hook	the	
mainstream”	(Lines	9-10)	and	“if	you	can	Jck	one	of	those	two	boxes,	suddenly	you	will	get	the	
apenJon	of	people”	(Lines	13-14).	Within	this	extract	R10	is	not	only	construcJng	an	outsider	
idenJty	but	is	also	oﬀering	potenJal	signiﬁers	to	transgress	this	idenJty.	Therefore	in	his	
delineaJon,	if	a	researcher	or	group	possesses	a	“theoreJcal	framework”	(Line	11)	and/	or	“some	
dividend”	(Line	12)	then	they	can	be	considered	for	in-group	status.
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CollecJvely,	the	extracts	across	these	sub-secJons	(5.4.1	and	5.4.2)	build	a	narraJve	noJon	of	
advantaged	‘insiders’	and	disadvantaged	‘outsiders’.	Within	the	sociological	literature	there	are	
many	cited	examples	of	proposed	inequality	within	scienJﬁc	pracJce	and	academia.	Cole	(1992)	
suggested	the	importance	of	cumulaJve	advantage,	whilst	Crane	(1965,	1967)	proposed	the	“halo	
eﬀect”	of	the	advantage	oﬀered	by	a	superior	insJtuJonal	locaJon.	Similarly,	Merton	(1973)	
proposed	the	‘Maphew	Eﬀect’	-	“consist[ing]	of	accruing	greater	increments	for	parJcular	
scienJﬁc	contribuJons	to	scienJsts	of	considerable	reputaJon	and	the	withholding	of	such	
recogniJon	from	scienJsts	who	have	not	yet	made	their	mark”	(1973:	46).	Collins’	(1999)	study	
found	diﬀerent	levels	within	scienJﬁc	communiJes	with	a	deﬁned	‘core-group’	-	see	also	Amick’s	
(1974)	index	of	scienJﬁc	eliJsm	and	straJﬁcaJon	derived	from	gatekeepers	and	Pinch’s	(1981b)	
discussion	of	core-sets	in	controversies.	Mulkay	(1976b)	conﬁrmed	this	straJﬁcaJon	with	the	
observaJon	that:
“the	academic	community	scienJﬁc	research	community	generates	its	own	well	deﬁned	elite...this	elite,	
having	been	created	primarily	by	social	processes	occurring	inside	the	research	community,	remains	
strongly	commiped	to	objecJves	regarded	as	central	within	that	community.”
(Mulkay,	1976b:	446)
The	discourse	analysis	so	far	in	this	chapter	supports	these	straJﬁcaJon	elements	from	the	
literature.	Through	the	use	of	the	‘outsider	repertoire’	the	researchers	are	able	to	draw	on	these	
senJments	and	ideas	to	implement	a	straJﬁcaJon	process	that	constructs	delineated	boundaries	
between	both	themselves	and	their	(as	perceived)	fellow	outsiders	in	contrast	to	the	opposiJonal	
core-group,	elite,	insiders.	The	repertoire	allows	them	to	simultaneously	build	both	idenJJes	
through	their	accounts	and	this	narraJve	of	inequality.
The	next	secJon	will	discuss	one	of	the	key	features	of	the	interpretaJve	repertoire	-	the	concept	
of	luck.	An	important	discursive	device	that	allowed	the	researchers	to	conJnue	to	present	the	
concept	of	the	outsider	whilst	also	accounJng	for	success,	a	potenJally	contradictory	formulaJon	
in	the	context	of	the	outsider	construcJon.
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5.5		Use	of	“Luck”:	AccounRng	For	Success
One	of	the	most	notable	and	prevalent	aspects	of	the	established	‘outsider	repertoire’	was	the	
use	of	the	concept	of	luck	in	the	researchers’	accounts.	Throughout	the	interviews	responses	
frequently	referred	to	elements	of	luck.	This	tended	to	occur	when	the	researcher	was	
construcJng	a	narraJve	of	proposed	personal	experiences	and	career	progression:
_________________________
EXTRACT	5M
1				Interviewer: Do	you	feel	it's	had	any	negaJve	eﬀect	on	your	career,	being	associated	with	
2 parapsychology?
3				R1: No,	not	at	all…I	think	I’ve	been	quite	fortunate	in	the	places	that	I	have	worked	have	
4 always	been	a	liple	bit	errr	lew-of	centre…They	have	always	been	quite	willing	to	
5 explore	those	things	–	to	have	those	sort	of	courses…And	the	bosses	that	I've	had	
6 have	been	[trails	oﬀ]...
7 …So,	no	I	haven’t	[experienced	a	negaJve	eﬀect].	But	I	think	that’s	accident…
8 absolutely	luck	[laughs].
_________________________
Overall	R1’s	account	of	his	progression	in	Extract	5M	is	posiJve,	ciJng	that	in	his	career	the	places	
he	has	been	employed	“have	always	been	quite	willing	to	explore”	areas	such	as	parapsychology	
(Lines	4-5).	Without	further	analysis	this	would	seemingly	contradict	the	underlying	ethos	of	the	
‘outsider	repertoire’,	i.e.	generaJng	an	account	of	a	supporJve	network	and	inclusive	group	
idenJty.	However,	R1’s	references	to	“being	quite	fortunate”	(Line	3)	and	“accident...absolutely	
luck”	(Lines	7-8)	prevents	this	contradicJon.	On	a	deeper	level	it	can	be	proposed	that	R1	wishes	
to	retain	the	construct	of	researchers	in	the	ﬁeld	as	being	outsiders.	The	role	of	the	interviewer’s	
quesJon	should	also	be	considered	here,	with	potenJally	leading	terminology	such	as	“negaJve	
eﬀect”	(Line	1).	Such	language	may	have	led	R1	to	further	present	jusJﬁcaJon	for	his	choice	to	
present	his	“fortunate”	experience.
Another	example	is	provided	by	R3:
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_________________________
EXTRACT	5N
1				Interviewer: Would	you	say	it	was	any	easier	to	pursue	a	career	or	conduct	research	in	
2 parapsychology	now	then	when	you	ﬁrst	started?	
3				R3: I	don’t	know	really,	I’ve	not	had	much	experience	of	that.	I	would	imagine	that	it’s	
4 much	harder	now,	now	that	Bob	Morris	has	gone,	and,	err,	the	Koestler	unit	has	
5 been	(you	know)	shrunk	to	what	it	is	now.	Err,	I	imagine	it’s	actually	more	diﬃcult.	I	
6 mean	I	was	lucky,	when	I	was	reading	these	books,	you	know,	I	couldn’t	believe	my	
7 luck	at	the	point	that	I	realised;	oh	the	biggest	department	in	the	world	is	just	across	
8 the	motorway.	And	then	when	I	met	Bob	Morris,	you	know,	he	was	enthusiasJc	and	
9 I	was	extremely	lucky	to	have	parents	that	were	willing	to	fund	it	as	well	–	because	
10 thats	seems	to	be	what	holds	a	lot	of	people	back,	is	being	able	to	fund	a	3	or	4	
11 year	PhD	in	parapsychology	to	get	them	started.	So,	it	just,	I	was	lucky	in	a	lot	of	
12 respects,	that	I	could	just	manage	to	slide	into	it	without	really	having	any	problems.	
13 Bob	was	keen	that	if	you	show	enough	enthusiasm	and	you	had	the	money	to	pay	
14 for	it,	you	know,	he	wasn’t	going	to	cause	any	extra	obstacles	in	your	way.	So,	Bob	
15 was	good	that	way.	Err,	so	yeah	I	had	it	lucky.	Now	-	I	really	don’t	know.	I	haven’t	
16 really	been	involved	in	it	for	a	few	years	so	I	don’t	know	what	the	state	of	play	is	at	
17 the	moment.
_________________________
Within	Extract	5N	R3	uses	the	term	“lucky”	ﬁve	Jmes	(Lines	6,	7,	9,	11	and	15)	in	his	depicJon	of	
his	progress	in	parapsychology.	All	of	these	instances	are	used	directly	awer	R3	has	just	depicted	
an	unproblemaJc	transiJon	or	establishment	into	the	ﬁeld.	R3’s	persistent	use	of	reference	to	
“luck”	can	interpreted	as	an	apempt	to	explain	his	presented	career	progression	in	light	of	the	
‘outsider	repertoire’.	For	example,	the	generalised	use	of	this	interpretaJve	repertoire	delineates	
between	parapsychology	as	‘outsiders’	and	mainstream	‘insiders’.	Discourse	where	the	‘outsider	
repertoire’	was	present	constructed	representaJons	of	research	struggles	and	marginalisaJon	of	
careers	due	to	associaJon	with	the	ﬁeld.	R3’s	representaJon	of	more	posiJvity	in	his	account	
ulJmately	lies	in	juxtaposiJon	to	this	(generalised)	construct.	As	such,	phrased	language	such	as	“I	
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was	lucky	in	a	lot	of	respects,	that	I	could	just	manage	to	slide	into	it	without	really	having	any	
problems”	(Lines	11-12)	can	be	seen	as	an	apempt	to	maintain	the	constructs	generated	by	the	
‘outsider	repertoire’.	
More	weight	is	added	to	this	interpretaJon	when	the	beginning	and	end	of	Extract	5N	is	analysed.	
R3’s	response	to	the	interviewer’s	quesJon	is	book-ended	with	similarly	constructed	discourse.	He	
begins	by	staJng	unawareness	and	a	lack	of	“experience”	pertaining	to	the	quesJon’s	subject	
maper	(Line	3).	This	is	then	immediately	followed	by	a	declaraJon	that	he	“imagines”	it	may	be	
“harder”	and	“more	diﬃcult”	now	(Lines	3-5).	Within	these	two	lines	he	also	cites	two	possible	
reasons	for	these	suggesJons,	Bob	Morris’	death	and	the	shrinking	of	the	Koestler	unit.	At	the	end	
of	the	response	in	Lines	15-17	R3	mirrors	the	beginning	of	the	answer	by	using	the	disclaimer	
“Now	-	I	really	don’t	know”	followed	by	the	asserJon	that	he	is	no	longer	involved.	These	
formulaJons	are	preceded	by	the	non-speciﬁed	reference	of	the	presence	of	“extra	obstacles”	in	
Line	14.	Together,	these	two	points	of	R3’s	response	achieve	two	things.	Firstly,	they	border	the	
middle	part	of	the	response,	where	his	more	posiJve	progression	and	luck	is	established.	This	
serves	to	dilute	these	construcJons	in	their	applicability.	Secondly,	it	creates	intellectual	distance	
between	R3	and	his	account,	via	his	presented	claims	of	lack	of	knowledge.	Repeated	terms	such	
as	“I	imagine”	are	not	deﬁniJve	and	can	be	seen	as	an	apempt	by	R3	to	distance	himself	from	his	
response.		CollecJvely,	this	can	be	seen	as	an	alternaJve	facet	of	the	‘outsider	repertoire’,	an	
apempt	to	manage	elements	that	may	appear	contrary	to	prior	established	constructs	(such	as	
insider-versus-outsider	status).	
A	more	extensive	representaJon	of	these	themes	and	ideas	is	observable	in	the	much	lengthier	
response	to	a	similar	quesJon	from	R5	in	Extract	5O:
_________________________
EXTRACT	5O
1				Interviewer: …how	easy	was	it	for	you	in	real	terms	to	pursue	that	interest	in	sort	of	academic	
2 research	in	parapsychology?		
3				R5: Erm,	I	think…it’s	hard	to	say,	it	depends	how	you	look	at	it.	I’ve	been	very	lucky.	And	
4 I	think	it’s	been	an	easier	path	then	some	have	had.	I	was	very	fortunate	to	get	
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5 opportuniJes	early	on	to	get	quite	well	integrated	into	the	ﬁeld,	so,	I	presented	at	
6 my	ﬁrst	SPR	conference	when	I	was	18	and	I	was	very	well	supported	at	Coventry	in	
7 my	interest.	And	then	that	meant	that,	obviously	I	had	some	iniJal	contacts	with	
8 Bob,	but	being	able	to	get	to	the	KPU	was	relaJvely	easy	because	people	knew	who	I	
9 was,	and	I	was	somewhat	precocious.	Um,	I	was	self-funded,	I	was	very,	again	very	
10 lucky,	to	have	funding	from	my	family.	My	parents	were	always	very	supporJve,	
11 even	if	they	did	kind	of	for	a	liple	while	wonder	if	there	was	really	a	career	path	in	
12 this	for	me.	But	then	I	was	also	lucky	enough	to	get	SPR	funding	and	Bial	funding,	
13 which	enabled	me	to	do	my	PhD.	Awer	the	PhD,	parJcularly	with	Bob	dying	and	the	
14 KPU	deﬁnitely	going	through	a	contracJon	point	at	that	Jme,	it	was	diﬃcult	for	me	
15 to	stay	in	Edinburgh	–	there	was	no	real	concrete	view	of	any	work	there	necessarily,	
16 certainly	not	in	parapsychology,	there	may	have	been	opJons	in	other	areas.	But	
17 during	the	write-up	process	I	moved	back	home	to	my	parents’	place,	which	is	in	
18 Derbyshire,	and	just	happened	[upon]	a	conference	on	brain	scanning,	which	is	an	
19 aspect	of	my	work,	happened	to	meet	somebody	who	was	starJng	work	at	Derby,	
20 and	then	I	was	lucky	enough	to	kind	of	come	along	here	to	do	some	departmental	
21 research	seminars	and	then	just	started	to,	you	know,	they	knew	I	was	in	the	area	so	
22 when	they	had	some	extra	associate	work	going	they	were	kind	enough	to	give	me	
23 that.	And	then	I	applied	for	a	full-Jme	job	and	got	that,	so.	Whilst	also	at	the	same	
24 Jme	I	was	also	applying	for	other	jobs	as	well,	which	I	wasn’t	obviously	as	successful	
25 with.	So	I	think	there	is	a	bit	of	revisionist	history	going	on	in	my	head.	It	was	more	
26 diﬃcult	then	I’m	necessarily	portraying,	but	I	think	I	was	deﬁnitely,	I’ve	deﬁnitely	
27 been	luckier	than	many	in	my	path,	I	just	happened	to	have	found	the	right	places	
28 along	the	way.	And	also	to	be	able	to	come	here,	where	parapsychology	wasn’t	–	
29 was	not	only	not	viewed	as	a	negaJve	thing,	but	actually	a	posiJve	thing	and	
30 nobody	else	in	the	ﬁeld	seemed	to	be	parJcularly	aware	that	Derby	was	supporJve	
31 of	it,	I	was	very	fortunate	in	that.
_________________________
Extract	5O	shares	many	similariJes	with	the	two	prior	extracts	discussed	in	this	secJon.	As	in	
previous	examples	(Extracts	5M	and	5N)	there	are	mulJple	references	to	luck	and	good	fortune	in	
Lines	3,	4,	9-10,	12,	19,	26-27,	27-28	and	31.	The	majority	of	these	examples	are	granted	extra	
emphasis	with	R5’s	use	of	the	word	‘very’,	for	example,	“I	was	very,	again	very	lucky”	(Lines	9-10).	
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R5	also	introduces	a	slightly	diﬀerent	formulaJon	of	luck	when	he	depicts	accidental	fortune.	In	
Line	18	he	says	he	“just	happened	[upon]	a	conference”	and	then	in	Line	19	“happened	to	meet	
somebody”.	Further	along	in	Line	27	he	then	declares	“I	just	happened	to	have	found	the	right	
places”.	Rather	then	an	overt	direct	reference	to	luck	these	are	more	subtle	implicaJons	of	
suggested	good	fortune	and	chance	circumstance	that	favours	the	researcher	(and	their	career	
progression).
R5’s	response	also	promptly	starts	with	a	disclaimer	in	Line	3,	“it	depends	how	you	look	at	it”.	This	
can	be	viewed	as	similar	to	R3’s	declaraJon	of	lack	of	knowledge	in	Extract	5N	-	it	establishes	a	
foundaJon	of	potenJally	invoked	distance	for	the	constructs	R5	may	fashion	via	his	discourse.	This	
is	supported	by	his	declaraJons	of	being	“lucky”	and	having	an	“easier	path”	in	Lines	3-4.	The	
established	disclaimer	at	the	beginning	of	the	response	now	appears	as	a	device	that	apempts	to	
explain	any	contradicJons	that	may	emerge	that	could	contrast	with	the	‘outsider	repertoire’	(or	
indeed	any	other	constructs).
A	further	interesJng,	and	in	the	context	of	the	discourse,	self-referenJal	disclaimer	is	notable	
between	Lines	25-27.	R5	says	that,	“I	think	there	is	a	bit	of	revisionist	history	going	on	in	my	head”,	
followed	by	a	declaraJon	that	it	“was	more	diﬃcult	then	I’m	necessarily	portraying”,	and	then	a	
further	reference	to	having	been	“luckier”.	As	in	the	previous	disclaimer	instances,	R5’s	use	of	this	
appears	to	be	excusing	or	creaJng	the	opportunity	for	a	diﬀerent	interpretaJon	of	his	constructed	
experience(s).	Subsequently,	this	accounJng	for	success	is	nulliﬁed	by	this	terminology.	
“Revisionist	history”	is	a	dissecJon	by	R5	of	his	own	projected	constructs	and	fundamentally	
quesJons	the	verisimilitude	of	his	response	as	an	account.	Extending	beyond	this,	when	looking	at	
the	content	and	themes	contained	in	the	discourse	itself,	this	again	can	be	seen	as	an	apempted	
reaﬃrmaJon	of	the	‘outsider	repertoire’.	His	approximaJon	of	success	and	smooth	transiJons	
may	be	a	funcJon	of	‘just’	luck	and	may	be	diﬀerent	enJrely	from	his	portrayal	(“revisionist	
history”).	Subsequently,	these	implied	contradicJons	to	the	core	idenJJes	advocated	by	the	
‘outsider	repertoire’	are	potenJally	repudiated	within	the	conﬁnes	of	the	account.
CitaJons	of	luck	and	fortune	can	be	seen	as	an	apempt	to	posiJon	constructed	personal	
biography	as	an	excepJonal	instance.	Without	this	introducJon	of	the	concept	of	luck	as	
accounJng	for	success	the	constructed	boundaries	from	the	‘outsider	repertoire’	begin	to	break	
down.	When	luck	is	used	to	describe	success	or	progress	then	this	re-aﬃrms	those	boundaries.	
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The	researcher	or	ﬁeld	remains	formulated	as	an	outsider	with	their	constructed	posiJve	
experiences	exisJng	as	contradicJons	to	their	own	established	norm.			
Branching	from	this	interpretaJon	is	the	consideraJon	that	ciJng	luck	as	a	determining	variable	
augments	the	constructed	idenJty	of	the	marginalised	outsider,	akin	to	Hess’	‘underdog’	concept	
(Hess,	1993).	The	repeated	references	of	luck	as	an	inﬂuencing	factor	can	be	seen	as	an	apempt	to	
posiJon	their	constructed	personal	biography	as	an	excepJonal	instance.	An	apempt	to	
communicate	that	whilst	their	presented	trajectory	has	been	(relaJvely)	straight-forward	this	is	
not	the	case	for	others.	Whilst	the	researchers	are	describing	their	own	good	fortune	they	are	
dualisJcally	composing	a	diﬃcult	and	obstacle	lipered	career	path	portrayal	that	others	have	to	
circumnavigate.	By	communicaJng	an	experience	as	‘luck’	it	presents	an	alternate,	more	negaJve	
scenario	that	is	suggesJve	of	the	norm	in	this	context.	Overall,	through	references	to	luck,	a	
picture	is	constructed	of	obstacles	and	diﬃculty	in	cemenJng	a	career	in	parapsychology	that	can	
only	be	overcome	through	good	fortune.	Due	to	this	displayed	presentaJon	of	an	opposite,	the	
portrayal	of	parapsychology	as	a	outsider	idenJty	is	discursively	aﬃrmed.
5.6	Outsider	Repertoire	as	a	Discursive	Strategy
The	preceding	secJons	of	this	chapter	have	introduced	the	concept	of	the	‘outsider	repertoire’,	
using	numerous	examples	from	the	interview	data	to	outline	the	key	features	and	constructs.	
Following	this	establishment,	this	secJon	will	conJnue	to	explore	the	repertoire	but	will	begin	to	
discuss	consideraJons	of	why	uJlising	it	may	be	an	eﬀecJve	discursive	strategy	for	the	researchers	
in	the	interview	sample.
5.6.1	IdenRty	PosiRoning
The	primary	purpose	of	the	‘outsider	repertoire’	can	be	interpreted	as	establishing	a	fundamental	
disJncJon	between	an	‘insider’	and	an	‘outsider’.	In	more	speciﬁc	terms	an	‘insider’	can	be	
deﬁned	as	an	established	individual	or	group	that	has	been	accepted	by	the	social	and	cultural	
majority	(for	example,	the	construct	of	what	could	be	considered	“the	mainstream”).	In	contrast	
an	‘outsider’	remains	an	outlier	from	this	and	removed	from	generalised	acceptance	(for	example,	
the	construct	of	what	could	be	considered	as	“on	the	fringe”).	Extending	from	these	simplisJc	
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boundary	demarcaJons	the	‘outsider	repertoire’	acts	a	mechanism	for	building	and	presenJng	
forms	of	idenJty	within	these	classiﬁcaJons.	The	researchers	in	the	interviews	used	their	
discourse	to	selecJvely	frame	idenJty	construcJons	of	fringe	elements.	As	previously	alluded	to	
throughout	the	chapter,	this	took	the	form	of	references	that	portrayed	aspects	in	the	context	of	
what	could	be	considered	a	minority	or	even	a	vicJm.	UlJmately,	their	discourse	presented	
parapsychology	and	researchers	associated	with	the	ﬁeld	as	being	in	opposiJon	to	the	
(mainstream)	majority.	This	in	itself	forms	a	collecJve	idenJty	that	was	perpetuated	throughout	
the	discourse	across	the	researchers.	There	were	even	points	within	the	interviews	where	the	
researchers	were	self-referenJal	about	this	construcJon	process:
_________________________
EXTRACT	5P
[End	of	a	long	response	where	the	interviewer	originally	asked,	"Where	would	you	like	to	see	the	subject	
heading?"]
1				R5: …I	think	that	there	can	be	an	idenJty	amongst	certain	–	some	parapsychologists,	
2 and	I’ve	been	guilty	of	this	as	well,	and	I	think	I	someJmes	am	now	-	of	this	idea	of	
3 individuality,	of	being	special	somehow.	Of	invesJgaJng,	and	being	interested	in	this	
4 kind	of	weird	and	wacky	stuﬀ	that	nobody	else	seems	to	be	interested	in	and	is	
5 acJvely	dismissive	of,	and	that	can	encourage	a	kind	of	self-idenJty	being	somehow	
6 more	special	or	something.	And	I	think	that	can	be	a	bit	of	a	lie.
_________________________
In	Extract	5P	R5	discusses	the	concept	of	idenJty	directly,	referencing	both	a	personal	level	in	
himself	and	the	more	globalised	concept	of	parapsychologists	in	general.	He	outlines	the	concept	
of	“individuality”	and	“being	special	somehow”	(Line	3).	This	is	followed	by	formulaJons	of	
parapsychological	content,	depicJng	it	as	“weird	and	wacky	stuﬀ	that	nobody	else	is	interested	
in”	(Line	4).	R5	is	displaying	an	inherent	awareness	of	idenJty	construcJon	and	what	composes,	in	
his	terms,	the	idenJty	of	being	a	parapsychologist.	He	dualisJcally	uses	his	discourse	to	be	self-
referenJal	about	this	constructed	idenJty	but	also	uses	it	to	propagate	and	extend	such	concepts.	
So	whilst	his	discourse	presents	how	he	purportedly	believes	people	perceive	the	subject	(“weird	
and	wacky”)	this	also	serves	to	extend	this	idenJty.	Similar	themes	are	present	in	another	
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example	below:
_________________________
EXTRACT	5Q
1				Interviewer: So	[parapsychology]	is	always	going	to	be	fringe	by	deﬁniJon	of	its	[content]?
2				R16: Yeah	I	rather	enjoyed	that.	That’s	what	I	used	to	like	to	see	themselves/	ourselves	as	
3 mavericks	sort	of	working	against	the	powerful	insJtuJons	of	academia	and	being	
4 picked	on	by	them.	You	know	it's	all	sort	of	classic,	sort	of	lone-wolf	stuﬀ	isn't	it.
5				Interviewer: So	it	creates	an	idenJty	in	itself?
6				R16: Yeah	and	we	all	get	together,	say	how	terrible	it	is	that	you	know	that	mainstream	
7 psychology	is	ignoring	us	and	so	you	get	that	sort	of	-	as	you	do	with	all	kind	of	
8 fringe	groups.	I’m	heavily	involved	in	the	magic	community	and	you	get	very	very	
9 similar,	erm	sort	of	sense	of	idenJty	of	you	know	-	we	all	meet	up	and	just	talk	
10 about	our	niche	interests.
_________________________
Extract	5Q	has	comparable	content	to	that	of	the	previous	extract.	R16	also	shows	a	marked	
degree	of	self-awareness	and	the	demarcaJon	between	both	his	idenJty	and	that	of	
parapsychology’s	-	openly	referencing	their	constructed	subjecJve	perspecJve	orientaJons.	He	
makes	numerous	references	to	the	construct	of	researchers	in	parapsychology;	“mavericks”	(Line	
3),	“lone-wolf	stuﬀ”	(Line	4),	“fringe	groups”	(Line	8)	and	“niche	interests”	(Line	10).	The	main	
component	of	the	‘outsider	repertoire’	is	present	with	an	established	diﬀerenJaJon	between	
these	and	the	opposing	group	(the	insiders),	with	referencing	them	as	“the	powerful	insJtuJons	
of	academia”	(Line	3)	and	“mainstream	psychology”	(Lines	6-7).	The	imagery	and	themaJc	
representaJon	of	underdog	and	vicJm	status	is	present	with	the	asserJon	that	parapsychologists	
have	to	“[work]	against”	(Line	3)	these	insider	groups	who	are	accused	of	“ignoring	[them]”	(Line	
7).	
Extracts	5P	and	5Q	prove	an	interesJng	implementaJon	of	the	‘outsider	repertoire’,	where	the	
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response	constructs	its	own	strategic	intenJons	(demarcaJon)	whilst	also	building	the	delineaJon	
of	parapsychology	as	an	outsider	enJty.	The	researchers	show	an	appreciaJon	of	the	idenJty	work	
they	(and	others	in	their	cultural	group)	are	doing	when	they	construct	these	characterisJcs	and	
status	assessments.	But	coupled	with	this	aspect,	their	discourse	also	serves	to	solidify	and	
maintain	these	constructs	-	primarily	the	fundamental	disJncJon	of	parapsychology	as	an	
‘outside’	concept.	UlJmately,	the	repertoire	emerged	in	the	interviews	as	a	sophisJcated	
discursive	strategy	by	which	the	researchers	constructed	and	managed	a	range	of	outsider	
idenJJes,	ranging	from	personal	to	the	ﬁeld	of	parapsychology	itself.	These	themes	Je	with	
Hess’	(1993)	proposal	of	the	parapsychologists	creaJng	their	own	“paraculture”	(1993:	15),	
whereby	he	interpreted	the	constructed	outside	status	as	embodying	a	right	of	passage	for	the	
individual,	serving	as	a	means	to	formulate	a	parJcular	idenJty	and	cultural	associaJon:
“As	underdogs,	these	heroes	are	located	‘beyond’	or	‘alongside’	society:	they	are	paraheroes.	In	their	
struggle	for	the	lowy	goal	of	a	beper	knowledge	and	society,	they	someJmes	violate	the	very	rules	of	the	
knowledge	and	society	they	seek	to	preserve…Therefore	members	of	[these]	communiJes	are	caught	in	a	
paradox:	in	order	to	redeem	society,	they	must	leave	it	and	in	some	sense	become	marginal	ﬁgures…By	
making	a	journey	outside	of	society,	the	heroes	undergo	a	trajectory	that	begins	to	look	like	a	rite	of	
passage…
…The	passage	‘outside’	of	society	is…restricted;	the	hero	in	fact	remains	in	society	but	must	take	a	passage	
outside	of	the	corrupt	high	society	of	the	topdogs.	The	economic	and	social	power	that	[parapsychologists]	
believe	shores	up	their	Others	can	be	seen	as	a	signiﬁer	of	the	corrupt	and	powerful	forces	that	they	
challenge	as	underdog	crusaders.”
(Hess,	1993:	90-91)
In	the	context	of	the	researchers	from	the	interviews	-	their	construcJon	of	these	outsider	
idenJJes	can	be	interpreted	as	an	apempt	to	also	construct	this	“parahero”	status	and	entering	
Hess’	proposed	rite	of	passage	trajectory.
5.6.2	Ideological	PosiRoning
Extending	from	the	above	analysis	it	could	also	be	argued	that	the	‘outsider	repertoire’	used	by	
the	researchers	also	represents	a	more	ideological	based	communicaJve	strategy.	As	well	as	a	tool	
to	manipulate	and	present	forms	of	idenJty,	the	repertoire	can	also	be	viewed	as	a	mechanism	to	
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both	validate	ideological	posiJoning	and	quesJon	potenJal	criJcs	against	them.	Subsequently,	the	
researchers’	accounts	can	be	viewed	as	counter-posiJoning	opposing	perspecJves	towards	
theoreJcal	frameworks	(such	as	parapsychology).
The	demarcaJon	aspects	of	the	‘outsider	repertoire’	also	funcJon	to	launch	defensive	posiJons	
against	potenJal	criJcal	perspecJves	to	their	current	discursive	construcJon(s).	It	can	be	
interpreted	as	a	way	to	undermine	opposiJonal	elements	that	exist	in	juxtaposiJon	to	the	idenJty	
they	are	construcJng	in	the	communicaJve	context.	Primarily	this	is	achieved	through	the	
repertoire’s	enforcement	of	the	outsider	idenJty,	where	the	individual	frames	themselves	and	
their	cultural	aﬃliaJon	group	in	the	context	of	a	minority	or	even	vicJm.	This	serves	to	frame	the	
opposiJon,	insider	group,	in	negaJve	connotaJons.	In	SecJon	5.4	of	the	current	chapter,	the	
analysis	looked	at	the	discourse	formulaJons	of	the	insider	group	and	how	this	was	represented	
by	the	purported	outsiders.	Researchers	cited	examples	of	alleged	unfair	treatment	and	noJons	of	
bias	against	their	individual	research	and	the	ﬁeld	in	general.	Whilst	this	achieves	the	insider-
outsider	dichotomy	it	also	navigates	the	respondent	towards	a	role	of	the	aggrieved.
When	Extract	5K	is	reviewed	again,	R17’s	response	can	be	interpreted	as	uJlising	his	discourse	to	
such	ideological	posiJoning	using	the	‘outsider	repertoire’.	As	discussed,	he	depicts	the	“poliJcal	
scenario”	(Line	3),	the	“media	are	stacked	against	you”	(Line	3),	“dogmaJsm”	(Line	7),	“militant	
atheists”	(Line	8)	and	“crusading	mentality”	(Line	19)	amongst	more	extensive	viewpoints	of	his	
criJcs.	Fundamentally,	through	the	boundary	work	from	the	repertoire	R17	is	able	to	use	his	
discourse	as	a	pla{orm	to	construct	an	apack	into	his	perceived	opposiJonal	group.	He	builds	a	
dialecJcal	establishment	and	then	uJlises	this	to	deconstruct	the	idenJty	and	arguments	of	his	
demarcated	insiders.	His	posiJon	is	framed	as	agreeable,	whilst	the	anJthesis	of	this	is	presented	
as	corrupt.	A	further	example	from	R8	is	below:
_________________________
EXTRACT	5R
[End	of	a	long	response	where	the	interviewer	had	originally	ask	R8	about	what	factors	had	made	him	
change	to	a	more	sowened	posiJon	towards	parapsychology	-	away	from	a	more	scepJcal/	criJcal	stance.]
1				R8: ...but	realising	that	some	of	the	accusaJons	that	were	levelled	against	
2 parapsychology	were	just	so	totally	wrong	that	they	just	weren't	fair,	you	know,	and	
3 there	are	some	kind	of	outspoken	criJcs	of	parapsychology	who	because	they've	got
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4 big	names	(owen	in	other	areas	of	science)	come	out	with	some	really	really	ill-
5 informed	opinions.	Erm,	you	know	I	think	it's	perfectly	legiJmate	to	say	that	you're	
6 convinced	by	the	evidence,	and	that's	a	perfectly	defensible	posiJon.	But	to	say	that	
7 there	isn't	any	evidence,	well	that's	not	-	that's	nonsense.	There	is	evidence,	it's	the	
8 quality	of	the	evidence	that	we're	talking	about.
_________________________
The	main	features	of	the	‘outsider	repertoire’	are	once	again	on	display	here.	R8	demarcates	a	
dichotomy	between	insiders	and	outsiders;	the	“outspoken	criJcs”	(Line	3)	“big	names”	(Line	4)	
versus	parapsychologists	(Line	2).	His	language	(such	as	“accusaJons”	in	Line	1)	portrays	an	
embapled,	minority	idenJty	of	research	and	researchers	apached	to	the	ﬁeld.	However,	in	
addiJon	to	these	constructs	R8	can	also	be	interpreted	as	using	his	repertoire	to	achieve	more	
subtle	goals.	EssenJally,	whilst	portraying	parapsychology	as	vicJm	he	is	also	using	his	response	to	
defend	the	ﬁeld.	It	is	designed	to	apack	opposiJon,	through	his	use	of	terminology	and	
descripJves	such	as	“accusaJons”	(Line	1),	“ill-informed	opinions”	(Lines	4-5)	and	
“nonsense”	(Line	7).	So	whilst	parapsychology	is	presented	as	an	outsider	upon	iniJal	
consideraJon,	a	deeper	analysis	suggests	R8	is	apempJng	to	reframe	the	ﬁeld	away	from	this	
interpreted	percepJon	and	to	also	counter	any	opposiJonal	groups.	By	undermining	the	
intellectual	posiJon	of	purported	criJcs	(“nonsense”,	Line	7)	R8	has	uJlised	his	response	to	
reinterpret	the	construcJon	of	parapsychology	as	an	outsider	and	present	a	diﬀerent	perspecJve;	
“there	is	evidence”	(Line	7).	Subsequently,	this	can	be	seen	as	a	form	of	boundary	management	
and	ideological	reposiJoning	-	R8	constructs	parapsychology	as	a	valid	ﬁeld	that	is	prevented	
insider	status	due	to	“accusaJons”	that	are	“just	so	totally	wrong”	and	unfair	(Lines	1-2).
The	extracts	discussed	from	R8	and	R17	reinforce	Hess’	(1993)	concept	of	the	‘underdog’:
“…[Parapsychologists]	construct	the	negaJve	Other	as	both	materialisJc	and	religious.	A	paradox	rather	
than	a	contradicJon,	the	underlying	similarity	is	a	sense	that	the	Other	is	dogmaJc…[Parapsychologists	
believe]	that	theirs	is	the	open-minded,	raJonal	system	that	is	grounded	in	some	noJon	of	‘factuality’…
[Parapsychologists]	believe	that	theirs	is	the	discourse	of	reason,	whereas	that	of	the	Other	is	irraJonal	and	
dogmaJc.”
(Hess,	1993:	68)
In	their	discourse	the	researchers	portray	the	demarcated	opposing	group	(in	this	case	the	insider	
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group)	as	a	“negaJve	other”.	For	example,	R17’s	descripJves	of	them	as	“militant	atheists”	and	
even	using	a	reference	to	dogmaJsm.	Hess’	(1993)	theories	provide	more	of	a	contextual	
perspecJve	by	which	to	view	the	construcJon	work	being	done	by	the	researchers	in	their	
responses.	They	forge	a	demarcaJon	between	themselves	as	raJonal	outsiders	and	the	irraJonal	
dogmaJc	insiders.	A	demarcaJon	that	then	broadens	the	idenJty	construct	of	the	researcher	
towards	one	of	a	minority	‘underdog’.	Beyond	this	the	simple	framing	of	perceived	‘right	versus	
wrong’	is	an	apempt	to	undermine	the	opposing	insider	group.
As	noted	towards	the	beginning	of	this	chapter	Hess’	analysis	lacked	an	exploraJon	of	the	
discursive	tools	and	repertoires	that	these	diﬀerent	cultures	uJlised	in	their	communicaJon.	The	
‘outsider	repertoire’	has	extended	Hess’	(1993)	fundamental	concept	to	incorporate	such	an	
analysis.	Hess’	work	presented	members	of	the	‘paraculture’	as	not	only	underdogs	but	as	moral	
heroes	that	existed	against	a	hosJle	opposiJonal	group.	This	concept	is	reﬂected	in	the	‘outsider	
repertoire’.	The	analysis	throughout	the	chapter	has	not	only	illustrated	the	researchers	to	be	
construcJng	accounts	that	present	themselves	as	outsiders	but	has	also	shown	within	those	
accounts	there	are	descripJons	of	unfair	treatment	and	bias;	features	which	posiJon	them	as	
almost	morally	superior	against	the	opposiJonal	insider	formulaJon.	A	more	recent	discourse	
analysis	by	Whiple	and	Mueller	(2011a)	extends	these	themes	and	has	connecJons	with	the	
analysis	of	this	chapter.	Whiple	and	Mueller	(2011a)	examined	the	role	of	storytelling	in	the	
process	of	making	sense	of	the	ﬁnancial	crisis:	“the	way	in	which	stories	work	to	construct	the	
morality	of	the	characters	involved...used	to	build	emplotments	of	the	’story’	of	the	ﬁnancial	crisis	
and	paint	a	picture	of	the	key	characters,	for	example	as	’villains’	or	’vicJms’”	(2011a:	112).	The	
study’s	central	ﬁnding	was	the	importance	of	building	a	moral	landscape	and	the	delineaJon	
between	concepts	such	as	‘villain’	and	‘vicJm’:
“The	plot	and	characters	of	a	story...only	start	to	form	a	meaningful	story	when	these	devices	build	up	a	
moral	landscape	within	which	the	events	unfold.		For	example,	stories	owen	revolve	around	the	creaJon	of	
‘villains’,	‘heroes’,	‘vicJms’,	‘bystanders’	(guilty	and	innocent)	and	so	on.	These	characters	are	far	from	‘ﬁxed’	
and	‘stable’	within	the	ongoing	narraJon	of	conversaJons:	protagonists	may	move	from	hero	to	villain	to	
hero	again.”
(Whiple	and	Mueller,	2011b:	131-132)
Hess’	(1993)	original	theorisaJon	on	moral	heroes	and	underdogs	‘paraculture’	when	combined	
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with	Whiple	and	Mueller’s	(2011b)	proposals	have	signiﬁcant	connecJons	with	the	current	
chapter’s	analysis.	The	‘outsider	repertoire’	extends	these	concepts,	looking	more	closely	at	the	
discursive	acJons	within	the	accounts	of	the	researchers.	What	has	been	shown	in	this	chapter’s	
analysis	is	that	the	repertoire	is	an	acJve	discursive	tool	for	creaJng	these	formulaJons	of	the	
outsider	-	which	encompasses	varying	presentaJons	of	‘vicJm’,	‘underdog’	or	‘moral	hero’.	In	
contrast,	the	formulaJons	of	the	insider	are	created	as	negaJve	others	(the	‘villain’).
Overall,	this	ideological	posiJoning	and	reposiJoning	of	idenJty	constructs	can	be	considered	as	a	
disJnct	discursive	strategy	within	the	‘outsider	repertoire’.	It	evolves	the	discourse	away	from	
merely	formulaJng	insider-outsider	disJncJons	towards	boundary	management,	counter-
arguments	to	criJcal	posiJons	and	apempted	re-interpretaJon	towards	the	(interpreted)	validity	
of	subject	maper	(in	this	context,	the	ﬁeld	of	parapsychology).	From	the	analysis	in	this	sub-
secJon	it	can	be	seen	as	a	tacJc	to	de-stabilise	the	posiJon	of	criJcs	and	opposing	ideological	
orientaJons.
5.7	Reﬂexive	ConsideraRons
The	‘outsider	repertoire’	and	the	subsequent	analysis	of	the	repertoire	should	be	considered	in	
the	context	of	the	interview	seung	and	in	parJcular	the	role	of	the	interviewer’s	discourse.	As	
previously	discussed	within	the	thesis,	the	interviewer’s	quesJons	ascribed	an	assumed	idenJty	
and	apachment	of	the	researcher	towards	parapsychology.	Subsequently,	the	quesJons	did	not	
create	a	blank	canvas	for	the	respondents’	discourse.	In	the	previous	chapter	the	categorisaJon	
and	stake	work	by	the	researcher	was	interpreted	as	a	posiJoning	response	to	the	interviewer’s	
quesJons.	The	repertoire	in	this	chapter	can	also	be	considered	as	an	extension	of	this.	
FormulaJons	of	an	insider-outsider	dichotomy	elaborates	on	categorisaJon	and	stake	foundaJons	
presented	in	their	discourse.	The	interviewer’s	quesJons	(delineated	in	Chapter	3)	presented	
discourse	itself	that	posiJoned	parapsychology	as	not	accepted.	For	example,	quesJons	regarding	
experiences	of	bias	or	obstacles	introduce	the	noJon	of	the	area	as	being	an	outsider.	Therefore	
the	interpretaJon	that	the	interviewed	researchers	were	conJnuing	this	posiJonal	presentaJon	
within	their	discourse	construcJons	must	be	considered.	The	‘outsider	repertoire’	has	been	
unpacked	as	a	tool	for	idenJty	and	ideological	posiJoning	from	a	defensive	standpoint	in	the	
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communicaJve	context	of	the	interview.	This	defence	may	have	been	a	direct	response	to	the	
interviewer’s	quesJons	that	ascribed	both	Jes	to	them	towards	parapsychology	and	also	
quesJoned	its	acceptance	as	a	ﬁeld.	
The	‘outsider	repertoire’	becomes	an	augmentaJon	of	the	‘categorisaJon	and	stake	repertoire’	
from	the	previous	chapter.	By	re-construcJng	and	presenJng	interpretaJons	around	categories	
and	the	emerging	idenJJes	from	those	category	construcJons,	the	researchers	create	a	discursive	
pla{orm	to	then	embellish	those	idenJJes	with	drawn	boundaries	of	group	membership.	In	broad	
terms	within	the	interview	this	meant	presenJng	a	deﬁniJon	of	what	a	parJcular	category	was,	
presenJng	their	stake	towards	that	concept	and	then	depicJng	its	posiJon	in	terms	of	an	outsider	
versus	insider.	
Regarding	the	role	of	the	interviewer,	one	interpretaJon	may	be	that	the	researchers’	responses	
merely	extended	the	concepts	introduced	by	the	interviewer.	ConstrucJon	of	parapsychology	and	
elements	of	their	purported	experiences	of	obstacles	may	have	been	due	to	the	idenJty	ascripJon	
assigned	to	them	through	the	line	of	quesJoning.	Whilst	the	role	of	the	interviewer’s	discourse	
cannot	be	extrapolated	from	this	analysis,	as	it	informs	the	communicaJve	context,	its	sole	
inﬂuence	on	inspiring	the	‘outsider	repertoire’	is	debatable.	There	is	one	interview	that	potenJally	
repudiates	this	reﬂexive	noJon	-	that	of	R17.	As	previously	outlined,	R17’s	interview	did	not	follow	
the	same	ﬂow	as	that	of	the	other	interviews.	The	interviewer	said	liple	over	the	course	of	the	
telephone	call	and	was	not	presented	with	the	opportunity	to	ask	quesJons	or	engage	in	dialogue	
-	with	R17	immediately	launching	into	a	long	monologue	that	presented	discursive	constructs	of	
alleged	experiences	and	his	research.	R17’s	discourse	contained	many	elements	of	the	presented	
‘outsider	repertoire’	and	stands	as	an	account	where	the	inﬂuence	of	the	interviewer	was	low	due	
to	their	diminished	role	within	the	communicaJve	context.
5.8	Summary
This	second	empirical	chapter	has	presented	the	case	for	the	existence	of	a	second	interpretaJve	
discourse	repertoire:	the	‘outsider	repertoire’.	The	discussions	above	have	shown	the	core	
funcJon	of	the	repertoire	is	to	demarcate	between	construcJons	of	insider	and	outsider	groups.	
Stemming	from	this	consideraJon,	further	dissecJon	of	the	researchers’	discourse	has	shown	the	
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repertoire	to	be	a	discursive	tool	to	build	on	these	delineaJons	and	construct	idenJJes.	These	
constructs	range	beyond	formulaJons	of	the	outsider	as	a	minority	or	vicJm,	towards	
representaJons	of	the	opposing	insider	group(s).	The	chapter	has	revealed	how	the	‘outsider	
repertoire’	was	used	as	a	tool	to	repair	a	fundamental	contradicJon	to	the	outsider	construct	-	
accounts	of	success	and	progression	-	through	integraJon	of	the	concept	of	luck	and	fortune.
Beyond	this	foundaJonal	analysis	the	repertoire	has	shown	to	be	a	discursive	method	through	
which	the	constructed	outsider	can	conduct	both	idenJty	and	ideological	posiJoning	within	the	
communicaJve	context.	As	such	it	has	been	shown	that	not	only	the	presentaJon	of	the	individual	
is	being	conducted	but	also	boundary	management	for	more	global	concepts	(such	as	
representaJons	of	the	ﬁeld	of	parapsychology	itself).	Furthermore,	the	repertoire	acts	as	a	
pla{orm	through	which	the	respondent,	as	the	constructed	outsider,	can	undermine	and	apack	
the	opposing	group’s	ideological	posiJon	and	purported	criJques.
The	‘outsider	repertoire’	extends	some	of	the	key	concepts	idenJﬁed	within	the	‘categorisaJon	
and	stake	repertoire’.	One	of	the	main	conclusions	around	the	previous	repertoire	was	its	
signiﬁcance	towards	stake	management	around	idenJty	presentaJon.	The	‘outsider	repertoire’	
builds	upon	this	concept	of	idenJty	construcJon	within	the	discourse.	Here	the	discourse	is	more	
concerned	with	building	and	delineaJng	between	group	formulaJons	of	‘outsiders’	and	‘insiders’.	
This	creates	a	more	evolved	layer	to	the	discursive	acJons	of	the	researchers	-	they	have	moved	
categorisaJon	selecJon	and	stake	declaraJons	towards	establishing	and	reﬁning	group	
boundaries.	This	highlights	that	the	researchers	are	using	diﬀerent	discursive	strategies	(and	
repertoires)	throughout	their	accounts.	As	with	the	‘categorisaJon	and	stake	repertoire’,	the	
repertoire	detailed	in	this	chapter	on	a	fundamental	level	is	also	one	of	posiJoning	-	in	this	case,	
posiJoning	constructs	as	“outsiders”	and	using	discourse	to	formulate	concepts	around	these	
boundaries.	Boundary	formaJon	also	allows	the	researcher	to	frame	the	opposiJonal	group	
detrimentally,	for	example	presenJng	them	as	unfair.	Such	connecJons	between	the	repertoires	
begins	to	realise	one	of	the	key	research	objecJves	of	the	current	thesis:	to	provide	theoreJcal	
connecJons	between	the	emerging	repertoires.	This	will	be	explored	in	more	detail	in	Chapter	7.	
The	next	chapter	will	now	extend	the	empirical	analysis	to	focus	on	a	diﬀerent	interpretaJve	
repertoire	that	was	noJceable	in	the	researchers’	responses;	the	‘reﬂecJon	of	conJngency	
repertoire’.	
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CHAPTER	6:		REFLECTIONS	OF	CONTINGENCY
6.1	IntroducRon
The	previous	empirical	chapters	have	idenJﬁed	two	interpretaJve	repertoires	from	the	
interviewed	researchers’	discourse.	Whilst	both	repertoires	have	disJnct	features,	they	contain	
connecJng	elements	such	as	idenJty	posiJoning.	The	focus	of	this	third	and	ﬁnal	empirical	
chapter	will	now	move	on	to	looking	at	a	further	interpreJve	repertoire.	Discussion	will	centre	on	
the	researchers’	use	of	informal	discourse	and	how	they	uJlised	a	conJngent-focused	repertoire	
to	construct	purported	insights	and	reﬂecJons.	More	speciﬁcally,	within	the	interviews	there	was	
a	general	trend	by	the	researchers	to	construct	reﬂecJve	accounts	of	both	their	careers	and	the	
process	of	conducJng	science	through	their	discourse.	
In	the	interviews	the	researchers	frequently	presented	discourse	of	their	experiences	and	opinions	
relaJng	to	career	progression,	potenJal	poliJcal	machinaJons	in	academia,	and	their	views	of	
parapsychology	as	a	ﬁeld.	CollecJvely,	within	these	instances	the	researchers	tended	to	display	
more	informal	language,	construcJng	accounts	that	appeared	to	have	the	intenJon	of	giving	the	
interviewer	an	insight	into	the	respondent’s	perspecJve,	opinions	and	presented	experiences.
This	tendency	is	an	interesJng	characterisJc	of	the	discourse	that	emerged	from	the	interviews.	
Throughout,	and	evident	in	the	extracts	that	will	be	discussed	within	this	chapter,	the	researchers	
were	acJvely	construcJng	reﬂecJons	of	what	was	presented	as	their	biographies	and	of	the	core	
funcJoning	processes	of	academia	as	a	culture.	What	emerged	is	an	interpretaJve	repertoire	that	
will	form	the	basis	of	this	chapter’s	analysis;	the	‘reﬂecJon	of	conJngency	repertoire’.
This	chapter	will	follow	a	similar	format	to	the	previous	empirical	chapters.	The	next	secJon	of	the	
chapter	will	provide	an	overview	of	prior	discourse	analysis	literature	that	has	looked	at	
conJngent	forms	of	communicaJon.	Within	this	secJon	an	example	of	the	discourse	repertoire	
will	be	introduced	(in	6.2.3),	discussing	its	primary	features.	Building	upon	this,	the	chapter	will	
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then	analyse	this	proposed	discourse	tool	to	see	how	it	features	within	the	researchers’	
responses,	proposing	theories	on	how	this	repertoire	holds	a	strategic	communicaJve	purpose.
6.2		ConstrucRng	Insight	Through	ConRngency
This	secJon	will	look	at	the	discourse	analysis	literature	that	has	focused	on	elements	of	
conJngency	-	primarily	looking	at	the	work	of	Gilbert	and	Mulkay	(1984).	The	last	sub-secJon	
(6.2.3)	will	then	begin	to	discuss	how	the	researchers	in	the	current	thesis’	interviews	used	
elements	of	conJngency	to	construct	formulaJons	of	supposed	insight.
6.2.1	Gilbert	and	Mulkay’s	‘ConRngent	Repertoire’
Gilbert	and	Mulkay’s	(1984)	seminal	study,	‘Opening	Pandora’s	Box’,	indicated	the	presence	of	two	
disJnct	linguisJc	repertoires	uJlised	by	the	observed	scienJsts	in	their	discourse.	Fundamentally,	
this	was	a	demarcaJon	between	formal	and	informal	representaJons	of	the	scienJﬁc	process.	
They	idenJﬁed	the	‘empiricist’	repertoire,	a	formal	presentaJon	of	the	objecJve	values	of	science	
as	a	culture	and	as	a	research	endeavour.	Work	conducted	was	governed	and	reviewed	under	
strict	rules	of	empiricism	and	cemented	knowledge/	facts.	In	contrast,	the	‘conJngent’	repertoire	
was	a	more	informal	construcJon	and	“described	a	shiwing	world	where	things	could	have	been	
otherwise	and	where	facts	were	humanly	constructed”	(Antaki,	1994).	In	these	discursive	
formulaJons	the	inner	machinaJons	of	science	were	governed	under	more	“conJngent”	elements	
such	as	social	inﬂuence,	poliJcal	process	or	personal	moJvaJon	of	the	scienJst.	Gilbert	and	
Mulkay	(1984)	proposed	that	collecJvely	these	repertoires	were	deployed	to	uphold	the	concept	
of	science	itself.	Subsequently,	the	empirical	repertoire	was	used	to	describe	successful	studies	
and	when	research	went	smoothly.	Conversely,	the	conJngent	repertoire	was	used	to	describe	
instances	where	things	were	not	opJmal	and	when	the	noJon	of	science	was	threatened.	In	
simplisJc	terms,	error	was	a	consequence	of	things	such	as	human	error	(conJngent)	and	
successful	research	was	virtue	of	correct	implementaJon	of	scienJﬁc	methodology	(empirical).
Gilbert	and	Mulkay’s	(1984)	ﬁndings	show	the	potenJal	polarisaJon	in	scienJsts’	discourse	and	
their	use	of	formal	and	informal	modes	of	dialogue	-	that	diﬀerent	forms	of	these	are	used	in	
diﬀerent	communicaJve	contexts	and	that	these	may	form	the	basis	of	sophisJcated	discursive	
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strategies.	The	discovery	of	the	‘conJngent	repertoire’	proved	highly	signiﬁcant	as	it	
demonstrated	that	scienJsts	did	not	not	just	talk	about	science	in	objecJve	and	formalised	
accounts.	Informal	constructs	that	referenced	compeJng	elements	of	culture,	poliJcal	inﬂuence	
and	contextual	moJvaJons	were	presented	-	potenJally	with	the	aim	of	construcJng	a	less	
guarded	and	more	intricately	designed	presentaJon	of	‘insight’	into	their	funcJoning	world.	
UlJmately,	these	less	formal	and	guarded	accounts	can	be	interpreted	as	building	a	presentaJon	
of	“what	is	really	going	on”	in	day-to-day	science.	A	careful	crawing	of	scienJﬁc	pracJce	and	
academic	processes	through	discourse	-	a	considered	display	of	constructed	‘insight’.	This	in	itself	
immediately	suggests	that	such	discourse	and	its	repertoires	exert	a	powerful	inﬂuence	in	
construcJng	interpretaJons	and	percepJon	of	the	implementaJon	of	science.	
The	relaJvist	literature	reviewed	in	Chapter	2	contains	many	themaJc	similariJes	with	the	
ﬁndings	of	Gilbert	and	Mulkay	(1984).	For	example,	the	studies	conducted	by	Collins	(1985;	1981)	
into	gravity	waves,	whilst	holding	a	diﬀerent	interpretaJonal	focus	away	from	discourse	analysis,	
was	built	upon	a	similar	methodological	philosophy.	This	work	also	involved	interviewing	scienJsts	
about	their	work	in	an	area	of	contested	knowledge	-	and	also	revealed	scienJsts	to	invoke	
informal	responses	in	constructed	accounts	of	communicaJon	and	interacJonal	issues	with	
colleagues.	Collins’	interview	data	revealed	crawed	accounts	that	were	intended	to	give	the	
interviewer	a	‘true	insight’	into	the	personal	and	poliJcal	machinaJons	behind	the	search	for	
gravity	waves.	One	such	illustraJon	in	these	accounts	was	the	apparent	vendepa	enacted	by	the	
scienJst	‘Quest’,	whereby	informal	descripJves	such	as	his	“holy	crusade”,	“vindicJve”	nature	and	
“self	delusion”	were	paramount	in	research	moJvated	by	personal	moJves	(Collins,	1981:	46-47).	
As	such	these	accounts,	if	examined	through	a	discourse	analyJcal	perspecJve,	would	fall	under	
Gilbert	and	Mulkay’s	conJngent	repertoire.
UlJmately,	these	accounts	are	all	reﬂecJve	reconstrucJons	of	the	scienJsts’	interpretaJons	of	
their	personal	biographies,	experiences	and	perspecJves.	One	of	the	failings	of	Gilbert	and	
Mulkay’s	(1984)	study	is	that	the	‘conJngent	repertoire’	was	not	explored	fully	or	unpacked	to	
view	the	potenJal	discursive	strategies	of	the	repertoire	beyond	preserving	the	concept	of	
scienJﬁc	pracJce	(and	accounJng	for	juxtaposing	elements	to	that	concept).	It	remains	a	primary	
intenJon	of	the	current	chapter	to	unpack	this	repertoire	more	thoroughly	and	provide	an	
anatomy	of	conJngency.
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6.2.2	Research	Beyond	Gilbert	and	Mulkay
Extending	from	Gilbert	and	Mulkay’s	(1984)	research	there	are	other	examples	within	the	
literature	relaJng	to	the	reference	and	presentaJon	of	conJngency	within	scienJﬁc	pracJce	(for	
example	Mauranen,	1999,	2001).	Collins	and	Pinch	(1979b)	originally	noted	the	signiﬁcance	of	this	
element,	staJng	that:	
“In	saying	that	the	consJtuJon	of	scienJﬁc	knowledge	can	be	looked	at	as	a	product	of	conJngent	acJons,	
we	are	endorsing	a	relaJvisJc	thesis	within	which	consideraJon	of	the	‘actual	existence’	of	a	phenomenon	
is	redundant.	It	is,	we	believe,	only	through	this	perspecJve	that	the	full	richness	of	the	social	processes	
involved	in	the	construcJon	of	scienJﬁc	knowledge	can	be	revealed.”
(Collins	and	Pinch,	1979:	262)
A	study	conducted	by	Burchell	(2007)	mirrored	the	ﬁndings	of	Gilbert	and	Mulkay	(1984).	The	
study	looked	at	the	performaJve	funcJon	of	the	discourse	of	scienJsts	working	in	the	
controversial	area	of	crop	geneJcs.	Burchell	found	that:
“...when	talking	about	the	beliefs	and	acJons	of	four	key	‘others’,	most	of	the	scienJsts	relied	upon	a	
contrasJng	conJngent	repertoire,	in	which	beliefs	and	acJons	are	seen	to	derive	from	personal	
shortcomings,	inclinaJons	and	self	interest,	and	to	be	in	contradicJon	of	an	ethical	framework.	It	is	
suggested	that	the	extent	to	which	the	discourse	of	these	crop	geneJcists	followed	this	papern	may	be	
related	to	the	condiJons	of	controversy	within	which	they	were	working	at	the	Jme	of	the	interviews.”
(Burchell,	2007:	145)
The	conJngent	repertoire	in	Burchell’s	(2007)	study	revolved	around	ciJng	social	factors	for	
explaining	public	resistance	against	concepts.	Fellow	scienJsts	and	their	failures	within	the	
controversial	ﬁeld	were	explained	as	a	funcJon	of	conJngent	elements	such	as	poor	training	or	
increased	pressure.	In	contrast,	Waterton	et	al.	(2001)	noted	that	such	use	of	the	conJngent	
repertoire	was	more	prevalent	in	researchers	working	in	non-controversial	areas.	The	scienJsts	in	
the	sample	from	Sampson	and	Atkinson’s	(2011)	study	constructed	discourse	pertaining	to	
scienJﬁc	discovery	alongside	presenJng	conJngent	narraJves	of	personal	relaJonships,	
personality	and	a	process	shaped	by	factors	such	as	luck	(a	factor	which	was	noted	within	this	
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thesis’	ﬁndings	for	the	‘outsider	repertoire’	-	see	Chapter	5).	They	emphasise	the	importance	of	
revealing	the	framing	of	conJngent	factors	in	scienJﬁc	narraJves:
“In	overlooking	analysis	of	scienJsts’	accounts	and	narraJves	scholars	of	STS	are	in	danger	of	reproducing,	
rather	than	challenging,	some	taken-for-granted	aspects	of	science,	eliding	the	biographical	framing	of	
scienJﬁc	work,	of	narraJves	of	jusJﬁcaJon	and	legiJmaJon,	and	of	appeals	to	conJngent	
factors...ScienJsts’	autobiographical	accounts	of	scienJﬁc	work	and	discovery	are	as	convenJonal	as	their	
published	accounts	in	scienJﬁc	journals	but	they	enact	diﬀerent	convenJons	that	frame	diﬀerent	versions	
of	scienJﬁc	discovery.	”
(Sampson	and	Atkinson,	2011:	91)
ConJngent	and	biographical	aspects	that	form	part	of	scienJsts’	reﬂecJons	on	their	work	has	
been	highlighted	within	the	literature	(Shapin,	2008;	Ross,	2010;	Sigl,	2012;	Atkinson	et.	al,	1997,	
1998;	Rabinow	and	Dan-Cohen,	2006;	Bartlep,	2008;	Edwards,	1999).	For	example,	Jedlowski	
(2001)	proposed	how	biographies,	in	general,	are	enacted	through	narraJve	reconstrucJons	
together	with	other	forms	of	memorialisaJon.
	
CollecJvely	this	research	builds	upon	Gilbert	and	Mulkay’s	(1984)	emphasis	of	highlighJng	
conJngency	within	discursive	formulaJons	of	(biographical)	reﬂecJons.	This	chapter	will	now	
focus	on	the	analysis	of	the	interviewed	researchers’	discourse	and	how	this,	relaJng	to	the	
literature	cited	above,	formed	the	‘reﬂecJon	of	conJngency	repertoire’.
6.2.3	Researcher	Examples	of	ConRngency	
In	the	current	study,	throughout	the	interviews	the	researchers	presented	accounts	where	they	
uJlised	a	conJngent	focused	repertoire	to	construct	reﬂecJons	into	the	working	process	of	
academia,	research	and	their	experiences:	
_________________________
EXTRACT	6A
1				Interviewer: Do	you	think	it’s	any	easier	now	to	follow	a	career	in	parapsychology?	Or	do	you	
2 think	the	same	sort	of	obstacles	that	you	faced	are	present?
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3				R5: I	think	it	depends	what	we	mean	by	parapsychology.	I	mean	I	don’t	want	to	wax	too	
4 lyrical	about	the	diﬀerent	deﬁniJons.	But	I	think	there	has	been	a	subtle	shiw	over	
5 the	past	5	or	10	years	so	that,	and	this	I	think	wasn’t	isn’t	just	a	recent	phenomena	I	
6 think	it	was	something	acJvely	pursued	by	Bob.	He	always	said	to	me	and	to	many	
7 people	who	went	through	the	PhD	process	before	me,	“You	need	to	have	more	than	
8 one	string	to	your	bow”.	And	just	being	known	as	a	parapsychologist,	inverted	
9 commas,	isn’t	enough	–	that	you	need	to	eﬀecJvely	have,	err	I	hate	this	term,	but	
10 ‘sellable	qualiJes’	that	are	beyond	just	parapsychology.	So,	I	think	that	that’s	meant	
11 that	to	a	certain	extent,	although	parapsychology	is	deﬁnitely	an	idenJty,	for	me	
12 personally	I	don’t	just	include	myself	as	a	parapsychologist		-	I	tend	to	see	myself	as	
13 a	psychologist,	of	which	a	strong	aspect	of	what	I	do	is	parapsychology.	Um,	but	I	
14 don’t	think	it	can	be	separated	out	from	other	things	that	I	do	that	might	not	be	
15 regarded	as	parapsychology.	So	I	think	within	that,	I	think	if	you	were	just	trying	to,	
16 then	again	I	hate	this	phrase	but	it’s	the	only	thing	that	comes	to	mind,	‘market	
17 yourself’	as	a	parapsychologist	alone,	it	would	probably	sJll	be	diﬃcult	to	try	and	
18 get	work	on	that,	if	only	because	the	H.E.	sector	doesn’t	need	that	many	
19 parapsychologists,	but	will	need	other	types	of	psychologist	and	therefore	it’s	being	
20 able	to	show	versaJlity	and	that	you	can,	kind	of,	represent	diﬀerent	aspects	of	
21 psychology,	one	of	which	(hopefully)	will	be	supported	as	parapsychology.	And	I’d	
22 like	to	hope	that	people	don’t	have	necessarily	the	negaJve	view	of	parapsychology	
23 that	it	has	had	in	the	past.	But	again	it	depends	how	it’s	approached	when	you’re	
24 applying	for	jobs.	
_________________________
In	Extract	6A	R5	is	formulaJng	a	reﬂecJon	on	navigaJng	a	career	within	parapsychology.	
According	to	R5	as	a	parapsychologist	researcher	one	needs	to	“have	more	than	one	string	to	your	
bow”	(Lines	7-8);	“sellable	qualiJes”	(Line	10);	and	to	“market	yourself”	(Lines	16-17).	R5	cites	the	
need	to	uJlise	such	strategies	due	to	the	demands	of	the	H.E.	sector	(Line	18)	and	to	avoid	any	
potenJal	overt	negaJvity	that	might	be	present	towards	parapsychology	if	applying	for	jobs	in	a	
certain	way	(Lines	21-24).
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He	immediately	declares	a	funcJon	of	conJngency	in	his	response	through	the	declaraJon	that	“it	
depends	what	we	mean	by	parapsychology”	(Line	3).	This	invoked	conJngent	variable	acts	almost	
as	a	disclaimer	for	the	remaining	account,	any	opposiJonal	perspecJves	can	be	countered	on	this	
conJngency.	Extending	from	this	conJngency	is	an	inﬂecJon	of	suggested	hesitancy.	R5	appears	
careful	to	buﬀer	his	presented	account	as	perhaps	being	a	subjecJve	frame	of	reference	in	nature.	
There	are	frequent	uses	of	the	term	“I	think”	(8	in	total	within	Extract	6A)	along	with	the	term	“I	
tend	to...”	(Line	12).	A	level	of	hesitancy	is	introduced	through	these	terms.	The	researcher	can	be	
seen	to	be	refraining	from	making	uncondiJonal	statements	-	the	caveats	of	language	such	as	“I	
think”	provides	a	certain	level	of	intellectual	manoeuvrability.	Subsequently,	both	the	content	and	
the	presentaJon	of	the	construcJon	are	subjected	to	varying	levels	of	conJngency.	
Beyond	the	content,	the	presentaJon	of	the	language	is	highly	informal	and	conversaJonal	in	
tone.	The	structure	of	the	response	appears	to	originate	in	the	researcher’s	‘stream	of	
consciousness’		as	he	moves	(seemingly)	randomly	around	the	subject	maper	of	the	topic	being	
discussed.	Phrasing	such	as	“wax	too	lyrical”	(Lines	3-4)	and	“for	me	personally”	(Lines	11-12)	is	
more	of	a	relaxed	conversaJonal	exchange,	non-formalised	discourse,	as	opposed	to	a	formal	
interview	discussing	scienJﬁc	research.	Also,	“I	hate	this	phrase	but	it’s	the	only	thing	that	comes	
to	mind”	(Line	16)	and	the	similar	reference	“I	hate	this	term”	(Line	9)	are	indicaJve	of	a	more	
inJmate	communicaJve	exchange.	Such	terminology	constructs	are	presentaJons	of	suggested	
honesty	and	insight	on	the	part	of	the	respondent	towards	the	issues	being	discussed.
The	extract	is	constructed	as	a	reﬂecJon	that	highlights	conJngent	elements	that	exist	for	
someone	wanJng	to	navigate	a	career	in	parapsychology.	R6	builds	the	account	so	that	it	could	be	
perceived	as	some	rare	insight	into	the	ﬁeld	provided	only	by	himself.	There	is	a	high	frequency	of	
references	to	“I”	or	“me”,	totalling	nineteen	instances	between	Lines	1-17.	This	frequency	
emphasises	that	R5	is	construcJng	this	account	to	be	seen	as	his	perspecJve	of	his	purported	
experiences.	In	Lines	18-24	he	shiws	emphasis	to	more	external	references,	the	H.E.	sector	and	
the	percepJon	of	parapsychology,	with	only	one	instance	of	direct	personal	reference	(“I’d”	in	Line	
21).	When	combined	this	could	be	argued	as	being	an	account	of	both	personal	and	ﬁeld	based	
conJngency	-	he	posiJons	his	own	progression	and	that	of	the	ﬁeld’s	as	being	conJngent	on	
external,	non-academic	and	non-scienJﬁc	factors,	such	as	percepJon	and	marketable	skill-sets.
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This	dualisJc	representaJon	of	diﬀerent	elements	was	not	consigned	to	just	R5.	One	of	the	
primary	features	of	the	‘reﬂecJon	of	conJngency	repertoire’	was	for	the	researchers	to	uJlise	the	
repertoire	when	construcJng	accounts	about	both	their	personal	careers	and	also	academic	
research	in	general,	relaJng	each	to	parapsychology.	As	such	the	repertoire	itself	can	be	analysed	
on	two	fundamental	levels;	personal	or	biographical	representaJon	and	also	external	structures.	
The	personal	aspect	revolves	around	the	researchers	discussing	supposed	anecdotal	experiences	
from	what	they	presented	as	their	personalised	biographies;	whilst	the	externalised	structure	
elements	displayed	discourse	that	focused	on	more	globalised	elements	such	as	bureaucracy	in	
the	academic	sector	or	possible	future	direcJons	for	the	ﬁeld	of	parapsychology.	In	most	
instances,	as	evidenced	in	Extract	6A,	the	researcher	can	be	seen	to	be	addressing	both	aspects	
within	the	same	account.	The	present	chapter	will	analyse	each	of	these	features	separately.
6.3		Personal	(Biographical)	Strands	of	ReﬂecRve	ConRngency
Extending	from	the	above	discussion,	one	of	the	key	aspects	of	the	researchers’	use	of	the	
‘reﬂecJon	of	conJngency	repertoire’	emerged	when	talking	about	their	personal	experiences	and	
career	biographies.	ConstrucJng	personalised	accounts	reﬂecJng	on	research	based	on	
conJngent	factors	was	a	key	aspect	of	Gilbert	and	Mulkay’s	(1984)	work,	depicted	above.	More	
recently	Sampson	and	Atkinson	(2011)	invesJgated	the	narraJves	of	geneJc	scienJsts.	Their	
analysis	highlighted	the	autobiographical	work	conducted	in	the	accounts	and	the	way	the	
scienJsts	recounted	discoveries:
“The	scienJsts	constructed	narraJves	of	moJvaJon,	turning	points,	relaJonships,	gender,	personality	and	
the	personal	meaning	of	gene	discovery.	In	doing	so	they	spoke	of	how	a	group	of	individuals	became	a	
team	through	the	exploraJon	of	a	scienJﬁc	hypothesis.	This	process	of	discovery	was	described	as	having	
been	shaped	by	technology,	luck,	and	hard	work.	The	narraJves	recounted	chronicles	of	compeJJon	and	
collaboraJon	with	other	groups	of	scienJsts.	EmoJons	of	ambivalence	and	regret	were	narrated	alongside	
pride	in	contribuJng	to	the	scienJﬁc	canon,	and	the	importance	of	relaJonships	within	the	scienJﬁc	world	
was	reconstructed	through	accounts	of	the	personal	meaning	of	the	discovery.	
Our	analysis	is	framed	by	paradox.	General	histories,	biographies	and	autobiographies	of	science	and	
scienJsts	are	replete	with	descripJons	of	interpersonal	relaJons	and	personal	emoJons.	They	are	
developed	through	accounts	of	disappointment	and	success,	rivalry	and	collaboraJon,	isolaJon	and	
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colleagueship.	They	stand	in	stark	contrast	to	the	impersonal	reports	in	published	papers,	in	which	
personhood	is	all	but	eliminated	through	the	convenJonal	formats	of	scienJﬁc	texts.”
(Sampson	and	Atkinson,	2011:	89)
UlJmately,	in	the	above	quote	Sampson	and	Atkinson	(2011)	are	highlighJng	the	same	issues	of	
conJngency	promoted	by	Gilbert	and	Mulkay	(1984).	Researchers’	accounts	are	ﬁlled	with	
personalised	references	that	emphasise	elements	of	conJngency	in	scienJﬁc	and	academic	
pracJce,	as	opposed	to	impersonal,	purely	objecJve,	presentaJons	of	facts	and	process.	
In	terms	of	the	current	thesis	the	self-referenJal	nature	of	the	researchers’	discourse	can	be	seen	
below:
_________________________
EXTRACT	6B
1				Interviewer: …from	what	you	are	saying	it	seems	almost	like	like	social	forces	dictate	the	evolving	
2 nature	of	parapsychology…
3				R2: {faintly	in	background}	Yeah...yeah...
4				Interviewer: …rather	then	the	research	itself.	Is	that	correct?
5				R2: No…I,	I…I	think	that	the	forces	are	dictaJng	the	way	that	your	career	goes	and,	well,	
6 the	future	of	parapsychology.	For	example,	um,	I	started	oﬀ	wanJng	to	teach	
7 parapsychology	and	do	research	in	that	area.	And	I’m	just	ﬁnding	it	a	lot,	lot	easier	
8 to	do	research	in	clinical	psychology	and	work	[from]	that	department	now	-	and	do	
9 research	that	is	relevant	to	clinical	psychology,	but	sJll	parapsychological	research.	
10 And	I’m	just	ﬁnding	that	people	are	much	more	accepJng	of	my	research	because	of	
11 that.
_________________________
R2	presents	a	reﬂecJve	construcJon	discussing	his	career	strategies	and	providing	an	outline	of	
the	logic	employed	for	decisions	to	pursue	a	predominantly	clinical	psychology	based	role.	The	
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researcher	is	uJlising	the	repertoire	to	compose	an	account	that	explains	potenJal	career	choices	
that	they	claim	to	have	been	made.
Use	and	reference	to	conJngent	elements	are	paramount	in	the	reference	to	“the	forces”	in	Line	
5.	R2	does	not	specify	or	unpack	what	he	means	or	interprets	as	these	inﬂuenJal	forces	but	cites	
their	existence	as	dictaJng	career	and	ﬁeld	direcJon	(Lines	5-6).	It	can	be	interpreted	that	the	
primary	purpose	of	this	constructed	account	is	to	explain	the	personalised	decisions	that	he	is	
presenJng.	In	Lines	7-11	R2	depicts	how	he	is	parJcipaJng	in	more	clinical	psychology	based	
research,	in	comparison	to	parapsychological	work.	The	account	implies	that	this	is	due	to	“the	
forces”	already	cited,	and	that	consequently	it	is	a	“lot,	lot	easier”	(Line	7)	to	pursue	one	research	
path	over	another	-	due	to	the	acceptance	associated	with	that	path	(Lines	10-11).	What	R2	is	
doing	here	is	construcJng	his	response	around	conJngent	elements	to	build	an	account	that	
apempts	to	validate	(or	indeed	provide	‘insight’)	into	choices	he	claims	to	have	made.	
Consequently,	this	is	a	use	of	the	repertoire	on	a	smaller,	personal-level	of	interpretaJon.	The	
discourse	is	produced	more	to	build	certain	percepJons	or	interpretaJons	around	more	
biographical	based	subject	maper	and	conJngent	factors	-	relevant	to	the	projected	persona	of	
the	researcher	-	rather	than	more	globalised	concepts	such	as	scienJﬁc	pracJce	or	ﬁeld	direcJon.
_________________________
EXTRACT	6C
1				Interviewer: Would	you	now,	do	you	label	yourself	as	a	parapsychologist	or	a	psychologist	now?
2				R2: I	would	say	nowadays	as	a	psychologist.	
3				Interviewer: As	a	psychologist?	And	you	ﬁnd	that’s	easier	in	numerous	areas	of	your	career?
4				R2: Yep…yeah.	Oh	deﬁnitely,	in	–	well	in	every	aspect	of	my	life…(One	thing)	as	soon	as	
5 you	say	“parapsychologist”,	of	course,	people	just	think	“oh	some	crackpot	that’s	
6 willing	to	believe	in	anything”.	[It’s]	what	I’ve	experienced…	
_________________________
In	Extract	6C	R2	again	uJlises	similar	forms	of	the	repertoire	to	reason	his	presented	career	label	
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preference.	He	references	“people”	(Line	5)	and	their	inclinaJon	to	view	parapsychologists	as	
“crackpot[s]”	(Line	5)	as	a	determining	factor	for	preferring	to	be	referenced	as	a	psychologist.	This	
shares	parallels	with	Extract	6B	-	whereby	there	is	another	general	reference	to	inﬂuencing	
external	conJngent	elements.	The	idenJty	of	“people”	is	never	elaborated	to	include	who	those	
people	may	be.	Similarly,	his	reference	to	“what	I’ve	experienced”	(Line	6)	is	never	expounded	
upon	to	idenJfy	precisely	the	inspiraJon	behind	this	construct.	UlJmately,	the	presented	
predilecJon	towards	the	idenJty	of	‘parapsychologist’	is	a	funcJon	of	conJngent	factors	that	are	
established	through	the	presented	discourse.	The	below	extract	from	R3	is	very	similar	in	tone	and	
content:
_________________________
EXTRACT	6D
[R3	has	just	spoken	about	how	there	can	be	negaJve	percepJons	against	parapsychologists	and	how	he	has	
largely	avoided	such	negaJvity.]
1				Interviewer: ..It	sounds	like	you’re	almost	the	excepJon	to	the	rule	almost?
2				R3: I’m	wary	sort	of	by	nature.	So,	I	try	to	pre-empt	any	negaJvity	by	overemphasising,	
3 probably,	my,	err	–	well	I	don’t	know	what	you	would	call	it	–	scepJcal	neutrality.	
4 But,	you	know,	whenever	I	say	I’m	a	parapsychologist	I	always	preface	that	with	
5 some	kind	of,	you	know,	“but	I’m	not	a	looney”	type	thing,	you	know?	{laughs}	
6				Interviewer: So	you	sJll	the	need	to	sort	of	validate	yourself?	Balance	it	out?
7				R3: Err,	yeah.	I	mean,	probably	less	so	now	that	I	haven’t	really	done	parapsychology	for	
8 a	while.	But	certainly	when	I	was,	yeah	when	I	was	in	academic	circles,	with	people	
9 that	I	didn’t	really	know	very	well,	I	wouldn’t	just	say	I	was	a	parapsychologist	and	
10 leave	it	at	that,	I	would	always	try	and,	you	know,	sowen	the	blow.	{laughs}	
_________________________
R3	also	uses	references	to	conJngent	elements	to	build	an	account	that	apempts	to	provide	an	
insight	into	his	reasoning	and	outlook.	Within	Extract	6D	he	makes	similar	references	as	those	
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portrayed	by	R2,	ciJng	potenJal	“negaJvity”	(Line	2)	from	“academic	circles”	(Line	8)	and	how	he	
adjusts	to	those	percepJons;	“preface”	(Line	4)	and	“sowen	the	blow”	(Line	10).	Again,	these	are	
instances	where	the	researcher	is	building	their	account	to	display	reasoning	for	their	own	
purported	construcJons.	These	reﬂecJons	on	their	own	biographies	are	fuelled	through	the	
inclusion	of	conJngent	factors	such	as	cultural	bias	or	personal	opinions.
The	researchers	throughout	these	extracts	are	fashioning	their	discourse	in	an	apempt	to	provide	
an	appreciaJon	into	how	they	believe	they	are	perceived	externally	and	how	any	associaJons	with	
parapsychology	inﬂuences	such	percepJons	and	career	choices.	Their	accounts	feature	content	
that	is	presented	as	highly	subjecJve	that	generates	a	fabricated	‘insight’	into	how	their	cited	
experiences	and	concocted	frames	of	reference	are	inﬂuenced	by	the	culture	of	scienJﬁc	research	
(in	a	suggested	area	of	contested	knowledge).
Extracts	6E	and	6F	(below)	are	two	instances	from	R14’s	interview	that	both	share	themaJc	and	
content	similariJes.	However,	between	the	two	extracts	there	are	subtle	diﬀerences	in	the	
approach	and	references	used	by	the	researcher.	In	Extract	6E	he	is	reﬂecJng	more	on	his	
personal	posiJon	and	career	biography	-	the	personalised	element	of	this	repertoire’s	analysis.	
However,	in	Extract	6F	he	begins	to	expand	this	reﬂecJve	focus	towards	broader	themes	-	the	
external	(more	globalised)	elements.	This	transiJon	will	be	reﬂected	in	the	structure	of	the	
analysis,	looking	at	Extract	6E	ﬁrst	and	then	Extract	6F	in	the	next	secJon	of	the	chapter.
_________________________
EXTRACT	6E
1				Interviewer: ...How	do	you	believe	your	associaJon	with	parapsychology	is	perceived	within	the	
2 broader	academic	community?
3				R14: [Its]	got	to	the	point	now	that	when	I	would	construct	my	CV	I	think	I	would	now	
4 start	to	leave	out	parJcular	things	that	I’ve	actually	done	and	parJcular	publicaJons.	
5 So,	to	take	out	the	publicaJons	in	the	‘Journal	of	Parapsychology’	or	the	‘European	
6 Journal	of	Parapsychology’	and	just	leave	them.	Because	I’m	geung	to	the	point	
7 now	where	I’ve	got	a	long	enough	list	of	other	publicaJons	not	to	think	that	I	need	
8 those	in	order	to	kind	of	to	make	it	look	longer,	erm,	but	actually	it	would	be	beper	
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9 for	it	to	be	a	liple	bit	shorter	in	my	list	of	publicaJons.	And	rather	than	to	have	those	
10 included	–	given	that	the	negaJve	impact	that	they	actually	produce,	I	think,	in	
11 terms	of	any	applicaJons	for	jobs	or	research	funding	or	anything	else	that	I	want	to	
12 do.
13				Interviewer: So	just	leave	those	out	purely	because	of	the	negaJve	correlaJon…
14				R14: Yeah,	if	I	was	applying	for	another	job	now	I	would	not	have	them	in	my	list	of	
15 publicaJons.	I	would	not	have	ones	that	have	parJcular	journals	in.	So	I	would	sJll	
16 have	work	where	that	I’ve	published	in	the	mainstream,	that	have	been	on	for	
17 example	out-of-body	experiences.	So	I’ve	published	for	example	in	the	‘BriJsh	
18 Journal	of	Psychology’	–	I	would	include	that	paper.	But	I	wouldn’t	include	a	paper	
19 which	is	on	the	same	topic	in	the	‘Journal	of	Parapsychology’	or	‘Journal	of	Psychlical	
20 Research’	or	the	‘European	Journal	of	Parapsychology’	–	I	would	just	leave	those	oﬀ	
21 now.
22				Interviewer: If	there	wasn’t	such	a	negaJve	baggage	associated	with	it,	would	you	sJll	keep	those	
23 on	your	CV?	
24				R14: Oh	yeah!	The	only	reason	I	wouldn’t	keep	them	on	now	was	because	I’m	well	aware	
25 of	the	kind	of	–	they	have	a	toxic	status.
_________________________
Throughout	Extract	6E	R14	formulates	reﬂecJons	on	building	his	CV	and	establishes	conJngent	
elements	that	he	uses	to	explain	certain	choices	and	perspecJves.	He	describes	how	he	would	
tacJcally	“construct”	his	CV	(Line	3)	to	incorporate	some	publicaJons	and	references	and	omit	
others.	At	the	end	of	the	extract,	when	prompted	by	the	interviewer,	R14	cites	the	main	reason	
for	this	approach	is	the	“toxic	status”	(Line	25)	associated	with	some	of	this	work.	Throughout	this	
extract	R14	is	mirroring	elements	that	have	previously	been	observed	within	the	‘reﬂecJon	of	
conJngency	repertoire’.	He	is	establishing	a	formulated	representaJon	of	purported	anecdotal	
reference(s)	to	his	career	biography.	Through	discussion	of	certain	opJons	available	to	him	he	
frames	these	aspects	with	elements	of	conJngency.
DualisJcally,	the	account	is	presented	as	another	potenJal	insight	into	his	personal	biography	
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whilst	also	establishing	a	display	of	jusJﬁcaJon.	Forming	elements	of	conJngency	within	the	
discourse	provides	an	act	of	reasoning	within	the	conﬁnes	of	the	account.	In	the	context	of	Extract	
6E	this	is	represented	as	CV	choices,	for	why	he	would	include	one	journal	and	not	another	for	
similar	subject	maper	(Lines	17-21).	R14	imbues	this	logic	with	the	conJngent	variable	of	negaJve	
percepJon	(perceived	toxicity)	and	career	amenability.	The	‘reﬂecJon	of	conJngency’	repertoire	
allows	him	to	present	his	cited	decisions	as	strategically	aware	opJons	that	are	necessitated	by	his	
own	declared	conJngent	elements.
In	Extract	6F	the	content	is	established	as	being	relaJve	to	R14’s	purported	personal	career	
biography.	As	will	be	discussed	in	the	next	secJon	this	use	of	the	‘reﬂecJon	of	conJngency	
repertoire’	also	extends	beyond	this	facet	towards	referencing	more	external,	globalised	based	
frames	of	reference.
6.4		External	(Globalised)	Strands	of	ReﬂecRve	ConRngency
Extract	6F	builds	upon	Extract	6E,	with	R14	conJnuing	to	talk	about	the	potenJal	negaJve	eﬀect	
parapsychology	has	had	on	his	career.	The	extract	marks	a	progression	in	scope	of	reference	-	
while	there	are	sJll	vesJges	of	personal	apribuJon,	the	account	expands	to	incorporate	more	
external	globalised	consideraJons,	such	as	idenJty	in	general	within	the	ﬁeld	of	parapsychology:
_________________________
EXTRACT	6F
[R14	has	conJnued	the	discussion	with	the	interviewer	regarding	the	negaJve	eﬀect	parapsychology	has	
had	on	his	career.	The	interviewer	has	just	re-iterated	what	R14	has	just	said	regarding	the	insular	
environment	of	parapsychology.]
1				R14: I	think	it’s	very	hard	if	you	have	it	as	part	of	your	idenJty.	If	you	have	it	as	part	of	
2 your	idenJty,	I	think	it	chips	away	at	the	other	things	that	you	do.	Erm,	so	I	think	it	
3 can	de-value	the	other	work	that	you	do.	I	think	(I	don’t	know	who	you	have	spoken	
4 to)	maybe	some	of	the	people	you	have	spoken	to	have	it	much	more	as	their	
5 idenJty,	that	everything	that	they	do	is	parapsychology	and	that	everything	that	
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6 they	do	is	swimming	against	the	Jde.	Erm,	and	I	think	that’s	ﬁne	if	you	go	for	it	full-
7 hog	in	that	way,	it	only	leaves	parJcular	opJons	there	for	you	–	and	they	are	quite	
8 limited.	I	think	the	opJons	for	people	who	want	to	do	parapsychology,	erm,	and	be	
9 idenJﬁed	as	parapsychologists	tend	to	be	that	they	work	in	insJtuJons	which	are	
10 much	more	teaching	focused	than	research	focused,	and	so	they	get	to	do	what	
11 they	want	to	do,	but	they	don’t	get	as	much	support;	in	terms	of	Jme	to	do	those	
12 things.	Or	you	have	one	or	two	people	who	are	at	highly	valued	places,	erm,	but	I	
13 sJll	think	their	colleagues	would	see	what	they	are	doing	as	odd.	And	I	think	it	
14 would	sJll	limit	their,	erm,	life	chances	in	terms	of	moving	on	to	other	things.	And	I	
15 think,	probably,	actually	a	third	area	are	people	who	make	their	careers	out	of	being	
16 scepJcs.	So	ostensibly	they	are	doing	parapsychology	research,	but	it’s	always	from	
17 the	vantage	point	of	‘I’m	going	to	show	you	why	this	isn’t	parapsychology,	I’m	going	
18 to	show	you	why	this	isn’t	anomalous’	and	want	to	explain	it.	And	then	they	make	
19 their	careers	from	doing	research	in	interesJng	topics,	but	they	are	always	
20 recognised	as	someone	who	is	bashing	the	area,	rather	then	someone	who	is	trying	
21 to	promote	any	kind	of	acceptance	of	parapsychology	or	psi	hypotheses.	
_________________________
R14	in	Extract	14	constructs	an	apempt	at	conveying	insight	into	parapsychologists	and	their	
relaJonship	to	careers	within	academia	uJlising	the	‘reﬂecJon	of	conJngency	repertoire’.	The	
scope	of	reference	is	diﬀerent	from	previous	examples,	it	expands	to	encompass	wider	subject	
maper,	as	opposed	to	highly	personalised	biography	references.	This	is	evidenced	when	R14	
discusses	insJtuJonal	teaching	and	research	focus	(Lines	9-10)	or	is	delineaJng	the	career	paths	
of	scepJcs	(Lines	14-21).	The	move	away	from	the	personal	towards	more	globalised	focus	is	
reﬂected	in	the	language	used	when	Extract	6F	is	contrasted	with	Extract	6E.
Throughout	Extract	6E	there	is	a	consistent	theme	of	personalisaJon	in	presentaJon	of	the	
language.	Personiﬁed	through	the	frequent	use	of	direct	references	to	the	ﬁrst-person;	such	as	“I”,	
“I’m”	or	“my”.	In	contrast	within	6F	the	language	moves	more	to	the	third-person	through	more	
frequent	applicaJon	of	phrasing	such	as	“your”	and	“they”.
Between	Extract	6E	and	6F	R14	has	progressed	his	deployment	of	the	‘reﬂecJon	of	conJngency	
repertoire’	to	expand	from	personalised	construcJons	towards	presenJng	more	open	opinions	on	
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the	ﬁeld	and	academia	in	general.	At	its	core,	the	repertoire	is	sJll	focused	on	acJons	of	reﬂecJon	
and	declaraJons	of	conJngency.	R14	conJnues	to	explore	presenJng	the	conJngent	factors	
surrounding	his	area	of	research	along	with	the	insJtuJons	and	fellow	researchers	around	him	
(for	example,	Lines	8-13).	
These	themes	are	also	present	in	the	next	extract,	where	Extract	6G	is	compiled	from	a	much	
longer	response	by	R3.	In	the	interview	the	interviewer	had	posed	the	quesJon	“in	an	ideal	world	
where	would	you	like	to	see	the	subject	heading?”,	which	prompted	an	extensive	reply	that	has	
been	shortened	for	the	purpose	of	analysis:
[Please	refer	to	Chapter	1	-	Sec>on	1.4.2	for	an	overview	of	the	Ganzfeld	paradigm	and	its	
signiﬁcance	within	parapsychology.]
_________________________
EXTRACT	6G
[Interviewer	has	previously	asked	R3	for	an	ideal	world	scenario	where	he	would	want	to	see	the	ﬁeld	
heading	-	below	are	selected	extracts	compiled	from	a	longer	response/	interacJon	with	Interviewer	
spawning	from	this.]
1				R3: ...It’s	never	going	to	happen	because	nobody	is	going	to	invest	in	that	type	of	
2 research.	It’s	also,	never	going	to	happen	because	I	don’t	think	the	mainstream,	(oh	
3 sorry	not	the	mainstream)	I	meant	the	(kind	of)	main	psi	researchers	actually	want	
4 there	to	be	a	deﬁniJve	answer	awer	ten	years	–	especially	the	ones	that	have	been	
5 in	the	ﬁeld	for	30	years…		
6 ...And,	err,	now	to	me	the	obvious	thing	to	do	in	that	situaJon,	when	you	have	got	
7 something,	you’ve	got	a	way	of	doing	a	study;	which	is	the	Ganzfeld.	Then	you	have	
8 got	a	debate	about	the	eﬀect(s)	and	the	way	that	the	condiJons	in	which	the	eﬀect	
9 of	that	[exists?]	and	the	way	you	should	conduct	the	perfect	Ganzfeld.	The	obvious	
10 thing	to	do,	in	my	eyes,	would	be	to	agree	what	the	best	paradigm	is,	what	the	best	
11 way	of	doing	a	Ganzfeld	is	to	ﬁnd	the	eﬀect.	And	then	do	it,	for	ten	years	if	you	need	
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12 to.	And	then	at	the	end	of	it	you	look	at	yourselves	and	go;	“ok,	you	know,	was	that	
13 signiﬁcant?	Was	that	not	signiﬁcant?	What	does	that	tell	us?”	And	a	lot	of	people	
14 were	resistant	to	that,	because	that	was	one	of	the	key	topics	of	the	debate.	And	a	
15 lot	of	people	were	resistant,	and	they	were	resistant	I	think	because	they	were	just	
16 too	frightened	of	what	maybe	they	might	ﬁnd	at	the	end	of	those	ten	years.	Now	
17 that’s	sort	of	me	reading	into	it,	but	the	argument	was	that,	err,	the	argument	was	
18 that	they	did	not	need	to	waste	any	Jme	or	money	doing	proof-oriented	research,	
19 because	they,	as	far	as	they	were	concerned	they	already	had	the	proof	and	what	
21 they	needed	to	do	was	process	research	–	which	is	try	and	understand	how	the	
22 eﬀect	worked,	and	under	what	condiJons	it	worked.	And	a	10	year,	you	know,	study	
23 like	the	one	I’ve	just	described,	would	be	purely	proof-oriented.	You	would	look	at	it	
24 at	the	end	and	go,	you	know,	“is	there	evidence	of	psi	or	is	there	not?”	And	at	the	
25 end	of	it,	you	would	sort	of	–	if	you	all	agreed	in	the	ﬁrst	place	that	this	was	the	best	
26 way	of	actually	looking	for	it	–	then	you	would	have	an	answer	awer	10	years.	And	it	
27 seemed	to	me	as	if	a	lot	of	people	who’d	spent	30,	20	years	in	the	ﬁeld	were	a	bit	
28 nervous	about	what	might	happen	10	years	down	the	line	if	the	answer	was	‘No’…	
29 …If	they	did	ﬁnd	something	they	would	be	happy,	but	I	think	they	were	a	liple	bit	
30 nervous	if	it	came	out	null,	then	basically	it	says	that	–	now	this	wouldn’t	have	
31 happened	either	–	it	would	have	suggested	that	they	had	wasted	20	or	30	years	of	
32 their	life	chasing	awer	something	that	was,	you	know,	that	wasn’t	there.	Well	what	
33 would	have	actually	happened	would	be	they	would	have	found	some	post-hoc	
34 reasons	as	to	why	this	null	eﬀect	had	happened	and	why,	you	know,	the	study	was	
35 conducted	wrongly….
36 …That’s	what	I	read	into	it.	Now	if	you	asked	any	of	these	other	parapsychologists	
37 who	were	resistant	to	doing	it,	they	wouldn’t	say	that	was	why.	They	would	say	that	
38 it	was	because,	you	know,	that	was	a	waste	of	Jme.	You	might	even	ﬁnd	them	
39 talking	about,	you	know,	“psi	is	elusive	and	it	doesn’t	work	like	that”,	and	you	know	
40 “of	course	you	wouldn’t	ﬁnd	anything	awer	10	years	it	doesn’t,	you	know…”	Err,	but	
41 they	would	never	ever	admit	that	there	was	any	kind	of	fear	–	but	I	mean	that	was	
42 me	reading	into	it,	and	I’m	prepy	sure	there	was	you	know...
_________________________
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Throughout	Extract	6G	R3	displays	mulJple	instances	of	reﬂecJon	surrounding	construcJons	of	
external	areas	of	conJngency.	At	the	start	of	the	extract	(Lines	1-5)	he	is	discussing	the	
“mainstream”	or	“main	psi	researchers”	and	presenJng	speculaJons	that	these	people	may	not	
want	a	deﬁniJve	answer	to	certain	research	quesJons.	This	narraJve	is	constructed	as	a	
signiﬁcant	theory,	with	R3	essenJally	wrapping	all	parapsychological	research	under	a	banner	of	
conJngency:	personal	preference	dictaJng	research	direcJon.	
R3	then	builds	upon	this	proposal	throughout	the	next	part	of	his	response	(Lines	6-28).	He	
formulates	reﬂecJons	on	the	Ganzfeld	paradigm	and	the	“obvious	thing	to	do”	(Line	10)	for	a	
research	direcJon.	Following	this	asserJon	of	the	ideal	of	an	invesJgaJve	paradigm,	he	furthers	
this	with	suggested	reasoning	as	to	why	this	idealism	has	not	been	implemented;	“Resistant”	
autudes	(said	three	Jmes	across	Lines	14-15)	born	out	of	being	“too	frightened	of	what	maybe	
they	might	ﬁnd	at	the	end”	(Line	16).	R3	asserts	this	is	his	own	“reading”	of	the	situaJon	in	Line	
17	but	then	apempts	to	re-assert	the	apparent	verisimilitude	of	his	proposal	by	construcJng	
further	reasoning	and	logic	behind	his	proposal	(Lines	18-28).	
From	Lines	29-35	R3	conJnues	to	discuss	the	“nervous”	(Line	30)	approach	researchers	may	have	
had	towards	his	concept	of	a	deﬁniJve	study.	He	presents	the	noJon	that	this	nervousness	is	born	
out	of	a	fear	of	generaJng	ﬁndings	that	would	imply	they	had	“wasted	20	or	30	years	of	their	
life”	(Lines	31-32).	R3	then	theorises	that	even	if	that	did	occur	they	would	perhaps	ﬁnd	reasons	
to	suggest	“the	study	was	conducted	wrongly”	(Lines	34-35).
The	ﬁnal	part	of	the	account	sees	R3	sowening	the	suggested	conJngent	reality	he	is	presenJng	by	
again	suggesJng	this	is	his	personal	interpretaJon	-	his	own	“reading”	of	the	situaJon	(Line	36	
and	Lines	41-42).	Despite	this	apempt	at	puung	distance	between	his	claims	R3	conJnues	to	
present	his	own	internal	logic	to	his	percepJon.	Subsequently,	between	Lines	37	and	41	he	oﬀers	
that	researchers	would	never	admit	why	they	would	be	either	resistant	to	a	deﬁniJve	study	or	
that	there	was	an	inherent	fear	underlying	this	moJvaJon.
CollecJvely,	R3	is	building	a	discursive	construcJon	that	is	presented	as	a	highly	insigh{ul	
portrayal	of	moJvaJons	behind	research	direcJons.	The	suggested	lack	of	progression	within	
parapsychology	is	deﬁned	as	a	funcJon	of	pure	conJngency	-	of	researchers’	personal	moJvaJon	
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towards	a	parJcular	paradigm	and	ulJmately	a	reluctance	to	lose	face	within	academia	should	
their	interests	be	shown	to	be	invalid	(and	null).
R3’s	account	portrays	researchers	acJvely	avoiding	a	research	program	that	would	yield	deﬁniJve	
ﬁndings	relaJng	to	the	existence	of	psi	phenomenon.	This	constructed	argument	is	couched	in	
reﬂecJve	discourse	that	reviews	prior	research	iniJaJves	(the	Ganzfeld)	and	imbues	his	own	
“reading”	of	the	situaJon	behind	these	reﬂecJons.	Despite	asserJons	that	this	is	his	own	
subjecJve	view,	R3	sJll	presents	this	account	as	factual	-	typiﬁed	by	the	language	in	the	last	
secJon	of	the	extract:	“they	would	say	that	it	was”	(Lines	37-38);	“you	might	even	ﬁnd	
them”	(Line	38);	and	“they	would	never	ever	admit”	(Line	41).	Extract	6G	thus	has	elements	of	
contrasJng	presentaJon,	R3	declares	the	construcJon	to	be	his	personal	“reading”	but	his	
interpretaJon	through	his	formulated	language	suggests	he	wants	this	to	be	interpreted	as	‘truth’.
Overall,	Extract	6G	is	an	example	where	the	researchers	used	the	‘reﬂecJon	of	conJngency	
repertoire’	to	construct	suggested	insight	into	the	culture	behind	academia	and	the	moJvaJons	
behind	research	implementaJon.	The	extract	is	constructed	without	direct	reference	to	the	
researcher’s	own	(career)	biography	or	personal	experiences.	R3	is	forging	a	perspecJve	on	the	
external	elements	of	parapsychology	and	its	associated	researchers.	The	content	and	focus	
deviates	from	the	personal	and	biographical	strands	previously	deﬁned	within	the	chapter,	
addressing	more	globalised	trends	and	observaJons	relaJng	to	the	ﬁeld.	Pronounced	within	this	
are	R3’s	constructed	views	and	criJcal	opinions	for	future	direcJons	of	the	ﬁeld	amalgamated	with	
presentaJons	of	judgemental	observaJons	where	he	believes	it	has	failed.
The	next	extract	6H	is	interesJng	as	R16	addresses	almost	idenJcal	themes	and	concepts	in	his	
account	and	presents	these	in	a	similar	fashion	through	the	‘reﬂecJon	of	conJngency	repertoire’:
_________________________
EXTRACT	6H
[Interviewer	has	referenced	cycle	of	interest	within	parapsychology	around	key	studies	such	as	the	Ganzfeld	
and	Daryl	Bem’s	research	-	below	are	selected	extracts	compiled	from	a	longer	response/	interacJon	
spawning	from	this.]
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1				R16: ...	So	I	think	having	lived	through	those	Ganzfeld	years,	and	they	were	[databased]	
2 reasonably	well,	I	think	that	was	a	much	more	exciJng	Jme.	And	also	a	Jme	when	
3 parapsychologists,	had	they	got	their	act	together	could	have	nailed	it.	I	actually	
4 think	that	was	the	only	moment	where	if	they	had	done	some	systemaJc	research	
5 they	really	could	have	nailed	it	and	they	didn't.	And	I	think	that,	[inaudible]	my	
6 personal	view	-	I	have	no	evidence	of	this	-	my	personal	view	is	that	there	are	a	few	
7 people	in	the	ﬁeld	who	are	very	canny	and	know	that,	you	know,	if	you	do	
8 systemaJc	research	and	it	doesn't	work	out	-	that’s	the	end	of	that.	So	you	kind	of	
9 always	keep	the	ambiguity	kind	of	going...
10 ...That	could	have	been	it.	But	it	didn't	happen	-	everyone	did	their	own
11 thing,	analysed	it	diﬀerently	under	all	diﬀerent	condiJons.	So	you	get	a	very	
12 ambiguous	database,	erm,	which	is	kind	of	tricky	to	interpret.	So	if	you're	scepJcal	
13 you	see	it	one	way,	if	you're	a	believer	you	can	see	it	another.	But	either	way	it's	not	
14 kind	of	compelling	“that's	it	we've	ﬁnally	got	it”.	And	I	think	what's	interesJng	about	
15 that	is	the	ﬁeld's	reluctance	to	do	that.	I	don't	think,	and	you	know	personal	opinion	
16 no	evidence,	I	don't	think	that’s	unintenJonal.	I	think	there	are	a	few	people	that	
17 have	been	around	long	enough	to	know	there'd	be	so	dangerous	to	come	out	with	a	
18 conclusive	answer	-	just	in	case	it	was	'no'.
19 ...They	are	quite	canny	-	they	have	been	around	the	block	a	few	Jmes	and	they	
20 know	that	if	you	nail	everything	down	and	you	'this	is	it'	and	if	its	a	'no'	it	gives	you	a	
21 problem.	And	so,	you	know,	it	could	be	all	the	people	that	would	do	the	systemaJc	
22 research	or	want	to	do	it	aren't	in	the	ﬁeld	anymore	-	because	the	ﬁeld	sort	of	keeps	
23 them	out,	to	keep	that	ambiguity.	Um,	I	think	there	is	some	truth	to	that.	That	it's	
24 sort	of	structured	in	a	way	to	never	ever	reach	any	kind	of	conclusion.	
25 ...There	is	always	enough	to	keep	you	going,	never	enough	to	conclude	one	way	or	
26 the	other.	And	I	think	that	the	sort	of	people	in	control,	in	charge	of	the	board,	and	I	
27 don't	mean	this	in	a	kind	of	conspiratorial	kind	of	way,	um,	I	think	they	know	that	
28 and	so	they	act	in	a	way	to	propagate	that.	I	don't	sort	of	mean	they	consciously...
29 ...That	if	somebody	came	in	and	suggested,	you	know,	we	do	ten	Ganzfeld	all	
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30 systemaJc	and	so	on	-	that	would	get	pushed	to	the	bopom	of	the	pile,	um	because	
31 they	know	it's	a	very	dangerous	strategy...	
_________________________
R16	mirrors	R3’s	constructed	senJments	from	Extract	6H	-	he	builds	reﬂecJve	observaJons	that	
are	fundamentally	based	on	conJngency.	In	Lines	1-9	R16	is	also	referencing	the	Ganzfeld	research	
paradigm	as	one	of	importance,	presenJng	it	as	an	opportunity	where	researchers	“could	have	
nailed	it”	(Line	3).	He	also	references	the	same	noJon	that	the	same	researchers	had	personal	
moJvaJon	to	avoid	such	research	to	“always	keep	the	ambiguity	kind	of	going”	(Line	9).	R16	also	
uses	the	disclaimer	of	distance,	highlighJng	these	presented	observaJons	as	originaJng	from	his	
own	personal	opinions	(Lines	5-6	and	Lines	15-16).	Yet	despite	this,	the	tone	and	language	display	
by	R16	is	suggesJve	that	this	should	be	interpreted	as	more	factual	than	speculaJon.	For	example,	
phrasing	used	in	Lines	19-24	is	more	deﬁniJve	than	hesitant:	“They	are	quite	canny”;	“they	have	
been”;	“they	know”.
R16’s	account	is	structured	to	emphasise	the	alleged	conJngent	factors	that	govern	research	into	
parapsychology.	Personal	moJvaJon	is	cited	as	reason	for	individuals	avoiding	deﬁniJve	research	
paradigms	espoused	by	“people	that	have	been	around	long	enough	to	know	there’d	be	so	
dangerous	to	come	out	with	a	conclusive	answer”	(Lines	16-18).	R16	is	proposing	that	research	is	
structured	to	perpetuate	ambiguity	and	extend	the	life	cycle	of	unknown	elements	within	
parapsychology.	This	proposal	is	succinctly	summarised	in	the	last	lines	of	the	compiled	extract,	
suggesJng	that	some	research	proposals	would	“get	pushed	to	the	bopom	of	the	pile”	because	
the	researchers	feel	it	would	be	“dangerous”	(Lines	30-31).	
This	relaJvely	controversial	proposal	is	presented	by	R16	in	a	factual	manner	and,	as	witnessed	
with	previous	examples,	is	portrayed	as	providing	an	insight	to	the	audience	of	the	reality	behind	
research.	The	construcJon	is	built	as	non-reﬂecJve	of	R16’s	personal	aﬃliaJon	or	biography	but	is	
presented	as	an	observaJon	of	the	ﬁeld	on	an	external,	globalised	scale.
The	previous	two	secJons	have	analysed	the	researchers’	use	of	the	repertoire	in	either	this	self-
referenJal	capacity	or	on	a	more	external	global	scale,	relevant	to	their	personal	biography	
construcJons.	The	next	secJon	will	look	at	instances	where	these	were	combined	into	a	single	
account.
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6.5		Combining	Personal	and	External	Strands	of	ReﬂecRve	ConRngency
SecJons	6.3	and	6.4	both	displayed	diﬀerent	referenJal	aspects	uJlised	by	the	researchers	when	
using	the	‘reﬂecJon	of	conJngency	repertoire’	-	personal	(biographical)	versus	external	
(globalised)	strands.	Both	aspects	showed	commonaliJes	between	them,	such	as	the	use	of	
informal	language	in	the	discourse	presentaJon.	However,	there	were	also	numerous	responses	
that	combined	both	personal	and	external	strands	into	a	single	account.	One	such	example	is	
below:
_________________________
EXTRACT	6I
1				Interviewer:	 …Were	there	any	other	factors	that	made	you	move	away	from	
2 parapsychology?...Were	there	any	other	factors;	funding,	or	personal	or	career	wise	
3 that…you	thought	"yeah	I	would	like	to	move	away	from	this"...
4				R3: Er…It	was	mainly,	mainly	academic	really.	I	knew	what	I	was	geung	into	in	terms	of	
5 career	and	funding	when	I	got	into	it.	I	remember	telling	my	father,	my	parents	
6 funded	the	PhD	more-or-less,	I	got	some	money	from	the	SPR	and	some	money	
7 from	Bial	but	for	all	intents	and	purposes	my	parents	funded	it.	And,	er,	my	parents	
8 don’t	really,	they	don’t	really	know	about	academia,	so	they	thought	they	were	
9 funding	{starts	laughing}	thought	they	were	funding	me	to,	you	know,	have	a	
10 glipering	career.	And	I	had	to	point	out	to	them	quite	early	on	that	err	the	type	of	
11 PhD	that	I	was	about	to	undertake	was	probably	going	to	be	a,	you	know,	was	going	
12 to	work	against	me	in	the	academic	ﬁeld	and	within	my	career.	So	I	kind	of	knew	
13 what	I	was	geung	into,	I	knew	it	really	wasn’t	going	to,	you	know,	be	a	massive	
14 career	booster	and	I	knew	about	the	funding	situaJon,	which	you	know	isn’t	great.	
15 So	it	wasn’t	any	of	those	things	–	I	had	my	eyes	open	when	I	went	in,	so	I	wasn’t	
16 really	surprised	with	any	of	those	experiences.	The	reason	that	really	I	started	
17 moving	away	from	parapsychology	was	because	having	spent	the	best	part	of	10	
18 years	in	the	ﬁeld	I	just	felt	I	hadn’t	seen	any	progress	in	the	ﬁeld	–	it	hadn’t	really	
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19 advanced	in	the	way	that	you	might	expect	a	ﬁeld	to	advance	in	10	years.	(In	terms,)	
20 and	I	started	to	see	the	ﬁeld	sort	of	repeat	itself	a	liple	bit.	What	generally	
21 happened	would	be	that	you	would	see,	and	this	happened,	I	suppose	this	was	one	
22 or	two	cycles	of	this	when I	was	in	the	ﬁeld.	They	would	ﬁnd	an	eﬀect,	there	would	
23 be	an	eﬀect,	there	would	be	a	lot	of	excitement	about	this	and	this	was	heralded	as,	
24 you	know,	as	the	new	paradigm	that	was	going	to	demonstrate	eﬀects,	and	then	
25 they	invesJgated	that	for	a	few	years	and	then	it	sort	of	went	away,	you	know.	As	
26 more	people	got	involved,	as	more	people	started	tesJng	it	in	diﬀerent	ways,	then	
27 the	eﬀect(s)	would	gradually	dissipate	and	then,	and	then	the	sort	of	post-hoc	
28 explanaJons	would	get	carted	out.	And	eventually	I	just	became	less	saJsﬁed	with	
29 that	type	of,	that	type	of	thing.	Especially	some	of	the	post-hoc	explanaJons,	when	
30 the	eﬀects	went	away	and	when	people	didn’t	ﬁnd	eﬀects	you	ﬁnd	all	sorts	of	really	
31 contrived	post-hoc	reasons	as	what	might	be	going	on	and	why	the	eﬀect	is	sJll	
32 really	there,	but	you	know,	there’s	all	sorts	of	strange	things;	that	its	experimenters,	
33 it’s	the	elusive	nature	of	psi	and	all	these	kind	of	explanaJons.	And	I	always	used	to	
34 cringe	at	these	explanaJons,	and	eventually	I	just	thought	“	right	ok	well,	enough’s	
35 enough.”
_________________________
In	the	above	extract	R3	addresses	diﬀerent	perspecJves	within	his	response.	He	navigates	through	
references	to	his	purported	personal	biography	towards	consideraJons	about	the	ﬁeld	in	a	more	
general	capacity	-	collecJvely	presenJng	conJngent	frames	of	reference	on	these	reﬂecJons.	In	
Lines	1-16	R3	provides	a	descripJve	account	of	geung	into	the	ﬁeld	of	parapsychology	and	what	
he	“was	geung	into”	(Line	4)	in	terms	of	“career	and	funding”	(Line	5).	He	then	references	in	a	
sarcasJc	presentaJonal	style	“a	glipering	career”	(Line	10),	followed	up	with	the	asserJon	that	a	
PhD	in	the	area	“was	going	to	work	against	[him]	in	the	academic	ﬁeld”	(Lines	11-12).	These	
aspects	combine	to	construct	a	reﬂecJve	presentaJon	of	parapsychology’s	status	as	a	funcJon	of	
conJngency	-	suggesJng	involvement	in	the	ﬁeld	is	governed	or	perceived	by	external	forces	in	a	
detrimental	fashion	-	R3	is	framing	his	own	experiences	against	this	construcJon.
In	the	second	half	of	the	extract,	between	Lines	16-35,	R3	moves	the	focus	more	away	from	his	
background	towards	observaJon	of	the	ﬁeld	itself.	He	refers	to	“cycles”	(Line	22)	of	interest	where	
interest	was	highly	ﬂuctuaJng	and	“post-hoc	explanaJons	would	get	carted	out”	(Line	28)	that	
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were	“contrived”	(Line	31)	in	nature.	He	sJll	refers	to	his	personal	viewpoint,	such	as	“I	just	
became	less	saJsﬁed”	(Line	28)	but	overall	the	focus	of	the	account	shiws	towards	more	external,	
globalised,	consideraJons	of	the	ﬁeld	itself.	
Whilst	this	mixes	personal	and	external	aspects,	the	core	features	of	the	repertoire	are	present.	
The	informal,	conversaJonal	language	and	tone	is	apparent	throughout	(for	example	“carted	out”	
Line	28).	This	conveys	a	portrayal	of	a	relaxed	and	casual	discussion	of	the	subject	maper	-	where	
ulJmately	the	language	used	is	an	alleged	“honest”	insight	from	the	researcher.	This,	combined	
with	the	supposed	anecdotal	material,	diverts	the	focus	of	the	account	away	from	more	
formalised	formulaJons.	R3	like	the	other	researchers	frame	this	content	as	an	enhanced	
mechanism	for	proposing	explanaJons	for	discussed	acJons	(such	as	research	paths)	-	maintaining	
the	internal	logic	within	the	account.	Arguably,	this	is	used	to	emphasise	key	points	and	mould	the	
communicated	image	that	the	researcher	is	apempJng	to	construct	about	their	presented	idenJty	
(and	subsequent	career/	research	idenJty)	within	the	discourse.
A	further	point	that	Extract	6I	also	encapsulates	is	the	story-like	framing	of	the	reﬂecJons	and	
presented	insight.	R3	recounts	progression	through	his	career,	navigaJng	conJngent	elements.	
This	experience	is	framed	as	a	journey	of	understanding,	increasing	awareness	and	self-discovery.	
In	R3’s	account	this	starts	as	naivety	entering	the	ﬁeld	and	ending	with	a	more	ingrained	
understanding	of	academic	culture.
6.6		ReﬂecRve	ConRngency	as	a	CommunicaRve	Strategy
The	accounts	generated	by	the	correspondents	within	the	current	thesis	have	provided	the	
opportunity	to	observe	highly	informal	construcJve	reﬂecJons	on	elements	of	purported	
conJngency.	This	secJon	of	the	chapter	will	now	conJnue	to	analyse	the	features	of	this	
repertoire	but	will	also	expand	the	focus	to	include	discussion	around	the	possible	use	of	this	
repertoire	as	a	reﬁned	communicaJon	tacJc	when	construcJng	accounts	-	looking	at	the	
prospecJve	beneﬁts	and	social	funcJons	that	may	underly	uJlising	such	a	strategy.
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6.6.1	ConstrucRng	‘Insight’	
As	has	been	discussed	previously,	the	informal	type	of	discourse	evidenced	throughout	the	
current	chapter	can	be	interpreted	as	an	apempt	by	the	researchers	to	construct	and	portray		
‘insight’.	This	insight	primarily	revolves	around	building	an	account	that	can	be	implied	as	an	
apempt	to	build	a	certain	presentaJon	that	gives	the	audience	the	impression	of	a	glimpse	into	
more	personal	or	restricted	criteria	that	only	members	of	the	culture	would	usually	see	-	in	this	
case	academic	researchers.	What	this	represents	are	accounts	that	apempt	to	convey	the	
impression	of	communicaJng	more	inJmate	and	informal	viewpoints	around	aspects	such	as	
careers,	decisions,	research	choices	and	acJons.	UlJmately,	the	researcher	constructs	an	account	
that	appears	to	be	an	insider	perspecJve	on	issues	that	may	not	be	apparent	to	individuals	not	
apached	to	this	parJcular	culture.	They	are	represenJng	a	display	of	a	concealed	“truth”	through	
informal	discourse.	Within	the	direct	context	of	the	interview	data	the	researchers	used	the	
repertoire	to	purportedly	“reveal”	the	conJngent	machinaJons	that	may	funcJon	(in	their	
accounts)	within	academia	-	forces	that	allegedly	govern	and	direct	their	careers.	For	example:
_________________________
EXTRACT	6J
1				Interviewer: Would	you	say	it’s	any	easier,	today,	to	what	it	was	when	you	were	starJng	out	to	
2 develop	an	interest	in	the	area	and	to	pursue	a	career	in	it?
3				R2: I	think	it’s	geung	more	and	more	diﬃcult...
4				Interviewer: [speaking	over	the	top	R2]	More	and	more	diﬃcult?
5				R2: Yep…I	think	so.	Erm…I	know	there	seems	to	be	a	few	more	opportuniJes	for	people	
6 to	do	PhDs	in	this	area.	But	the	big	problem	is,	erm,	nowadays	all	the	universiJes	
7 are	interested	in	is,	erm,	research	that	can	be	applied	–	and	research	that	apracts	
8 funding.	And	of	course	parapsychology	struggles	to	get		that…so,	um…really,	even	if	
9 you’re	interested	in	doing	research	in	parapsychology,	there	is	a	pressure	on	you	
10 from	your	workplace	to	do	research	in	other	areas	as	well	as,	and	really	just	to	use	
11 parapsychology	as	a	bit	of	a	hobby	really.
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_________________________
In	the	above	extract	R2	is	presenJng	a	constructed	insight	into	what	dictates	research	choices.	He	
speciﬁes	that	“universiJes”	are	only	interested	in	applicable	research	and	that	which	“apracts	
funding”	(Lines	6-8).	Stemming	from	this	he	cites	a	“pressure”	(Line	9)	for	research	to	be	
conducted	in	other	areas	away	from	parapsychology	and	to	view	the	ﬁeld	as	a	hobbyist	pursuit	
only.	R2	is	portraying	research	choices	as	governed	by	conJngency	-	subjecJve	percepJons	
pertaining	to	parapsychology	as	an	academic	pursuit.	Subsequently,	he	is	suggesJng	that	due	to	a	
perceived	lack	of	applicaJon,	parapsychology	does	not	hold	high	values	within	academia.	
UlJmately,	R2	is	presenJng	the	noJon	that	universiJes	select	and	choose	ﬁelds	of	interest	based	
on	aspects	other	than	the	content	of	the	research	or	its	worth	(in	a	scienJﬁc	context).	Extract	6K	
displays	comparable	formulated	discourse	concerning	similar	subject	maper:
_________________________
EXTRACT	6K
[Interviewer	has	spoken	about	research	publicaJon	trends	and	parapsychology	being	published	in	more	
mainstream	journals	-	below	is	an	extract	from	a	longer	response	by	R7.]
1				R7: ...Because	there's	a	strong	emphasis	now	on	everybody	publishing	in	high-proﬁle,	
2 high-impact,	journals.	And	the	fact	of	the	maper	is	that	pracJcally	any	other	
3 psychology	journals	is	going	to	be	more	high	impact	then	the	niche	parapsychology	
4 journals.	No	dis-respect	to	them	-	I	actually	think	the	assessment	of	impact	is	
5 improper.	I	think	if	you're	a	cogniJve	psychologist	then	you're	greatest	impact	is	
6 probably	publishing	in	a	cogniJve	psychology	journal	and	if	you're	a	
7 parapsychologist	you're	greatest	actual	impact	is	publishing	in	the	most	respected	
8 parapsychology	journal...
9 ...But	the	actual	high	impact	is	judged	in	terms	of	"if	I	can	get	something	published	
10 in	the	'Quarterly	Journal	of	Experimental	Psychology'	then	my	university	loves	me".
_________________________
Extract	6K	is	presented	in	a	similar	manner	to	that	of	R2’s	account	in	Extract	6J,	R7	is	construcJng	
an	account	that	apempts	to	portray	an	insight	within	his	response.	He	also	alludes	to	forces	
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guiding	publicaJons	towards	“high	impact”	non	“niche”	(Line	3)	journals.	R7	then	goes	onto	
delineate	intellectual	diﬀerences	in	publicaJon	targets	from	his	perspecJve	and	what	he	judges	as	
the	“greatest	impact”	(Lines	5-8).	He	then	changes	the	tone	of	his	account	further	towards	the	
‘reﬂecJon	of	conJngency	repertoire’	from	Line	9	-	especially	uJlising	more	informal	language.	The	
“actual”	(Line	9)	impact	is	diﬀerent	from	his	previous	delineaJon	and	is	based	on	approval	by	
academic	insJtuJons	-	“my	university	loves	me”	(Line	10).	
The	examples	from	R2	and	R7	both	apempt	to	uJlise	the	repertoire	to	formulate	the	conveyance	
of	candid	and	revealing	insights	into	the	conJngent	nature	of	academic	pracJce.	Both	Extracts	6J	
and	6K	formulate	the	impression	that	universiJes’	primary	focus	is	funding	and	not	developments	
within	certain	knowledge	areas.	They	are	using	their	discourse	to	construct	a	presentaJon	of	
insight,	generaJng	an	awareness	towards	issues	that	may	not	be	immediately	obvious	to	the	
interviewer.	The	tone	and	presentaJon	of	the	subject	maper	is	communicated	as	both	informal	
and	informaJve,	creaJng	the	impression	of	exclusivity	-	that	such	knowledge	may	not	be	readily	
available	from	another	source.	These	accounts,	along	with	the	examples	cited	previously	in	the	
chapter,	are	all	constructed	to	present	the	impression	that	the	researcher(s)	are	drawing	on	their	
own	personal	experiences,	using	the	repertoire	to	build	the	façade	that	this	is	a	window	into	
‘their’	world	and	a	glimpse	of	‘what	is	really	happening’.
On	a	more	speculaJve	note,	these	construcJons	of	purported	‘insight’	can	also	be	interpreted	as	
an	expansion	of	the	outsider	construcJons	depicted	in	Chapter	5.	R2	and	R7	in	the	extracts	above	
are	both	depicJng	accounts	of	conJngent	forces	that	exercise	direct	control	over	career	direcJons	
and	choices.	Subsequently,	this	embellishes	the	formulaJon	of	the	outsider	idenJty.	Through	their	
discourse	they	generate	accounts	of	themselves	as	maligned	and	posiJoned	unfairly	within	this	
supposed	academic	state	of	aﬀairs	-	ciJng	alleged	anecdotal	observaJons.	Using	the	reﬂecJons	of	
conJngency	repertoire	provides	more	depth	and	detail	for	the	researchers	to	conJnue	the	
representaJon	and	internal	logic	of	why	they	(and	parapsychology)	should	be	perceived	as	
outsiders.	
6.6.2	ConstrucRng	JusRﬁcaRon	
One	of	the	consistent	aspects	of	all	of	the	instances	where	researchers	used	the	repertoire	was	
around	reﬂecJve	accounts	of	their	own	personal	career	biography	and	progress.	As	an	immediate	
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extension	of	this,	it	raises	the	potenJal	that	the	repertoire	is	a	cogent	communicaJon	mechanism	
for	framing	and	jusJfying	aspects	of	this.	Such	an	example	would	be	providing	constructed	context	
behind	presented	career	choices	-	“individual	narraJves	are	situated	within	parJcular	interacJons	
and	within	speciﬁc	social,	cultural	and	insJtuJonal	discourses”	(Coﬀey	and	Atkinson,	1996:	62).
The	two	extracts	below	illustrate	this:
_________________________
EXTRACT	6L
1				Interviewer: ...from	what	you	are	saying	it	seems	almost	like	like	social	forces	dictate	the	evolving	
2 nature	of	parapsychology…
3				R2: [faintly	in	background]	Yeah…yeah…
4				Interviewer: …rather	then	the	research	itself.	Is	that	correct?
5				R2: No…I,	I…I	think	that	the	forces	are	dictaJng	the	way	that	your	career	goes	and,	well,	
6 the	future	of	parapsychology.	For	example,	um,	I	started	oﬀ	wanJng	to	teach	
7 parapsychology	and	do	research	in	that	area.	And	I’m	just	ﬁnding	it	a	lot,	lot	easier	
8 to	do	research	in	clinical	psychology	and	work	[from]	that	department	now	-	and	do	
9 research	that	is	relevant	to	clinical	psychology,	but	sJll	parapsychological	research.	
10 And	I’m	just	ﬁnding	that	people	are	much	more	accepJng	of	my	research	because	of	
11 that.
_________________________
_________________________
EXTRACT	6M
[R14	has	just	been	discussing	problems	of	funding	within	parapsychology	and	that	being	one	of	the	reasons	
for	moving	away	from	the	ﬁeld.]
1				R14: I	know	someone	who	is	the	same,	roughly	the	same	age	as	me,	been	in	academia	
2 the	same	amount	of	Jme	as	I	am,	erm	but	is	acJve	in	parapsychology	and	probably	
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3 earns	half	of	my	salary.	Because	they	take	jobs	which	pay	low	money	-	because	thats	
4 how	parapsychology	is	funded.	
5				Interviewer: So	you	have	to	sacriﬁce	so	much	to	sort	of	pursue	this	interest?
6				R14: Yeah,	you	reduce	your	income	by	50%	or	more	just	to	carry	on	doing	work	in	
7 parapsychology.	
_________________________
[Please	note	that	Extract	6L	has	previously	been	analysed	in	the	chapter	-	Extract	6B	in	sec>on	6.3]
Extracts	6L	and	6M	both	show	the	same	aspect	of	the	‘reﬂecJon	of	conJngency	repertoire’	-	using	
it	to	provide	jusJﬁcaJon	and	internal	context	for	the	career	choices	they	have	presented	in	their	
accounts.	By	uJlising	this	they	can	apempt	to	frame	cited	lack	of	progression	within	the	ﬁeld	or	
for	leaving	the	ﬁeld	enJrely.	R2	and	R14	demonstrate	this	above	-	showing	this	capability	to	use	
the	repertoire	as	a	jusJﬁcaJon	mechanism.	The	researchers	frame	acJons,	decisions	and	choices	
in	the	context	they	choose	-	providing	purported	reasoning	behind	this.	In	Extract	6L	this	is	shown	
through	R2’s	depicJon	of	“forces	are	dictaJng”	(Line	5)	the	direcJon	of	parapsychology.	He	
accounts	for	his	decision	to	move	away	from	the	ﬁeld	more	towards	clinical	psychology	as	it	is	“a	
lot,	lot	easier”	(Line	7),	and	due	to	this	“people	are	much	more	accepJng	of	[his]	research”	(Line	
10).	R14	uses	a	similarly	structured	account,	based	on	jusJﬁcaJon.	However,	the	content	of	
Extract	6M	is	more	detailed	and	speciﬁc	-	with	R14	referencing	direct	income	and	ﬁnancial	
comparisons.	In	both	extracts	the	researcher	frames	the	decision	to	not	pursue	parapsychology	as	
a	logical	choice	based	on	acceptance	of	research	(R2)	or	ﬁnancial	renumeraJon	(R14).	
When	assessing	potenJal	moJvaJons	behind	such	discourse	the	repertoire	can	be	interpreted	as	
a	tool	for	selecJve	presentaJon	of	the	researcher’s	choices,	apempJng	to	frame	them	in	a	
posiJve	light.	As	a	contextual	jusJﬁcaJon	tool	-	within	the	conﬁnes	of	the	account	-	they	can	
explain	any	lack	of	progress	or	abandonment	of	the	ﬁeld	as	being	a	funcJon	of	conJngent	factors	
beyond	their	control,	such	as	the	“forces”	alluded	to	by	R2.	This	proves	an	interesJng	framing	
strategy	that	situates	the	researcher	in	a	posiJon	less	open	to	judgement	-	any	parJcular	failings	
can	be	referenced	as	funcJons	of	conJngent	elements	beyond	individual	control.	In	their	own	
constructed	logic	presentaJon,	it	is	not	the	researcher’s	fault	it	is	the	conJngent	factors	around	
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the	ﬁeld	that	are	to	blame.	This	funcJons	as	a	jusJﬁcaJon	get-out-clause	for	their	internal	
biographical	accounts	constructed	in	the	interview	seung.
In	the	extracts	above	(and	elsewhere	in	the	chapter)	the	researchers	construct	descripJons	of	
elements	that	allegedly	restrict	their	own	research	and	career	progression	-	such	as	lack	of	
funding.	In	the	responses	the	descripJves	are	Jed	between	the	ﬁeld	as	an	idenJty	and	the	
idenJty	of	the	researcher.	However,	the	use	of	the	‘reﬂecJon	of	conJngency	repertoire’	creates	
interpretaJve	distance	between	the	researcher	and	the	viewpoints	expressed	-	a	distance	is	
created	between	themselves	and	the	constructed	idenJty	of	‘the	ﬁeld’.	They	become	almost	
separated	from	this	noJon,	becoming	outsiders	looking	in.	This	less	personalised	perspecJve	
creates	the	noJon	that	the	researchers	themselves	are	not	contribuJng	factors	to	the	detrimental	
issues	that	are	presented	in	their	accounts	as	systemic	within	parapsychology	-	through	their	
discourse	they	are	jusJﬁed	as	vicJms	of	the	ﬁeld’s	conJngent	constricJve	elements.
One	further	consideraJon	relaJng	to	the	use	of	the	repertoire	as	a	form	of	jusJﬁcaJon	is	the	
noJon	that	it	could	be	implemented	as	a	form	of	accounJng	for	error	within	depicJons	of	the	
researcher’s	own	research	-	or	similar	aspects	such	as	presenJng	lack	of	career	success.	This	is	
similar	themaJcally	to	the	ﬁndings	from	Gilbert	and	Mulkay	(1984)	whose	research	suggested	that	
their	sample	of	scienJsts	managed	their	discourse	to	account	for	error	and	to	ulJmately	preserve	
the	status	of	science	as	an	enJty	and	belief	system.	They	did	this	primarily	though	invoking	
references	and	construcJons	of	conJngency.	The	researchers	in	the	current	study	arguably	
present	a	diﬀerent	interpretaJon	of	this	consideraJon	-	where	it	could	be	argued	that	their	main	
focus	is	preserving	face	and	their	own	presented	idenJty	rather	than	that	of	science	itself.	As	such	
the	repertoire	can	also	be	viewed	as	a	form	of	power	presentaJon.
6.6.3	Power	PresentaRon
Whilst	the	‘reﬂecJon	of	conJngency	repertoire’	has	been	discussed	as	a	perpetuaJon	of	the	
idenJty	construcJon	of	outsider	or	vicJm,	it	can	also	be	analysed	in	the	opposite	sense.	The	
repertoire	can	be	interpreted	as	a	disJnct	strategy	for	asserJng	power	via	discourse	-	through	
which	the	researchers	can	be	seen	to	assert	their	posiJon.	This	could	be	considered	as	a	contrast,	
and	possible	direct	reacJon,	to	the	construcJon	of	outsider	idenJJes	(as	featured	in	Chapter	5).	
As	such,	by	also	using	their	accounts	to	present	elements	of	power	in	their	idenJty	the	repertoire	
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acts	as	a	balancing	tool	to	the	outsider	construcJons.	
Through	their	reﬂecJons	of	the	conJngent	factors	and	subsequent	‘insight’	formulaJons	the	
researchers	present	an	awareness	of	such	conJngency	that	purportedly	exist	within	their	careers	
and	academia.	In	some	of	their	responses	the	researchers	present	themselves	as	not	helpless	
against	these	elements.	Thus	the	repertoire	acts	as	a	demonstraJon	of	power,	that	despite	
presenJng	themselves	as	outsiders	and	the	existence	of	conJngency,	the	researcher	indicates	
elements	of	control	within	their	careers	through	their	accounts.	
_________________________
EXTRACT	6N
1				Interviewer: [Reitera>ng	R2's	previous	sen>ments	regarding	scep>cs	and	calculated	career	
2 moves]…it	feels	very	much	that	parapsychology	is	constrained	by,	erm,	it’s	a	career	
3 driven	climate…and	that	there	is	no	room	for	parapsychology	within	that…
4				R2: I,	yes	I	think	so.	Erm,	and	the	other	thing	of	course	is	much	of	the	research	
5 nowadays	has	to	be	seen	to	be	coming	from,	from	a	university	rather	then	from	an	
6 individual	who	just	happens	to	have	wripen	in.	You	need	that	kind	of	clout	behind	
7 you.	And	again,	if	you	are	going	to	work	in	a	university,	you’ve	got	to,	kind	of,	work	
8 by	their	rules.	So,	a	lot	of	people,	like	I	say,	aren’t	doing	parapsychological	research	
9 as	their	main	area.	[They]	are	carrying	on	with	it,	but	not	probably	doing	as	much	as	
10 they	would	like	to	be	able	to	get	on	with.	But,	again,	I	think	its	just	–	you’ve	got	to	be	
11 tacJcal	about	how	you	actually	manage	your	career.	If	you	intend	to	be	in	
12 parapsychology	for	the	long-haul.
13				Interviewer: Yes...I	suppose	you	have	to	adapt,	or	face	exJncJon	really...
14				R2: …That’s	what	I’m	thinking	–	align	myself	more	to	clinical	research.	Um,	I	can	sJll	
15 carry	on	with	the	parapsychology	that	way.	It’s	just	going	to	be	a	lot	slower.	I	think	I’d	
16 rather	that	then	nothing	at	all.	Because	I’m	sJll	commiped	to	doing	research	in	the	
17 area.	
_________________________
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In	Extract	6N	R2	uses	the	main	elements	of	the	repertoire	to	construct	an	account	that	presents	
him	as	being	aware	of	the	conJngent	elements	surrounding	research	in	parapsychology.	Within	
this	awareness	he	uJlises	the	account	to	present	a	posiJon	of	power	from	this	understanding.	R2	
communicates	that	you	“need	that	kind	of	clout	behind	you”	(Lines	6-7)	from	a	university,	and	
that	in	order	to	pursue	parapsychology	“you’ve	got	to	be	tacJcal	about	how	you	actually	manage	
your	career”	(Lines	10-11).	In	Lines	14-17	he	then	cites	his	personal	strategy	of	aligning	himself	
with	clinical	research	in	order	to	conJnue	with	parapsychology	for	the	“long	haul”	(Line	12).
In	this	extract	R2	achieves	primarily	formulaJng	biographical	reﬂecJons	of	conJngency	and	
framing	parapsychology	as	an	outsider	idenJty.	However,	within	this	he	imbues	the	account	with	
tacJcal	awareness	against	these	elements	and	re-frames	his	posiJon	into	one	with	some	power	-	
namely	that	you	can	achieve	success	if	you	“work	by	their	rules”	(Lines	7-8).	R2	presents	an	
account	where	they	are	not	helpless	against	such	cultural	rules	and	notes	how	he	tacJcally	aligns	
himself	with	certain	elements	(more	mainstream	research	areas)	in	order	to	achieve	his	goals	
(conJnuaJon	in	parapsychology).	
Extract	6O	from	R1	is	similar	themaJcally:
_________________________
EXTRACT	6O
1				Interviewer: It’s	that	catch-22,	on	the	one	hand	we	are	discussing	its	merging	and	becoming	
2 more	of	a	mainstream	thing	in	the	sense	that	it’s	changing	its	nature	and	then	the	
3 other	as	a	purely	parapsychologist	-	that	doesn't	seem	to	exist	anymore...
4				R1: [Interrupts]	I	think	it’s	diﬃcult	to	call	yourself	that.	[parapsychologist]	But	I	think	
5 what	you	can	do	as	a	psychologist	is	use	these	phenomena	as	a	vehicle	to	test	
6 psychological	theories.	And	then	you	aren’t	necessarily	a	parapsychologist,	are	you?	
7 –	you’re	a	psychologist.	You’re	sort	of	using	these,	sort	of,	as	models	of	certain	
8 behaviours,	or	you	are	trying	to	use	psychological	theory	to	explain	these	
9 percepJons,	these	informaJon	processing….[Trails	oﬀ]		
_________________________
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Like	in	the	preceding	extract	R1	uses	his	response	to	display	not	only	suggested	forms	of	
conJngency	surrounding	academic	research	but	to	also	present	his	acJve	tacJcal	awareness	in	
circumnavigaJng	these.	R1’s	cited	strategy	is	also	reminiscent	of	R2’s	-	aligning	himself	with	
psychology	in	order	to	test	parapsychology	(Lines	4-7).	Subsequently,	he	frames	himself	as	not	a	
passive	observer	of	these	forms	of	conJngency	-	but	an	acJve	parJcipant	that	has	insight	and	
awareness	of	such	machinaJons	and	how	to	navigate	them.	
Both	R1	and	R2	are	presenJng	an	idenJty	that	incorporates	a	career	minded	tacJcal	appreciaJon	
of	the	cultural	parameters	necessary	for	success	in	their	preferred	career	orientaJon.	Moreover,	
this	use	of	the	repertoire	is	indicaJve	that	the	researchers	are	aware	of	how	parapsychology	may	
be	perceived	and	how	they	are	able	to	manipulate	this	in	their	presentaJon	of	their	career	
choices.	EssenJally,	the	repertoire	becomes	a	vehicle	to	present	an	idenJty	of	themselves	as	
individuals	who	have	the	ability	to	play	the	alleged	poliJcal	(conJngent)	game	surrounding	them.	
Linking	back	to	the	themes	of	Chapter	5	-	their	discourse	is	used	to	selecJvely	construct	outsider	
idenJJes	or	to	empower	them	and	present	their	power	in	the	posiJon(s)	they	claim	to	ﬁnd	
themselves.
6.6.4	Reframing	Field	IdenRty
Another	interpretaJon	of	the	repertoire	as	a	communicaJve	strategy	may	be	to	view	the	way	such	
reﬂecJons	of	conJngency	are	used	by	the	researchers	to	frame	parapsychology’s	idenJty	and	use	
their	discourse	to	promote	the	ﬁeld.	This	mirrors	Atkinson’s	(1998:	261)	asserJon	that	scienJsts	
are	“characterized	by	movement	and	changing	boundaries	that	are	deﬁned	and	redeﬁned”.	For	
example:
_________________________
EXTRACT	6P
[Interviewer	has	quesJoned	where	R1	would	like	to	see	parapsychology	develop	in	the	future,	ideal	
scenario.	In	response	R1	has	just	discussed	how	he	would	like	to	see	parapsychology	become	a	valid	(more	
mainstream	sub-area)	itself,	like	cogniJve	psychology.]
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1				Interviewer: Rather	than	being	on	the	fringes	of	science	in	general?
2				R1: Yeah,	exactly…I	mean,	the	fact	that…It’s	quite	interesJng	when	you	actually	get	
3 down	to	this,	and	there	are	the	people	that	are,	the	people	that	do	take	this	stuﬀ	
4 seriously,	when	you	read	some	of	the	papers	in	our	own	journal	and	in	other	
5 parapsychology	journals,	(some)	of	the	stuﬀ	that	gets	published	in	there	you	have	
6 got	papers	from	mathemaJcians,	and	from	physicists,	sociologists	and	philosophers.	
7 The	whole	range	of	people	that	are	using	their	methods	to	explain	these	
8 phenomena…some	real	hard	science	stuﬀ	in	there	as	well	as	the	philosophical	stuﬀ.	I	
9 think	it’s	fascinaJng,	this	sort	of	collision	of	disciplines	that	are	coming	together	to	
10 try	and	explain	some	of	these	experiences	that	people	have…	And	once	these	things	
11 become	accepted	it	stops	being	‘para’	and	becomes	science.	It	becomes	mainstream	
12 –	I	think	that’s	ulJmately	what	will	happen.
_________________________
In	Extract	6P	R1’s	response	contains	many	of	the	aspects	that	have	been	analysed	as	
compromising	the	repertoire.	Elements	of	conJngency	are	subtly	referenced	in	Lines	10-12;	
changes	in	percepJon	via	associaJon	are	required	to	become	“science”	and	not	“para”.	Within	
this	there	are	vesJges	of	aligning	power	to	apributes	-	collecJvely	brackeJng	parapsychological	
research	with	other	disciplines	in	Line	6,	and	the	asserJon	that	there	is	“some	real	hard	science	
stuﬀ”	(Line	8)	occurring	within	the	ﬁeld.	The	use	of	these	aspects	of	the	repertoire	can	also	be	
interpreted	as	an	apempt	to	present	the	ﬁeld	in	a	posiJve	light	through	the	account.	This	
proclivity	towards	promoJon	is	also	present	in	Extract	6Q:
_________________________
EXTRACT	6Q
[Interviewer	has	quesJoned	about	factors	that	may	have	led	to	solidiﬁcaJon	of	parapsychology	as	a	ﬁeld.	R5	
has	just	spoken	about	Bob	Morris’	inﬂuence.]
1				R5: …I	mean	[Bob	Morris],	by	his	method,	by	the	way	he	handled	the	delicate	poliJcs	of	
2 the	University	of	Edinburgh	and	the	ﬁeld	and	psychology	as	a	whole.	He	had	a	very	
3 sow	dew	touch	that	enabled	him	to	get	through	an	enormous	number	of	and	
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4 supervise	an	enormous	number	of	PhD	students,	many	of	whom	have	on	to	get	jobs	
5 at	(myself	included)	at	academic	insJtuJons	throughout	the	UK,	in	parJcular,	where	
6 we	have	then	gone	on	and	introduced	parapsychology	as	part	of	under-graduate	
7 degrees	and	we’re	doing	as	much	research	as	we	possibly	can	alongside	our	other	
8 acJviJes	and	duJes.	Um,	and	I	think	you	know	by	having	that	core	of	people	who	
9 have	as	much	job	security	as	possible	in	today’s	troubled	Jmes,	that	there	is	that	
10 core	idenJty.	I	think	the	research	output	isn’t	going	to	be	as	strong	as	many	areas	
11 for	the	simple	fact	that	you	are	very	rarely	going	to	get	dedicated	researchers.	But	I	
12 do	think	there	is	that	strong	core.	And	then	of	course	there’s	the	next	generaJon	of	
13 people	who	are	coming	through…
_________________________
R5	uses	the	reﬂecJve	aspects	of	the	repertoire	to	construct	an	account	that	can	be	interpreted	as	
presentaJon	of	insight	into	the	ﬁeld.	He	references	Bob	Morris	using	idolisaJon	language	(“sow	
dew	touch”	-	Line	3)	as	an	instrumental	posiJve	ﬁgure	that	seeded	core	foundaJons	for	
parapsychology.	R5	hints	at	outsider	status	in	Lines	7-8	-	indicaJng	that	parapsychology	is	
interpreted	as	an	accompaniment	to	academic	work	rather	than	a	primary	focus.	However,	he	
then	uses	his	account	to	re-frame	this	consideraJon	and	promote	posiJve	aspects	of	the	ﬁeld:	
“core	of	people”	(Line	8);	“core	idenJty”	(Line	10);	“strong	core”	(Line	12)	and	“next	generaJon	of	
people”	(Line	13).	
These	instances	across	Extracts	6P	and	6Q	highlight	the	potenJal	of	the	researchers	to	use	the	
repertoire	to	construct	their	accounts	as	promoJonal	tools	for	re-framing	perceived	
interpretaJons	of	parapsychology.	The	next	secJon	will	consider	the	presence	of	Gilbert	and	
Mulkay’s	(1984)	‘empiricist	repertoire’	within	the	researchers’	accounts.
6.7		The	‘Empiricist	Repertoire’
The	current	chapter	has	focused	solely	on	the	strands	of	conJngency	within	the	interviewed	
researchers’	responses.	This	analysis	has	been	informed	from	the	‘conJngent	repertoire’	that	was	
central	within	Gilbert	and	Mulkay’s	(1984)	study.	Their	research	also	highlighted	a	second	disJnct	
repertoire,	the	‘empiricist	repertoire’.	Subsequently,	any	analysis	that	uses	their	conJngent	frames	
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of	reference	as	a	basis	should	also	incorporate	a	consideraJon	of	this	second	repertoire.	Therefore	
this	secJon	will	be	devoted	to	a	focus	on	whether	the	‘empiricist	repertoire’	was	present	in	the	
current	thesis’	interview	accounts	that	have	been	discussed	in	this	chapter.
Gilbert	and	Mulkay	(1984)	proposed	that	as	well	as	the	‘conJngent	repertoire’	scienJsts	deployed	
the	use	of	what	they	termed	the	‘empiricist	repertoire’	within	their	discourse.	This	was	
characterised	by	formal	language	that	upheld	convenJonal	perspecJves	of	scienJﬁc	culture	and	
work,	whereby	the	scienJst	remains	personally	detached	from	the	outcomes	of	the	research	and	
objecJvity	is	paramount.
In	the	discourse	analysed	by	Gilbert	and	Mulkay	(1984)	the	empiricist	repertoire	isolated	the	
scienJst	away	from	the	process	of	science	and	the	experimental	process,	whereas	the	conJngent	
repertoire	placed	them	at	the	centre	of	these	endeavours	as	a	social	being	informed	by	personal	
moJvaJons	and	beliefs.	Gilbert	and	Mulkay	proposed	that	the	scienJsts	used	the	empiricist	
repertoire	to	support	their	own	stance	and	scienJﬁc	beliefs,	implemenJng	objecJve	scienJﬁc	
terminology	to	validate	their	own	posiJon.	Opposing	theories	and	counter	research	was	
presented	using	the	conJngent	repertoire	-	whereby	such	elements	were	depicted	as	being	
weighted	with	social	elements	and	personal	agendas.	Subsequently,	counter-ideologies	were	
presented	as	distorted	and	highly	subjecJve	in	contrast	to	the	scienJst’s	own	objecJve	and	“pure”	
scienJﬁc	endeavours.	In	this	manner	the	parJcipants	were	able	to	use	the	two	repertoires	as	
discursive	resources	to	validate	their	own	posiJon(s)	and	dualisJcally	undermine	opposing	
scienJsts	(and	research).
As	has	already	been	analysed	within	the	current	chapter,	the	researchers	that	were	interviewed	as	
part	of	the	current	thesis	frequently	used	forms	of	conJngency	within	their	responses	as	part	of	
what	has	been	proposed	the	‘reﬂecJons	of	conJngency	repertoire’.	However,	it	is	also	evident	
that	noJons	of	Gilbert	and	Mulkay’s	‘empiricist	repertoire’	are	also	present	in	their	accounts.	This	
is	most	noJceable	in	instances	where	the	researchers	were	discussing	ideal	pracJces	of	science	
and	what	parapsychology	should	be	doing	as	a	discipline.	An	example	of	this	is	Extract	6G,	whilst	
this	presented	mulJple	elements	of	the	conJngent	repertoire,	such	as	discussing	alleged	social	
and	personal	inﬂuences	of	scienJﬁc	pracJce	couched	in	informal	presentaJon,	there	are	also	
elements	of	the	empiricist	repertoire	within	the	response.	R3	can	be	interpreted	as	upholding	the	
noJons	of	an	idealised	scienJﬁc	pracJce	and	prescribing	what	parapsychology	should	be	doing.	In	
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Lines	6-18	he	mixes	elements	of	empirical	alongside	conJngent,	promoJng	the	Ganzfeld	paradigm	
and	a	‘proof’	focused	perspecJve.	He	even	declares	that	such	an	approach	would	be	the	“obvious	
thing	to	do”	(Line	10).	The	account	in	Extract	6G	is	framed	as	advocaJng	proof-orientated	research	
(empiricist)	and	that	elements	beyond	scienJﬁc	reasoning,	such	as	the	“nervous”	view	of	ﬁnding	a	
deﬁniJve	answer	(Lines	27-28),	were	behind	not	pursuing	such	research.
R16	in	Extract	6H	incorporates	a	similar	approach	by	advocaJng	the	importance	of	parapsychology	
missing	“systemaJc	research”	(Line	4)	around	the	Ganzfeld	paradigm	-	with	such	scienJﬁc	pracJce	
he	proposes	the	ﬁeld	“could	have	nailed	it”	(Line	3).	He	then	conJnues	his	account	with	more	
conJngent	elements,	reﬂecJng	that	there	may	have	been	people	that	viewed	such	as	systemaJc	
research	as	“dangerous	to	come	out	with	a	conclusive	answer	-	just	in	case	it	was	‘no’”	(Lines	
17-18).	
In	Extract	6G	from	Lines	21-35	R3	can	be	viewed	as	again	using	aspects	of	Gilbert	and	Mulkay’s	
(1984)	empirical	repertoire	to	uphold	the	virtues	of	proper	science	-	criJcising	the	research	cycle	
in	parapsychology	and	parJcularly	the	“contrived	post-hoc	reasons”	(Line	31).	R3	presents	these	
post-hoc	explanaJons	as	unscienJﬁc	without	overtly	referencing	them	in	this	way.	He	references	
some	such	as	“the	elusive	nature	of	psi”	(Line	33)	and	then	immediately	in	the	next	sentence	
describes	his	response	as	“to	cringe”	(Line	34)	and	that	this	led	him	to	have	a	view	of	
parapsychology	as	“enough’s	enough”	(Lines	34-35).
Throughout	these	extracts	the	elements	of	conJngency	that	have	already	been	delineated	
extensively	in	this	chapter	are	joined	by	aspects	of	the	empiricist	repertoire.	The	noJon	of	what	
science	and	approaches	parapsychology	should	be	doing	are	presented	in	accounts	used	to	
criJcise	elements	of	the	ﬁeld.	Subsequently,	these	empirical	aspects	can	be	interpreted	as	being	
deployed	to	funcJon	as	deﬁniJonal	and	posiJoning	work	within	the	accounts,	whereby	the	
empirical	noJon	of	‘idealised	science’	is	used	as	a	contrasJng	comparaJve	frame	of	reference.	The	
responses	are	structured	presentaJons	to	highlight	what	parapsychology	should	be	doing	as	a	
scienJﬁc	ﬁeld	versus	what	it	is	actually	doing.	This	is	then	emphasised	further	by	the	conJngent	
reﬂecJons	within	the	accounts	where	the	researchers	reﬂect	on	their	purported	personal	
experiences	and	highlight	instances	where	social	and	poliJcal	moJvaJons	allegedly	inﬂuence	the	
implementaJon	of	parapsychology.
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The	empiricist	repertoire	elements	noted	above	can	be	interpreted	as	complimenJng	the	
‘reﬂecJons	of	conJngency	repertoire’	relaJng	to	the	discursive	acJons	around	deﬁniJonal,	
posiJoning	work	and	idenJty	construcJon.	By	construcJng	noJons	of	‘idealised	science’	and	
presenJng	this	alongside	parapsychology’s	implementaJon	it	adds	to	the	communicaJve	
strategies	discussed	in	SecJon	6.6	of	the	current	chapter.	In	their	accounts,	the	contrasJng	
aspects	of	empirical	(“idealised”	pracJce)	versus	conJngent	(“actual”	pracJce)	is	another	layer	of	
constructed	insight	into	various	representaJons.	For	example,	in	Extract	6G	R3	establishes	a	
component	of	insight	in	his	account	by	using	the	empirical	repertoire	to	project	parapsychology	as	
a	ﬂawed	research	cycle	component	alongside	his	construcJon	of	personal,	conJngent	focused,	
discourse	that	details	such	ﬂaws.	This	is	also	used	as	a	form	of	jusJﬁcaJon	presentaJon,	when	R3	
details	in	his	account	that	he	has	lew	parapsychology	as	a	ﬁeld	of	study.	His	formulaJon	of	insight	
through	deploying	elements	of	the	empirical	repertoire	also	serves	to	work	as	presentaJon	of	
jusJﬁcaJon.	In	the	account,	he	jusJﬁes	his	cited	abandonment	of	parapsychology	due	to	it	not	
conforming	to	idealised	scienJﬁc	pracJce.	
These	empiricist	elements	funcJon	as	framing	and	deﬁniJonal	acJons	that	delineate	the	
presentaJon	of	parapsychology	within	the	communicaJve	context.	The	discursive	formulaJons	of	
how	parapsychology	funcJons	in	contrast	to	the	presented	concept	of	idealised	scienJﬁc	pracJce	
serves	to	analyse	the	subject	and	frame	its	academic	validity.	UlJmately,	these	accounts	are	
acJvely	deﬁning	the	ﬁeld	and	benchmarking	its	progress	as	a	ﬁeld.	Such	concepts	are	then	
wrapped	in	the	wider	elements	of	conJngency	and	construcJons	of	personalised	perspecJve	that	
form	the	‘reﬂecJons	of	conJngency	repertoire’.	Beyond	this,	posiJoning	and	idenJty	work	should	
also	be	considered	in	the	analysis.	The	researchers,	as	they	are	discussing	what	they	present	as	
deﬁcits	of	parapsychology	as	a	subject,	whilst	simultaneously	maintaining	the	concept	of	a	code	of	
science,	are	also	posiJoning	their	idenJty	using	such	references.	By	presenJng	their	insights	into	
parapsychology	and	its	ﬂaws	as	a	science	it	acts	as	a	form	of	idenJty	management	-	discursively	
posiJoning	them	away	from	such	ﬂaws	as	the	formulated	role	of	the	criJc.
Extending	from	Gilbert	and	Mulkay’s	(1984)	ﬁndings	this	chapter	has	predominantly	focused	on	
the	conJngent	repertoire	elements	of	their	work.	This	secJon	has	illustrated	that	the	empiricist	
repertoire	is	also	present	alongside	some	instances	of	the	idenJﬁed	‘reﬂecJons	of	conJngency	
repertoire’	within	the	interview	responses.	This	leads	to	empiricist	elements	wrapped	within	
conJngent	presentaJons	that	are	used	to	highlight	deﬁcits	within	constructs	and	to	also	be	used	
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as	a	deﬁniJonal	point	of	reference.	In	the	interviews,	this	manifested	as	the	researchers	criJquing	
aspects	of	parapsychology	against	ideals	of	scienJﬁc	pracJce	and	building	on	this	to	construct	
deﬁniJons	of	the	ﬁeld’s	status	as	an	academic	discipline.	Developing	from	this	discussion,	use	of	
empiricist	frames	of	reference	can	be	interpreted	as	idenJty	devices,	enabling	the	respondent	to	
posiJon	their	own	idenJty	in	relaJon	to	their	discursive	formulaJons.	For	example,	in	their	
accounts	where	the	empiricist	repertoire	is	deployed	within	the	‘reﬂecJon	of	conJngency	
repertoire’	their	construcJons	of	personal	insights	around	alleged	experiences	with	
parapsychology	serve	to	create	distance	between	their	presented	idenJty	and	that	of	the	ﬁeld.	
Their	presented	observaJons	around	the	perceived	failings	of	the	ﬁeld	build	an	idenJty	that	is	
aligned	with	the	noJons	of	idealised	scienJﬁc	pracJce	due	to	their	criJcal	posiJon.	UlJmately,	
this	can	be	interpreted	as	a	posiJoning	device	-	a	noJon	which	will	be	developed	in	the	next	
chapter.
6.8		Reﬂexive	ConsideraRons
Prior	empirical	chapters	have	all	included	reﬂexive	consideraJons	of	the	interview	data	-	focusing	
on	the	role	of	the	interviewer’s	quesJons	and	how	this	discourse	may	have	aﬀected	the	
interviewed	researchers’	responses.	The	‘reﬂecJons	of	conJngency	repertoire’	should	also	be	
considered	in	this	analyJcal	context.
As	previously	outlined	throughout	the	thesis,	the	interviewer’s	quesJons	ascribed	an	idenJty	of	
associaJon	with	parapsychology	towards	the	researchers.	Furthermore,	the	posed	quesJons	
tended	to	posiJon	parapsychology	in	certain	contexts.	For	example,	quesJons	pertaining	to	
experiences	with	bias,	background	in	the	ﬁeld	and	obstacles	encountered	all	can	be	perceived	to	
frame	parapsychology	as	an	area	that	is	diﬃcult	to	work	in.	Such	quesJons	also	invite	the	
respondent	to	discuss	reﬂecJve	biographical	instances.	When	this	is	considered,	the	‘reﬂecJons	of	
conJngency	repertoire’	can	also	be	seen	as	a	direct	response	to	the	interviewer’s	line	of	
quesJoning	and	prior	assumpJons.	
The	researchers’	responses	can	be	interpreted	as	using	the	interviewer’s	quesJons	to	explore	
those	opportuniJes	for	reﬂecJve	construcJons.	EﬀecJvely,	the	interviewer	asks	for	insight	and	
the	researchers	use	this	opportunity	to	build	accounts	that	present	a	formulaJon	of	“insight”	into	
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purported	biographical	accounts	and	areas	around	the	ﬁeld.	These	constructed	accounts	are	
wrapped	in	elements	of	conJngency	that	embellish	the	consJtuJve	formulaJons	being	presented.	
Aspects	of	the	empirical	are	also	present	and	can	be	viewed	as	a	contrasJng	mechanism	within	
these	accounts.	It	could	also	be	argued	that	the	interviewer	introduces	aspects	of	conJngency	
within	the	communicaJve	context	through	certain	aspects	of	their	quesJoning.	References	to	
elements	such	as	“bias”	could	be	considered	presenJng	a	conJngency-focused	pla{orm	for	the	
researchers	to	build	their	responses	around	such	themes.	
Subsequently,	this	repertoire	(along	with	the	two	previously	explored)	is	also	a	product	of	the	full	
interview	context.	The	responses	from	the	researchers	cannot	be	viewed	in	isolaJon	without	also	
including	a	consideraJon	of	the	role	of	the	interviewer’s	discourse.		
6.9		Summary
From	analysis	of	the	responses	provided	by	the	researchers	throughout	the	interviews	the	current	
chapter	has	aimed	to	outline	the	existence	of	a	disJnct	interpretaJve	discourse	repertoire:	the	
‘reﬂecJon	of	conJngency	repertoire’.	
The	discussions	presented	have	shown	the	core	funcJon	of	the	repertoire	is	to	formulate	
reﬂecJons	of	personal	biographies	(career	choices,	anecdotes	etc.)	alongside	constructed	
presentaJons	of	conJngency	within	scienJﬁc	and	academic	pracJce.	As	a	discursive	tool	this	
serves	many	funcJons,	ranging	from	personalised,	biographical,	consideraJons	towards	more	
external,	globalised,	perspecJves.	Stemming	from	this	are	diﬀerent	interpretaJons	of	the	
repertoire	as	a	communicaJve	strategy,	ranging	from	imbuing	accounts	with	construcJons	of	
suggested	insight	or	jusJﬁcaJon	towards	presentaJons	of	power	reframing	percepJon	
mechanisms.
The	analysis	within	this	chapter	has	validated	Gilbert	and	Mulkay’s	(1984)	conceptualisaJon	of	a	
conJngent	repertoire.	It	has	expanded	their	original	analysis	and	has	explored	more	deeply	the	
key	features	of	conJngent	elements	of	discourse	along	with	the	potenJal	social	funcJons	of	using	
such	an	interpretaJve	repertoire.	The	ﬁnal	secJon	of	this	chapter	has	also	highlighted	the	
presence	of	Gilbert	and	Mulkay’s	(1984)	empiricist	repertoire	within	the	analysed	discourse.	
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Whilst	the	predominant	discursive	representaJons	are	around	the	conJngent	-	within	certain	
extracts	the	empiricist	repertoire	is	also	present	and	can	be	interpreted	as	contribuJng	to	the	
deﬁniJonal	and	posiJonal	work	of	the	discourse.
Within	the	context	of	this	thesis	the	repertoire	also	exists	alongside	the	two	previously	presented	
repertories	and	extends	the	connecJons	between	the	three	as	a	whole.	Again,	the	commonality	
of	ﬁeld	boundary	construcJon	work,	as	well	as	personal	idenJty	formulaJon,	is	seeded	
throughout	the	repertoire.	These	elements	are	present	across	all	three	repertoires.	Furthermore,	
the	‘reﬂecJon	of	conJngency	repertoire’	can	also	be	interpreted	as	a	discursive	posiJoning	
funcJon.	This	builds	upon	upon	the	‘outsider	repertoire’	-	to	create	more	(purported)	
personalised	presentaJons	of	conJngency	and	suggested	‘insight’.	This	aspect	serves	to	
discursively	reinforce	the	other	repertoires’	stake	aﬃliaJons	and	border	construcJons.	From	this	
provisional	analysis	it	suggests	there	are	overarching	connecJons	and	themes	between	the	three	
idenJﬁed	repertoires.	This	will	be	explored	in	the	next	and	ﬁnal	chapter	of	the	thesis.	The	last	
chapter	will	align	all	of	the	themes	and	empirical	consideraJons	that	have	been	discussed	across	
the	previous	three	chapters.	In	addiJon,	the	thesis’	overall	ﬁndings	will	be	summarised	alongside	
a	review	of	the	research	objecJves.
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CHAPTER	7:		DISCUSSION	AND	THESIS	CONCLUSIONS
7.1	IntroducRon
The	focus	of	this	ﬁnal	chapter	will	present	an	overall	summary	and	discussion	of	the	discursive	
themes	that	have	emerged	from	the	empirical	analysis	in	the	preceding	chapters.	This	will	extend	
to	an	invesJgaJon	of	how	the	three	interpretaJve	repertoires	idenJﬁed	within	the	thesis	Je	
together	and	ulJmately	how	these	ﬁndings	(and	the	thesis	as	a	whole)	is	posiJoned	within	the	
discourse	analysis	and	SSK	literature	framework.
One	of	the	key	aims	of	the	thesis	was	to	not	only	idenJfy	interpretaJve	repertoires	but	to	also	
look	for	how	these	repertoires	may	connect	together	as	a	discursive	funcJon.	Prior	discourse	
analysis	work	has	tended	to	reveal	discrete,	self-containing	repertoires	that	has	never	extended	to	
showing	how	such	repertoires	may	be	related	to	provide	a	coherent	overarching	and	
complemenJng	set	of	resources.	This	analyJcal	deﬁcit	can	be	seen	from	the	early	work	of	Gilbert	
and	Mulkay	(1984)	through	to	more	recent	literature	that	centres	on	the	discourse	analysis	of	
interpretaJve	repertoires,	such	as	Lawes	(1999);	Rouse	and	Finlay	(2016);	Golden	and	Pomerantz	
(2015);	Whiple	and	Mueller	(2016);	Hsu	(2016);	Huzzard	(2015);	Jackson	and	Hall	(2016).	All	of	
this	work	follows	the	same	papern	of	presenJng	mulJple	repertoires	related	to	a	parJcular	area	
of	discursive	interacJon	(for	example,	terrorism	in	the	case	of	Jackson	and	Hall,	2016)	-	but	then	
no	further	analysis	builds	on	this	that	looks	at	how	these	repertoires	may	complement,	link	or	
engage	with	each	other	to	form	a	larger	discursive	funcJon.	This	ﬁnal	chapter’s	main	purpose	is	to	
address	this	deﬁcit	and	apempt	to	provide	an	overarching	theoreJcal	connecJon	between	the	
three	interpretaJve	repertoires	that	have	emerged	from	the	empirical	analysis.
The	structure	of	the	chapter	will	begin	with	a	secJon	that	will	summarise	the	three	interpretaJve	
repertoires	that	have	been	idenJﬁed.	Building	on	this,	an	analysis	will	then	assess	how	these	
repertoires	interact	and	what	these	ﬁndings	of	the	thesis	mean	collecJvely	as	a	whole	in	terms	of	
discursive	performaJve	acJons	and	an	overarching	theory	for	the	thesis.	An	extension	of	this	
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discussion	will	look	at	the	potenJal	purpose	of	such	discursive	tools	and	why	the	interviewed	
researchers	would	uJlise	them	in	the	communicaJve	context	of	their	interviews.	The	chapter	will	
then	address	issues	of	reﬂexivity	within	the	research.	Following	this,	the	thesis	will	be	summarised	
in	context	of	the	sociological	literature	and	what	future	research	direcJves	may	stem	from	this	
work.	Finally,	there	will	be	a	repeat	presentaJon	of	the	core	aims	of	the	thesis	and	a	response	to	
these	aims	-	detailing	whether	or	not	the	thesis	has	succeeded	in	achieving	these	objecJves	and	
to	what	degree.
7.2		Thesis	Findings	Summary
An	overview	of	the	ﬁndings	of	the	thesis	will	now	be	presented	-	summarising	the	key	aspects	of	
the	three	interpretaJve	repertoires	in	isolaJon	of	the	literature.
7.2.1	CategorisaRon	and	Stake	Repertoire	
The	‘categorisaJon	and	stake	repertoire’s’	central	discursive	feature	was	found	to	be	one	of	
category	management	and	also	stake	allocaJon	towards	these	constructs.	This	leads	to	the	
individual	managing	classiﬁcaJons	and	categorisaJon	allocaJons	within	the	communicaJve	
context.	Primarily,	the	repertoire	centres	on	idenJty	construcJon	whereby	the	categorisaJon	and	
stake	work	within	the	repertoire	allows	the	speaker	to	formulate	their	own	stake	associaJons	with	
categories	and	implement	idenJty	work	through	their	speech.	As	such,	uJlising	the	repertoire	
enables	the	speaker	to	mange	their	presented	aﬃliaJon	and	subsequent	idenJty	within	their	
discourse	-	insulaJng	against	potenJally	negaJve	interpretaJons	or	anJcipated	percepJons.	On	a	
more	global	level	the	categorisaJon	and	stake	repertoire	can	be	seen	to	be	a	tool	with	a	much	
broader	focus.	Beyond	personal	idenJty,	the	repertoire	allows	for	the	manipulaJon	of	the	
presentaJon	of	what	categories	may	be	interpreted	as,	whereby	the	control	of	boundary	
management	and	posiJoning	of	categories,	groups	and	subject	maper	can	be	constructed	through	
the	repertoire.	UlJmately,	the	repertoire’s	aims	can	be	understood	as	building	a	ﬂexible	idenJty	
that	is	formulated	via	discursive	work	on	category	deﬁniJons	and	which	allocates	the	individual’s	
stake	towards	those	constructs.	An	example	of	this	repertoire’s	funcJon	was	through	the	
interviewed	researchers’	use	of	their	discourse	to	delineate	between	proof-versus-process	
interpretaJons	of	parapsychological	criteria	and	how	they	discussed	this	against	presentaJons	of	
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their	own	careers	and	research.	Through	this	they	were	seen	to	construct	the	categorisaJon	
criteria	boundaries	as	well	as	their	own	idenJty	apachments	to	these	concepts	through	their	
responses.
7.2.2	Outsider	Repertoire	
The	‘outsider	repertoire’	extends	some	of	the	key	concepts	idenJﬁed	within	the	‘categorisaJon	
and	stake	repertoire’.	The	concept	of	idenJty	construcJon	was	featured	more	predominantly	at	a	
group	level,	in	terms	of	formulaJng	and	delineaJng	between	the	group	concepts	of	‘outsiders’	
and	‘insiders’.	Stemming	from	this,	the	repertoire	was	used	to	present	portrayals	of	perceived	
vicJmisaJon	and	purported	prejudice.	This	developed	the	construcJon	of	opposiJonal	group	
idenJJes	and	membership	of	those	groups,	demarcaJng	the	group	boundaries	and	the	social	
idenJty	characterisJcs	of	those	collecJves.	Again,	building	on	the	categorisaJon	and	stake	
concepts,	the	repertoire	was	used	to	counter-posiJon	against	opposing	perspecJves	and	group	
aﬃliaJon(s).	In	summary,	the	outsider	repertoire	established	a	defensive	discursive	posiJon	and	
can	be	interpreted	as	a	sophisJcated	discursive	tool	for	boundary	management	between	binary	
group	constructs.
7.2.3	ReﬂecRon	of	ConRngency	Repertoire
The	‘reﬂecJon	of	conJngency	repertoire’	was	used	to	develop	presentaJons	of	insight	and	
personal	reﬂecJon,	whereby	the	main	features	were	biographically	framed	accounts	that	were	
couched	in	informal	language	displays.	The	repertoire’s	main	funcJon	was	to	deploy	the	
formulaJon	of	noJons	of	conJngency,	also	as	a	counter	opposiJonal	tool	for	alternaJve	
perspecJves.	The	personal	construcJons	within	this	repertoire	were	built	to	generate	the	
percepJon	of	‘what’s	really	happening’	and	themaJcally	to	provide	the	audience	with	a	‘behind	
the	scenes’	insight.	EssenJally	this	funcJoned	as	a	formulated	proposiJon	of	what	can	be	
interpreted	as	‘truth’	-	acJng	as	jusJﬁcaJon	devices	for	the	personalised	biographical	
presentaJons	oﬀered	by	the	speaker.	These	operated	at	both	the	personal	and	global	level	-	either	
inJmate	portrayals	of	purported	career	events	as	managed	inJmacy	or	accounts	pertaining	to	
cultural	infrastructure	concepts	(such	as	how	academia	operates).	The	reﬂecJon	of	conJngency	
repertoire	can	be	interpreted	as	a	discursive	framing	device	that	apributes	everything	as	a	
funcJon	of	conJngent	aspects	such	as	social	or	poliJcal	subjecJvity.	The	presence	of	conJngency	
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acts	as	a	direct	support	of	Gilbert	and	Mulkay’s	(1984)	work,	speciﬁcally	synergies	with	their	
‘conJngent	repertoire’.	Whilst	the	core	focus	was	conJngency	in	Chapter	6	of	the	current	thesis,	
the	analysis	also	revealed	the	presence	of	their	‘empiricist	repertoire’	and	how	such	empiricist	
elements	complimented	the	‘reﬂecJon	of	conJngency	repertoire’s’	discursive	acJons.
7.3		CollecRve	FuncRons	of	the	Repertoires
Building	on	the	above	summary,	the	chapter	will	now	discuss	how	there	are	connecJons	and	
interplays	between	the	three	repertoires	and	their	overall	discursive	funcJon(s).	Whilst	each	of	
the	repertoires	centre	on	a	separate	aspect	(categorisaJon	and	stake,	insider-outsider	boundary	
construcJon	or	reﬂecJve	conJngency)	the	funcJons	and	discursive	formulaJons	behind	each	
have	broad	connecJons	and	common	themes	in	terms	of	what	the	repertoires	are	actually	doing	
through	the	researchers’	responses.
7.3.1	Field	Boundary	Work
Each	of	the	repertoires	has	been	demonstrated	to	funcJon	on	both	a	personal	level	and	also	that	
of	a	more	global	posiJon.	In	the	interview	data	this	ranged	to	discussing	the	ﬁeld	of	
parapsychology	and	its	associaJon	towards	integrated	concepts	and	re-framing	the	controversial	
ﬁeld	as	a	mainstream	consideraJon	-	for	example,	through	the	inﬂecJon	of	conJngent	elements	
or	through	the	demarcaJon	of	the	ﬁeld	as	an	unfairly	treated	“outsider”.	As	such,	throughout	
each	of	the	repertoires	a	consistent	discursive	performaJve	funcJon	of	boundary	work	is	present.
The	concept	of	boundary	work	has	deep	Jes	with	the	SSK	literature	presented	in	Chapter	2.	For	
example,	Hess	(1997:	57)	proposed	that	“Mertonian	norms	might	be	reinterpreted	as	a	
descripJon	of	the	legiJmaJng	ideology	of	science...to	which	scienJsts	may	turn	as	a	rhetorical	
resource	in	cases	of	controversy	or	boundary	work”	-	see	also	Mulkay’s	(1976a;	1976b)	
conceptualisaJon	of	‘occupaJonal	ideology’.	Gieryn	(1983)	was	one	of	the	ﬁrst	sociologists	to	
introduce	the	concept	of	“boundary	work”	which	can	be	deﬁned	as	the	ways	in	which	scienJsts	
establish	and	police	the	boundaries	of	their	ﬁeld.	He	indicated	that	there	were	four	types	of	
boundary	work	(Gieryn,	1995:	429-34):
• monopolisaJon	
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• expansion
• expulsion
• protecJon
The	discursive	acJons	of	the	repertoires	used	by	the	researchers	in	the	interviews	can	be	
interpreted	as	manifestaJons	of	these	concepts.	For	example,	apempts	to	legiJmise	
parapsychology	and	reframing	the	ﬁeld	is	a	form	of	expansion	-	apempJng	to	move	the	
boundaries	towards	a	more	acceptable	form	of	interpretaJon	via	discourse.	Gieryn	(1995)	
perceived	controversies	as	boundary	disputes	and	that	“science	is	a	kind	of	spaJal	‘marker’	for	
cogniJve	authority,	empty	unJl	its	insides	get	ﬁlled	and	its	borders	drawn	amidst	context-bound	
negoJaJons	over	who	and	what	is	‘scienJﬁc’”	(1995:	405).	Similarly,	Merton	(1973)	introduced	
the	concept	of	‘gatekeeping’,	and	Star	and	Griesemer	(1989)	referred	to	‘boundary	objects’.	
Freidson	(1970)	alluded	to	similar	concepts	when	discussing	the	social	structure	of	medical	care;	
“...the	thrust	of	professional	acJvity	is	to	seek	to	build	barriers	that	keep	the	profession	and	its	
clientele	safe	from	those	beyond	the	pale	while	at	the	same	Jme	seeking	jurisdicJon	over	all	that	
cannot	be	excluded”	(1970:	154-155).
More	recently	Grant	and	Hardy	(2004:	7)	have	outlined	the	importance	of	understanding	“how	
actors	engaged	in	the	negoJaJon	of	a	discourse	deploy	rhetorical	devices	as	they	try	to	construct	
and	bring	to	bear	meanings	that	are	in	line	with	their	views	and	interests”.	Whiple	and	Mueller	
(2011b)	expand	on	this	to	outline	that	“by	viewing	interests	as	the	driving	power	behind	the	
discursive	construcJon	of	reality,	interests	are	presented	as	an	external	force	that	lies	outside	the	
boundary	of	discourse	analysis”	(2011b:	417).	Also,	Phillips,	Lawrence	and	Hardy	(2004:	637)	
suggest	that	individuals	in	their	discourse	“work	towards	discursive	change	that	privileges	their	
interests	and	goals”	and	as	Marshak	et.	al	(2000:	245)	propose,	these	interests	within	the	
discourse	are	from	the	“inner	world...from	which	discourse	springs”.	Whilst	these	proposals	are	
more	rooted	in	discursive	psychology	they	indicate	the	capacity	for	the	individual	to	acJvely	
construct	and	engage	in	boundary	work	through	their	discursive	responses.
Fundamentally,	in	terms	of	boundary	work	and	how	this	relates	to	scienJsts,	Atkinson	(1998:	261)	
summarises	this	succinctly	with	the	asserJon	that	scienJsts	are	“characterised	by	movement	and	
changing	boundaries	that	are	deﬁned	and	redeﬁned”.	In	addiJon,	Coﬀey	and	Atkinson	(1996:	62)	
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propose	that	“individual	narraJves	are	situated	within	parJcular	interacJons	and	within	speciﬁc	
social,	cultural	and	insJtuJonal	discourses”.	
Through	the	three	repertoires	proposed	in	this	thesis,	they	each	can	be	interpreted	as	discursive	
mechanisms	for	managing	the	boundaries	of	ﬁelds.	Within	their	responses	the	boundary	work	
ranged	from	re-construcJng	categorisaJon	deﬁniJons	along	with	presentaJons	of	personal	stake,	
managing	the	borders	of	parapsychology	as	an	“outside”	ﬁeld	and	framing	the	ﬁeld	as	a	funcJon	
of	conJngent	elements.	In	addiJon,	the	borders	of	criteria	acceptance	were	also	discursively	
managed,	in	terms	of	what	could	be	considered	subject	maper,	around	categorisaJon	constructs	
within	the	proof-versus-process	elements	that	surrounded	diﬀerent	interpretaJons	of	
parapsychology.	CollecJvely,	the	researchers	could	be	viewed	as	apempJng	to	control	and	
manage	the	perceived	boundaries	of	the	ﬁeld.
7.3.2	Group	Border	IdenRty	ConstrucRon
Each	of	the	noted	repertoires	in	the	current	thesis	also	funcJon	as	a	tool	to	delineate	between	
diﬀerent	group	border	idenJJes,	as	opposed	to	a	more	global	‘ﬁeld’	idenJty.	Whilst	this	was	most	
notable	in	the	‘outsider	repertoire’	-	that	constructs	the	two	group	idenJJes	of	insiders	versus	
outsiders	-	it	is	also	established	within	the	use	of	stake	categorisaJon	and	biographical	
conJngency.	Stake	categorisaJon	manages	category	constructs	and	allows	for	a	ﬂuid	presentaJon	
of	membership	around	group	idenJJes.	The	researcher	can	construct	a	discursive	representaJon	
that	allows	them	the	potenJal	to	acJvely	select	between	diﬀerent	groups	(such	as	being	an	
“insider”	or	an	“outsider”)	and	to	manage	those	category	associaJons,	along	with	their	stake,	
around	them.	AlternaJvely,	the	use	of	biographical	conJngency	establishes	group	borders	as	a	
funcJon	of	conJngency	factors	such	as	perceived	social	prejudice	or	poliJcal	moJvaJon(s).
These	concepts	have	links	to	the	core	sociological	literature	-	whereby	sociologists	have	
consistently	found	that	idenJty	formaJve	discourse	emphasises	the	beliefs	of	the	in-group	and	
simultaneously	undermines	the	beliefs	of	the	out-group	(Judd	et.	al,	1995;	Billig,	1987;	Gilbert	and	
Mulkay,	1984).	Blau	(1976)	highlighted	the	straJﬁcaJon	of	the	scienJﬁc	community	and	potenJal	
‘inequaliJes’	that	contribute	to	percepJon.	On	a	broader	level	beyond	science,	these	ﬁndings	
aﬃrm	the	social	construcJonist	belief	that	the	processes	of	idenJﬁcaJon	and	categorisaJon	that	
are	foundaJonal	to	social	idenJty	are	historically	and	socially	speciﬁc.	For	example,	Wetherell’s	
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(1982	and	1996)	research	has	demonstrated	that	group	construcJon,	idenJﬁcaJon	and	
compeJJon	is	a	funcJon	of	the	interpretaJon	of	group	relaJons	underpinned	by	the	cultural	
frameworks	of	understanding.	As	Jorgenson	and	Phillips	(2002:	102)	summarise:	“it	is	this	
culturally	relaJve	process	of	interpretaJon	that	determines	whether	group	idenJﬁcaJon	leads	to	
‘in-group	favouriJsm’	and	‘out-group	discriminaJon’	or	has	another	outcome	altogether”.	As	Billig	
(1991)	outlines,	individuals	are	not	passive	subjects	of	ideology	but	are	creaJvely	engaged	with	
transforming	collecJve	representaJons	(also	Therborn,	1982).
The	researchers	interviewed	in	the	current	thesis	can	be	seen	to	be	managing	both	ﬁeld	
boundaries	(pertaining	to	parapsychology)	and	also	that	of	group	border	idenJJes	(primarily	
insider-versus-outsider	construcJons).	This	is	supporJve	of	previous	literature	within	the	area	that	
has	invesJgated	the	noJon	that	discourse	constructs	social	idenJty	through	the	acJve	
presentaJon	of	deﬁning	groups	alongside	their	cultural	boundaries	and	relaJonships	(for	example,	
McNeill	et.	al,	2011;	Wodak,	1996;	van	Dijk,	1997b;	Lawrence	et.	al,	1999;	Hardy	et.	al,	2005).	Such	
management	in	the	current	thesis	was	observed	to	be	constructed	through	the	regulaJon	of	
stake,	formulaJon	of	an	outsider	status	and	the	use	of	biographical	forms	of	conJngent	elements	
as	reference	points.	In	acJon,	this	translated	to	the	researchers	using	their	discourse	to	manage	
interpretaJons	of	academic	ﬁelds,	categorisaJon	interpretaJons	and	alignments	within	those	
formulaJons.	NegoJaJons	around	what	consJtuted	‘parapsychology’	as	a	ﬁeld	relaJng	to	proof-
versus-process	deﬁniJons	of	research-focus	demonstrated	these	aspects.
7.3.3	Personal	IdenRty	ConstrucRon
The	discussion	of	the	three	repertoires	throughout	the	previous	chapters	have	all	highlighted	
aspects	of	personal	idenJty	construcJon	as	a	consJtuJve	aspect	of	the	observed	discourse.	
Through	categorisaJon	and	stake	management	the	interviewed	researchers	could	selecJvely	
construct	a	manoeuvrable	idenJty	that	was	presented	and	deﬁned	by	their	own	discourse	within	
the	communicaJve	context	of	the	interview	seung.	The	‘outsider	repertoire’	allows	the	formaJon	
of	a	vicJm	portrayal	and	the	opposiJonal	establishment	of	an	idenJty	that	is	at	odds	with	what	
becomes	deﬁned	as	an	“insider”.	Finally,	the	‘reﬂecJons	of	conJngency	repertoire’	allows	more	of	
a	constructed	biographical	representaJon	of	the	individual’s	idenJty,	uJlising	presentaJons	of	
conJngency	to	establish	career	reﬂecJons	and	decisions.	
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CollecJvely	the	idenJﬁed	repertoires	enable	the	construcJon	and	navigaJon	of	a	highly	ﬂuid	
idenJty	throughout	the	communicaJve	context.	Gee	(2001)	described	idenJty	as:	
“...the	kind	of	person	one	is	recognised	as	being,	at	a	given	Jme	and	place...it	can	change	from	moment	to	
moment	in	the	interacJon,	can	change	from	context	to	context,	and	of	course,	can	be	ambiguous	or	
unstable.”
(Gee,	2001:	99)
This	in	many	ways	perfectly	describes	the	construcJve	idenJty	work	that	was	noJceable	in	the	
researchers’	discourse.	They	were	formulaJng	and	presenJng	idenJty	through	their	responses	
and	were	acJvely	construcJng	presentaJons	of	personal	idenJty	(for	examples	within	the	
literature	see	Burman	and	Parker,	1993;	du	Gay,	1996;	Hardy	and	Phillips,	1999).	Bucholtz	(2011:	
2)	proposed	that	idenJty	“operates	as	a	repertoire	of	styles,	or	ways	of	doing	things	that	are	
associated	with	culturally	recognised	social	types”.	The	current	thesis’	observaJons	are	consistent	
with	prior	discourse	analysis	literature	(for	example,	Brown,	2006;	Gumperz,	1982;	Blommaert,	
2005;	Benwell	and	Stokoe,	2006).	It	is	also	suggesJve	of	the	absence	of	cultural	and	poliJcal	
neutrality	in	the	discourse,	instead	potenJally	reﬂecJng	personal	and	poliJcal	intent	(Cameron,	
1997;	Lee	and	Roth	2004;	Lee	2007;	McNeill	et.	al,	2011;	Hsu	and	Roth,	2012),	or	as	Wetherell	
(2008)	noted:
“Psycho-discursive	pracJces	are	recognisable,	convenJonal,	collecJve	and	social	procedures	through	which	
character,	self,	idenJty,	the	psychological,	the	emoJonal,	moJves,	intenJons	and	beliefs	are	performed,	
formulated	and	consJtuted.”
(Wetherell,	2008:	79)
Within	the	interviews	the	researchers	uJlised	all	of	the	three	idenJﬁed	repertoires	to	construct	
and	present	personal	idenJJes	relaJng	to	their	presented	levels	of	involvement	or	purported	
work	with	parapsychology.	They	were	able	to	generate	diﬀerent	levels	of	associaJon	and	career	
idenJty	through	invoking	mechanisms	of	categorisaJon	selecJon,	stake	management,	group	
idenJty	formulaJon	and	alleged	biographical	reference	points	-	all	of	which	were	combined	with	
elements	of	presented	conJngency.
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The	preceding	three	sub-secJons	have	each	provided	a	brief	overview	of	the	collecJve	funcJons	
of	the	three	repertoires	that	built	on	the	summaries	outlined	earlier	in	the	chapter	(SecJon	7.2).	
The	next	secJon	will	look	towards	unifying	these	repertoires’	funcJons	into	a	collecJve	theory	of	
discursive	acJon.
7.4		Introducing	the	Concept	of	the	‘PosiRoning	ConstrucRon	Device’	(PCD)
Emerging	from	the	brief	overview	of	the	repertoires	and	the	revision	of	the	collecJve	funcJons	of	
these	repertoires,	the	thesis	will	now	expand	on	this	and	propose	a	consolidated	concept	that	
incorporates	all	aspects	of	the	thesis’	discursive	observaJons.
Generally,	each	of	the	three	repertoires	can	be	interpreted	as	having	a	primary	funcJon:	
posiJoning.	This	ranges	from	posiJoning	of	the	respondent’s	personal	idenJty	and	the	social	
representaJon	of	that	idenJty,	posiJoning	of	percepJon,	group	and	also	ﬁeld	idenJty	posiJoning.	
As	such,	the	repertories	discussed	in	the	current	thesis	can	collecJvely	be	grouped	together	as	a	
single	discursive	mechanism	which	can	be	labelled	as	the	‘PosiJoning	ConstrucJon	Device’	(PCD).
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Figure	1	is	an	illustraJon	of	what	comprises	the	PCD	and	how	the	three	repertoires	act	as	diﬀerent	
conceptual	‘layers’	within	the	discursive	content.	The	chapter	will	now	focus	on	discussing	the	PCD	
and	its	relaJonship	to	the	researchers’	discourse.
7.4.1	Layers	of	the	PosiRoning	ConstrucRon	Device
As	shown	in	Figure	1,	the	‘PosiJoning	ConstrucJon	Device’	(PCD)	can	be	viewed	as	being	
composed	of	three	layers	-	with	each	layer	represenJng	one	of	the	three	repertoires	that	have	
emerged	from	the	empirical	discussions	within	the	thesis.	
At	the	outer	level	is	the	‘categorisaJon	and	stake	repertoire’,	which	in	the	model’s	context,	is	used	
to	establish	a	categorisaJon	foundaJon	that	intrinsically	allows	the	respondent	to	operate	within	
a	ﬂuid	idenJty	construcJon,	enabling	them	to	establish	both	category	construcJons	and	stake	
associaJons	towards	certain	idenJJes.	In	the	case	of	the	interviewed	researchers	this	meant	
delineaJng	between	what	consJtuted	classiﬁcaJons	of	categories	around	the	concept	of	
“parapsychology”	and	presenJng	Jes	to	those	formulaJons.	Through	their	responses	they	
controlled	direct	stake	references	to	these	concepts	and	maintained	their	own	frames	of	
reference.	The	interviewer’s	discourse	should	also	be	considered	from	a	reﬂexive	perspecJve.	
AscripJon	of	certain	categorisaJons	within	the	quesJoning	is	a	focal	point	which	may	inﬂuence	
the	response	from	the	interviewed	researcher	-	inviJng	them	to	unpack	that	ascripJon	and	re-
construct	both	the	category	and	idenJty	associaJon.	Overall,	within	the	PCD	model	this	layer	can	
be	interpreted	as	the	foundaJon	of	their	idenJty	posiJoning,	the	point	from	which	the	
respondent	begins	to	choose	a	categorisaJon	ascripJon	to	discursively	build	an	idenJty	within	the	
communicaJve	context.
The	next	layer	of	the	PCD	is	the	‘outsider	repertoire’,	which	now	begins	to	establish	group	
boundaries	within	the	discourse	between	what	is	constructed	as	being	either	an	“insider”	or	an	
“outsider”.	This	builds	on	the	categorisaJon	and	stake	formulaJons	that	are	used	in	the	previous	
layer	of	the	PCD	model.	The	respondent	having	posiJoned	their	stake	towards	a	parJcular	
categorisaJon	now	frames	their	posiJon	as	the	opposed	and	unfairly	treated	party,	using	vicJm	
terminology	and	frames	of	reference.	What	is	established	is	a	more	general	globalised	boundary	
that	also	informs	the	construcJon	of	the	respondent’s	presented	idenJty	further.	Regarding	the	
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interviewed	researchers,	this	related	to	construcJng	parapsychology	and	their	purported	Jes	with	
the	ﬁeld	as	being	outside	of	the	mainstream	and	as	unfairly	judged.
The	ﬁnal	layer	of	the	PCD	is	the	‘reﬂecJon	of	conJngency	repertoire’	which	builds	upon	the	
previous	layers	and	formulates	suggested	‘biographical’	reﬂecJons	that	are	couched	in	
presentaJons	of	conJngency.	The	construct	of	the	outsider	is	extended	to	incorporate	more	
references	that	are	represented	as	‘personalised’	representaJons	of	presented	‘insight’	and	
reasoning	-	in	the	form	of	conJngent	aspects	(such	as	social	or	poliJcal	moJvaJons).	For	the	
interviewed	researchers	this	manifested	in	presented	reﬂecJons	of	career	choices	around	
parapsychology	and	construcJon	of	‘behind-the-scenes’	accounts	of	what	happens	within	
academia.	
Progression	through	the	diﬀerent	layers	demonstrates	increasing	levels	of	both	categorisaJon	and	
idenJty	arrangement.	There	are	increased	speciﬁc	‘personal’	references	to	their	own	purported	
biographies	and	experiences	combined	with	an	increased	tendency	to	invoke	frames	of	reference	
to	conJngency.	Also,	movement	towards	the	third	level	shows	an	increased	level	of	informality,	
awer	breaking	down	levels	of	categorisaJon	and	idenJty/	group	formulaJon	there	is	an	increased	
use	of	informal	language.
7.4.2	Purpose	of	the	PosiRoning	ConstrucRon	Device
The	core	purpose	of	the	‘PosiJoning	ConstrucJon	Device’	(PCD)	can	be	proposed	as	one	of	
posiJoning.	This	posiJoning	is,	fundamentally,	in	relaJon	to	opposiJonal	posiJons	that	may	exist	
against	the	constructs	being	formulated	within	the	individual’s	discourse.	Subsequently,	the	PCD	is	
a	defensive	discursive	mechanism.	The	iniJal	layer	of	categorisaJon	work	is	an	asserJve	stance	to	
control	the	ascripJon	of	categories	or	idenJJes,	enabling	the	respondent	to	control	the	frames	of	
reference	associated	with	them	in	the	exchange.	The	outsider	formulaJon	is	then	a	response	to	
potenJal	criJcs	and	scepJcs	of	the	adopted	posiJon,	for	example	by	invoking	an	element	of	unfair	
treatment	and	hosJle	treatment.	This	is	embellished	by	references	to	conJngent	elements	that	
have	impacted	(implied)	biographical	aspects	pertaining	to	the	individual’s	constructed	
presentaJon.	The	posiJoning	from	this	evolves	to	become	a	posiJoning	jusJﬁcaJon	tool	-	
whereby	any	formulated	construcJon	that	has	been	introduced	(or	referenced)	within	the	
communicaJve	context	can	be	explained	or	unpacked	through	outsider	or	conJngent	frames	of	
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reference.	Behind	this	is	the	layer	of	managed	stake	that	allows	for	a	ﬂuid	and	controlled	idenJty	
presentaJon.	As	discussed	earlier	in	the	chapter,	this	idenJty	construcJon	encapsulates	both	
personal	and	more	global	portrayals,	ranging	from	the	researcher	(respondent)	themselves	to	the	
ﬁeld	in	general.
The	above	delineaJon	remains	as	a	summary	of	what	the	purpose	of	the	theorised	PCD	may	be	
interpreted	as.	From	the	analysis	conducted	throughout	Chapters	4,	5	and	6,	the	applicaJon	of	the	
above	proposals	can	be	seen	as	the	following	discursive	posiJoning:
• Researcher	manages	classiﬁcaJon	and	categorisaJon	boundaries	with	the	ﬁeld	of	
parapsychology	or	associated	phenomena.
• Parapsychology	as	a	ﬁeld,	and	any	constructs	tying	the	researcher	to	the	ﬁeld	are	
represented	in	terms	of	being	an	‘outsider’.	Opposing	criJcs	and	scepJcs	are	portrayed	as	
‘insiders’	who	purportedly	unfairly	treat	the	ﬁeld	and	strive	to	maintain	its	posiJon	as	a	
fringe	discipline.	These	boundaries	are	maintained	by	both	those	construcJng	direct	
alignments	with	parapsychology	and	also	those	construcJng	a	more	criJcal	posiJon.
• Personal	reﬂecJon	construcJons	on	their	career	and	research	are	framed	within	funcJons	
of	conJngency	by	the	researcher.	RepresentaJons	around	concepts	such	as	lack	of	success	
or	progression	are	presented	as	being	proponents	of	social	and	poliJcal	consideraJons	
that	have	impacted	the	researcher	and	the	ﬁeld.
In	the	context	of	the	thesis’	interview	data	the	potenJal	moJvaJon	and	logic	for	such	managed	
defensive	posiJoning	will	be	now	discussed	in	the	next	sub-secJon.	
7.4.3	MoRvaRon	for	the	PosiRoning	ConstrucRon	Device	Within	the	Interviews
The	discussion	above	has	centred	on	unpacking	what	has	been	labelled	the	‘PosiJoning	
ConstrucJon	Device’	(PCD)	which	serves	as	an	umbrella	label	for	the	three	repertoires	idenJﬁed	
within	the	current	thesis.	This	discussion	has	looked	at	how	these	interpretaJve	repertoires	
interact	and	the	formaJve	discursive	acJons	achieved	when	the	interviewed	researchers	used	
such	tools.	However,	this	discussion	has	omiped	an	analysis	of	why	they	would	construct	their	
discourse	in	this	way	-	what	is	their	moJvaJon	for	doing	so?	In	order	to	assess	this,	the	analyJcal	
methodological	stance	has	to	brieﬂy	step	away	from	direct	discourse	analysis	and	look	beyond	the	
communicaJve	context	in	which	the	interviews	were	conducted.	
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With	this	caveat	and	on	a	more	speculaJve	note,	it	can	be	proposed	that	the	controversial	status	
of	parapsychology	and	the	subsequent	conﬂict	surrounding	the	ﬁeld	may	inform	the	use	of	the	
PCD	and	the	associated	interpretaJve	repertoires.	The	background	of	parapsychology	presented	
in	Chapter	1	and	the	SSK	analysis	of	the	area	demonstrates	that	there	is	a	high	level	of	criJcal	
negaJvity	towards	parapsychology.	Stemming	from	this,	the	defensive	posiJoning,	that	is	one	of	
the	core	apributes	of	the	PCD,	may	be	a	direct	response	to	this	expected	negaJvity	from	being	
associated	with	the	ﬁeld	and	its	phenomena.	This	guarded	approach	would	logically	account	for	
the	discourse	moving	to	control	stake	Jes	toward	the	ﬁeld	-	as	the	individual	would	potenJally	be	
hesitant	at	deﬁning	their	career	as	centred	on	such	controversy	to	potenJal	detriment	in	future	
opportuniJes.	Such	status	of	the	ﬁeld	also	leads	to	the	border	outline	presentaJon	of	the	ﬁeld	as	
an	outsider,	that	is	held	in	opposiJon	to	the	perceived	mainstream	and	general	acceptance.	
Finally,	the	conJngency	invoked	towards	biographical	reﬂecJons	may	act	as	a	jusJﬁcaJon	
mechanism	to	apempt	to	provide	insight	into	the	social	and	poliJcal	machinaJons	that	surround	
parapsychology.	The	interviewer’s	ascripJon	of	associaJon	with	parapsychology	to	the	
interviewed	researchers	also	supports	the	above	proposiJon.	Being	immediately	aligned	with	the	
potenJally	perceived	controversial	label	of	“parapsychologist”	may	have	set	the	foundaJons	for	
the	interviewed	researchers	to	build	defensive	lines	of	discursive	presentaJon.
Beyond	this	speculaJon	of	intent	and	moJvaJon,	the	PCD	can	be	suggested	as	a	device	to	manage	
discourse	within	areas	of	conﬂict.	Blisset	(1972)	proposed	that	scienJsts’	discourse	in	scienJﬁc	
work	is	a	form	of	poliJcal	acJvity	as	it	involves	manoeuvring,	inﬂuence	and	forms	of	manipulaJon.	
In	retrospect	this	senJment	echoes	throughout	this	thesis’	empirical	analysis.	The	researchers	
that	took	part	in	the	interviews	can	all	be	seen	to	be	engaging	in	almost	poliJcal	management	of	
the	construcJons	surrounding	categorisaJon	demarcaJon,	their	career	biographies	and	academic	
history.	Alongside	this	is	a	deeper	management	of	their	stake	(and	one	could	argue,	face)	which	
ulJmately	drives	the	presentaJon	of	the	groups	and	cultures	they	are	associated	with	and	the	
borders	they	draw	around	these.	Using	the	interpretaJve	repertoires	contained	within	the	PCD	
enables	them	to	achieve	such	construcJons	via	their	discourse.
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7.4.4	The	PosiRoning	ConstrucRon	Device	in	AcRon
This	secJon	(7.4)	of	the	chapter	has	so	far	been	used	to	introduce	and	establish	the	concept	of	the	
‘PosiJoning	ConstrucJon	Device’	(PCD)	-	bringing	together	the	three	repertoires	that	have	been	
idenJﬁed	within	the	thesis’	discourse	analysis.	Now	this	sub-secJon	will	look	at	the	PCD	in	acJon	
and	bring	together	all	of	the	analysis	and	proposiJons	put	forward	so	far	-	focusing	on	one	single	
researcher’s	discourse,	Researcher	3	(R3).	The	three	discourse	extracts	previously	presented	from	
this	researcher	in	the	empirical	analysis	will	be	revisited	along	with	an	addiJonal	extract.	
CollecJvely,	looking	at	these	extracts	from	a	single	source	will	begin	to	show	how	the	PCD	can	be	
displayed	throughout	mulJple	aspects	of	a	respondent’s	discourse.	
The	ﬁrst	piece	of	discourse	from	Research	3	that	will	be	covered	is	Extract	6D:
_________________________
EXTRACT	6D
[R3	has	just	spoken	about	how	there	can	be	negaJve	percepJons	against	parapsychologists	and	how	he	has	
largely	avoided	such	negaJvity.]
1				Interviewer: ...It	sounds	like	you’re	almost	the	excepJon	to	the	rule	almost?
2				R3: I’m	wary	sort	of	by	nature.	So,	I	try	to	pre-empt	any	negaJvity	by	overemphasising,	
3 probably,	my,	err	–	well	I	don’t	know	what	you	would	call	it	–	scepJcal	neutrality.	
4 But,	you	know,	whenever	I	say	I’m	a	parapsychologist	I	always	preface	that	with	
5 some	kind	of,	you	know,	“but	I’m	not	a	looney”	type	thing,	you	know?	{laughs}	
6				Interviewer: So	you	sJll	the	need	to	sort	of	validate	yourself?	Balance	it	out?
7				R3: Err,	yeah.	I	mean,	probably	less	so	now	that	I	haven’t	really	done	parapsychology	for	
8 a	while.	But	certainly	when	I	was,	yeah	when	I	was	in	academic	circles,	with	people	
9 that	I	didn’t	really	know	very	well,	I	wouldn’t	just	say	I	was	a	parapsychologist	and	
10 leave	it	at	that,	I	would	always	try	and,	you	know,	sowen	the	blow.	{laughs}	
_________________________
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From	a	posiJoning	perspecJve,	R3	displays	mulJple	aspects	of	the	PCD	within	Extract	6D.	When	
ﬁrst	analysed	in	Chapter	6	the	focus	of	the	discussion	was	on	the	use	of	conJngency	and	the	
presentaJon	of	autobiographical	reﬂecJons	of	experience	to	display	a	construcJon	of	conJngent	
elements	that	govern	academic/	scienJﬁc	pracJce.		For	example,	in	Line	8	his	reference	to	
“academic	circles”	and	the	need	to	“sowen	the	blow”.	However,	beyond	the	use	of	the	‘reﬂecJon	
of	conJngency	repertoire’,	all	three	repertoires	can	be	seen	to	be	uJlised	in	this	piece	of	discourse	
as	a	collecJve	example	of	posiJoning	construcJon	via	the	PCD.
The	are	notable	elements	of	category	stake	management.	When	the	interviewer	reﬂects	that	he	
appears	to	be	an	“excepJon”	(Line	1),	in	relaJon	to	their	previous	discussion	surrounding	
negaJvity	towards	the	ﬁeld	and	his	avoidance	of	such	negaJvity,	R3	admits	to	an	awareness	of	
stake	management.	An	admission	that	he	apempts	to	“pre-empt	any	negaJvity”	(Line	2)	mirrors	
this	and	is	potenJally	a	use	of	reﬂecJon	to	convey	insight	into	this	construcJon.	R3	then	goes	on	
to	perform	stake	control	within	the	next	passage	of	communicaJon.	He	refers	to	“whenever	I	say	
I’m	a	parapsychologist”	in	Line	4	which	is	then	contrasted	and	made	more	ﬂuid	later.	The	
interviewer	prompts	for	conﬁrmaJon	in	Line	6	of	R3’s	need	to	validate	himself	-	conﬁrmaJon	of	
R3’s	previous	declaraJons	in	Lines	2-5.	R3	responds	to	this	by	staJng	“probably	less	so	now	that	I	
haven’t	really	done	parapsychology	for	a	while”	(Lines	7-8).	In	isolaJon	this	line	is	a	logical	display	
of	construcJng	the	presentaJon	of	someone	who	has	moved	away	from	the	ﬁeld	-	however	this	
contrasts	to	the	discursive	presentaJon	of	Line	4.	In	Line	4	the	use	of	“whenever”	implies	current	
tense	-	R3	does	not	state	“when	I	was	I	used	to	say	”.	Subsequently,	this	invokes	a	more	open	and	
ﬂuid	presentaJon	of	idenJty	within	the	extract	as	a	whole.	R3’s	construcJon	of	stake	towards	
parapsychology	in	this	response	avoids	being	cemented,	allowing	for	future	manoeuvring.	From	
the	perspecJve	of	the	PCD,	this	is	a	defensive	posiJoning	mechanism.	He	is	being	guarded	in	this	
exchange	-	supported	by	his	actual	presentaJon	of	being	“wary...by	nature”	(Line	2).	The	
construcJon	is	posiJoned	to	counter	opposiJonal	discursive	presentaJons,	for	example	a	criJque	
of	parapsychology	or	an	accusaJon	of	being	categorised	as	a	“looney”.
In	addiJon	to	the	stake	and	conJngency	elements	that	have	been	noted,	Extract	6D	also	uJlises	
the	‘outsider	repertoire’.	R3’s	construcJon	throughout	builds	the	idenJty	presentaJon	of	the	
parapsychologist	as	an	outsider	versus	the	opposiJonal	(academic)	mainstream.	NoJons	that	are	
reinforced	by	the	language	used:	“but	I'm	not	a	looney”	(Line	5);	and	“sowen	the	blow”	(Line	10).
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R3	builds	the	display	of	parapsychology	elements	being	judged	negaJvely	in	“academic	
circles”	(Line	8)	and	the	need	to	be	guarded	(Lines	2-5).	R3	is	drawing	boundaries	between	
elements	of	the	ﬁeld	and	the	purported	mainstream	-	reinforcing	the	outsider	against	the	
opposiJonal-insider	dichotomy.
When	all	of	these	elements	are	taken	together	Extract	6D	begins	to	exemplify	the	core	features	of	
the	PCD	that	have	been	presented	in	this	secJon.	The	next	piece	of	discourse,	Extract	5N	
conJnues	these	themes:
_________________________
EXTRACT	5N
1				Interviewer: Would	you	say	it	was	any	easier	to	pursue	a	career	or	conduct	research	in	
2 parapsychology	now	then	when	you	ﬁrst	started?	
3				R3: I	don’t	know	really,	I’ve	not	had	much	experience	of	that.	I	would	imagine	that	it’s	
4 much	harder	now,	now	that	Bob	Morris	has	gone,	and,	err,	the	Koestler	unit	has	
5 been	(you	know)	shrunk	to	what	it	is	now.	Err,	I	imagine	it’s	actually	more	diﬃcult.	I	
6 mean	I	was	lucky,	when	I	was	reading	these	books,	you	know,	I	couldn’t	believe	my	
7 luck	at	the	point	that	I	realised;	oh	the	biggest	department	in	the	world	is	just	across	
8 the	motorway.	And	then	when	I	met	Bob	Morris,	you	know,	he	was	enthusiasJc	and	
9 I	was	extremely	lucky	to	have	parents	that	were	willing	to	fund	it	as	well	–	because	
10 that’s	seems	to	be	what	holds	a	lot	of	people	back,	is	being	able	to	fund	a	3	or	4	
11 year	PhD	in	parapsychology	to	get	them	started.	So,	it	just,	I	was	lucky	in	a	lot	of	
12 respects,	that	I	could	just	manage	to	slide	into	it	without	really	having	any	problems.	
13 Bob	was	keen	that	if	you	show	enough	enthusiasm	and	you	had	the	money	to	pay	
14 for	it,	you	know,	he	wasn’t	going	to	cause	any	extra	obstacles	in	your	way.	So,	Bob	
15 was	good	that	way.	Err,	so	yeah	I	had	it	lucky.	Now	-	I	really	don’t	know.	I	haven’t	
16 really	been	involved	in	it	for	a	few	years	so	I	don’t	know	what	the	state	of	play	is	at	
17 the	moment.
_________________________
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Originally	this	extract	was	analysed	in	Chapter	5,	with	the	focus	being	on	R3’s	use	of	the	‘outsider	
repertoire’.	The	predominant	aspect	of	Extract	5N	is	R3’s	construcJon	of	the	outsider	idenJty	that	
is	apached	to	the	presentaJon	of	pursuing	a	career	in	parapsychology.	He	balances	his	formulated	
career	progression	with	deployment	of	“luck”	descripJves	as	the	main	reason	(Lines	11	and	15	for	
example).	This	balance	and	aﬃrming	of	the	(struggling)	outsider	portrayal	is	also	achieved	through	
the	references	of	inferred	diﬃculty	that	he	was	not	exposed	to:	“I	would	imagine	that	it’s	much	
harder	now”	(Line	4)	and	“I	imagine	it’s	more	diﬃcult	now”	(Line	5).	
Beyond	this	outsider	construcJon,	and	reasoning	for	his	presented	biography,	the	extract	also	
incorporates	other	elements	from	the	PCD.	Management	of	stake	and	categorisaJon	ascripJon	is	
less	prevalent	but	is	sJll	present	at	the	beginning	and	end	of	the	extract	-	where	disclaimers	of	
apachment	are	deployed	to	manage	R3’s	formulated	stake	towards	the	concepts	discussed.	R3	
begins	the	response	with	the	declaraJon	“I	don’t	know	really,	I’ve	not	had	much	experience	of	
that”	(Line	3).	Despite	this	asserJon	he	then	conJnues	to	discuss	the	issue	in	detail.	Lines	15-17	
mirror	the	senJment	expressed	in	Line	3,	presenJng	that	he	does	not	know	and	has	distance	of	
involvement	towards	the	topic.	Distance	is	invoked	here	due	to	the	contrast	of	the	concepts	
discussed	by	R3	between	Lines	3-15	and	the	disclaimers	that	bookend	this	passage	of	talk.
ReﬂecJon	of	conJngency	is	seeded	throughout	the	discursive	turn,	as	R3	uses	autobiographical	
construcJons	to	build	formulaJons	of	conJngency	as	presented	insight.	The	concept	of	‘luck’	here	
-	and	through	the	PCD	in	general	-	serves	a	dual	purpose.	Luck	is	used	to	aﬃrm	the	outsider	
portrayal	of	‘underdog’,	as	discussed	in	Chapter	5,	but	to	also	exist	as	a	conJngent	variable	within	
the	funcJoning	of	science	and	academia.	R3’s	presented	progression	is	not	proposed	as	being	
achieved	through	objecJve	results,	work	and	the	scienJﬁc	process,	but	through	the	funcJon	of	
conJngent	aspects	such	as	luck	(and	the	referral	to	money	in	Line	13).
Beyond	these	consideraJons	-	as	an	example	of	the	PCD	-	Extract	5N	extends	the	discursive	
posiJoning	work	established	in	Extract	6D.	R3	conJnues	to	be	guarded	and	noncommipal	towards	
his	current	presented	apachments	to	the	ﬁeld	of	parapsychology	with	it	remaining	an	exercise	of	
building	stake	and	fooJng	associaJons	that	are	couched	in	suggested	biographical	conJngent	
elements.	These	themes	are	on	display	in	Extract	6G:
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_________________________
EXTRACT	6G
[Interviewer	has	previously	asked	R3	for	an	ideal	world	scenario	where	he	would	want	to	see	the	ﬁeld	
heading	-	below	are	selected	extracts	compiled	from	a	longer	response/	interacJon	spawning	from	this.]
1				R3: ...It’s	never	going	to	happen	because	nobody	is	going	to	invest	in	that	type	of	
2 research.	It’s	also,	never	going	to	happen	because	I	don’t	think	the	mainstream,	(oh	
3 sorry	not	the	mainstream)	I	meant	the	(kind	of)	main	psi	researchers	actually	want	
4 there	to	be	a	deﬁniJve	answer	awer	ten	years	–	especially	the	ones	that	have	been	
5 in	the	ﬁeld	for	30	years…		
6 ...And,	err,	now	to	me	the	obvious	thing	to	do	in	that	situaJon,	when	you	have	got	
7 something,	you’ve	got	a	way	of	doing	a	study;	which	is	the	Ganzfeld.	Then	you	have	
8 got	a	debate	about	the	eﬀect(s)	and	the	way	that	the	condiJons	in	which	the	eﬀect	
9 of	that	[exists?]	and	the	way	you	should	conduct	the	perfect	Ganzfeld.	The	obvious	
10 thing	to	do,	in	my	eyes,	would	be	to	agree	what	the	best	paradigm	is,	what	the	best	
11 way	of	doing	a	Ganzfeld	is	to	ﬁnd	the	eﬀect.	And	then	do	it,	for	ten	years	if	you	need	
12 to.	And	then	at	the	end	of	it	you	look	at	yourselves	and	go;	“ok,	you	know,	was	that	
13 signiﬁcant?	Was	that	not	signiﬁcant?	What	does	that	tell	us?”	And	a	lot	of	people	
14 were	resistant	to	that,	because	that	was	one	of	the	key	topics	of	the	debate.	And	a	
15 lot	of	people	were	resistant,	and	they	were	resistant	I	think	because	they	were	just	
16 too	frightened	of	what	maybe	they	might	ﬁnd	at	the	end	of	those	ten	years.	Now	
17 that’s	sort	of	me	reading	into	it,	but	the	argument	was	that,	err,	the	argument	was	
18 that	they	did	not	need	to	waste	any	Jme	or	money	doing	proof-oriented	research,	
19 because	they,	as	far	as	they	were	concerned	they	already	had	the	proof	and	what	
21 they	needed	to	do	was	process	research	–	which	is	try	and	understand	how	the	
22 eﬀect	worked,	and	under	what	condiJons	it	worked.	And	a	10	year,	you	know,	study	
23 like	the	one	I’ve	just	described,	would	be	purely	proof-oriented.	You	would	look	at	it	
24 at	the	end	and	go,	you	know,	“is	there	evidence	of	psi	or	is	there	not?”	And	at	the	
25 end	of	it,	you	would	sort	of	–	if	you	all	agreed	in	the	ﬁrst	place	that	this	was	the	best	
26 way	of	actually	looking	for	it	–	then	you	would	have	an	answer	awer	10	years.	And	it	
27 seemed	to	me	as	if	a	lot	of	people	who’d	spent	30,	20	years	in	the	ﬁeld	were	a	bit	
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28 nervous	about	what	might	happen	10	years	down	the	line	if	the	answer	was	‘No’…	
29 …If	they	did	ﬁnd	something	they	would	be	happy,	but	I	think	they	were	a	liple	bit	
30 nervous	if	it	came	out	null,	then	basically	it	says	that	–	now	this	wouldn’t	have	
31 happened	either	–	it	would	have	suggested	that	they	had	wasted	20	or	30	years	of	
32 their	life	chasing	awer	something	that	was,	you	know,	that	wasn’t	there.	Well	what	
33 would	have	actually	happened	would	be	they	would	have	found	some	post-hoc	
34 reasons	as	to	why	this	null	eﬀect	had	happened	and	why,	you	know,	the	study	was	
35 conducted	wrongly….
36 …That’s	what	I	read	into	it.	Now	if	you	asked	any	of	these	other	parapsychologists	
37 who	were	resistant	to	doing	it,	they	wouldn’t	say	that	was	why.	They	would	say	that	
38 it	was	because,	you	know,	that	was	a	waste	of	Jme.	You	might	even	ﬁnd	them	
39 talking	about,	you	know,	“psi	is	elusive	and	it	doesn’t	work	like	that”,	and	you	know	
40 “of	course	you	wouldn’t	ﬁnd	anything	awer	10	years	it	doesn’t,	you	know…”	Err,	but	
41 they	would	never	ever	admit	that	there	was	any	kind	of	fear	–	but	I	mean	that	was	
42 me	reading	into	it,	and	I’m	prepy	sure	there	was	you	know...
_________________________
Extract	6G	presents	a	diﬀerent	aspect	of	discourse	from	R3:	it	is	more	direct	in	terms	of	reference	
(for	example	the	references	to	the	Ganzfeld	paradigm	in	Lines	6-28);	constructed	more	personally	
(for	example,	the	references	to	personal	view	in	Lines	36	and	41-42)	and	more	directly	
opinionated	(for	example,	the	opinions	expressed	in	Lines	36-42).	There	is	less	stake	management		
presented	towards	R3’s	associaJons	or	Jes	towards	parapsychology	on	display.	R3	conJnues	to	
use	key	features	of	the	PCD	to	construct	numerous	aspects	through	this	discursive	formulaJon.	
The	outsider	idenJty	is	re-aﬃrmed	in	Lines	2-3	where	R3	accidentally	refers	to	category	of	the	
“mainstream”	and	then	corrects	himself,	staJng	that	he	meant	“main	psi	researchers”.	This	turn	
can	be	interpreted	as	a	delineaJon	of	R3	suggesJng	parapsychology	as	being	outside	of	the	
mainstream	-	his	implied	error	of	deploying	the	descripJve	“mainstream”	and	subsequent	
correcJon	is	potenJally	presented	‘evidence’	R3	would	never	present	the	two	categories	
simultaneously.	The	enJre	extract	presents	parapsychologists	as	an	enclosed	culture	-	with	no	
reference	to	Jes	or	associaJons	with	other	ﬁelds.
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The	main	aspect	of	the	extract	are	the	reﬂecJons	of	conJngency	that	were	discussed	within	
Chapter	6.	However,	beyond	those,	the	extract	also	represents	further	aspects	of	the	PCD,	as	it	is	
more	steeped	in	these	increased	conJngent	presentaJons	it	follows	the	model	outlined	in	sub	
secJon	7.4.1.	As	noted	above,	there	is	categorisaJon	and	stake	work,	which	is	combined	with	an	
increase	in	both	personalised	speciﬁc	reference	and	conJngency	variable	reference.	Furthermore,	
the	presentaJon	is	more	informal,	as	evidenced	by	the	content	of	the	discourse,	typiﬁed	through	
Lines	36-42.	
The	next	and	ﬁnal	extract	which	has	not	been	presented	or	discussed	previously	in	the	thesis	
holds	similariJes	to	Extract	6G:
_________________________
EXTRACT	7A
[At	this	point	in	the	interview	the	phone	line	dropped.	Prior	to	the	phone	call	cuung	out,	the	Interviewer	
and	R3	had	been	discussing	the	interesJng	approach	R3	had	suggested	regarding	parapsychology	not	
wanJng	to	ﬁnd	a	deﬁniJve	answer	-	R3	had	begun	to	describe	how	parapsychology	represents	science	in	
general	-	the	phone	call	then	cut	out.]
{phone	call	resumes}
1				R3: …Yeah,	I	was	saying,	I	think	in	many	ways	parapsychology	is	the	perfect	example	of	
2 science.	Everything	seems	to	be	exaggerated	in	parapsychology.	Because	you	do	get	
3 these,	sort	of,	debates	in	other	sciences	–	you	know	there’s	no	eﬀect	and	then	
4 people	argue	about	it;	people	argue	about	whether	it’s	a	real	eﬀect	or	not	a	real	
5 eﬀect	or	whether	its	been	interpreted	in	this	way,	interpreted	in	that	way	and	what	
6 it	actually	means,	and	all	that.	In	parapsychology	that	is	magniﬁed,	because	the	
7 eﬀect	that	you	are	talking	about	isn’t	a	trivial	eﬀect	in	the	sense	that,	you	know,	if	it	
8 really	existed	it	does	require	almost	an	overhaul	in	our	physical	understanding	of	the	
9 world.	It’s	such	a	massive	–	there’s	so	much	at	stake,	in	terms	of	whether	this	eﬀect	
10 is	real,	for	our	understanding	of	the	world.	So	you	get	that	and,	err,	and	the	debates	
11 that	happen	that	surround	that	tend	to	be,	again,	magniﬁed.	And,	yes,	I	mean,	there	
12 is	this	–	I	don’t	know	if	it’s	intenJonal	or	not	but	there	is	this	sort	of	thing	where	
13 there	is	a	back	and	forward	between	whether	or	not	it	exists,	whether	or	not	it	
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14 doesn’t	exist	and	whether	or	not	people…would	they	know	what	to	do	with	it	if	they	
15 had	a	deﬁniJve	answer.	And	I	think	the	ﬁeld	has	been	deﬁned	by	the	controversy	for	
16 so	long.	And	I	think	if	they	did	ﬁnd	a	deﬁniJve	answer,	what	would	then	have	to	
17 happen	would	be	that	the	people	who	had	been	involved	with	parapsychology	for	
18 so	long,	and	again	this	is	an	ideal	world	–	this	would	never	happen	-	I	think	the	
19 people	who	had	been	involved	in	parapsychology	for	so	long	would	have	to	step	to	
20 one	side	and	then	let	people,	let	other	people	in.	Other	types	of	scienJsts	who	
21 could	then	progress	the	ﬁeld	theoreJcally,	you	would	probably	need	to	let	[in	the]	
22 physicists	–	if	there	is	a	deﬁniJve	answer	and	psi	was	shown	to	be,	you	know	a	
23 robust	eﬀect,	that	was	demonstrated	with	beyond	a	reasonable	doubt,	then	I	don’t	
24 think	the	parapsychologists	in	the	ﬁeld	have	got	the	tools	to	actually	take	it	forward,	
25 theoreJcally.	I	think,	you	would	then	have	to	get	the	kind	of	theoreJcal	physicists	
26 involved	in	explaining	these	things	and	taking	it	forward.	So,	in	a	sense,	I	suppose	
27 what	I’m	saying	is	that	there	is	no	eﬀect,	it’s	actually	probably	more	beneﬁcial	to	
28 parapsychologists,	because	they	can	conJnue	doing	what	they	are	doing.	And	
29 maybe	they	will	occasionally	ﬁnd	something,	they	occasionally	won’t.	And	that	sort	
30 of	suits	them,	because	that	perpetuates	their,	you	know	it	validates	their	existence	
31 -	they	can	conJnue	doing	this	‘Jll	the	cows	come	home.	You	know,	occasionally	
32 ﬁnding	eﬀects,	occasionally	not	ﬁnding	eﬀects	and	then	arguing	about	why.	If	there	
33 was	a	deﬁniJve	answer	either	way	–	if	there	was	a	deﬁniJve	‘No’	answer	then	
34 everyone	goes	home	with	their	tails	between	their	legs,	you	know,	wasted	30	years.	
35 If	there	was	a	deﬁniJve	‘Yes’	answer,	then	in	come	the	physicists	and	take	over.	Or,	
36 you	know	–	probably	the	physicists.	So,	in	either	way…and	it’s	the	ﬁrst	Jme	I’ve	ever	
37 thought	of	this	actually,	but	it’s	probably	in	parapsychologists’	interest	that	the	
38 status	quo	is	maintained.
_________________________
Throughout	Extract	7A	R3	presents	a	perspecJve	towards	parapsychology’s	funcJoning	as	a	ﬁeld,	
and	also	the	scienJﬁc	process.	This	resembles	his	discourse	within	Extract	6G	-	both	are	
constructed	as	opinionated	and	observaJons	of	purported	insight	into	what	is	apparently	‘really	
happening’.	Extract	7A	takes	an	interesJng	posiJon,	throughout	R3	presents	himself	as	a	passive	
observer	-	there	are	no	direct	references	to	him	being,	or	not	being,	apached	to	the	concepts	he	is	
discussing.
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Throughout	both	extracts	R3	is	combining	both	the	‘outsider’	and	the	‘reﬂecJon	of	conJngency’	
repertoires	to	present	certain	constructs	and	draw	boundaries	around	the	idenJty	of	
parapsychology.	He	combines	reﬂecJons	from	his	(presented)	experience	with	elements	of	
conJngent	funcJoning	and	the	portrayal	of	outsider	status.	In	Extract	7A	he	states	“I	think	the	
ﬁeld	has	been	deﬁned	by	the	controversy	for	so	long”	(Lines	15-16),	later	in	the	extract	he	then	
talks	about	eventually	parapsychology	having	to	let	“other	people	in”	(Line	20)	to	progress	the	
ﬁeld.	Towards	the	end	of	the	extract	(Lines	26-38)	R3	then	suggests	that	parapsychologists	may	
not	actually	want	to	progress	the	ﬁeld	or	ﬁnd	an	eﬀect.	The	content	of	this	discourse	is	interesJng	
and	can	be	interpreted	on	mulJple	diﬀerent	levels	in	relaJon	to	the	themes	discussed	within	this	
chapter	and	the	overall	thesis.	Here	he	is	conJnuing	to	build	the	theme	of	parapsychology	as	an	
outsider	idenJty	that	remains	diﬀerent	from	the	rest	of	science/	academia.	This	Jes	together	with	
the	ﬁeld	boundary	work	and	group	border	(categorisaJon)	idenJty	construcJon	funcJons	that	
were	notable	throughout	all	three	of	the	interpretaJve	repertoires.	
The	overall	tone	in	Extract	7A	is	a	judgemental	and	somewhat	detrimental	presentaJon	of	
parapsychology,	yet	this	may	be	a	sophisJcated	form	of	stake	management	and	ulJmately	
posiJoning.	As	noted,	he	constructs	the	discourse	as	if	he	were	beyond	and	completely	
independent	of	the	content	being	discussed.	There	are	no	formulated	references	to	his	
involvement	or	if	he	has	any	Jes	with	the	ﬁeld	and	how	this	may	relate	to	the	content	being	
discussed.	As	such	this	can	be	viewed	as	a	form	of	personal	idenJty	posiJoning	by	R3.
Alongside	the	elements	of	conJngency,	facets	of	Gilbert	and	Mulkay’s	(1984)	empiricist	forms	of	
discourse	are	also	prevalent	within	Extract	7A.	As	discussed	in	Chapter	6	(SecJon	6.7)	the	
‘empirical	repertoire’	can	be	traced	through	some	the	discourse	analysed	within	this	thesis	-	
parJcularly	alongside	the	‘reﬂecJons	of	conJngency	repertoire’.	This	is	parJcularly	evident	in	
Extract	7A	which	clearly	moves	between	empirical	and	conJngent	frames	of	discursive	reference,	
providing	a	further	insight	into	the	broader	categorical	idenJty	work	behind	the	PDC.	In	the	
extract	R3	begins	by	discussing	scienJﬁc	pracJce	and	speciﬁcally	how	debates	work	around	areas	
such	as	parapsychology	(Lines	1-15).	This	can	be	interpreted	as	representaJve	of	Gilbert	and	
Mulkay’s	(1984)	‘empiricist	repertoire’	as	it	"it	portrays	scienJsts’	acJons	and	beliefs	as	following	
unproblemaJcally	and	inescapably	from	the	empirical	characterisJcs	of	an	impersonal	natural	
world"	(1984:	56).	From	Line	15	onwards	R3	begins	to	discuss	other	conJngent	elements	that	may	
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inﬂuence	scienJﬁc	pracJce,	such	as	”controversy”	(Line	15)	and	how	certain	ﬁndings	may	suit	
parapsychologists’	own	persona;	interests	by	maintaining	the	“status	quo”	(Lines	36-38).	In	Gilbert	
and	Mulkay	(1984)	terms,	“scienJsts’	acJons	are	no	longer	depicted	as	generic	responses	to	the	
realiJes	of	the	natural	world,	but	as	the	acJviJes	and	judgements	of	speciﬁc	individuals	acJng	on	
the	basis	of	their	personal	inclinaJons	and	parJcular	social	posiJons”	(1984:	57).	This	mixing	of	
the	‘empirical’	and	‘conJngent’	can	be	interpreted	as	another	facet	of	posiJoning	within	the	
researchers’	discourse,	as	both	present	categorisaJon	posiJons	(such	as	parapsychology)	in	
parJcular	frames	of	reference.	In	Extract	7A,	the	diﬀerences	of	the	empirical	and	conJngent,	
which	are	emphasised	by	R3’s	discursive	movement	between	the	two	in	the	same	response,	
serves	to	draw	idenJty	borders	around	the	concept	of	“parapsychology”.	In	this	instance,	it	is	
presented	as	being	subject	to	more	conJngent	inﬂuence	than	empirical	and	Jed	to	the	career	
moJvaJons	of	the	pracJJoners	of	the	ﬁeld.	Subsequently,	moving	from	the	empirical	to	the	
conJngent	elements	in	the	same	passage	of	talk	acts	as	a	discursive	contrasJng	device	-	
emphasising	the	conJngent	aspects	against	the	previously	outlined	idealised	empirical	elements.	
This	constructs	a	parJcular	idenJty	of	parapsychology	as	being	removed	from	objecJve,	
unpersonalised	scienJﬁc	empiricism.	R3	presents	how	the	debates	around	parapsychology	are	
normal	scienJﬁc	areas	for	discussion	within	science	(empirical)	but	then	follows	with	the	
presentaJon	of	parapsychologists	acJvely	avoiding	certain	research	paths	to	maintain	their	
existence	(conJngent).	This	formulaJon	presents	parapsychological	research	as	being	ﬂawed	and	
can	thus	be	interpreted	as	discursive	idenJty	posiJoning	work.	In	terms	of	personal	idenJty	
construcJon,	as	noted	in	previous	extracts,	R3’s	own	categorisaJon	aﬃliaJon	is	removed	from	any	
stake	associaJon	within	Extract	7A	-	his	discourse	is	presented	in	an	observaJonal	frame	of	
reference	which	is	evidenced	through	terminology	such	as	the	repeated	use	of	“they”.	Again,	this	
demonstrates	the	interplay	of	diﬀerent	elements	of	the	repertoires	idenJﬁed	within	the	thesis	
working	towards	a	singular	focusing	of	idenJty	posiJoning.
When	all	of	R3’s	four	extracts	are	analysed	together	an	overall	theme	becomes	apparent	around	
his	discourse.	All	three	interpretaJve	repertoires	can	be	seen	to	be	threaded	throughout,	with	
ranging	emphasis	-	from	categorisaJon	formulaJon,	stake	management,	outsider	construcJon	or	
presentaJon	of	insight	via	reﬂecJons	of	conJngency.	UlJmately,	R3	can	be	perceived	to	be	using	
the	proposed	PCD	throughout	all	of	these	extracts	-	uJlising	his	discourse	to	construct	complex	
forms	of	posiJoning.	The	general	locaJon	of	this	is	a	defensive	posiJon;	formulaJng	a	guarded	
posiJon	that	is	a	stance	towards	counter,	potenJally	criJcal,	opposiJonal	perspecJves.
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The	next	secJons	will	now	provide	overall	summaries	of	the	thesis	and	provide	a	general	review	of	
the	work	in	relaJon	to	where	it	sits	within	the	wider	literature.	An	appraisal	of	the	thesis’	original	
aims	will	also	be	conducted.
7.5		Thesis	Review:	Finding	Self-CriRcism	In	The	Discourse
There	is	one	discursive	phenomenon	within	the	interviews	that	is	worth	exploring	alongside	the	
analysis	of	the	interpretaJve	repertoires	-	the	presence	of	self-criJcism.	Within	the	interviews	
there	were	mulJple	instances	where	the	researchers’	responses	to	the	interviewer	contained	
elements	of	self-criJcism,	ranging	from	a	presentaJon	of	direct	judgement	of	themselves	or	
negaJve	comments	about	the	category	they	were	aligning	their	idenJty	with	via	their	response.
The	presence	of	self-criJcism	across	all	of	the	repertoires	is	a	relaJvely	novel	ﬁnding.	For	example,	
from	the	perspecJve	of	Gilbert	and	Mulkay’s	(1984)	research	the	concept	of	self-criJcism	does	not	
integrate	with	the	empiricist	or	conJngent	repertoires	from	their	ﬁndings.	Similarly,	searching	
through	both	discourse	analysis	and	SSK	literature	does	not	highlight	self-criJcism	as	a	notable	
feature.	Below	are	some	excerpts	that	are	examples	of	self-criJcal	discourse	removed	from	
extracts	previously	discussed	within	the	thesis	(the	original	full	extracts	are	available	in	Chapters	
4-6):
“And	what	we	keep	ﬁnding	is	that	our	phenomena	are	being	hived	oﬀ.	And	I	think	its	our	own	fault	because	
in	the	past	we	haven’t	deﬁned	it	properly	–	as	being	well	"no"	here’s	the	experience	and	we’re	apempJng	
to	understand	it.”
[Extract	4I	-	R11	-	Lines	21-23]
“…It’s	not	a	reputable	acJvity…”
[Extract	5B	-	R1	-	Line	7]
“Oh	yeah…yeah…I	mean	I	think,	they’re	probably	thinking	“oh	it’s	great	that	somebody’s	doing	it,	so	long	as	
I	don’t	have	to”.	“
[Extract	5C	-	R2	-	Lines	7-8]
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“Yep…yeah.	Oh	deﬁnitely,	in	–	well	in	every	aspect	of	my	life…(One	thing)	as	soon	as	you	say	
‘parapsychologist’,	of	course,	people	just	think	“oh	some	crackpot	that’s	willing	to	believe	in	anything”.	[Its]	
what	I’ve	experienced…”
[Extract	5D	-	R2	-	Lines	4-6]
“But	calling	yourself	a	parapsychologist,	or	oﬀering	a	parapsychology	degree	–	you’re	an	easy	target,	and	
you	can’t	defend	yourself.”
[Extract	5I	-	R2	-	Lines	29-31]
“…I	think	that	there	can	be	an	idenJty	amongst	certain	–	some	parapsychologists,	and	I’ve	been	guilty	of	
this	as	well,	and	I	think	I	someJmes	am	now	-	of	this	idea	of	individuality,	of	being	special	somehow.	Of	
invesJgaJng,	and	being	interested	in	this	kind	of	weird	and	wacky	stuﬀ	that	nobody	else	seems	to	be	
interested	in	and	is	acJvely	dismissive	of,	and	that	can	encourage	a	kind	of	self-idenJty	being	somehow	
more	special	or	something.	And	I	think	that	can	be	a	bit	of	a	lie.”
[Extract	5P	-	R5	-	Lines	1-6]
“Yeah	I	rather	enjoyed	that.	That’s	what	I	used	to	like	to	see	themselves/	ourselves	as	mavericks	sort	of	
working	against	the	powerful	insJtuJons	of	academia	and	being	picked	on	by	them.	You	know	it's	all	sort	of	
classic,	sort	of	lone-wolf	stuﬀ	isn't	it.”
[Extract	5Q	-	R16	-	Lines	6-10]
“But,	you	know,	whenever	I	say	I’m	a	parapsychologist	I	always	preface	that	with	some	kind	of,	you	know,	
“but	I’m	not	a	looney”	type	thing,	you	know?	{laughs}”
[Extract	6D	-	R3	-	Lines	9-10]
“…It’s	never	going	to	happen	because	nobody	is	going	to	invest	in	that	type	of	research.	It’s	also,	never	
going	to	happen	because	I	don’t	think	the	mainstream,	(oh	sorry	not	the	mainstream)	I	meant	the	(kind	of)	
main	psi	researchers	actually	want	there	to	be	a	deﬁniJve	answer	awer	ten	years	–	especially	the	ones	that	
have	been	in	the	ﬁeld	for	30	years…	“
[Extract	6G	-	R3	-	Lines	1-5]
“I	remember	telling	my	father,	my	parents	funded	the	PhD	more-or-less,	I	got	some	money	from	the	SPR	
and	some	money	from	Bial	but	for	all	intents	and	purposes	my	parents	funded	it.	And,	er,	my	parents	don’t	
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really,	they	don’t	really	know	about	academia,	so	they	thought	they	were	funding	{starts	laughing}	thought	
they	were	funding	me	to,	you	know,	have	a	glipering	career.	And	I	had	to	point	out	to	them	quite	early	on	
that	err	the	type	of	PhD	that	I	was	about	to	undertake	was	probably	going	to	be	a,	you	know,	was	going	to	
work	against	me	in	the	academic	ﬁeld	and	within	my	career.	So	I	kind	of	knew	what	I	was	geung	into,	I	
knew	it	really	wasn’t	going	to,	you	know,	be	a	massive	career	booster	and	I	knew	about	the	funding	
situaJon,	which	you	know	isn’t	great.	So	it	wasn’t	any	of	those	things	–	I	had	my	eyes	open	when	I	went	in,	
so	I	wasn’t	really	surprised	with	any	of	those	experiences.	The	reason	that	really	I	started	moving	away	from	
parapsychology	was	because	having	spent	the	best	part	of	10	years	in	the	ﬁeld	I	just	felt	I	hadn’t	seen	any	
progress	in	the	ﬁeld	–	it	hadn’t	really	advanced	in	the	way	that	you	might	expect	a	ﬁeld	to	advance	in	10	
years.	(In	terms,)	and	I	started	to	see	the	ﬁeld	sort	of	repeat	itself	a	liple	bit.	What	generally	happened	
would	be	that	you	would	see,	and	this	happened,	I	suppose	this	was	one	or	two	cycles	of	this	when	I	was	in	
the	ﬁeld.“
[Extract	6I	-	R3	-	Lines	9-22]
These	excerpts	demonstrate	diﬀerent	forms	of	constructed	reﬂecJve	criJcism	within	the	
discourse.	In	a	similar	vein	to	previous	analysis	(seen	in	Chapters	4-6)	this	funcJons	across	both	a	
micro	(personal)	and	macro	(wider	ﬁeld)	form	of	discursive	presentaJon.	Self-criJcism	in	the	form	
of	self-depreciaJon	is	evident	from	R5	(in	Extract	5P)	and	also	R3	(in	Extract	6D).	Here	the	
respondents	can	be	seen	to	be	construcJng	criJcism	of	themselves	through	their	response,	such	
as	in	R5’s	depicJon	of	the	“lie”	around	being	perceived	as	“special”.	Similarly,	R3	presents	a	
categorisaJon	selecJon	of	‘parapsychologist’	whilst	also	suggesJng	this	may	lead	to	an	
interpretaJon	of	him	as	being	a	“looney”.	These	are	discursive	formulaJons	around	their	
presented	idenJty,	signiﬁed	through	their	speciﬁc	uses	of	“I”	and	“me”	for	example.	Beyond	this,	
the	examples	above	also	illustrate	reﬂecJve	criJcism	of	the	ﬁeld	of	parapsychology.	This	ﬁnding	
has	been	discussed	elsewhere	in	the	thesis	but	can	also	be	interpreted	as	a	form	of	self-criJcism,	
depending	on	whether	the	respondent	has	constructed	a	categorisaJon	alignment	(i.e.	towards	
parapsychology).	Examples	of	this	are	R11	in	Extract	4I	and	R3	in	Extract	6G.	In	both	instances	the	
researcher	has	constructed	categorisaJon	and	idenJty	presentaJons	of	themselves	as	
parapsychologists	(or	in	the	case	of	R3,	having	just	lew	the	ﬁeld).	R11	criJcises	the	ﬁeld’s	lack	of	
deﬁniJon	and	presents	himself	in	that	bracket	“what	we	keep	ﬁnding”.	R3’s	reﬂecJve	criJcism	is	
more	detached	and	explored	from	a	‘they’	perspecJve	-	presented	as	a	perspecJve	that	
parapsychology	researchers	avoid	ﬁnding	deﬁniJve	results.
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RelaJng	the	above	ﬁndings	to	Gilbert	and	Mulkay	(1984)	highlights	the	unique	nature	of	self-
criJcism	within	these	discursive	performances.	In	their	work	the	empiricist	repertoire	was	used	
principally	to	represent	the	construcJon	of	an	individual’s	perspecJve	and	knowledge	claims	-	the	
intended	objecJve	framework	of	idealised	scienJﬁc	pracJce.	AlternaJvely,	the	conJngent	
repertoire	was	used	to	explain	the	posiJon	of	others	who	existed	in	opposiJon	to	the	individual’s	
beliefs	and	knowledge	claims	-	the	subjecJve	framework	of	conJngent	elements	such	as	self-
interest	or	biased	thinking.	Self-criJcism	provides	an	interesJng	phenomena	when	viewed	against	
Gilbert	and	Mulkay’s	(1984)	two	repertoires.	Firstly,	it	contradicts	the	empiricist	presentaJon	of	
idealised	scienJﬁc	pracJce.	ConstrucJons	of	self-criJcism,	whether	it	be	directly	personal	or	more	
generalised	(such	as	towards	a	ﬁeld	of	study)	create	a	formulaJon	that	their	scienJﬁc	pracJce	and	
experiences	are	ﬂawed	in	some	aspects.	Secondly,	and	more	signiﬁcantly,	in	some	of	the	examples	
cited	above	there	can	be	an	interpretaJon	of	conJngent	elements	being	used	to	depict	the	
shaping	of	their	own	knowledge	claims	and	research.	For	example:
“I	think	it’s	very	hard	if	you	have	it	as	part	of	your	idenJty.	If	you	have	it	as	part	of	your	idenJty,	I	think	it	
chips	away	at	the	other	things	that	you	do.	Erm,	so	I	think	it	can	de-value	the	other	work	that	you	do.	I	think	
(I	don’t	know	who	you	have	spoken	to)	maybe	some	of	the	people	you	have	spoken	to	have	it	much	more	as	
their	idenJty,	that	everything	that	they	do	is	parapsychology	and	that	everything	that	they	do	is	swimming	
against	the	Jde.	Erm,	and	I	think	that’s	ﬁne	if	you	go	for	it	full-hog	in	that	way,	it	only	leaves	parJcular	
opJons	there	for	you	–	and	they	are	quite	limited.”
[Extract	6F	-	R14	-	Lines	1-8]
In	this	sample	of	discourse	(originally	presented	as	part	of	Extract	6F	in	Chapter	6)	R14	is	
presenJng	an	idenJty	of	himself	as	someone	who	has	moved	away	from	parapsychology	and	how	
being	involved	with	the	ﬁeld	aﬀects	research	and	standing	in	the	academic	community.	
Subsequently,	in	his	discourse	he	is	depicJng	conJngent	elements	(such	as	“the	Jde”)	shaping	his	
approach	to	research	and	the	subject	maper	he	invesJgates.	Prior	SSK	studies	into	fringe	areas	
(such	as	the	literature	discussed	within	Chapter	2)	have	tended	to	ﬁnd	researchers	in	this	ﬁeld	
depicJng	conJngent	forces	inﬂuencing	progress	-	for	example	Collins’	(2002:	239)	noJon	of	“extra	
scienJﬁc	factors”.	However,	the	extent	of	self-reﬂecJve	criJcism	such	as	that	seen	by	R3	in	the	
examples	above	is	more	notable	in	the	current	thesis’	observaJons	than	potenJally	in	previous	
studies.	As	a	discursive	communicaJon	strategy	the	use	of	reﬂecJve	self-criJcism	has	potenJal	for	
diﬀerent	social	and	interacJonal	funcJons.	Primarily	the	reﬂecJve	nature	and	reference	of	
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conJngent	elements	within	the	discourse	suggests	a	close	alignment	with	the	‘reﬂecJons	of	
conJngency	repertoire’.	As	such,	many	of	the	potenJal	strategies	of	that	interpretaJve	repertoire	
hold	synergies	with	the	use	of	self-criJcism	-	such	as	the	constructed	presentaJon	of	‘insight’	
alongside	jusJﬁcaJon	mechanisms	towards	the	biography	they	have	chosen	to	represent.	Self-
criJcism	therefore	may	be	a	funcJon	that	allows	the	researcher	to	enhance	their	discursive	
representaJons	and	jusJfy	their	presented	categorisaJon	or	idenJty	construcJons.
The	nature	of	the	interview	context	and	the	discourse	of	the	interviewer	should	also	be	
considered	in	this	analysis.	As	previously	discussed,	the	interviewer	through	some	of	the	
quesJons	ascribed	categorisaJons,	posiJoning	the	interviewed	researchers	as	parapsychologists.	
Similarly,	the	quesJons	included	references	to	the	marginalised	nature	of	the	ﬁeld,	referencing	the	
sJgma	apached	and	the	criJcism	levelled	towards	the	subject	maper.	When	this	is	factored	into	
consideraJon	the	use	of	self-criJcism	can	be	interpreted	as	being	a	part	of	the	‘PosiJoning	
ConstrucJon	Device’.	Earlier	analysis	within	the	thesis	towards	the	interviewer’s	role	concluded	
that	the	nature	of	the	quesJons	posed	by	the	interviewer	eﬀecJvely	presented	a	direct	pla{orm	
for	the	interviewed	researcher	to	deploy	posiJonal	work	in	their	response.	Either	they	could	
directly	align	themselves	with	the	ascribed	category	of	parapsychology	or	reject	and	establish	a	
new	construcJon.	From	this	perspecJve	the	use	of	self-criJcism	is	a	way	of	accounJng	for	
conJnued	alignment	with	parapsychology	within	the	interview	(or	their	construcJon	of	prior	
involvement).	More	simply,	it	may	be	a	way	to	explain	why	research	in	the	ﬁeld	remains	ongoing	
despite	apparent	social	or	academic	exclusion	and	the	negaJve	inﬂuence	on	careers	-	elements	
that	were	referenced	in	the	communicaJve	context	of	the	interview	by	the	interviewer.	Therefore	
it	is	a	posiJonal	way	of	accepJng	the	inference	of	criJcism	raised	by	the	interviewer	by	
acknowledging	that	construcJon	and	presenJng	their	own	discursive	formulaJon	in	response.
Subsequently,	the	ﬁnding	of	self-criJcism	within	the	discourse	of	the	researchers’	responses	in	the	
interviews	provides	an	interesJng	point	of	analysis	that	would	beneﬁt	from	further	invesJgaJon.	
As	such,	it	provides	a	foundaJon	for	future	research	into	similar	scienJﬁc	discourse	-	opening	up	
avenues	for	exploring	the	role	of	self-criJcal	construcJons	as	posiJoning	devices	and	idenJty	
framing	mechanisms.	
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7.6		Thesis	Review:	A	Reﬂexive	Framing
An	important	area	that	has	been	discussed	throughout	the	thesis	and	that	should	inform	any	
analysis	or	interpretaJon	of	the	thesis’	ﬁndings	is	the	role	of	the	interviewer’s	discourse	in	the	
interview	sessions.	A	reﬂexive	perspecJve	is	integral	to	the	discursive	work	and	repertoires	that	
have	been	introduced.	In	Chapter	3,	SecJon	3.8,	the	reﬂexive	framing	of	the	analysis	was	noted	-	
speciﬁcally	the	interviewer’s	discourse	and	the	way	quesJons	were	phrased	towards	the	
interviewees.	The	majority	of	the	quesJons	and	discourse	produced	by	the	interviewer	ascribed	
the	interviewed	researchers	the	category	of	‘parapsychologist’	-	and	all	discussion	by	the	
interviewer	referenced	them	in	the	context	of	being	associated	with	the	ﬁeld.	SecJon	3.8	outlined	
the	reasoning	behind	this	in	context	of	the	thesis’	methodology.	
Widdicombe	(1998b:	203-4)	has	highlighted	such	problems,	for	example	the	noJon	that	“analysts’	
categories	always	stand	as	the	framework	within	which	acJviJes,	values,	or	other	phenomenon	
are	interpreted”.	By	assuming	parJcular	idenJty	frameworks	either	as	a	priori	or	as	part	of	the	
analysis	itself	may	compromise	the	construcJvist	element	of	the	research.	Kulick	(1999:	6)	also	
highlights	this	scenario	whereby	researchers	“start	out	‘knowing’	the	idenJJes	whose	very	
consJtuJon	ought	to	be	precisely	the	issue	under	invesJgaJon”.	Furthermore,	Benwell	and	
Stokoe	(2006:	57),	in	reference	to	performaJvity	studies,	highlight	the	reliance	on	the	analyst’s	
categories,	as	opposed	to	the	parJcipants’	categorisaJon	work,	throughout	the	research	process.	
Reference	to	such	literature	does	not	de-value	the	discourse	analysis	and	empirical	consideraJons	
of	the	current	thesis	-	however	the	reﬂexive	themes	promoted	through	them	have	to	be	
considered	throughout	the	work.
The	category	work	and	idenJty	ascripJon	by	the	interviewer	needs	to	be	considered	throughout	
all	of	the	empirical	discourse	analysis	within	the	thesis.	The	interviewed	researchers	were	not	
presented	with	an	open	blank	discursive	canvas	from	which	they	could	formulate	and	construct	
discursive	idenJty	presentaJons.	They	were	confronted	with	the	idenJty	of	being	considered	a	
parapsychological	researcher.	Subsequently,	any	discourse	that	stems	from	that	ascribed	category	
(and	subsequent	idenJty)	is	a	response	to	that	posiJoning	by	the	interviewer.	
When	this	reﬂexive	consideraJon	is	brought	into	the	analysis	the	proposal	that	the	three	
interpretaJve	repertoires	combine	to	form	a	posiJoning	device	remains	highly	signiﬁcant.	Each	of	
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the	repertoires	can	be	viewed	as	repertories	that	funcJon	to	construct	both	idenJty	and	
posiJoning.	Through	management	and	formulaJon	of	categories	and	their	deﬁniJons	the	
respondents	were	able	to	manage	their	stake	alignment	against	the	invoked	associaJon	with	
parapsychology.	Similarly,	through	the	‘outsider	repertoire’	and	use	of	conJngency	they	were	able	
to	draw	their	own	borders	and	construct	perspecJves	to	either	further	the	associaJon	with	the	
concept	of	‘parapsychology’	or	create	distance.	CollecJvely,	when	a	reﬂexive	interpretaJon	is	
considered,	the	‘PosiJoning	ConstrucJon	Device’	(PCD)	could	be	viewed	as	a	direct	response	to	
the	ascribed	connecJons	with	parapsychology.	The	interviewed	researchers	throughout	the	
analysis	can	be	seen	to	use	their	discourse	to	manage	the	posiJon	that	has	been	presented	to	
them.	They	use	their	discourse	to	manage	and	re-negoJate	that	posiJon,	drawing	their	own	
borders	around	both	their	personal	idenJty	and	that	of	the	ﬁeld’s.	A	high	level	example	would	be	
the	researchers’	use	of	their	discourse	to	propose	deﬁniJons	of	parapsychology	and	what	
consJtutes	proof-versus-process	aspects	of	the	ﬁeld	alongside	their	own	presented	posiJon.	
UlJmately,	when	confronted	with	an	ascribed	category	they	acJvely	seek	to	control	the	ascripJon	
and	use	their	discourse	to	re-mould	the	interpretaJon	to	the	posiJon	they	have	chosen	to	
represent	in	their	response.
Once	a	reﬂexive	framing	has	been	applied	to	the	interpretaJon	of	the	empirical	content	of	the	
thesis	-	the	PCD	can	be	thought	of	as	a	reacJonary	discursive	mechanism.	It	is	invoked	as	direct	
interpretaJon	and	then	re-interpretaJon	of	the	interviewer’s	discursively	ascribed	label.	The	
discourse	that	forms	the	interviews	can	therefore	be	perceived	as	a	negoJaJon	context:	the	
interviewer	presents	an	interpretaJon	of	the	interviewed	researcher,	who	then	uses	their	
response	to	re-negoJate	and	re-package	that	interpretaJon.
An	interesJng	extension	from	this	thesis	would	be	to	perform	a	discourse	analysis	on	similar	
interview	data:	where	the	interviewer	does	not	ascribe	categories	within	their	quesJons.	Such	an	
analysis,	using	a	comparaJve	sample	of	interviewed	researchers,	would	potenJally	highlight	
whether	the	posiJoning	focused	repertoires	uncovered	in	the	present	thesis	are	a	direct	product	
of	the	labels	apributed	to	them	by	the	interviewer.
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7.7		Thesis	Review:	PosiRon	of	the	Thesis
The	content	and	ﬁndings	of	the	current	thesis	have	close	Jes	with	the	research	reviewed	within	
Chapter	2.	At	it	its	root,	the	interpretaJve	repertoires	and	the	proposal	of	the	more	universal	
‘PosiJoning	ConstrucJon	Device’	(PCD)	sits	as	a	contemporary	extension	of	much	of	the	discourse	
analysis	literature	that	has	been	presented	and	incorporated	into	the	analysis	throughout	the	
thesis.	
The	thesis	has	introduced	reﬁnements	and	extensions	of	key	concepts	that	have	been	seeded	
throughout	prior	research.	It	exists	as	a	conﬁrmaJon	of	such	ﬁndings	but	also	a	reinterpretaJon	as	
well.	Broadly,	the	original	concept	of	stake	management	(Poper,	1996a)	has	been	reframed	to	
include	consideraJons	of	categorisaJon	building	and	acJve	selecJon.	ConstrucJons	of	‘outsider’	
group	status	and	personal	idenJty	have	been	idenJﬁed	that	elaborate	on	prior	work	in	this	area,	
including	the	discursive	pracJce	of	vicJms	and	also	Hess’	(1993)	concept	of	the	‘underdog’.	Finally,	
the	original	proposal	of	a	‘conJngent	repertoire’	by	Gilbert	and	Mulkay	(1984)	has	been	reﬁned	
within	the	current	analysis.
Beyond	discourse	analysis	the	content	of	the	current	project	holds	potenJal	signiﬁcance	for	SSK.	
Research	of	this	nature	can	possess	numerous	funcJons;	principally	it	updates	the	discourse	
analysis	literature	within	this	area	but	also	the	SSK	literature.	During	the	1970s	and	1980s	there	
was	a	plethora	of	sociological	research	that	analysed	fringe	sciences	and	controversial	knowledge	
claims	(see	Chapter	2).	Yet	the	level	of	research	in	this	area	has	seemingly	decreased	in	recent	
years.	Subsequently,	the	core	data	of	the	interviews	could	be	used	beyond	discourse	analysis	
consideraJons.	A	diﬀerent	sociological	analyJcal	framework	could	provide	a	more	contemporary	
reﬂecJon	on	the	status	of	parapsychology	as	a	subject	of	academic	interest	–	detailing	how	it	has	
progressed	in	the	UK	and	the	strategies	used	by	parapsychologists	to	cement	their	developing	
posiJons	-	beyond	their	discursive	pracJces.
Furthermore,	in	a	broader	sociological	context	the	interviews	that	have	emerged	from	the	project	
may	oﬀer	an	insight	as	to	why	parapsychology	has	developed	in	the	UK	–	in	juxtaposiJon	with	
other	countries,	notably	the	US	where	it	has	appeared	to	stall.	As	a	direct	consequence,	this	may	
serve	to	sJmulate	addiJonal	research	into	the	area	and	also	SSK	research	into	parapsychology	in	a	
more	generalised	way.
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7.8		Thesis	Review:	ObjecRves
As	outlined	in	Chapter	1	the	core	aims	for	the	thesis	were	as	follows:
• Analyse	the	discourse	of	researchers	associated	with	a	ﬁeld	that	has	blurred	boundaries	(in	
terms	of	whether	it	was	considered	‘fringe’	or	‘mainstream’)	and	what	could	be	considered	
a	scienJﬁc	controversy.
• Replicate	the	methodology	of	Gilbert	and	Mulkay	(1984)	for	how	they	conducted	
interviews	and	analysed	the	resulJng	discourse.
• InvesJgate	the	performaJve	and	construcJve	aspects	of	the	interview	data	-	idenJfying	
possible	interpretaJve	repertoires.
• Apempt	to	provide	a	theoreJcal	connecJon	between	the	emerging	repertoires	-	
idenJfying	how	they	interact,	connect	and	complement	each	other	as	a	set	of	discursive	
resources.
• Fulﬁl	the	deﬁcit	within	the	literature	that	was	highlighted	by	Sampson	and	Atkinson	(2011)	
-	that	“there	is	a	lack	of	analyJc	focus	on	the	narraJve	accounts	of	scienJsts	themselves	
and	an	absence	of	a	sustained	research	tradiJon	building	on	the	work	of	Gilbert	and	
Mulkay”	(2011:	90).
In	summary,	the	thesis	has	achieved	all	of	the	above	intenJons	successfully.	Researchers	
associated	with	the	ﬁeld	of	parapsychology	were	interviewed	uJlising	the	same	methodological	
and	analyJcal	approach	used	by	Gilbert	and	Mulkay	(1984)	for	their	interview	data	collecJon	plus	
interpretaJon.	As	outlined	in	Chapter	1,	the	ﬁeld	of	UK	parapsychology	is	a	highly	useful	focal	
point	as	it	can	be	interpreted	to	exist	within	the	label	of	‘scienJﬁc	controversy’	yet	has	been	
progressively	seeded	within	mainstream	UK	academic	insJtuJons.	Therefore	the	boundaries,	
apachments	and	core	idenJJes	of	researchers	associated	with	this	subject	proved	to	be	an	
interesJng	discursive	area	-	the	emerging	interview	data	was	signiﬁcantly	construcJve	and	
performaJve	in	nature	and	rich	for	analysis.	UlJmately,	this	led	to	the	idenJﬁcaJon	of	three	
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disJnct,	yet	connected,	interpretaJve	repertoires	which	formed	the	analysis	in	Chapters	4,	5	and	
6.	This	analysis	and	the	discussions	stemming	from	the	current	chapter	have	built	on	the	research	
tradiJon	of	Gilbert	and	Mulkay	(1984)	and	progressed	numerous	theoreJcal	concepts	in	a	
direcJon	that	could	hold	potenJal	for	further	analysis	and	research	iniJaJves.
More	signiﬁcantly,	the	thesis	has	provided	a	unique	analyJcal	apempt	at	presenJng	theoreJcal	
connecJons	between	the	idenJﬁed	repertoires.	The	presentaJon	of	the	PCD	as	an	overarching	
theory	from	this	thesis	is	a	fulﬁlment	of	a	deﬁcit	within	previous	discourse	analyses	throughout	
the	literature.	By	extending	the	analysis	beyond	just	idenJfying	disJnct	repertoires	this	thesis	has	
presented	a	unique	approach	to	viewing	repertoires	-	analysing	how	they	may	interact	and	
complement	each	other	as	a	more	globalised	discursive	resource,	in	this	case,	‘posiJoning’.	
7.9		Conclusion
This	thesis	has	revealed	the	complexiJes	behind	the	discursive	presentaJons	of	researchers	who	
have	been	purportedly	associated	with	parapsychology	at	key	points	within	their	career.	From	the	
empirical	analysis	the	construcJve	aspect	of	their	discourse	has	been	highlighted.	These	
construcJons	range	from	personal	formulaJons	of	idenJty	towards	more	global	delineaJons	of	
ﬁeld	boundaries.	CollecJvely,	the	interview	responses	of	the	researchers	have	been	interpreted	as	
performing	one	key	funcJon:	posiJoning.	The	PCD	as	a	discursive	tool	highlights	the	tacJcal	and	
defensive	nature	of	their	rhetoric.
The	discourse	pracJces	of	the	researchers	indicate	that	working	within	or	being	associated	with	
areas	of	controversy,	such	as	parapsychology,	is	almost	a	poliJcal	process.	Careful,	defensive	
posiJoning	and	presentaJon	suggest	the	key	actors	in	these	controversies	are	aware	of	external	
percepJon	and	its	impact.	These	insights	reveal	how	researchers	manage	this	presentaJon	
through	their	discourse.	It	may	also	reveal	potenJal	strategies	for	ﬁelds	such	as	parapsychology	to	
progress	towards	greater	acceptance	-	through	careful	management	of	their	idenJJes	and	
boundaries	via	strategic	posiJoning	constructs.
Beyond	extending	pre-exisJng	discourse	analysis	frameworks	set	out	by	Gilbert	and	Mulkay	(1984)	
this	thesis	is	a	foundaJon	for	future	research.	The	concept	promoted	in	this	thesis,	of	looking	at	
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connecJons	between	interpretaJve	repertoires,	should	be	explored	in	subsequent	discourse	
analysis	frameworks.	The	discussions	from	this	thesis	have	illustrated	the	virtue	of	not	stopping	
the	analysis	at	the	point	of	idenJfying	repertoires,	but	of	analysing	how	these	repertoires	link	
together.	The	three	repertoires	that	have	been	presented	along	with	the	‘PosiJoning	ConstrucJon	
Device’	concept	should	be	analysed	against	scienJﬁc	controversies	beyond	parapsychology	to	see	
the	range	of	applicability	of	this	thesis’	ﬁndings.	From	such	a	foundaJon,	controversies	in	diﬀerent	
sectors	other	than	science	could	be	included	for	analysis.		
This	thesis	stands	as	a	culminaJon	of	mulJple	strands	of	sociological	focus:	SSK;	discourse	
analysis;	and	scienJﬁc	controversies.	These	strands	have	been	uniﬁed	to	illustrate	the	complex	
discursive	acJons	present	in	the	discourse	of	researchers	with	purported	Jes	to	parapsychology.	It	
is	hoped	the	ﬁndings	from	the	analysis	will	serve	as	a	pla{orm	for	not	only	further	discourse	
analysis	of	scienJﬁc	controversies,	but	also	sJmulate	new	research	into	the	ﬁeld	of	
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APPENDICES
APPENDIX	1:		General	Email	of	IntroducRon	to	all	PotenRal	Research	ParRcipants
A	general	email	of	introducJon	was	sent	to	everyone	on	the	list	of	potenJal	research	parJcipants	
-	explaining	the	research,	its	aims,	format	and	asking	whether	or	not	they	would	be	inclined	to	
parJcipate.	This	email	is	presented	below:
---------------------------------------------------
Subject:	Parapsychology	PhD	Research	Help
Dear	......................,
My	name	is	Isaac	Hughes,	and	I'm	a	part->me	PhD	student	in	the	Department	of	Sociology	at	the	University	
of	York,	working	under	the	supervision	of	Robin	WooﬃE.	I	am	examining	the	recent	history	and	development	
of	parapsychology	as	an	academic	discipline	within	the	UK,	and	hope	to	iden>fy	the	broader	social	processes	
that	have	shaped	its	trajectory	in	higher	educa>on	in	the	past	two	decades.	My	research	draws	on	the	
sociology	of	scien>ﬁc	knowledge,	especially	in	rela>on	to	the	produc>on	and	recep>on	of	controversial	or	
marginalised	areas	of	scien>ﬁc	research.
The	primary	data	for	the	research	will	be	parapsychologists'	own	opinions	and	perspec>ves	on	the	ﬁeld	and	
its	recent	history,	and	therefore	I	am	I'm	wri>ng	to	you	to	request	an	interview,	at	your	convenience.	Whilst	
I'm	s>ll	in	the	preliminary	stages	of	planning	the	interviews,	broadly	they	will	cover	your	experiences	as	a	
parapsychologist	and	your	opinions	of	the	status	of	the	subject	in	its	current	state	and	with	regards	to	the	
future.	If	you	could	assist	me	in	my	research,	and	did	not	object,	I	would	like	to	tape	record	the	interview;	all	
ethical	and	issues	of	conﬁden>ality	will	be	addressed	prior	to	the	interview.
If	you	need	any	more	informa>on	about	the	project	then	please	feel	free	to	contact	me.	I	would	greatly	
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appreciate	if	you	could	reply	-	either	conﬁrming	or	declining	my	request.
My	contact	details	-
Email:	xxxxxx@york.ac.uk
Mobile:	xxxxx	xxxxxx
Thank	you	for	your	>me.
Yours	sincerely
---------------------------------------------------
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APPENDIX	2:		General	Follow	Up	Email	to	Researchers	Agreeing	to	ParRcipate
Awer	agreeing	to	parJcipate,	and	once	the	interview	format	had	been	ﬁnalised,	a	second	email	
generalised	email	was	sent	to	all	people	willing	to	take	part	in	order	to	cement	the	details	and	
arrange	the	interviews	themselves.	This	email	is	presented	below:
---------------------------------------------------
Subject:	RE:	Parapsychology	PhD	Research	Help
Dear	...........,
I'm	just	emailing	you	to	follow	up	my	PhD	research	request	from	September.	I	have	now	ﬁnished	the	
preliminary	planning	of	the	interviews.	Subsequently,	I	was	hoping	we	could	arrange	a	>me	that	would	be	
convenient	to	you	whereby	I	could	conduct	the	interview.
The	interviews	themselves	will	be	(recorded)	over	the	phone.	Currently,	I'm	a	part->me	self	funded	student,	
whilst	also	working	full->me	-	therefore	the	prac>cali>es	of	traveling	to	all	the	interviewees	and	doing	the	
interviews	face-to-face	would	prove	problema>c.	Hence	my	decision	to	conduct	the	majority	of	them	over	
the	phone.
The	interview	itself	will	be	unstructured	and	will	approach	three	key	areas:	your	experiences	in	rela>on	to	
parapsychology	(gemng	work	published,	percep>on	etc.);	the	current	state	of	parapsychology	in	the	UK	and	
its	future;	parapsychology	as	a	scien>ﬁc	subject.	With	its	unstructured	nature	its	hard	to	give	a	deﬁni>ve	
length	for	the	interview	but	it	should	last	approximately	an	hour.
The	shiU-paEern	for	my	current	job	dictates	that	the	>mes	I'm	available	are	Tuesdays	+	Wednesdays	(all	
day)	and	then	Thursdays	+	Fridays	(from	about	12.00	-	16.00).	If	these	days	or	>mes	are	inconvenient	for	you	
then	I	should	be	able	to	work	something	out.
If	you	need	any	more	details	regarding	the	interviews,	or	anything	else,	then	please	feel	free	to	contact	me:
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Email:	xxxxxx@york.ac.uk
Mobile:	xxxxx	xxxxxx
I	look	forward	to	your	reply,	and	thank	you	for	your	>me.
All	the	best
Isaac
---------------------------------------------------
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